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This dissertation provides novel perspectives on economic phenomena related to 
the role of banks and financial markets by taking into account that such institutions 
create or redistribute assets that serve as payment instruments. To do so, the 
dissertation develops a series of microfounded models of money that adhere to the 
new monetarist tradition.

The first part of the dissertation focuses on the creation of money-like assets by 
private intermediaries, such as banks. Chapter 2 investigates how an economy 
characterized by private money creation can be subject to self-fulfilling financial 
crises and recessions. Chapter 3 studies how the risk embedded in credit extension 
by banks can affect economic outcomes through the fact that credit extension and 
deposit creation are two sides of the same coin.

The second part of the dissertation focuses on the current monetary policy 
environment, characterized by historically low nominal interest rates. Chapter 
4 shows that the ability of financial markets to achieve a favorable distribution 
of savings is impaired when nominal interest rates are at the zero lower bound. 
Chapter 5 considers how optimal monetary policy depends on different types of 
heterogeneity across households and how this can push an economy towards or 
away from the zero lower bound.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation provides novel perspectives on phenomena related to the role of banks

and financial markets by taking into account that such institutions create or redistribute

assets that serve as payment instruments. I do so through the lens of a series of micro-

founded models of money that I analyze analytically. These models adhere to the new

monetarist tradition, which stresses the importance of modeling monetary arrangements

explicitly to make advances in monetary theory and policy analysis.1

To contribute to the ongoing debate on the role of banks and financial markets, which

gained significant momentum due to the 2007 financial crisis, this dissertation focuses

on two empirically relevant and topical phenomena. First, the creation of money-like

assets by the private sector. In modern economies, most assets that are used as payment

instruments are created by privately owned institutions. The paramount example is the

creation of deposits by commercial banks, as bank deposits are widely accepted as an

(electronic) means of payment. In this dissertation, I study how private money creation

and the real economy interact with each other, and how this interaction can lead to

financial crises and recessions.

Second, this dissertation shed lights on the current conduct of monetary policy. Due

to the unconventional policies deployed during and after the 2007 financial crisis, we are

currently in an unprecedented monetary environment, characterized by very large central

bank balance sheets and very low (and sometimes even negative) interest rates.2 This

dissertation provides perspectives on the effects of low interest rates. Moreover, it also

provides explanations for why the policies that have lead to the major expansion of central

bank balance sheets, most importantly asset purchasing programs, can be effective tools

to combat financial crises and recessions.

To address the topics above, I develop a series of dynamic general equilibrium models

1See Williamson and Wright (2010a, 2010b) and Gu, Han, and Wright (2019) for a description of the
new monetarist methods and models.

2Williamson (2017) discusses how the 2007 financial crisis led to the expansion of central bank balance
sheets and to reductions in policy rates. Berentsen, van Buggenum, and Ruprecht (2020) discuss and
analyze negative interest rate policies.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

with banks and financial markets at the core. In these models, money is not a primitive

but arises endogenously to overcome trading frictions. As argued by Wallace (2001), such

an approach towards monetary exchange is of great importance to understand phenom-

ena like private money creation, financial crises, and monetary policy: To gain insights

on these topics, one should start from asking why money is used and for what purposes.

Following the seminal contribution of Kiyotaki and Wright (1989), this dissertation pri-

marily considers the role of money as a payment instrument; a means to settle transactions

instantaneously to overcome a single-coincidence of wants problem.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation look at the creation of payment instruments

by private institutions. Chapter 2, entitled private assets and self-fulfilling prophecies,

studies the relationship between economic stability and the creation of money-like assets

by the private sector. It is motivated by the hot debate on the desirability of private

money creation.3 The main concern in both the popular and policy debate, is that pri-

vate money creation may exacerbate or even cause macroeconomic volatility. It however

remains unclear what makes private money special compared to other assets that are

used as payment instruments, for example an intrinsically useless fiat currency.

To contribute to the debate on private money creation, Chapter 2 studies how money-

like assets created by the private sector can give rise to self-fulfilling prophecies. It

develops a model in which private assets are claims to profits of firms that operate in

frictional markets. In these frictional markets, agents need to search for trading partners

and need assets to settle transactions. With private assets being accepted as means of

payment, the value of these assets both reflects and affects economic activity. This gives

rise to sunspot equilibria in an environment with fully rational agents and perfectly stable

fundamentals.

Contrasting existing models from the new monetarist literature, sunspot equilibria in

my model are not the result of bubbles. Instead, they arise because of a coordination

problem regarding search effort in the spirit of P. A. Diamond (1982). This problem arises

specifically because of the nature of private assets. The framework therefore isolates the

role that private assets play in self-fulfilling prophecies. I use the framework to study

policies that prevent prophecies from materializing. These policies can be interpreted

as helicopter money, unsecured lending, or a troubled-asset relief program. Such policies

have been deployed following the 2007 financial crisis and the 2020 corona-virus pandemic.

Chapter 3, entitled risk, inside money, and the real economy, is motivated by the

importance of bank deposits as payment instruments in modern economies. Commercial

banks issue these deposits whenever they extend credit, for example to an entrepreneur

who wants to finance an investment project. Hence, credit extension and deposit creation

are two sides of the same coin. When credit extension becomes riskier, banks may want

3See, for example, the Swiss Volgeld initiative, which proposed an outright ban on private money
creation.
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to reduce the amount of credit that they supply. This has been observed, for example,

during and after the 2007 financial crisis. Because of the important role that deposits

play as a means of payment, such a credit crunch can negatively affect economic activity.

Chapter 3 therefore considers the role of risky credit extension for the quantity of

deposits supplied by banks. It develops a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model

that unifies risky credit extension, deposit creation, and an essential role for deposits as

payment instruments. In the model, the possibility of bank default gives rise to a channel

through which risky credit extension affects output and welfare. Specifically, when the

risk embedded in credit extension cannot be absorbed by bankers’ equity in a recession,

the bankers in the model are only partially compensated for the social benefits of deposit

creation. The intuition for this result is that the banks are subject to a limited liability

constraint. This means that when credit extension is sufficiently risky, the depositors

demand a risk premium for funding banks. Due to the resulting wedge between bankers’

funding costs and the social benefits of deposit creation, the model economy experiences

a credit crunch which reduces money creation, output, and welfare.

I uncover that a government can restore efficiency in a high risk environment by

injecting capital into banks or by purchasing risky assets from banks. Such policies

where indeed deployed as the 2007 financial crisis deepened and the perceptions of the

overall default risk in the financial sector rose. Moreover, findings from the empirical

literature on these policies suggest that they have indeed been effective. However, I

uncover that these policies also imply that the government takes over the risk of credit

extension from the banking sector and that this has fiscal implications; risk is transferred

from the banking system to the tax payers.

Chapters 4 and 5 are based on the observation that current monetary policy is charac-

terized by historically low nominal interest rates. These low interest rates have important

consequences for asset prices and affect the distribution of wealth. Much of monetary

theory however ignores the role of the wealth distribution and, following Friedman (1969),

predicts optimality of zero nominal interest rates, as such a policy minimizes the oppor-

tunity cost of holding money. It however remains unclear what the potential negative

effects of low or zero interest rates are on the long-run distribution of assets.

Shedding light on this issue, Chapter 4, entitled coexistence of money and interest-

bearing bonds, provides an explanation for the optimality of positive nominal rates. In

the chapter, I develop a model in which payment instruments matter because of a single-

coincidence of wants problem and in which savings instruments matter because agents

face idiosyncratic shocks to their rate of time preference. The latter implies a meaningful

role for the distribution of savings, not studied before in a monetary context.

In the model, I allow agents to trade money and bonds in a financial market once

true preferences are revealed. Because bonds and money differ in their characteristics as
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

payment instruments and savings instruments, I find that financial markets can achieve

a better distribution of savings when interest rates deviate from a zero lower bound. As

in Kocherlakota (2003) but for different reasons, the coexistence of money and interest-

bearing bonds therefore arises endogenously in an optimal policy regime. Contrasting

previously uncovered mechanisms that imply optimality of positive nominal rates, finan-

cial markets in the framework are essential; they are the key to explaining why a positive

nominal interest rate can be optimal and they matter for welfare. The chapter therefore

also provides a novel perspective on the role of financial markets in monetary economies.

Chapter 5, entitled preference heterogeneity and optimal policy, is joint work with my

PhD supervisor Burak Uras. Guided by the empirical relevance of preference heterogene-

ity in accounting for inequality and welfare losses when financial markets are incomplete,

we analyze optimal monetary policy in an OLG model of money with incomplete financial

markets. In this model, three-period lived agents are heterogeneous with respect to their

preferences for middle- and old-age consumption. The model’s tractable structure allows

us to link preference heterogeneity to the aggregate savings rate.

We uncover that preference heterogeneity towards middle-aged consumption leads to

an inefficiently high aggregate savings rate and that preference heterogeneity towards old-

aged consumption leads to an inefficiently low aggregate savings rate. Monetary policy

can correct the inefficiently low savings rate by increasing both the nominal interest rate,

with the aim of increase old-age consumption, and inflation, with the aim of reducing

resources (accumulated by working when young) available for middle-aged consumption.

For correcting an inefficiently high aggregate savings rate, we uncover qualitatively

different policies due to a binding zero lower bound constraint on nominal interest rates;

because agents in the model economy can use cash as a savings vehicle, implementing in-

terest rates in the negative domain is infeasible. To correct for an inefficiently high savings

rate when facing a binding zero lower bound constraint, monetary policy increases the

inflation rate. This negatively affects both middle- and old-aged consumption. Because

of the compounding effects of inflation, the effect on old-aged consumption dominates

which leads to a lower effective savings rate.

To uncover the economic significance of preference heterogeneity and the zero lower

bound, we use our model for a series of quantitative experiments. We find that optimal

policy can partially substitute for incomplete markets but that the zero lower bound is an

important constraining factor. Counterfactual analysis reveals that allowing for negative

interest rates, for example by means of forbidding the use of cash for savings purposes,

can result in welfare gains as high as 1.9% of first-best welfare.
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Chapter 2

Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling

Prophecies

Abstract

This chapter studies how the use of private assets as payment instruments

enables self-fulfilling, mutually reinforcing financial crises and recessions. The

key feature of the constructed model, is that private assets are claims to profits

of firms that operate in frictional markets. These markets are characterized by

search and information frictions: Agents need to devote effort to get matched

to trading partners and need assets to settle transactions. When agents search

intensely in frictional markets, economic activity flourishes and private assets

generate high returns. As a result, agents are flush with liquid wealth and

it becomes more attractive for them to search intensely. A strategic com-

plementarity in search effort therefore arises and it is sufficiently strong to

generate self-fulfilling prophecies. Policies that prevent prophecies from ma-

terializing ensure that agents’ liquid wealth remains unaffected by changes

in the value of private assets. Such policies can be interpreted as helicopter

money, unsecured lending, or a troubled-asset relief program.
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6 Chapter 2. Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

2.1 Introduction

The current chapter considers the following question: How do private assets enable self-

fulfilling, mutually reinforcing financial crises and recessions, and what can policy do to

prevent these events? The main contribution of the current chapter is a theory that

isolates the role of private assets in enabling self-fulfilling prophecies and that explains

why policies such as a troubled-asset relief program (TARP) can be effective in stabilizing

the economy. Specifically, I construct a monetary-search model with a role for both

private assets and fiat money as payment instruments. As in P. A. Diamond (1982), a

coordination problem arises in the amount of effort that agents devote to searching for

trades in goods markets. In the current framework, a strategic complementarity operating

through the value of private assets generates such a coordination problem.

The current chapter is motivated by the fact that in advanced economies, many forms

of money are created by the private sector and most privately issued assets provide liq-

uidity services to their owners. For example, the rapid advance of exchange-traded funds

(ETFs) makes it increasingly easy to trade well-diversified portfolios of stocks and com-

mercial bonds at short notice and low cost (Lettau & Madhavan, 2018). Such properties

allow ETFs to become a near-substitute for fiat money. The importance of private assets

in facilitating monetary exchange is however perceived to make economies vulnerable to

excessive volatility and self-fulfilling prophecies.1 Moreover, the 2007 financial crisis has

called central bankers’ attention for the role of private assets as a source of macroeco-

nomic instability. Importantly, central banks started to intervene by purchasing private

assets, sometimes even ETFs.2 However, it remains unclear what makes liquid assets

created by the private sector special as a source of macroeconomic volatility compared

to, for example, an intrinsically useless fiat currency.

To shed light on this issue, the model of the current chapter links the role which

private assets play in facilitating transactions, to factors determining the value of private

assets. Specifically, private assets are modeled as claims to profits of firms that oper-

ate in frictional markets, thus representing equity. In the frictional markets, firms first

form pairs with workers in a frictionless manner. Subsequently, worker-firm pairs meet

with buyers to exchange goods. Search frictions in the spirit of Pissarides (1984) imply

that buyers and worker-firm pairs are matched according to a constant returns-to-scale

matching function, and also imply that it is costly for buyers and worker-firm pairs to

get matched. Information frictions in the spirit of Kocherlakota (1998) imply that agents

are anonymous, generating a transactions-based demand for assets.

1This idea goes back to Fisher (1936) and other proponents of the Chicago Plan, who call for full-
reserve banking. Benes and Kumhof (2012) call for a revised Chicago Plan. Gorton (1988) and Reinhart
and Rogoff (2008, 2013) demonstrate the severity of banks runs for aggregate economic activity

2The Bank of Japan began purchasing equity ETFs in October 2010 and the FED started purchasing
commercial bond ETFs in May 2020.
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The key insight from the model is that even when private assets are one-period lived

and inflation is perfectly stable, meaning that inflation expectations are well-anchored

and private assets are fundamentally priced, there exist equilibria driven by self-fulfilling

prophecies. The reason is that the fundamental value of private assets both reflects and

affects activity in frictional markets. As a result, the economy is characterized by a

positive feedback loop between asset values and economic activity, so that a coordination

problem regarding search effort arises.

The intuition for the feedback loop between asset values and economic activity is as

follows. When the value of private assets is high, buyers are able to buy lots of goods

when matched to worker-firm pairs since private assets are part of buyers’ liquid wealth.

In turn, when a buyer can afford a large amount of goods, surplus of a match between a

buyer and a worker-firm pair is high. Aggregate profits, backing private assets, are then

large because of two reasons. First and as in models by Berentsen, Menzio, and Wright

(2011) and Rocheteau and Wright (2013), there is an effect on the intensive margin

because matched firms earn larger profits. Second and novel to the literature, there is an

effect on the extensive margin of firms’ profits because agents find it attractive to search

intensely for a match when the surplus of a realized match is large. In turn, this implies

that more firms get matched. Together and only together, the intensive and extensive

margin effect can rationalize both a high and low value for private assets.

I formalize the feedback loop and the associated coordination problem by using a

static model of a frictional market. I then proceed by embedding this market in a dy-

namic general equilibrium environment with rational agents that make portfolio decisions

and a central bank that anchors inflation. Inflation anchoring means that the central bank

chooses an inflation target, like many of them do in the real world (Svensson, 2010), which

it successfully implements. In the constructed environment, I find that a unique deter-

ministic equilibrium exists. However, there can also exist equilibria in which economic

activity is stochastic because agents may need to coordinate search effort based on the

realization of a sunspot.

The tractability of the model allows me to characterize both the full set of sunspot

equilibria and the qualitative properties of sunspot equilibria. Numerical illustrations

demonstrate that the model can generate realistic and rich dynamics matching three

important stylized facts: First, the model can generate a typical peak in economy activity

prior to a period of low search effort (recession) and a sharp contraction of economic

activity when a recession hits. Second, the model generates an increased demand for fiat

money and a lower value for private assets when the anticipated probability of a recession

is large. Third, the model generates low- and high-frequency movements in asset prices

and economic activity that are relatively large and, respectively, small.

To unravel prophecies and thus rule out sunspot equilibria, I find that central banks
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8 Chapter 2. Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

need to use stabilization policies similar to those proposed by Berentsen and Waller (2011,

2015). For example, when agents coordinate on a level of search effort that the central

bank deems too low, the central bank should temporarily inject additional fiat money into

the economy to compensate for the reduced value of private assets. Then, coordinating

on an inefficiently low level of search effort is no longer rational for agents. Contrasting

the models of Berentsen and Waller (2011, 2015), who consider shocks to fundamentals,

commitment to deploying stabilization policies is sufficient to coordinate agents’ beliefs;

stabilization policies need not be deployed on the equilibrium path.

Interestingly, stabilization policies that unravel prophecies in the current environment

can be thought of in at least three ways. First, they can be thought of as helicopter money,

meaning that the central bank lump-sum distributes newly issued money to agents. When

these injections are undone by future lump-sum taxation, they have real effects as nominal

prices are left unchanged. Second, stabilization policies can be thought of as unsecured

lending programs that allow agents to borrow money at favorable rates. Third, stabiliza-

tion policies can also represent a troubled-asset relief program (TARP) implying that the

central bank buys private assets at the price that would prevail in high search equilibrium.

The current theory of self-fulfilling prophecies also gives rise to two distinguishing

contributions compared to existing theories in monetary economics. First, focusing on a

coordination problem regarding search effort, the current chapter isolates the role that pri-

vate assets play in rationalizing prophecies. Specifically, in my environment self-fulfilling

prophecies disappear if private assets do not provide liquidity services or if the return on

private assets is not determined endogenously in frictional markets.

Second, I provide a theory of prophecies that does not rely on forward-looking and

self-fulfilling dynamics in liquidity premia. Such dynamics can give rise to expansions

and contractions of bubbles; the premise of being able to sell an asset in the future can

justify deviations of its price from its fundamental value.3 By studying an environment

with one-period lived private assets and stable inflation, the current chapter rules out

self-fulfilling dynamics for liquidity premia and is therefore not about bubbles. From an

empirical perspective, focusing on stable inflation is also realistic since inflation dynamics

tend to be smooth and inflation expectations are well-anchored.4

Finally, the tractability of the model also allows for a study of how matters change

when private assets cannot be used directly as payment instruments, but can be used to

obtain fiat money on short notice. Work-in-progress suggests that the main results pre-

sented here survive and that additional insights arise. This point towards the robustness

of the current mechanism as an explanation for financial crises and real recessions.

3Lagos and Wright (2003) study bubbly dynamics in a monetary-search model of fiat money. Azariadis
(1981) studies bubbly dynamics in a OLG model of fiat money.

4Levin, Natalucci, and Piger (2004), Demertzis, Marcellino, and Viegi (2009), and Gürkaynak, Swan-
son, and Levin (2010) show that this is especially true for inflation targeting regimes.
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The remainder of this chapter develops as follows. Section 2.2 briefly discusses the

related literature. Section 2.3 provides the foundation for the coordination problem at

the core of the current chapter. Section 2.4 incorporates this coordination problem in

a baseline dynamic general equilibrium model. Section 2.5 analyzes equilibria for the

baseline model and demonstrates that sunspot equilibria exist. Section 2.6 considers a

numerical illustration of some simulated sunspot equilibria and Section 2.7 considers how

a central bank can stabilize the economy. Section 2.8 provides a discussion and Section

2.9 concludes.

2.2 Related Literature

The current chapter mostly relates to new monetarist papers that include a role for

assets other than fiat money. Most of these existing papers take one of the following two

stances on the dividends paid by private assets. First, following Lucas (1978), some take

dividends paid by private assets as exogenous. Examples include Geromichalos, Licari,

and Suárez-Lledó (2007), Lagos (2010), and the baseline environment of Rocheteau and

Wright (2013). Second, some let dividends be determined by outcomes in a frictionless

market. Examples include Lagos and Rocheteau (2008), Andolfatto, Berentsen, and

Waller (2016), and Altermatt (2017). In these setups, the fundamental value of assets

determines outcomes in frictional markets, but is not a product of outcomes in frictional

markets. Only when assets are not one-period lived, self-fulfilling prophecies can arise in

these models, and sometimes only for specific utility functions and bargaining protocols.

In the current framework, self-fulfilling prophecies can arise for one-period lived assets,

and can also arise for utility functions and bargaining protocols that satisfy standard

assumptions in the literature.

Closest to this chapter in terms of modeling private assets is an extension of the

baseline model in Rocheteau and Wright (2013), and the model of Branch and Silva

(2019). Rocheteau and Wright (2013) study a setup that is somewhat similar to the

environment in the current chapter, in which the fundamental value of liquid assets is

determined in markets where these assets are essential. However, Rocheteau and Wright

(2013) do not include fiat money in their model, so they cannot study monetary policy,

and their mechanism does not work through search intensity but trough firm entry. For

such a mechanism, or others that endogenize sellers’ participation decisions, with any type

of asset there can exist multiple equilibria due to coordination issues.5 In my framework,

equilibrium uniqueness arises whenever private assets provide no liquidity services, so it

isolates the role of private assets as a source of coordination failures.

Branch and Silva (2019) study a non-monetary economy in spirit of Mortensen and

5See Rocheteau and Wright (2005), Berentsen et al. (2011), and Nosal and Rocheteau (2011).
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10 Chapter 2. Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

Pissarides (1994), with households that self-insure against Aiyagari (1994) style liquidity

shocks by holding bonds as well as shares in the Mortensen-Pissarides firms. In turn,

these firms are active in the goods market where households face shocks. This produces

a strong aggregate demand channel that works through firm entry and that potentially

results in multiple steady state equilibria. My approach is different in two important

dimensions. First, Branch and Silva (2019) consider a non-monetary environment with

a passive supply of bonds, so that different equilibria are associated with different real

rates of interest. The monetary equivalent thereof are equilibria with different rates

of inflation. In my monetary environment, a central bank achieves a constant rate of

inflation and with such a setup, the model of Branch and Silva (2019) produces a unique

equilibrium. Second, my mechanism does not work through firm entry but through

strategic complementaries in agents’ search decisions.

Gu, Menzio, Wright, and Zhu (2020) take an approach that is conceptually similar

to the current chapter, as they isolate the role of a specific asset class in explaining

self-fulfilling prophecies. They show that self-fulfilling and recurrent market freezes can

only occur with assets that pay negative dividends (toxic assets). The current chapter is

different from the paper of Gu, Menzio, et al. (2020) because it focuses on private assets

that pay non-negative and endogenously determined dividends. Moreover, Gu, Menzio,

et al. (2020) rely on self-fulfilling bubbly dynamics to explain market freezes and not on

coordination failures regarding search effort.

This chapter also relates to papers from the labor-search literature that study self-

fulfilling prophecies regarding unemployment. Howitt and McAfee (1987) show that

when the labor market matching function exhibits increasing returns-to-scale, there are

multiple equilibrium unemployment rates. Howitt and McAfee (1992) and Kaplan and

Menzio (2016) show a similar result. However, they consider constant returns-to-scale

in the labor market matching function and incorporate a positive demand effect of low

unemployment in a goods market where worker-firm pairs sell their output. The current

chapter also considers a demand effect in a goods market. Specifically, when other buyers

search intensely in goods markets, the value of forming a match with a worker-firm pair

goes up because a buyer is able to spend more as private assets become more valuable.

2.3 Search and Coordination with Private Assets

To understand the mechanism at the core of the current chapter, consider a frictional

market in which search activity and assets matter. In this market, buyers want to consume

a perfectly divisible good produced by worker-firm pairs and a buyer is matched to at

most one worker-firm pair. Importantly, buyers are anonymous and record keeping is

imperfect. Hence, credit is infeasible and buyers need assets to settle transactions.
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2.3. Search and Coordination with Private Assets 11

Let the value of buyers’ asset portfolio be denoted with a, expressed in terms of what

the economy uses as a unit of account. When a match between a buyer and a worker-firm

pair is realized, the buyer earns utility surplus L(a) and the worker earns utility surplus

O(a). Moreover, the firm earns flow profits P(a), expressed in terms of units of account.

Because assets matter, I will assume that L(0) = O(0) = P(0) = 0; L′(a) > 0, O′(a) > 0,

and P ′(a) > 0 for a < â; while L′(a) = 0, O′(a) = 0, and P ′(a) = 0 for a ≥ â. That

means, there exists a critical level â for asset holdings, below which buyers are constrained

by their asset holdings. When buyers are constrained, increased asset holdings lead to an

increase in the value of a match for the buyer, firm, and worker. As a result, P ′(a) < 1;

if a buyer in a match can spend one dollar more, then the firm’s profits cannot increase

by more than a dollar. Intuitively, more spending by a buyer leads to increased revenues

for the firm, but also to more costs in the form of a higher wage for the worker.

Suppose that only buyers choose search effort,6 and suppose that these buyers choose

search effort e from a set E. As a normalization, let e equal the probability of finding a

match for the buyer and impose max{E} ≤ 1. Costs of search effort are given by s(e),

with s(0) = 0, s′ > 0 and s′′ > 0. From participating in the frictional market, the buyer

then earns a utility surplus which depends on the value of his/her assets and optimally

chosen search effort:

V(a) = max
e∈E

{eL(a)− s(e)} .

Importantly, the probability that a buyer finds a match and his/her costs of search are

independent of other agents’ decisions. This feature distinguishes the current framework

from that of P. A. Diamond (1982), and P. A. Diamond and Fudenberg (1989).

Let e∗(a) denote the optimal amount of search effort devoted by a buyer as a function

of his/her asset holdings. By the strict convexity of s, optimal search effort e∗(a) is gener-

ically unique and increasing in a. When buyers enter with symmetric asset portfolios, the

measure of realized matches in the market then equals b× e∗(a), where b is the measure

of buyers.

Without loss, assume that each buyer holds one share in each firm that participates in

the frictional market and that each such firm has issued a measure x ≥ b of shares. Also,

let ϕ denote the value of buyers’ asset portfolio that does not depend on outcomes in the

current frictional market. This quantity may consist of fiat money issued by a central

bank and future expected profits of firms, and is treated as given when the frictional

market convenes. That means, expectations regarding the future development of the

economy are well-anchored. The value of buyers’ asset portfolio in the frictional market

then satisfies

a = ϕ+
b× e∗(a)× P(a)

x
. (2.1)

6This assumption is relaxed in Appendix 2.B.
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Equation (2.1) shows that the value of buyers’ assets depends positively on itself

through an intensive and an extensive margin channel. First, the intensive margin channel

implies that profits of matched firms depend positively on the value of buyers’ assets.

Second, the extensive margin channel implies that the mass of matched firms depends

positively on buyers’ search effort, which in turn depends positively on the value of buyers’

assets. Multiple values for a may therefore constitute an equilibrium.

Since e∗ ≤ 1, b/x ≤ 1, and P(a) < a, Equation (2.1) also demonstrates that the

value of buyers’ assets is strictly positive if and only if ϕ > 0. This property generates

an essential role for outside assets when firms are one-period lived. The reason is simple:

In the aggregate, claims by firms on the profits of other firms cancel out. Therefore, the

value of one-period lived firms is determined by the amount of outside assets held by

these firms. Without outside assets, such as fiat money, one-period lived firms therefore

cannot have value and activity in the frictional market would vanish.

Figure 2.1a illustrates Equation (2.1) in an economy without decisions regarding

search effort while Figure 2.1b illustrates (2.1) in an economy where buyers can choose

between high or low search effort: E = {l, h} with 0 < l < h ≤ 1. Figure 2.1a shows that

the intensive margin channel is too weak to rationalize self-fulfilling prophecies. Why?

Because P ′(a) < 1, b/x ∈ [0, 1], and e∗ ≤ 1 so that the slope of the solid black line

in Figure 2.1a representing the RHS of (2.1), is lower than one if the mass of matches

remains unchanged. In words, a one dollar increase in the value of buyers’ asset portfolio

leads to less than a dollar increase of aggregate firm profits that accrue to buyers.

Figure 2.1b illustrates that the extensive margin channel, which arises through buyers’

search decisions, can rationalize multiple equilibria. Why? Because a one dollar increase

in the value of buyers’ asset holdings can lead to more than a dollar increase of aggregate

firm profits that accrue to buyers. This happens when a change in the value of assets

triggers buyers to search more intensely. Specifically, there can be a critical threshold

ã ≤ â for a. With the value of assets above this threshold buyers search at e = h, and

with the value of assets below this threshold buyers search at e = l.7 When buyers choose

search effort from a convex set E = [e, e], the extensive margin channel can also be strong

enough rationalize prophecies. Figure 2.1c illustrates how Equation (2.1) can look like

for convex E.

Note that there exist multiple values for a solving Equation (2.1) only if shares issued

by firms satisfy two properties. First, these shares constitute claims to profits of firms that

operate in the frictional market. Second, these shares can be used as payment instruments

or collateral in the frictional market. With these two properties, self-fulfilling prophecies

are possible and agents need to coordinate their behavior, specifically search effort. They

may do so based on the realization of a payoff irrelevant random variable; a sunspot.

7Here, ã solves (h− l)L(ã) = s(h)−s(l). It follows that ã exists if and only if s(h)−s(l) ≤ (h− l)L(â).
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(a) Fixed search effort.
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Figure 2.1: The solid black (gray) lines plots the RHS (LHS, resp.) of Equation (2.1).

Once agents’ portfolio decisions are endogenized, the fact that a coordination problem

leaves room for self-fulfilling prophecies does not immediately imply existence of multiple

deterministic equilibria or sunspot equilibria. In what follows, I embed the mechanism

above in a dynamic general equilibrium model. As it turns out, a unique deterministic

equilibrium exists in this environment. However, because there can be multiple valuations

for firms’ shares in the frictional market, there also exist sunspot equilibria in which search

effort fluctuates randomly after portfolio decisions have been made.

2.4 Baseline Dynamic General Equilibrium Model

Time in the dynamic model is discrete and continues forever: t = 0, 1, ...,∞. Following

Lagos and Wright (2005), during each time period two markets convene sequentially: first

a decentralized market (DM) and second a centralized market (CM). The DM represents

the frictional market described in Section 2.3 and the CM represents a frictionless market

in which agents decide on their asset portfolios. There are two fully perishable and

perfectly divisible goods: CM goods and DM goods. CM (DM) goods are homogeneous

and can be produced, consumed, and traded only during the CM (resp., DM).
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14 Chapter 2. Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

The economy is populated by a unit measure of infinitely lived households, overlapping

masses of finitely lived firms, and a government. Government consists of a central bank

and a fiscal authority. For now, government is only active during the CM. There is a role

for trade because households face random consumption and production opportunities.

Specifically, at the beginning of each period, a measure one half of randomly selected

households become buyers and the other half become workers. Buyers can consume

DM goods but cannot produce them, while workers can produce DM goods but cannot

consume them.

Households’ preferences are described by the flow utility function

Uj(q, e, y) = �j=bu(q)− �j=wc(q)− s(e) + y,

where q is consumption (production) of DM goods when the household is a buyer (resp.

worker), y is net consumption of CM goods, and j ∈ {b, w} is the household’s type

with j = b if a buyer and j = w if a worker. Once a household has learned its type,

it can exert search effort e ∈ E at utility cost s : E → R+. I refer to s(e) as search

costs. As in Section 2.3, search costs are increasing and strictly convex in search effort.

Additionally, u and c are twice continuously differentiable and satisfy u(0) = 0, u′ > 0,

u′′ < 0, limq→0 u
′(q) = ∞, limq→∞ u′(q) = 0, c(0) = 0, c′ > 0, and c′′ ≥ 0. Also, net

consumption of CM goods affects flow utility in a linear fashion. This assumption serves

to keep the model tractable. Finally, households discount utility between periods at a

rate β ∈ (0, 1).

During each CM, a measure one half of firms arises that live until the next CM. Firms

should be thought of as technologies that operate in the interest of their shareholders.

I will work with a fixed measure of firms. This rules out equilibrium multiplicity that

arises in most monetary-search models when participation decisions of those who sell DM

goods are endogenized (Nosal & Rocheteau, 2011). Nevertheless, the main mechanism of

the current chapter can be shown to survive with free entry.

The only form of aggregate uncertainty in the model comes from a random variable

which is irrelevant for preferences and technologies: the sunspot. At the beginning of

each period t, the sunspot is realized and observed by all agents. The realization of the

sunspot in period t is denoted with ξt, and Ξt = {ξ0, ξ1, ..., ξt} denotes the history of

realizations up to and including period t. Rather than indexing prices, quantities, and

values for time, I index them for histories. The further setup of the model is going to

be such that we can focus on a sunspot with only two possible realizations, described

by vector ξ = {L,H}. Let ρΞt−1
= {ρL,Ξt−1 , ρH,Ξt−1}, where ρξ,Ξt−1 ∈ (0, 1) denotes the

probability that ξt = ξ conditional upon history Ξt−1 and ρL,Ξt−1 + ρH,Ξt−1 = 1.

Two types of assets are available in the economy. The first are perfectly divisible

ownership shares of firms, labeled as private assets. I normalize the amount of shares
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2.4. Baseline Dynamic General Equilibrium Model 15

issued by each firm to one. The second asset is a perfectly divisible and intrinsically

useless object called fiat money, issued by the government. Both assets can be used to

settle transactions during the DM. Moreover, to simplify the equilibrium analysis, there

exist fictitious claims to CM goods, the payoff of which is contingent on the realization

of histories. Specifically, there are one-period lived L-assets and H-assets that can be

used to settle transactions in the DM. When issued in the CM of period t− 1, an L-asset

(H-asset) returns one unit of CM good during period t if ξt = L (ξt = H, resp.) and

nothing otherwise. Appendix 2.A shows that when only fiat money and private assets

are traded, equivalent equilibria arise as with these fictitious state-contingent assets.

2.4.1 Centralized Markets

During CM t, a Walrasian market is organized in spirit of Arrow and Debreu (1954) and

all prices are expressed in terms of CM t goods. The CM t prices of fiat money and

private assets are denoted with φΞt and ΥΞt , respectively. By construction, the price of

a private asset ΥΞt equals the market value of a newborn firm. Prices of L-assets and

H-assets issued in CM t are pL,Ξt and pH,Ξt , respectively. Let

1 + ιΞt+1 = pξt+1,Ξt/(βρξt+1,Ξt).

Then, the law of one price (LOOP) implies that an asset with history-contingent value

xΞt+1 in CM t+ 1, trades at a price E
{
β(1 + ιΞt+1)xΞt+1 |Ξt

}
in CM t. Here, β(1 + ιΞt+1)

is a stochastic discount factor. Because utility is linear in consumption of CM goods,

the same asset would be priced at E
{
βxΞt+1 |Ξt

}
when it would not be tradable during

DM t + 1. Hence, ιΞt+1 can be interpreted as a stochastic, history-contingent liquidity

premium. For the price of fiat money, the LOOP implies

φΞt = E
{
β(1 + ιΞt+1)φΞt+1)|Ξt

}
. (2.2)

2.4.1.1 Households

Let aΞt+1 be the value of the household’s asset portfolio, in terms of CM t + 1 goods,

carried into DM t + 1 when history is Ξt+1. By the LOOP, the CM t value of that

portfolio equals E{β(1 + ιΞt+1)aΞt+1} CM goods. With households being able to buy

fictitious state-contingent assets, they can choose aΞt+1 specific to realizations of history.

Households are however characterized by limited commitment, so aΞt+1 ≥ 0; households

cannot short-sell assets and cannot issue IOUs. Let V j
Ξt+1

(a) be the history-contingent

utility value of entering DM t+ 1 with assets worth a CM t+ 1 goods, with j = b when

a buyer and j = w when a worker. Also, let τΞt denote a lump-sum tax imposed on

households during CM t by the government. Note that households also receive ownership
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16 Chapter 2. Private Assets and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

shares in newborn firms, worth ΥΞt/2 CM goods since a measure one-half of new firms

arises. The utility value of entering CM t with assets worth a CM goods, then becomes:

WΞt(a) = max
y,aΞt+1

{
y + βE{V j

Ξt+1
(aΞt+1)|Ξt}

}
(2.3)

s.t. y + E{β(1 + ιΞt+1)aΞt+1 |Ξt}+ τΞt ≤ a+ΥΞt/2 and aΞt+1 ≥ 0.

Because the budget constraint in Equation (2.3) will hold with equality and because

utility is linear in consumption of CM goods, we obtain

WΞt(a) = a+ΥΞt/2− τΞt + βE

{
max

aΞt+1
≥0

{
V j
Ξt+1

(aΞt+1)− aΞt+1(1 + ιΞt+1)
}∣∣∣Ξt

}
, (2.4)

so that the households’ CM value function is linear in asset holdings; WΞt(a) = a+WΞt(0).

Households’ decisions about assets to be carried into the next DM, aΞt+1 , therefore depend

only on ιΞt+1 , which yields a highly tractable decision problem.

2.4.1.2 Firms

Market value of a firm that is about to die, expressed in CM goods, equals the value

of liquid assets that the firm acquired in the preceding DM; W f
Ξt
(a) = a. These assets

are paid out to shareholders as dividends. For a newborn firm in CM t, let V f
Ξt+1

denote

expected dividends paid by that firm in CM t+ 1 when history is Ξt+1. Market value of

a newborn firm in CM t then becomes:

ΥΞt = E{β(1 + ιΞt+1)V
f
Ξt+1

|Ξt}. (2.5)

2.4.1.3 Government

In the CM, the central bank can print money and the fiscal authority can levy lump-sum

taxes on (or provide subsidies to) households. The supply of fiat money in period t,

measured at the end of the CM, is denoted with MΞt . The consolidated government’s

budget constraint implies that lump-sum taxation satisfies:

τΞt = φΞt(MΞt−1 −MΞt). (2.6)

2.4.2 Decentralized Markets

During the DM, first firms are randomly matched to workers and form worker-firm pairs.

There are as many workers as firms, and because the current chapter is not about un-

employment, I assume that all workers and firms manage to find a match. Second, the

resulting worker-firm pairs are matched to buyers.
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In what follows, I make three assumptions. First and as in Section 2.3, regarding the

set of feasible search effort levels that households can choose from, I consider E = {l, h}
with 0 ≤ l < h ≤ 1 and s(h) − s(l) = k. This makes the mechanism that the current

chapter seeks to highlight as transparent as possible, but is not critical for the results.8

Second and as in Section 2.3, I only consider search decisions by buyers. Specifically, a

buyer is matched to a worker-firm pair with probability e, where e ∈ {l, h} is the buyer’s

search effort. This eases the analysis considerably. Appendix 2.B studies the general case

with search effort by both buyers and workers, for which similar results arise.

Third, I assume that l > 0. This rules out recurrent market freezes as in Gu, Menzio,

et al. (2020). They point out that as in Coles and Wright (1998), with non-toxic assets

and fixed participation cost in the DM, recurrent market freezes can arise. Section 2.5.5.1

considers matters when l = 0 and shows that sunspot equilibria, representing recurrent

market freezes, then do not exist.

During the DM, monitoring and record-keeping are sufficiently bad to rule out credit

arrangements. Trade is then quid pro quo and assets can facilitate trade in two ways.

First, as in Kiyotaki and Wright (1989), assets can be used as media of exchange. Second,

as in Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), assets can be pledged as collateral, with agents reneging

on their promises having their assets seized. Here, and in many other new monetarist

models as pointed out by Lagos (2010), the equations are the same for both stories.

2.4.2.1 Terms of Trade

Let (q,Ψ,Ω) denote the terms of trade in a DM meeting, with q the amount of DM goods

traded, Ψ the value of assets (in CM goods) transferred from the buyer to the firm, and Ω

the value of assets (in CM goods) transferred from the firm to the worker. Using linearity

of WΞt , utility surplus for the buyer is then u(q)−Ψ and utility surplus for the worker is

Ω− c(q). Moreover, profits for the firm expressed in CM goods are Ψ− Ω.

To determine terms of trade in DM matches, I follow Gu and Wright (2016) and

assume existence of a payment protocol ν : R+ �→ R+ and a wage-earnings protocol

ω : R+ �→ R+. The payment protocol describes how much CM purchasing power the

buyer should transfer to the firm in exchange for q DM goods. Similarly, the wage-

8When facing a liquidity premium associated with carrying assets, increased search effort makes it
more attractive for households to also increase their asset holdings. This is because assets can then be
spend on DM goods with a higher probability. Taking this complementarity between search effort and
asset holdings into account, marginal benefits of exerting search effort are increasing in the amount of
search effort. Therefore, though optimal search effort will be generically unique if E is convex, the set of
search effort levels that can be implemented in equilibrium exhibits gaps when costs of search are close
to linear. That means, search effort may jump from a high level to a low level for an infinitesimally
small change in the liquidity premium commanded by holding assets. If search cost would be linear or
concave, then for convex E = [e, e] we get that, depending on asset holdings, households either choose e
or e. With e = 0, this implies the same results as a model with fixed DM participation costs, discussed
in Section 2.5.5.1.
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earnings protocol describes how much CM purchasing power the worker receives in return

for producing q DM goods. When q DM goods are traded in a DMmatch, utility surplus of

the buyer equals L(q) = u(q)−ν(q), utility surplus of the worker equalsO(q) = ω(q)−c(q),

and profits for the firm equal Π(q) = ν(q)− ω(q). Let q∗ > 0 satisfy u′(q∗) = c′(q∗); the

first-best level for q. The payment and wage-earnings protocol are such that: ν and ω

are twice continuously differentiable, ν(0) = ω(0) = 0, ν ′ > 0 and ω′ > 0, L(q) attains

a unique global maximum at q̂ ∈ (0, q∗] and is strictly increasing in q for q ∈ (0, q̂), and

O(q) > 0 and Π(q) > 0 for q ∈ (0, q̂].9

Conditions imposed on ν and ω imply the following. First, the payment and wage-

earnings protocol are twice continuously differentiable, which is primarily a technical

assumption but also implies that match surplus for a buyer, firm, and worker is continuous

in the amount of traded goods. Second, more consumption by the buyer implies that

he/she must transfer more assets to the firm. Similarly, more production by the worker

implies that the firm has to transfer more assets to the worker. Third, given the payment

protocol, the buyer is willing to purchase at most q̂ ≤ q∗ DM goods and his/her surplus

is strictly increasing in the amount of goods purchased until q̂ is consumed. Fourth, if

q ∈ (0, q̂] trade must make the worker and firm strictly better off compared to no trade.

Conditions imposed on ν and ω are weak, in the sense that they are satisfied for a fairly

broad range of trading arrangements. This includes Nash bargaining, Kalai bargaining,

and gradual bargaining.

Given the payment and wage-earnings protocol, terms of trade (q,Ψ,Ω) in a DM

meeting with a buyer that carries assets worth a CM goods, are given by:

q =

⎧⎨⎩ν−1(a) if a < ν(q̂)

q̂ if a ≥ ν(q̂)
, Ψ =

⎧⎨⎩a if a < ν(q̂)

ν(q̂) if a ≥ ν(q̂)
, and Ω =

⎧⎨⎩ω ◦ ν−1(a) if a < ν(q̂)

ω(q̂) if a ≥ ν(q̂)
.

Because buyers seek to maximize their surplus from a match, a buyer never consumes

more than q̂ DM goods. When the buyer carries assets worth at least ν(q̂) CM goods, q̂

goods will be traded. Otherwise, ν−1(a) goods are traded, where a is the value of assets

(in terms of CM goods) held by the buyer.

2.4.2.2 Households

When exerting search effort e ∈ {l, h}, a buyer gets matched to a worker-firm pair with

probability e ≤ 1. Accounting for linearity of WΞt(a), for a buyer the value of entering

9The current setup implies bargaining between three parties; buyers, firms, and workers. Nevertheless,
the payment and wage-earnings protocol also nest a setup with bilateral matches between buyers and
firms. This is the case when firms buy DM goods on the spot from workers in a competitive market
and workers have a linear dis-utility function c(q) = q. This implies O → 0, and that the surplus of a
match between a buyer and a firm becomes u(q) − q, over which the buyer and firm bargain according
to a particular protocol. For example, with proportional bargaining we obtain the well-known payment
protocol ν(q) = (1− ε)u(q) + εq, where ε is the bargaining power of the buyer.
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2.4. Baseline Dynamic General Equilibrium Model 19

DM t with assets worth a CM t goods is:

V b
Ξt
(a) = max

e∈{l,h}

{
eL
(
min{ν−1(a), q̂})− s(e)

}
+ a+WΞt(0). (2.7)

It follows that a household is willing devote search effort level e = h during the DM if

and only if (h− l)L (min{ν−1(a), q̂}) ≥ k. Similarly, a household is willing devote search

effort level e = l during the DM if and only if (h− l)L (min{ν−1(a), q̂}) ≤ k. This implies

a positive relationship between asset holdings and search effort.10

A worker does not decide on search effort and is matched to a firm with certainty. Let

GΞt(a
′, e′) be the probability that a randomly drawn buyer in DM t holds assets worth

a′′ ≤ a′ CM t goods and devotes search effort e′′ ≤ e′. Using linearity of WΞt(a), the

value of entering DM t as a worker with assets worth a CM t goods, becomes:

V w
Ξt
(a) =

∫∫
e′O
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′) + a+WΞt(0). (2.8)

Intuitively, each worker-firm pair first draws one buyer from the CDF GΞt . This

buyer carries assets worth a′ CM goods and devotes search effort e′. Then, a match

with the buyer drawn from G occurs with probability e′, and results in utility surplus

O (min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) for the worker since q′ = min{ν−1(a′), q̂} DM goods will be traded.

2.4.2.3 Firms

A firm is matched to a worker with certainty. Similar to the worker, the expected value

(in terms of CM t goods) of a firm that enters DM t equals:

V f
Ξt

=

∫∫
e′Π
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′). (2.9)

Here, V f
Ξt

are also history-contingent expected dividends paid by a firm in CM t. There-

fore, the DM value of a firm equals its fundamental value.

2.4.3 Equilibrium and Welfare

To conclude the model setup, define the notion of an equilibrium and consider welfare.

Using Equations (2.7) and (2.8), and the fact that a household becomes a buyer in DM

t with probability one half, we find that WΞt−1(a) = a+ΘΞt−1 + βE
{
W̃Ξt |Ξt−1

}
with

W̃Ξt = max
{aΞt ,eΞt}∈R+×{l,h}

{[
eΞtL

(
min{ν−1(aΞt), q̂}

)− s(eΞt)
]
/2− ιΞtaΞt

}
, (2.10)

10In the model, there are no income effects due to the quasi-linear utility structure. Even with income
effects, a positive relationship between asset holdings and search effort arises. The reason is that optimal
search effort depends only on the surplus of a match for the buyer, which in turn should depend positively
on the value of the buyer’s asset holdings even in the presence of income effects.
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ΘΞt−1 = ΥΞt−1/2− τΞt−1 + β

[∫∫
e′O
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′)/2 +WΞt(0)

]
.

Here, a household considers ΘΞt−1 as a quantity that is unaffected by its own decisions.

As a result, we can define a general equilibrium in the economy as:

Definition 2.1. Given a sequence {ρΞt−1
,MΞt−1 ∀ Ξt−1}∞t=0 governing the sunspot and

money supply, equilibrium is a sequence {GΞt : R2 �→ [0, 1], V f
Ξt
, ιΞt , φΞt ,ΥΞt , ∀ Ξt}∞t=0

such that:

1. The LOOP holds: φΞt satisfies Equation (2.2) and ΥΞt satisfies Equation (2.5) .

2. Markets clear;
∫
a
a′GΞt(a

′, e′) = φΞtMΞt−1 +V f
Ξt
/2 with V f

Ξt
given by Equation (2.9).

3. Households maximize utility; for any (a′, e′) on the support of CDF GΞt, we have

that (a′, e′) = argmax{a,e}∈R+×{l,h} {[eL (min{ν−1(a′), q̂})− s(e)] /2− ιΞta}.

I consider a utilitarian welfare measure. In period t, when the history of the sunspot

is Ξt, welfare is then given by integrating over the DM value functions for households,

taking into account the distribution of assets: UΞ =
∫
a

V b
t (a

′)+V w
t (a′)

2
dGΞt(a

′, e′).

Lemma 2.1. Equilibrium welfare satisfies UΞt = WΞt + βE
{
UΞt+1 |Ξt

}
, where

WΞt =

∫∫
e′(u− c) ◦min{ν−1(a′), q̂} − s(e′)

2
dGΞt(a

′, e′). (2.11)

Because utility is linear in consumption of CM goods, what matters for flow welfare

in period t is DM activity. To be specific, flow welfare equals aggregated surplus across

DM matches minus search costs incurred by buyers.

2.5 Analysis of the Baseline Model

I focus on analyzing an environment in which the central bank’s objective is to achieve

a time-invariant inflation target. Specifically, it wants prices of CM goods, expressed

in terms of fiat money, to increase at a gross rate π between periods. I assume that

the central bank achieves its objective, so that the CM price of fiat money develops

deterministically according to πφt+1 = φt. This feature implies a deviation from papers

which show that when Mt grows at a constant rate, there can be equilibria in which φt

develops in a stochastic or cyclical fashion. To shed light on what makes private assets

special as a source of macroeconomic volatility, I choose to focus on equilibria without

self-fulfilling dynamics for φt. To achieve its inflation target, the central bank lets the

supply of fiat money be driven by demand; MΞt is such that given price φt, supply of

money balances equals households’ demand for money balances. Profits (losses) of the
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central bank are passed on to the fiscal authority, which passively turns them into lump-

sum subsidies for (taxes on, resp.) households according to Equation (2.6).

Also, I focus on symmetric equilibria, in which households make the same decisions

and hold the same asset portfolios. It turnts out that such equilibria can be described by

a history-contingent amount of trade within DM matches, qΞt , and a history-contingent

mass of realized DM matches, nΞt . I distinguish between symmetric deterministic equi-

libria (DE) and symmetric sunspot equilibria (SE), in which the sunspot is irrelevant and

relevant, respectively.

2.5.1 Goods Markets

Taking as given the realization of stochastic liquidity premium ιΞt , DM t activity can

be determined. From Equation (2.10), it follows that asset demand becomes infinitely

large when the stochastic liquidity premium is negative. The reason is that the expected

return of holding assets as a store of value then exceeds the natural real interest rate

1 + r = 1/β. Hence, focus on cases in which ιΞt ≥ 0. Optimality conditions then imply

that trade of DM goods within matches, qΞt , satisfies first-order condition

ιΞt = eΞtL
′(qΞt)/[2ν

′(qΞt)]. (2.12)

Equation (2.12) equates the marginal liquidity benefits associated with the history-

contingent value of assets carried into DM t, to the history-contingent liquidity premium

ιΞt . To keep things simple, I ensure that Equation (2.12) determines qΞt uniquely as a

function of eΞt and ιΞt by making the following assumption:

Assumption 2.1. Payment protocol ν is such that L′(q)/ν ′(q) is strictly decreasing in q

for q ∈ (0, q̂).

In words, given search effort, the marginal liquidity value of assets carried into the

DM is strictly decreasing in DM consumption and, in turn, strictly decreasing in the

value of assets carried into the DM.11 It follows that

Lemma 2.2. Trade within DM matches, qΞt, is continuous in ιΞt/eΞt, decreasing in

ιΞt/eΞt, strictly decreasing in ιΞt/eΞt for ιΞt/eΞt ∈ (0, ῑ), and equals q̂ for ιΞt/eΞt = 0 and

zero for ιΞt/eΞt ≥ ι = limq→0 L
′(q)/[2ν ′(q)]. q.e.d.

Regarding search effort, recall that k = s(h)−s(l). As a result, households are willing

to search at e = h if and only if

max
q≥0

{hL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} −max
q≥0

{lL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} ≥ k/2.

11When terms of trade within DM matches are determined by Kalai bargaining and gradual bargaining,
this property is always satisfied. When terms of trade are determined by Nash bargaining, this property
is satisfied when bargaining power of the buyers is sufficiently large.
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Similarly, households are willing to search at e = l if and only if

max
q≥0

{hL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} −max
q≥0

{lL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} ≤ k/2.

One can establish that maxq≥0 {hL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} − maxq≥0 {lL(q)/2− ιΞtν(q)} is de-

creasing in ιΞt , and strictly decreasing in ιΞt for ιΞt ∈ (0, hῑ). In words, buyers are

more likely to search intensely when the stochastic liquidity premium is low. When

k > (h − l)L(q̂), buyers are not willing to search intensely even when the liquidity pre-

mium equals zero and therefore always devote low search effort. To generate some action

in terms of search effort, I therefore assume:

Assumption 2.2. k ≤ (h− l)L(q̂).

Given Assumption 2.2, buyers are willing to search intensely when the stochastic

liquidity premium equals zero. However, as the stochastic liquidity premium increases,

the benefits of searching at e = h instead of e = l decrease. When the stochastic liquidity

premium becomes sufficiently large, households will therefore choose to exert only little

search effort:

Lemma 2.3. There exists a unique ι̃ ≥ 0 such that households are willing to search

at e = h if and only if 0 ≤ ιΞt ≤ ι̃ and are willing to search at e = l if and only if

ιΞt ≥ ι̃. q.e.d.

Since Lemma 2.3 determines search effort as a function of the stochastic liquidity

premium, and since Equation (2.12) determines trade within DM matches as a function

of search effort and the stochastic liquidity premium, we find:

ιΞt = nΞtL
′(qΞt)/ν

′(qΞt) where nΞt =
eΞt

2
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
h/2 if ιΞt < ι̃

h/2 or l/2 if ιΞt = ι̃

l/2 if ιΞt > ι̃

. (2.13)

So, both qΞt and nΞt are, except for a knife-edge case with ιΞt = ι̃, determined uniquely

by ιΞt . Observe that when ιΞt = ι̃ > 0, consumption drops from q
H

to qL when buyers

switch from searching at e = h to e = l. Here 2ι̃ = hL′(q
H
)/ν ′(q

H
), 2ι̃ = lL′(qL)/ν

′(qL),

and qL < q̃ < q
H

where (h − l)L(q̃) = k. From Equation (2.7) we know that during the

DM, buyers are willing to devote high search effort if and only if a ≥ ν(q̃) and are willing

to devote low search effort if and only if a ≤ ν(q̃). Here, portfolio decisions imply that

with a strictly positive realization for ιΞt , households will enter the DM with assets worth

strictly less (more) than ν(q̃) when they devote low (resp. high) search effort.
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2.5.2 Asset Markets

Optimality conditions associated with Equation (2.10) imply that the value of assets

carried into the DM satisfies

aΞt ≥ ν(qΞt), with equality if ιΞt > 0. (2.14)

That means, when there is no liquidity premium commanded by holding assets, house-

holds are willing to hold any amount of assets as long as they can afford to buy q̂ goods

during the DM. When there is a liquidity premium commanded by holding assets, house-

holds however economize on asset holdings so that they consume less that q̂ when matched

to a worker-firm pair.

The value of assets supplied to households consists of two components: the value of

fiat money and the value of private assets. Aggregating the two, we obtain:

aΞt = φtMΞt−1 + nΞtΠ(qΞt). (2.15)

Successful implementation of an inflation target makes the value of fiat money indepen-

dent of the sunspot’s current realization. The value of private assets may however be

affected by the sunspot. First, through the mass of matched firms in the DM. Second,

through the amount of goods traded within DM matches.

A noteworthy feature that arises from asset demand and supply relates to firms’

dividend payments and the role of fiat money. Combine Equations (2.14) and (2.15) to

obtain ν(qΞt) ≤ φtMΞt−1 + nΞtΠ(qΞt), with equality if ιΞt > 0. Then, observe that by

construction, ν(qΞt) = Π(qΞt) + ω(qΞt). Hence, we find

φtMΞt−1 ≥ (1− nΞt)Π(qΞt) + ω(qΞt), with equality if ιΞt > 0. (2.16)

Because households leave the CM with equivalent asset portfolios, buyers hold φtMΞt−1

worth of fiat money when they enter DM t. Equation (2.16) demonstrates that this

amount of fiat money is large enough to pay workers’ wages and (1 − nΞt)Π(qΞt) CM t

goods worth of dividends. By construction, total profits of a matched firm are Π(qΞt).

Therefore some of the matched firm’s profits represent claims on other firms. In the

aggregate these claims by firms on the profits of other firms cancel out, and all dividends

paid to households are fully paid with fiat money. Interestingly, many monetary models

in which assets other than fiat money are used as payment instruments or collateral,

e.g. those of Geromichalos et al. (2007) or Lagos and Rocheteau (2008), predict that fiat

money can be driven out of existence by other assets. Here, private assets can never fully

crowd out fiat money; as explained in Section 2.3, without fiat money (or another outside

asset) one-period lived private assets are worthless and activity in the DM vanishes.
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To conclude the analysis of asset markets, because the CM price of fiat money develops

deterministically, fiat money is a risk-free asset when held between consecutive CMs.

Using Equation (2.2) and the law of motion πφt+1 = φt, we arrive at:

(π − β)/β = E {ιΞt |Ξt−1} . (2.17)

The LHS of (2.17) is often referred to as the Fisher nominal interest rate; the liquidity

premium commanded by holding fiat money.

2.5.3 Welfare

In a symmetric equilibrium, taking into the relationship between aΞt and qΞt as described

by Equation (2.14), the expression for flow welfare (2.11) becomes:

WΞt = nΞt [u(qΞt)− c(qΞt)]− s(2nΞt)/2.

ιΞt

WΞt

0 ι̃ ιl

Figure 2.2: Flow welfare and the realization of the stochastic liquidity premium.

Using Equation (2.13), flow welfare can be determined based on the realization of the

stochastic liquidity premium. Figure 2.2 illustrates this relationship. Welfare is maxi-

mized when the realization of the stochastic liquidity premium is at the zero lower bound.

When the realization of the stochastic liquidity premium increases, households start to

economize on asset holdings and trade within DM matches falls below q̂, resulting in

reduced welfare. When the realization of the stochastic liquidity premium crosses critical

threshold ι̃, households change their search effort. Though at this point households are

indifferent between searching at a high or low level, welfare jumps down when households

reduce their search effort because of two reasons.

First, in making their search decisions, buyers only care about how their decisions

affect themselves. As a result, they fail to internalize the effect of search on firms and

workers. Second, when there is a liquidity premium associated with carrying assets, a

change in search effort also implies a jump in the amount of assets held by households.
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Lemma 2.4. Flow welfare is decreasing in the realization of the stochastic liquidity pre-

mium and if ι̃ < ιl, exhibits a jump at ιΞt = ι̃. q.e.d.

2.5.4 Deterministic Equilibrium

I restrict attention to equilibria in which fiat money has positive value12, as otherwise

trade in the DM vanishes. In DE, the sunspot is irrelevant for allocations and prices.

From Equation (2.17), we find that liquidity premia satisfy ιΞt = (π − β)/β. Combining

the latter with Equation (2.13) and defining π = β (1 + max {ιl, ι̃}) with ῑ is given by

Lemma 2.2, we find

Proposition 2.1. Given an inflation rate π, DE are sufficiently described by a pair

〈q, n〉 that satisfies (π − β)/β = nL′(q)/ν ′(q), q > 0, n = h/2 if π > β(1 + ι̃), n = l/2 if

π < β(1 + ι̃), and n ∈ {h/2, l/2} if π = β(1 + ι̃). DEs exist if and only if π ∈ [β, π) and,

except for a knife-edge case with k such that (π−β)/β = ι̃, there is a unique DE. q.e.d.

Proposition 2.1 states that, excluding a knife-edge case, there is a unique DE. Impor-

tantly, in a DE fiat money and private assets are perfect substitutes. Therefore, they must

earn the same rate of return when held between two CMs. This return is determined by

inflation and pins down the liquidity premium commanded by all assets in the economy.

In turn, this liquidity premium uniquely determines households’ search effort and the

value of assets that households wish to carry into the DM, except for a knife-edge case

with π = β(1 + ι̃). Based on households’ decisions in a DE, the value of assets supplied

by the private sector is pinned down by Equations (2.5) and (2.9), and always falls short

of households’ demand for assets. The residual between households’ demand for assets

and the supply of private assets, pins down the equilibrium value of fiat money.

Depending on the price of fiat money in the CM, φt, the central bank adjusts the

nominal supply of fiat money to satisfy households’ demand for fiat money. Otherwise,

given households’ expectations about the price of fiat money in CM t+1 (φt+1) the price

of fiat money in CM t would adjust to yield an inflation rate different than the central

bank’s anchor. In a similar vein, the central bank can adapt the supply of fiat money to

steer households’ inflation expectations towards the bank’s inflation anchor.1314

Proposition 2.1 also states that a DE only exist when gross inflation is higher than

households’ subjective discount factor. Otherwise, liquidity premia would become nega-

12Because fiat money is intrinsically useless, there always exists an equilibrium in which fiat money
has no value.

13An alternative interpretation is that the central bank supplies fiat money to households through
unsecured lending at nominal rate i between CMs. A no-arbitrage condition implies that in equilibrium,
the central bank’s lending rate must equal the Fisher nominal interest rate, which in turn pins down
inflation.

14With a demand driven supply of fiat money, price of fiat money in CM t = 0 remains indeterminate
and has to be pinned down by an initial condition. This condition is a mere normalization, as all nominal
prices in the economy are flexible and only real quantities matter.
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tive. At the same time, depending on payment protocol ν, inflation also cannot be too

high for existence of a DE. The reason is that the marginal liquidity benefits of carrying

assets into the DM can be bounded.

Note that welfare in a DE is maximized when π = β, meaning that the Fisher nominal

interest rate equals zero and policy adheres to the Friedman rule. When inflation increases

beyond β, so that the Fisher nominal rate becomes positive and policy deviates from the

Friedman rule, households start economizing on their asset holdings and as a result, trade

within DM matches and welfare decrease in the DE.

2.5.5 Sunspot Equilibria

Without loss, focus on a situation in which agents devote a high (low) amount of search

effort when the sunspot turns out H (resp. L). Because of the quasi-linear utility

structure, history in period t− 1 affects allocations in period t only through ρΞt−1
. That

is, the conditional probability distribution governing the sunspot in period t. It therefore

suffices to characterize SEs for sunspot processes that are independently and identically

distributed over time; ρΞt−1
= ρ for all histories. Using Equations (2.5), (2.9), and

(2.13)-(2.17), SEs can be sufficiently described as follows.

Lemma 2.5. Given inflation rate π and non-degenerate probability distribution ρ =

{ρL, ρH}, an SE is sufficiently described by a pair 〈qL, qH〉 ∈ (0, q̂]2 that satisfies:

1. 2(π − β)/β = ρLlL
′(qL)/ν ′(qL) + ρHhL

′(qH)/ν ′(qH),

2. hL′(qH)/ν ′(qH) ≤ 2ι̃ ≤ lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL),

3. (1− h/2)Π(qH) + ω(qH) ≤ (1− l/2)Π(qL) + ω(qL), with equality if qH < q̂.

The first condition for an SE combines Equations (2.13) and (2.17). Specifically,

there are stochastic, state-contingent liquidity premia that: (i) given inflation satisfy

the LOOP and (ii) rationalize the state-contingent amount of trade within DM matches.

The second condition for an SE, which follows from Equation (2.13), ensures that it is

optimal for households to exert search effort h (l) when the realization of the sunspot is

H (resp. L). The third condition for an SE follows from combining Equations (2.14) and

(2.15), and subsequently using that the real value of fiat money is independent of the

sunspot’s realization. In words, there exists a real value of fiat money so that self-fulfilling

prophecies regarding the DM value of liquid assets, uncovered in Section 2.3, are possible.

In an SE, we then have:

nΞt =

⎧⎨⎩ l
2

if ξt = L

h
2

if ξt = H
, qΞt =

⎧⎨⎩qL if ξt = L

qH if ξt = H
, ιΞt =

⎧⎨⎩ιL ≡ lL′(qL)
2ν′(qL)

if ξt = L

ιH ≡ hL′(qH)
2ν′(qH)

if ξt = H
. (2.18)
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φM

q

φMSE

qH

qL e = l

e = h
q̂

(a) Trade within DM matches.

LHS

a

a

45◦
φMSE

RHS for e = l

RHS for e = h

ν(q̂)aL aH

(b) Value of buyers’ assets in the DM.

Figure 2.3: Asset market clearance for a given real value of fiat money φMSE .

To understand SEs and why they exist, consider a simple example with closed form

solutions. Let u(q) = q1−�/(1 − �) with � → 1 so that u′(q) → 1/q. Let c(q) = q

and consider a payment and wage-earnings protocol that imply a constant mark-up over

marginal (utility) costs. Specifically, ω(q) = (1 + σw)q and ν(q) = (1 + σw + σf )q with

σw, σf > 0, so that L(q) = q1−�/(1 − �) − q(1 + σw + σf ), Π(q) = qσf , and O(q) = qσw.

Using Equation (2.12), we can express trade within DM matches as a function of the

stochastic liquidity premium and search effort:

qΞt =
1

1 + σw + σf

eΞt

2ιΞt + eΞt

. (2.19)

Moreover, using Equation (2.16), we can pin down demand for fiat money as a function

of trade within DM matches:

φtMΞt−1 ≥ qΞt [1 + σw + σf (1− nΞt)] , with equality if ιΞt > 0. (2.20)

Alternatively, Equation (2.16) can also be written in terms of the history-contingent value

of assets carried into the DM:

aΞt = φtMΞt−1 +
eΞt min{aΞt , 1}

2

σf

1 + σw + σf

. (2.21)

Note that in an SE with an i.i.d. sunspot process, φtMΞt−1 is constant over time since

outcomes in period t are only affected by the realization of the sunspot in period t. Given

the equilibrium value of money balances carried into the DM, Equations (2.20) and (2.21)

pin down trade within DM matches and the aggregate DM value of assets as functions

of search effort. Figure 2.3 illustrates these equations.

Using Equation (2.20), we can relate trade within DM matches across different real-
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izations of the sunspot:

qH =

⎧⎨⎩qL
1+σw+σf (1−l/2)

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)
if qL ≤ 1

1+σw+σf

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)

1+σw+σf (1−l/2)

1
1+σf+σw

if qL > 1
1+σw+σf

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)

1+σw+σf (1−l/2)

. (2.22)

Figure 2.4a illustrates this relationship.

The next step is to pin down trade within DM matches as a function of the inflation

rate and the sunspot process. This can be done by using Equation (2.17), which results

in the following expression for qL:

qL =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1

1+σw+σf

(1−ρL)h
1+σw+σf (1−l/2)

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)
+ρLl

2π−β
β

+(1−ρL)h+ρLl
if ρL ≤ π−β

β
4
l

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)

σf (h−l)

1
1+σw+σf

ρLl

2π−β
β

+ρLl
if ρL > π−β

β
4
l

1+σw+σf (1−h/2)

σf (h−l)

. (2.23)

Finally, to ensure that the obtained pair 〈qL, qH〉, which follows from combining Equa-

tions (2.22) and (2.23), is indeed a sunspot equilibrium, we need to check whether costs

of search are such that ιH ≤ ι̃ ≤ ιL. Note that ι̃ is pinned down by k (see Lemma 2.3).

It follows that if ιH ≤ ιL, there are values for k so that the pair 〈qL, qH〉 is indeed an SE.

Using Equation (2.19) and (2.22), ιH ≤ ιL holds whenever

qL ≥ q ≡ h[1 + σw + σf (1− h/2)]− l[1 + σw + σf (1− l/2)]

(h− l)(1 + σw + σf )[1 + σw + σf (1− l/2)]
.

Figure 2.4b graphically illustrates ιL and ιH as functions of qL, taking into account how qH

depends on qL by using Equation (2.23). From Figure 2.4b, it is immediate that for each

qL ∈ (0, q) there exist a positive measure of values for k and a positive measure of sunspot

processes ρ so that a pair 〈qH , qL〉 is an SE for some inflation rate (π − β)/β ∈ (ιL, ιH).

Hence, inflation rates for which k can be chosen such that SEs exist, satisfy

π ∈ [β, β(1 + ιSE)] , ιSE ≡ σf lh(h− l)

4h[1 + σw + σf (1− h/2)]− 4l[1 + σw + σf (1− l/2)]
.

(2.24)

The interpretation of the results above is as follows. Suppose that the inflation rate

lies in the interior of the set described by Equation (2.24). Depending on k, the resulting

deterministic equilibrium can be characterized by either high or low search effort. For the

sake of illustration, consider that the DE is characterized by high search effort. Then:

qDE =
1

1 + σw + σf

h

2π−β
β

+ h
, φMDE =

h[1 + σw + σf (1− h/2)]

2π−β
β

+ h
, and aDE =

h

2π−β
β

+ h
.

Given the real value of fiat money carried into the DM in the DE, in line with the
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qL

qH

q̂

45◦

q̂

(a) Relationship between qL and qH

ιL, ιH

qL

ιL

ιH

q̂

q

ιSE

(b) Relationship between qL, ιL, and ιH .

Figure 2.4: Equilibrium relationships implied by Equations (2.19) and (2.22).

simple model introduced in Section 2.3, k may be such that the value of private assets

can drop unexpectedly during the DM. The resulting allocations for such an unexpected

drop in asset values are obtained by letting ρL → 0. Then, φMSE → φMDE, qH → qDE,

aH → aDE,

qL → qDE
1 + σw + σf (1− h/2)

1 + σw + σf (1− l/2)
, and aL → aDE

1 + σw + σf (1− h/2)

1 + σw + σf (1− l/2)
.

Here, qH describes outcomes when agents behave as in deterministic equilibrium and qL

describes outcomes for an unexpected drop in private asset values. This unexpected drop

can occur due to the key feature of the model: Private assets are claims on the profits

of firms that operate in the DM. This feature, combined with an extensive margin effect

on firms’ profits arising from households’ search effort, rationalizes households’ sudden

beliefs about a lower value for private assets. Specifically, there exist a positive measure

of values for k such that in the DM, buyers devote high search effort when the value

of their asset portfolio is aH and devote low search effort when the value of their asset

portfolio is aL. As a result, in Figure 2.3b not only aH is a correct valuation for buyers’

asset portfolio but also aL.

Moreover, there is also a set for k, again with positive measure, such that we can model

a collapse in DM activity as a stochastic event based on the realization of the sunspot.

Then, allocations do not only depend on the inflation rate but also on the probability

distribution ρ. The following proposition formalizes existence and uniqueness of sunspot

equilibria without relying on the parametrizations used to construct the examples above.

Proposition 2.2. There exists a combined set of inflation rates and search costs for

which SEs exist. This set has positive measure. Also, if for given parameters an SE

exists, then SEs exists for all inflation rates π ∈ (π′, π′′). Moreover, for given parameters,

if π < β(1+ ι̃), then for a probability distribution ρ an SE exists if and only if ρL ∈ (0, ρL].
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Similarly, if π > β(1+ ι̃) then an SE exists if and only if ρH ∈ (0, ρH ] and in a knife-edge

case with π = β(1 + ι̃), SE exists for all ρ. Finally, for fixed parameters, fixed inflation

π, and a fixed sunspot process ρ, there can only exist a unique SE.

The proof of Proposition 2.2 can be found in Appendix 2.D.2, which also contains

characterizations of π′, π′′, ρL, and ρH . Importantly, Proposition 2.2 formalizes that

existence of SEs is not a knife-edge property; if an SE exists for some inflation rate

and search costs k, one can change inflation, search costs, or other parameters slightly

while the existence of sunspot equilibria remains preserved. Intuitively, the existence of

sunspot equilibria follows from the multiplicity of deterministic equilibria when inflation

is such that households are indifferent between exerting high or low search effort. Small

deviations of inflation from this critical level imply a unique equilibrium when matters

develop deterministically, while sunspot equilibria can still exist due to the fact that

private asset values reflect and affect activity in the DM.

Proposition 2.2 also characterizes all sunspot processes for which an SE exists. If in

DE agents exert high (low) search effort, then an SE exists for a sunspot process with

a probability of coordinating on low (high, resp.) search effort that is not too large. To

understand why, consider a case in which DE is characterized by high search effort. If the

probability that agents coordinate on low search approaches one, the stochastic liquidity

premium when the sunspot turns out L approaches the liquidity premium commanded

by fiat money (the Fisher nominal rate). As a result, holding assets that have value when

the sunspot turns out L becomes sufficiently cheap so that agents exert e = h when the

realization of the sunspot is L; a contradiction.

Corollary 2.1. The closer the liquidity premium commanded by holding fiat money is to

the critical threshold triggering a change in households’ search decisions, the larger is the

set of sunspot processes for which an SE exists. Specifically, ∂ρL/∂π > 0, ∂ρH/∂π < 0,

limπ↑β(1+ι̃) ρL = limπ↓β(1+ι̃) ρH = 1, and limπ↓π′ ρL = limπ↑π′′ ρH = 0.

Taking derivatives of ρL and ρH with respect to inflation, it follows that the set of

sunspot processes for which we have an SE grows as the liquidity premium commanded

by fiat money gets closer to critical threshold ι̃. Intuitively, this makes sense as for the

knife-edge case with π = β(1 + ι̃), households are indifferent between exerting search

effort h or l in a DE.

Corollary 2.2. For a given parametrization of the model we have that as policy ap-

proaches the Friedman rule, except for a knife-edge case with k = (h− l)L(q̂), the set of

sunspot processes for which an SE exists vanishes.

As we approach the Friedman rule, the Fisher interest rate approaches zero. In an

SE, the realization of the stochastic liquidity premium when the sunspot turns out L, ιL,
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is however bounded from below by critical threshold ι̃. Otherwise, households are not

willing to devote low search effort when the realization of the sunspot equals L. Except

for a knife-edge case in which k = (h − l)L(q̂), threshold ι̃ is strictly positive. By the

Equation (2.17), this implies that the probability of households exerting low search effort

should become arbitrarily small in an SE. At the Friedman rule there is no liquidity

premium associated with holding fiat money, so we get allocations equivalent to those

in a perfect credit economy. SEs then only exist when k = (h − l)L(q̂), or equivalently

ι̃ = 0.

2.5.5.1 Fixed Participation Costs and Recurrent Market Freezes

An important property of sunspot equilibria is that they cannot involve recurrent DM

market freezes in the spirit of Gu, Menzio, et al. (2020). Such market freezes would

occur if we would let E = {l, h} with 0 = l < h ≤ 1; buyers can choose between being

unmatched or being matched with probability h at cost k = s(h)− s(0). That means, a

setup with fixed DM participation costs.

Proposition 2.3. With 0 = l < h ≤ 1, except for a knife-edge case with k = (h− l)L(q̂),

sunspot equilibria do not exist.

Proposition 2.3 can be explained as follows. When agents can purchase fictitious

claims with returns contingent on the realization of the sunspot, they do not want to

hold an asset that generates a return in states where the DM freezes. Why? Because the

realization of the stochastic liquidity premium ιΞt is then strictly positive. Otherwise,

holding assets is not sufficiently expensive to rationalize a market freeze, as a market freeze

requires households to devote no search effort. With the stochastic liquidity premium

strictly positive when the market freezes, agents however do not want to carry any assets

as these assets cannot be spend on DM goods during a market freeze. In turn, this implies

that households only carry private assets into the DM and no fiat money, as fiat money

has positive value in all states while private assets are only valuable if the DM does not

freeze. But without fiat money, we know that trade in the DM vanishes. Thus, either

DM trade takes place for all histories of the sunspot or DM trade vanishes for all histories

of the sunspot.

2.5.5.2 Welfare Properties of Sunspot Equilibria

To understand the welfare properties of SEs and how these properties relate to welfare

in the DE, consider how liquidity premia affect welfare. Consider flow welfare generated

in the DE and denote it with W . Using Equation (2.13), we can express this quantity

as a decreasing function of the liquidity premium commanded by holding fiat money:

W = W (ι), where ι = (π − β)/β.
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Now, consider expected flow welfare generated in an SE and denote it with W̃ =

E{WΞt}. From Section 2.5.3 we know how flow welfare depends on the realization of the

stochastic liquidity premium. This relationship between welfare and liquidity premia is

exactly the same as in a DE, and therefore W̃ = E{W (ιΞt)}.15
In addition, from Equation (2.17) we know that in an SE, E{ιΞt} = (π− β)/β. Thus,

the period t welfare contribution in the DE can be related to the expected realization

of ιΞt in an SE: W = W (E{ιΞt}). As illustrated by Figure 2.2, W (ι) is not linear and

because it exhibits a jump, it can be locally convex or concave. As a result, Jensen’s

inequality implies that E{W (ιΞt)} can be greater or smaller than W (E{ιΞt}).
Proposition 2.4. Given inflation, welfare in an SE can be higher or lower than welfare

in the DE.

Figure 2.5 provides intuition for Proposition 2.4. The left panel shows what happens

if we choose gross inflation just below β(1 + ι̃), so that the DE is characterized by high

search effort. Then, sunspot equilibria are welfare reducing because they imply that with

strictly positive probability, buyer’s devote low search effort in the DM. In turn, this

generates a drop in ex-ante welfare due to the extensive margin effect.

0
ι

ιH ιLπ−β
β

W
E{W (ιΞt)}

0
ι

ιLιH π−β
β

E{W (ιΞt)}
W

Figure 2.5: Welfare in DE versus welfare in SE.

Analogously, the right panel of Figure 2.5 show what happens when gross inflation

is slightly higher than β(1 + ι̃) so that the DE is characterized by low search effort.

Then, sunspot equilibria increase welfare because they imply that with strictly positive

probability, buyer’s devote high search effort in the DM. In turn, this generates a jump

in ex-ante welfare due to the extensive margin effect.

2.6 Simulations and Qualitative Properties of SEs

To get an appreciation for the qualitative properties of SEs and the dynamics in SEs,

consider a simple numerical illustration. First, set period length to a quarter, with

15With processes for the sunspot that are independently and identically distributed over time, we do
not need to condition expectations on history. In any case, equivalent results arise when the sunspot is
not i.d.d. and we properly condition expectations taken in some period t ≥ 0 on Ξt.
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β = 0.995 and π = 1.005 to get an annual real natural interest rate of approximately

2%, annual inflation of approximately 2%, and an annual Fisher nominal interest rate of

approximately 4%.

Second, consider that the payment and wage-earnings protocol are based on propor-

tional bargaining. Then, ν(q) = (1− θb)u(q) + θbc(q) and ω(q) = θwu(q) + (1− θw)c(q),

where θb is the share of match surplus appropriated by buyers and θw the share of match

surplus appropriated by workers. Contrasting the example in Section 2.5.5, I use pro-

portional bargaining and impose θb = θw, as this ensures that the simulations are also

valid when both buyers and workers exert search effort (see Appendix 2.B). I parametrize

functions u and c with functional forms u(q) = 2
√
q and c(q) = q, respectively. I then

choose θb = θw = 1/3. Given u and c, wages paid to workers as a percentage of firm

revenues are increasing in DM trade and, given the chosen bargaining powers, go from

50% of firm revenue when DM trade approaches zero, to 80% if first-best quantities are

traded. Also, with proportional bargaining, q̂ = q∗.

Third, I choose h = 0.95 and l = 0.8. Together, these quantities imply that in the

DE, trade of DM goods within matches is approximately 6.15% lower than first-best when

households search a lot and 7.27% lower when households search little. Given bargaining,

in the DE wages paid to workers are then approximately 79.25% of firm revenues when

households search a lot and 79.10% when households search little.

Finally, I choose costs of search such that ι̃ is just below the Fisher nominal interest

rate. Calculations imply k ≈ 0.04977. To put some meaning on this number; it equals

approximately 66.36% of social surplus from searching at e = h rather than at e = l when

first-best quantities are traded within matches, 66.08% of the social surplus from searching

at e = h rather than at e = l when households choose asset holdings to maximize their

own utility, and 3.22% of what a buyer spends on DM goods when he/she gets matched.

The benefit choosing k in the fashion described above is that if SEs exist, they exist for

arbitrary sunspot processes (see Proposition 2.2).

2.6.1 Qualitative Properties of SEs

Before choosing processes for the sunspot, it is instructive to understand how real alloca-

tions and prices depend on the probability that the economy experiences a period of high

or low search activity (henceforth a boom and crisis, resp.). Figures 2.6 and 2.7 provide

an illustration for the calibrated model.

Figure 2.6a shows trade within matches during a boom and crisis; qH and qL respec-

tively. These quantities are plotted against the anticipated probability of a crisis, ρL.

Paradoxically, both in a crisis and a boom trade is monotonically increasing in the an-

ticipated probability of a crisis. This property can be explained by how the economy

depends on private assets as a source of liquidity, and relates to Figure 2.6b that shows
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the DM value of households’ assets in a boom and crisis: aH and aL, respectively.

Intuitively, households anticipate that private assets are bad at providing liquidity

services during DM t when a crisis is likely to occur. Therefore, during CM t − 1,

when portfolio choices are made, households will demand somewhat more fiat money as

Figure 2.7a illustrates. When a crisis then hits in DM t, households’ asset portfolios are

worth more than when a crisis was perceived unlikely. Similarly, when a boom occurs,

households suddenly are flush with assets as they did not anticipate private assets to

have high value, resulting in more trade within matches. Notice that in expectation,

trade within matches is decreasing in the probability of a crisis, as trade in a crisis is

always lower than in a boom.

Additionally, Panel 2.7b shows that the value of private assets carried out of CM

t− 1, is decreasing in the probability of a crisis in DM t. The reason is of course that in

crises, fewer firms get matched to buyers and buyers have less to spend than in booms.

The proposition below demonstrates that the patters in Figure ?? are not specific to the

calibration of the model.

Proposition 2.5. Given parameters and inflation, in SEs:

1. State-contingent trade within DM matches weakly increases with ρL.

2. State-contingent supplies of assets in the DM, aL and aH , strictly increase with ρL.

3. The value of fiat money carried out of the CM, φtMt+1, strictly increases with ρL.

4. The CM value of newborn firms, Υ, satisfies limρL→0 Υ > limρL→1 Υ.

5. The risk premium earned by private assets ζ = [ρLV
f
L+(1−ρL)V

f
H ]/Υ−1/π, is hump-

shaped in ρL; it satisfies ζ > 0 ⇔ ρL ∈ (0, 1), limρL→0 ζ = 0, and limρL→1 ζ = 0.

The risk premium commanded by holding private assets is simply the difference be-

tween the expected return earned by private assets and the risk-free return earned by fiat

money. This risk premium is hump-shaped in the probability that a crisis hits, which

makes sense because uncertainty disappears when the probability of a crisis approaches

either zero or one. With uncertainty present, private assets always earn a higher expected

rate of return than fiat money. This is because the state-contingent value of private assets

is negatively correlated with the state-contingent liquidity premium; when private asset

values are high, households are flush with liquid wealth and the liquidity value of the

marginal asset carried into the DM is low.

2.6.2 A Simple Markov Process

To get a sense of the dynamics that can be generated with the calibrated model, consider

a sunspot process that is not i.i.d. over time, but for which ρΞt−1
depends on history
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(a) Trade of DM goods within matches.

(b) Liquid wealth during DM.

Figure 2.6: State-contingent DM activity. Quantities are expressed as a percentage deviation
from their value in the DE. Calibrated parameters as in Section 2.6.
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(a) Fiat money carried out of CM.

(b) Private assets carried out of CM.

Figure 2.7: Value of fiat money and private assets carried out of the DM. Quantities are ex-
pressed as a percentage deviation from their value in the DE. Calibrated parameters as in
Section 2.6.
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Ξt−1.
16 Specifically, let the sunspot be governed by a first-order Markov process, meaning

that ρΞt−1
depends only on ξt−1; the realization of the sunspot in period t − 1. Let ρξ,ξ′

denote the probability that the realization of the sunspot equals ξ ∈ {L,H} in period

t conditional on the realization in period t − 1 being ξ′ ∈ {L,H}. Then, parameterize

these probabilities with transition matrix:(
ρH,H ρH,L

ρL,H ρL,L

)
=

(
0.95 0.2

0.05 0.8

)
. (2.25)

The chosen probabilities imply that in the long-run, the economy is in a crises 20% of

the time. Also, the average boom lasts for 20 quarters and the average crisis 5 quarters.

Figure 2.8 shows simulated dynamics for 46 quarters and provides the following in-

sights. First, if the economy enters a crisis, the amount of DM goods traded contracts

sharply. Because the odds of entering a crisis are small, households demanded little fiat

money in CM t. As a result, households’ liquid wealth contracts sharply during DM t+1

when entering a crisis episode. Once a crisis has hit, households demand more fiat money

in CM t+1, as the probability of staying in a crisis during period t+2 is relatively high.

When the economy indeed stays in a crisis, output recovers, but only slightly because

liquid assets remain scarce. When the economy re-enters a boom episode, buyers are

however flush with liquid assets because they hold relatively much fiat money. Hence

trade in DM goods peaks, after which it contracts again.

Also, we see that in crises (booms), the value of private assets carried out of the CM

is low (high, resp.) since firms are expected to generate low (high, resp.) profits during

the next DM. Also, because uncertainty regarding the future state of the economy is

higher in crises than in booms, the risk premium born by private assets increases when

the economy enters a crisis and falls when the economy enters a boom. Overall, results

from the simulation show that during the CM, the demand for fiat money, the aggregate

value of newborn firms, and the risk premium for private assets are good indicators for

how the economy is expected to develop.

2.6.3 A Complicated Markov Process

Though a simple first-order Markov process for the sunspot generates interesting dynam-

ics, the probability of moving from a crisis into a boom and vice versa are constant for such

a process. As a result, allocations only change when the economy moves between states.

To generate richer dynamics, consider a situation in which the transitional probabili-

ties themselves follow a first-order Markov process. Suppose ρL,H ∈ {H1, H2, H3, H4} =

16Equilibrium allocations when history is Ξt are then obtained as follows: Using Definition 2.5, obtain
〈qL, qH〉 for ρ = ρΞt−1

; the conditional probability distribution governing the sunspot in period t. Then,
use the result in Equation (2.18).
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(a) Production of DM goods within matches.

(b) Aggregate production of DM goods.

(c) Fiat money carried out of CM.

(d) Aggregate CM value of newborn firms and the value of private assets carried out of the CM.

(e) Risk-premium of private assets.

Figure 2.8: Simulated dynamics when the sunspot follows a first-order Markov process with
transitional probabilities given by Equation (2.25). All real quantities are expressed as a per-
centage deviation from their long-run theoretical average. The risk premium on private assets
is expressed as an annualized percentage. Shaded areas denote periods characterized by low
search effort, i.e. crises.
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(a) Production of DM goods within matches and anticipated probability of a crisis.

(b) Fiat money carried out of CM and the probability of a crisis in the next period.

(c) Aggregate CM value of newborn firms and the probability of a crisis in the next period.

(d) Risk-premium of private assets and the probability of a crisis in the next period.

Figure 2.9: Simulated dynamics for the sunspot described in Section 2.6.3. All real quantities are
expressed as a percentage deviation from their long-run theoretical average. The risk premium
on private assets is expressed as an annualized percentage. Quantities and prices are indicated
with red solid lines, probabilities are indicated with blue dotted lines. Shaded areas denote
periods characterized by low search effort, i.e. crises.
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{0, 0.15, 0.5, 0.9} and ρH,L ∈ {L1, L2, L3, L4} = {0.4, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9}, both with transitional

probabilities:

P =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1/3 1/2 0 0

2/3 0 1/2 0

0 1/2 0 2/3

0 0 1/2 1/3

⎞⎟⎟⎠ ,

where Pi,j is the probability that ρH,L = Hi and ρL,H = Li when the previous states

were Hj and Lj, respectively. In addition, suppose that when an economy enters a crisis

(boom), it ends up in state L1 (H1, resp.).

Figure 2.9 shows the simulated dynamics. The main lesson: a high demand for

fiat money and a low value for newly issued private assets are both good indicators for

the probability that a crisis will occur. However, as the dynamics around period 41

demonstrate, they do not predict a crisis perfectly. In that period, during which the

economy experiences a boom, there is a large increase in the demand for fiat money and

a large decline in the value of newborn firms. This is because the anticipated probability

of a crisis in period 42 is relatively high. However, as a crisis does not materialize in

period 42, households suddenly are flush with liquidity and trade of DM goods peaks.

In fact, within boom and crisis episodes, trade of DM goods is positively (negatively)

correlated with the lagged demand for fiat money (resp. the lagged value of newborn

firms).

Moreover, before crisis episodes hit, DM trade tends to increase. This has to do with

persistence of rational beliefs, implied by the chosen sunspot process, and the fact that

state-contingent trade within DM matches is increasing in the probability of a crisis.

Therefore, before crisis episodes hit, the probability of a crisis tends to increase. As

a result, before the average crisis materializes and because of a precautionary motive,

households enter the DM with more fiat money and hence output increases.

Finally, the model is able to generate both high-frequency and low-frequency dynam-

ics. The former are small and driven by changes in households’ rational beliefs regarding

the probability of a crisis. The latter are large and occur when the economy switches

between a boom and crisis.

2.7 Stabilization Policies

From Corollary 2.2 ,we know that sunspot equilibria vanish when policy approaches the

Friedman rule. At the same time, the Friedman rule is also the optimal policy since

it maximizes welfare. In Appendix 2.C, I consider a version of the model in which the

Friedman rule is not optimal. For that model, I show existence of SEs even for an

inflation rate that maximizes welfare in the DE. In the current section, I simply consider

the baseline environment with an inflation target that deviates from the optimal Friedman
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rule. SEs can then exist and potentially imply reduced welfare compared to the unique

DE. I then show how a central bank can intervene to stabilize the economy.

To fix ideas, suppose that the central bank wants to implement a DE in which house-

holds exert a high level of search effort, that it observes the realization of the sunspot,

and that it can inject additional fiat money into the economy at the beginning of the

DM through lump-sum transfers to households. That means, during the DM, the central

banks prints additional fiat money and distributes this money among households as if it

were dropped from a helicopter.

Importantly, helicopter money only has real effects when the CM price of fiat money

remains unchanged. This can be achieved when the government promises to withdraw

the injected fiat money from the economy in the future (Berentsen & Waller, 2011). For

example, by means of lump-sum taxation during the CM. Then, helicopter money does

not bring about the inflationary effects described by Friedman (1969). Absent of future

withdrawals, helicopter money would be ineffective as the real value of liquid assets held

by households would change due to a simultaneous increase in all nominal prices.

At the root of SEs is the interaction between search effort and the value of assets.

The central bank’s objective should therefore be to lump-sum inject fiat money into the

economy during the DM, so that the value of assets held by buyers never drops below a

critical threshold ν(qL). Why? Because in equilibrium the resulting stochastic liquidity

premia are then too low for households to exert a low level of search effort (see Equation

(2.13)).17

To be successful, the central bank needs to know how much money it should inject.

Due to the decentralized nature of the DM, it may however not be able to observe how

agents value assets. But due to the centralized nature of the preceding CM, it is natural

to assume that the central bank knows the real value of fiat money that households carry

into the DM. Also, Proposition 2.5 implies that the value of fiat money carried out of the

CM is monotonically increasing in the probability that agents coordinate on low search

effort.18 Based on the demand for its own fiat currency and the model equations, the

central bank can thus find out whether households are coordinating on a sunspot.

Formally, denote with σΞt information that the central bank has during CM t when

history is Ξt, with in this case σΞt = φtMΞt , denote with Σ the set of all possible

information that the central bank can receive, denote with ΣSE all information that

implies q{ξ0,ξq ,...,ξt,L} �= q{ξ0,ξq ,...,ξt,H}, and denote with ΣDE all information that implies

q{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt,L} = q{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt,H}. By construction, ΣSE ∩ ΣDE = ∅. When the central bank

credibly commits to inject at least ΦL(σΞt)/φt+1 units of fiat money into DM t+1 if and

17Similarly, if the central bank also wants to prevent unexpected drops in the value of private assets
during the DM, it should ensure that the value of assets held by buyers never drops below a critical
threshold ν(q̃), where q̃ satisfies (h− l)L(q̃) = k.

18In the extended model with a congestion effect, all relationships in Proposition 2.5 are preserved.
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only if σΞt ∈ ΣSE and ξt+1 = L, where

ΦL(σΞt) = (1− l/2)Π(qL) + ω(qL)−MΞtφt+1,

SEs no longer exist when Σ = ΣSE ∪ ΣDE. Intuitively, whenever the sunspot suggests

buyers to coordinate on low search effort, the central bank succeeds to inject just enough

additional liquidity into the economy to let buyers disregard the sunspot and choose a

high level of search effort instead.

Analogously, when the central bank wants to implement a DE with low search effort,

it should commit to withdraw ΦH(σΞt)/φt+1 units of fiat money from DM t + 1 if and

only if σΞt ∈ ΣSE and ξt+1 = H, where

ΦH(σΞt) = MΞtφt+1 − (1− h/2)Π(q
H
)− ω(q

H
).

Note that ruling out sunspots requires knowledge by the central bank about how

households coordinate search effort, as the strategy above backfires when households

coordinate on low (high) search effort when the sunspot turns out H (L, resp.). When

the central bank also observes CM prices of state-contingent assets, it can infer how

agents coordinate search effort.

Berentsen and Waller (2011, 2015) study similar policies as those proposed above. In

their framework, a central bank injects or withdraws fiat money from the economy when

real shocks affect the optimal quantity of liquid assets. Here, injections or withdrawals

of fiat money are optimal responses to coordination failures by the private sector. Unlike

in Berentsen and Waller (2011, 2015), these policies need not be deployed in equilibrium.

Communication of, and credible commitment to interventions deployed when the private

sector fails to coordinate behavior, is sufficient to resolve coordination failures and to

stabilize the economy. Below, I discuss how the liquidity injections that take place in

the DM can also interpreted or implemented as an unsecured lending program and a

troubled-asset relief program.

2.7.1 Unsecured Lending Program

Because money injections in the DM are undone in the CM, they can also be thought

of as loans. Specifically, during DM t when the sunspot turns out L, the central bank

allows households to borrow at least ΦL(σΞt−1)/φt units of fiat money at zero interest, to

be paid back in CM t. To be effective, the central bank cannot demand households to

secure these loans by pledging private assets as collateral. Otherwise, households’ liquid

wealth would not change since asset pledged as collateral for the loan, cannot be spend

or used as collateral in a DM meeting. Note that it is important for the government to

enforce repayment of loans. Otherwise and similar as with helicopter money, the injected
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money is not withdrawn and this would produce an inflationary effect that renders the

loans ineffective.

2.7.2 Troubled-Asset Relief Program

The central bank can also stand ready to purchase some private assets at the price that

would prevail when agents search intensely. Such a setup resembles a troubled-asset relief

program (TARP), in which the central bank backs the price of private assets. Based on

the real value of fiat money carried out of CM t− 1, the central bank can infer the value

of private assets when agents search at e = l and at e = h; V f
L and V f

H , respectively. If the

central bank therefore purchases at least ΦL(σΞt)/[V
f
H−V f

L ] private assets at real price V
f
H

when the sunspot turns out L, the real value of households’ DM t liquid wealth increases

by at least ΦL(σΞt) CM goods. The central bank conducts these purchases by printing

V f
H/φt units of money. When effective, the injected money is withdrawn automatically in

CM t, as the central bank will then receive exactly V f
H/φt units of fiat money as dividends

from the private assets that it acquired.

Interestingly, when successful, TARP therefore does not require lump-sum taxation.

In fact, TARP conducted by the United States Treasury in response to the 2007 financial

crisis, turned out to be profitable (Calomiris & Khan, 2015). However, to be successful

in the current model environment, in case TARP fails there must be commitment to fully

withdraw the injected fiat money used to purchase private assets. Otherwise, if agents

remain to coordinate on exerting low search effort, TARP produces an inflationary effect

because the dividend received by the central bank and thus the money withdrawn from

circulation in CM t, will fall short of the money injected in DM t.

2.8 Discussion

2.8.1 Interpreting Private Assets

What may be the real world equivalents of private assets in my model? First and foremost,

one could think of these assets as ETFs or checkable mutual funds investing in equities

and commercial bonds. A second interpretation concerns uninsured liabilities issued

by commercial banks or shadow banks that are accepted as media of exchange. For

example, checkable deposits or electronic money (debit cards) that exceed the limit for

deposit insurance.19 Williamson (2012) and Altermatt (2017) provide formal models of

bank liabilities that are used as payment instruments.

19In the U.S. the current limit is $250,000 and was $100,000 before the 2008 financial crisis. In the
Euro Area, the current limit is AC100,000 and differed between countries before the 2008 financial crisis.
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Of course, what matters most for the connection to the model, is that the liquidity

shocks faced by buyers are sufficiently large relative deposit insurance coverage and that

banks use the proceeds from issuing liabilities to buy claims on firms’ gross profits. Banks

can for example buy shares, which would resemble a form of broad banking. A historical

example of a broad banking regime is the German financial system during the late 19th

and early 20th century. This system was dominated by large banks that issued both

banknotes and checkable deposits, and held large stakes in German firms (Edwards &

Ogilvie, 1996). More recently, following financial deregulation in the 1990s, broad banking

picked up again and boomed prior to the 2007 financial crisis.

Also, a narrow banking regime can fit my model. Think of banks extending credit

to firms. When agents exert little search effort, firms’ gross profits would collapse. In

turn, this triggers a wave of default on credit extended by banks, so the value of banks’

liabilities drops, households have less to spend, and households indeed exert little search

effort.

2.8.2 Central Bank and Private Sector Interaction

Throughout this chapter, I have considered a setup in which a central bank chooses

inflation and households determine the amount of fiat money they want to hold. This

setup closely resembles how monetary policy is conducted nowadays; the central bank

communicates an inflation target, sets a nominal interest rate to implement the target,

and subsequently lends fiat money to the private sector at that rate. One can also consider

the opposite setup in which the central bank chooses the amount of fiat money that it

supplies and the private sector determines inflation. Such a setup predicts that a given

supply of fiat money, can be consistent with existence of sunspot equilibria.

A version of the model in which the central bank sets the supply of fiat money and

the private sector chooses inflation, can be used to explain why manipulating the stock of

fiat money can be ineffective for managing inflation. For example, a one time extraction

of fiat money would normally lead to a higher price of fiat money, leaving the real value of

fiat money unchanged. By backwards induction, if the extraction was announced earlier

there would be a deflationary episode until the extraction takes place. This is because

households anticipate an increase in the price of fiat money (Gu, Han, & Wright, 2020).

However, when the extraction takes place, the private sector can compensate for the

reduced nominal supply of fiat money by means of an endogenous increase in the value

of private assets. Looking at Figure 2.7, we see that this occurs when agents coordinate

on exerting low search effort with a lower probability. As a result, when the central bank

announces that it is going to extract fiat money somewhere in the future, it may fail to

create a deflationary episode when agents decide to coordinate their behavior differently.
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2.8.3 Inflation

Inflation in the model is determined by looking at prices of goods traded in frictionless

markets; the standard approach in new monetarism because what matters for agents’

decisions, is how the value of fiat money expressed in terms of frictionless goods develops.

If one also takes into account prices of goods traded in frictional markets, the current

model may explain observed inflation dynamics better than standard new monetarist

models. Contrary to most of the data, these models predict deflation when the economy

expands and inflation when the economy contracts. The reason is that an increase in

output, requires an increase in the real value of fiat money to facilitate more trade.

The current model does not share this behavior because an economic expansion is

fueled by a higher value of private assets. The price of goods traded on frictionless

markets can therefore remain constant in cyclical equilibria. Moreover, depending on the

payment protocol for goods traded in frictional markets, the average and/or marginal

price at which these goods are traded can be increasing in the amount of traded goods.

As a result, we can obtain dynamics with pro-cyclical prices.

2.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, I examine the scope for self-fulfilling prophecies in a monetary economy

and I let the fundamental return of private assets be determined endogenously. In the

current framework, this perspective on private assets isolates the role of these assets as a

source of self-fulfilling prophecies. Specifically, I find that self-fulfilling prophecies arise

only if private assets provide liquidity services and the fundamental return of private

assets is determined in markets where search and liquid assets are essential. This finding

confirms commonly held views that the creation of money-like assets by the private sector

is a source of macroeconomic instability. Isolating the role of private assets distinguishes

the current chapter from most existing theories of self-fulfilling prophecies in monetary

economics. Moreover, the current mechanism is not about private asset bubbles; private

assets are priced fundamentally in frictional markets.

Instead, the mechanism through which private assets generate self-fulfilling prophe-

cies, is a positive externality associated with search effort. If agents search more intensely

the value of private assets is affected positively through an extensive margin effect on

firms’ profits. In turn, when buyers are constrained by their liquid asset holdings in fric-

tional markets, the value of a match between a buyer and worker-firm pair increases and

therefore also the return to search effort.

The current model predicts that there is a simple policy remedy to unravel prophe-

cies: ensure that the total value of agents’ liquid asset portfolio remains unchanged. I

uncover at least three stabilization policies that are effective in this respect: lump-sum
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injections of fiat money (helicopter money), unsecured lending, and a troubled-asset relief

program (TARP). Two points are important to take into account while deploying such

policies. First, to prevent inflationary effects from the money injections associated with

the stabilization policies, policymakers must commit to withdraw the injected money in

the future. This occurs automatically when TARP is successful and when there is no

default on unsecured loans. With helicopter money, preventing inflationary effects al-

ways requires future lump-sum taxation. Second, communication of and commitment to

stabilization policies is sufficient to unravel prophecies.

In the current chapter, I consider an environment in which private assets compete

directly with fiat money as a medium of exchange. With recent advances in electronic

payment technologies, this setup is not too far fetched from an empirical point of view. At

the same time, this setup restricts the phenomena that can be studied within the current

framework. In a companion paper, I therefore examine an otherwise similar environment

in which private assets are not accepted as media of exchange but are either tradable

for fiat money on a secondary financial market or are held by banks that issue demand

deposits. Such a modified environment can explain self-fulfilling liquidity traps in which

economic activity is permanently depressed, as well as stochastically occurring financial

panics characterized by a flight into public assets. These results point out that the theory

presented in the current chapter is robust and ascribes a role for private assets in causing

different types of financial crises.
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2.A Asset Markets Without State-Contingent Claims

This appendix shows that symmetric equilibria when there are no state-contingent claims

are the same as symmetric equilibria when there are state-contingent claims. Without

state-contingent claims, households can only buy money and private assets. Let x ≥ 0

be the amount of private assets bought by the household and let m ≥ 0 be the real value

of fiat money that the household carries into period t, expressed in terms of period t CM

goods. In CM t− 1 a household therefore solves:

max
{m,x}∈R2

+

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
βE

⎧⎨⎩maxe∈{l,h}
{
eL
(
min{ν−1(m+ xV f

Ξt
), q̂}

)
− s(e)

}
2

+m+ xV f
Ξt

∣∣∣Ξt−1

⎫⎬⎭
− xΥΞt−1 − πm

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ , (2.26)

while taking V f
Ξt

as given. It is immediate from Equation (2.26) that there is a lower

bound on π and a lower bound on ΥΞt−1 as otherwise demand for money and private

assets becomes infinitely large:

π ≥ β and ΥΞt−1 ≥ βE
{
V f
Ξt

∣∣∣Ξt−1

}
.

To have DM trade, we know that agents must carry fiat money. Moreover, when

households carry fiat money into the DM, private assets have positive value if matches

are realized in the DM. Therefore, households must be willing to hold both fiat money

and private assets. Let qΞt denote state-contingent trade of DM goods within matches

and let q̃ solve (h − l)L(q̃) = s(h) − s(l), which satisfies q̃ ≤ q̂ given Assumption 2.2.

First-order conditions for (2.26) are given by

m : βE

{
e+Ξt

L′(qΞt)

ν ′(qΞt)
+ 1

}
≤ π ≤ βE

{
e−Ξt

L′(qΞt)

ν ′(qΞt)
+ 1

}
, (2.27)

x : βE

{(
e+Ξt

L′(qΞt)

ν ′(qΞt)
+ 1

)
V f
Ξt

}
≤ ΥΞt−1 ≤ βE

{(
e−Ξt

L′(qΞt)

ν ′(qΞt)
+ 1

)
V f
Ξt

}
, (2.28)

with

qΞt = min{ν−1(m+ xV f
Ξt
), q̂}, e+Ξt

=

⎧⎨⎩l if qΞt < q̃

h if qΞt ≥ q̃
and e−Ξt

=

⎧⎨⎩l if qΞt ≤ q̃

h if qΞt > q̃
.

Therefore, define ι+Ξt
= e+Ξt

L′(qΞt)/[2ν
′(qΞt)] and ι−Ξt

= e−Ξt
L′(qΞt)/[2ν

′(qΞt)]. Let eΞt be

search effort devoted by the buyer households when history is Ξt. Then, the following

holds true.

Lemma 2.A.1. In a symmetric equilibrium ι+Ξt
= ι−Ξt

, and eΞt = h when ι−Ξt
= ι+Ξt

< ι̃,
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eΞt ∈ {l, h} when ι−Ξt
= ι+Ξt

= ι̃, and eΞt = l when ι−Ξt
= ι+Ξt

> ι̃.

Therefore, we can assume that there are non-negative liquidity premia ιΞt so that

traded quantities of DM goods and realized matches in symmetric equilibrium satisfy

Equation (2.13). Moreover, the optimality condition for money holdings implies that

liquidity premia satisfy Equation (2.17). Demand for fiat money and private assets then

satisfies:

m+ xV f
Ξt

≥ ν(qΞt), with equality if ιΞt = 0. (2.29)

In symmetric equilibrium x = 1 so that supply of private assets equals demand for

private assets. Also by Equation (2.9) we have V f
Ξt

= nΞtΠ(qΞt)/2. Finally, m = φtMΞt−1 .

Therefore Equation (2.29) holds if and only if Equation (2.16) holds.

Summarizing, given the sunspot process, symmetric equilibria are φtMΞt−1 , qΞt , nΞt ,

and ιΞt ≥ 0 that satisfy Equations (2.13), (2.16), and (2.17). It follows immediately that

an equilibrium without state-contingent assets is an equilibrium with state-contingent

assets, and that an equilibrium with state-contingent asset is an equilibrium without

state-contingent assets.
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2.B Search by Buyers and Worker-Firm Pairs

2.B.1 Model Setup

The CM operates exactly as in the baseline model. In the DM, matters change as both

buyers and workers devote search effort.

2.B.1.1 Decentralized Markets

The mass of realized matches in the DM is given by a constant returns-to-scale matching

function

n = N (ẽb, ẽw),

where ẽb is average search effort across buyers and ẽb is average search effort across

workers.

During the DM, a buyer household chooses search effort e ∈ Eb. When the buyer

searches at level e, it finds a match with probability 2eN (1, 1/κ), where, κ = ẽb/ẽw

denotes market tightness. When searching at e, the buyer incurs utility cost sb(e) with

s′b > 0 and s′′b > 0. The buyer’s value function of entering DM t with assets worth a units

of CM goods, is given by:

V b
Ξt
(a) = max

e∈Eb

{
2eN (1, 1/κΞt)L

(
min{ν−1(a), q̂})− sb(e)

}
+ a+WΞt(0).

On behalf of the worker-firm pair, the worker exerts search effort. Here, assume the

following:

Assumption 2.B.1. The amount of search effort devoted by the worker is private infor-

mation and the firm cannot incentive the worker to exert search effort.

The only thing observed by the firm, is whether a match with a buyer is realized

or not. When the firm and worker are matched, the firm cannot incentivize the worker

because of a hold-up problem. First, the surplus of the match between a buyer and

worker-firm pair is divided between the three parties according to given price and wage

protocols that cannot be changed upon discretion. Second, due to a lack of commitment

and record-keeping, the worker can or will not accept shares in the firm that it is matched

to.

Workers choose search effort e ∈ Ew. When the worker searches at e, the worker-firm

pair finds a match with probability 2eN (κ, 1), and the worker incurs utility cost sw(e)

with s′w > 0 and s′′w > 0. Defining G as in the baseline economy, the value function of
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entering DM t for a worker with assets worth a CM goods, is then given by:

V w
Ξt
(a) = max

e∈Ew

{
2eN (κΞt , 1)

∫∫
e′

ẽb,Ξt

O
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(e

′, a′)− sw(e)

}
+ a+WΞt(0).

Let FΞt(e
′′) be the probability that a randomly drawn worker devotes search effort

level e′′′ ≤ e′′. Expected value of a firm that enters DM t, then becomes:

V f
Ξt

=

∫∫∫
2e′e′′N (κΞt , 1)

ẽb,Ξt

Π
(
min{ν−1(a), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′)dFΞt(e
′′),

2.B.2 Equivalence of Symmetric Equilibria

To obtain equations equivalent to those in the baseline model, impose:

Assumption 2.B.2. Buyers and workers are treated similarly: sb(e) = sw(e), Eb = Ew,

and L(q) = O(q).

Let s(e) = sb(e) = sw(e), E = Eb = Ew, and S(q) = L(q) = O(q). In a symmetric

equilibrium, we obtain κ = 1. To see this, suppose that all households carry assets

worth a′ CM goods into the DM. Workers then anticipate each buyer will consume q′ =

min{v−1(a′), q̂} DM goods, and thus choose ew to maximize 2ewN (κ, 1)S(q′) − s(ew).

Similarly, a buyer carrying assets worth a′ CM goods into the DM chooses eb to maximize

2ebN (1, 1/κ)S(q) − s(eb). Generically, the optimal level of search effort for a buyer and

a worker is unique. Multiple solutions only occur if (e′′ − e′)S(q) = s(e′′) − s(e′) and

(e′, e′′) ∩ E = ∅.
It follows that when κ = 1, buyers and workers choose the same search effort, ra-

tionalizing κ = 1 as an equilibrium outcome. Now suppose κ > 1, then buyers must

exert more search than workers: eb > ew. However, high market tightness is especially

beneficial for workers; N (κ, 1) > N (1, 1/κ) ⇔ κ > 1. Therefore, workers are not willing

to search at ew when buyers are willing to search at eb > ew. Similarly when κ < 1,

worker must exert more search effort than buyers; ew > eb. But, a low market tightness

is especially beneficial for buyers; N (1, κ) < N (1/κ, 1) ⇔ κ < 1. Therefore, buyers are

not willing to search at eb when workers are willing to search at ew > eb.

Lemma 2.B.1. Given Assumptions 2.B.1 and 2.B.2, in any symmetric equilibrium mar-

ket tightness is constant and equal to one. q.e.d.

It follows that in symmetric equilibria, buyers expect to be matched with probability

2eN (1, 1) when they exert search effort e. Because one can normalize N (1, 1) = 1/2, the

set of all symmetric equilibria is the same as in the baseline economy. The only difference
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arises when calculating welfare. The reason is that now both buyers and workers exert

search effort.

2.B.3 Strategic Instability of Asymmetric Equilibria

In the baseline economy with E = {l, h}, we have restricted attention to symmetric

equilibria. We observed that buyers are indifferent between search effort e = l and e = h

when ιΞt = ι̃. In the baseline economy, asymmetric equilibria therefore only exist for a

knife-edge case.

When both buyers and workers devote search effort, market tightness need not equal

one, so more asymmetric equilibria can arise. When E = {l, h}, it is not difficult to show

that existence of asymmetric equilibria is no longer restricted to a knife-edge case. This

raises the concern whether it is reasonable to restrict attention to symmetric equilibria.

Here, I show that all asymmetric equilibria with both buyers and workers deciding on

search effort, are strategically unstable.

In any asymmetric equilibrium, buyers must be indifferent between searching at e = h

and e = l. This implies maxq{hN (1, 1/κ)L(q) − ιΞtν(q)} − maxq{lN (1, 1/κ)L(q) −Ξt

ν(q)} = [s(h) − s(l)]/2. Consider ιΞt > ι̃. This implies κ < 1 in an asymmetric

equilibrium as ι̃ triggers indifference for κ = 1 and maxq{hN (1, 1/κ)L(q) − ιΞtν(q)} −
maxq{lN (1, 1/κ)L(q) − ιΞtν(q)} is strictly decreasing in κ. Suppose an infinitesimally

small mass of buyers now decides to search at e = h instead of e = l, which they are

willing to do because of indifference. Market tightness then goes up, and it follows all

buyers now strictly prefer to search at e = l. The asymmetric equilibrium is therefore

strategically unstable. With ιΞt > ι̃, the symmetric equilibrium implies buyers strictly

prefer to search at e = l because κ = 1. If a small mass of buyers would decide to search

at e = h instead, market tightness goes up but all other buyers still strictly prefer to

search at e = l instead of e = h. The symmetric equilibrium is therefore strategically

stable.

Now consider ιΞt < ι̃, which implies κ > 1 in an asymmetric equilibrium. Suppose

an infinitesimally small mass of buyers now decides to search at e = l instead of e = h,

which they are willing to do because of indifference. Market tightness then goes down,

and it follows that all buyers now strictly prefer to search at e = h. The asymmetric

equilibrium is therefore strategically unstable. With ιΞt < ι̃, the symmetric equilibrium

implies that buyers strictly prefer to search at e = h because κ = 1. If a small mass of

buyers would decide to search at e = l instead, market tightness goes down but all other

buyers still strictly prefer to search at e = h instead of e = l. The symmetric equilibrium

is therefore, again, strategically stable.

Lemma 2.B.2. Given Assumptions 2.B.1 and 2.B.2, with E = {l, h} asymmetric equi-

libria are strategically unstable while symmetric equilibria are strategically stable. q.e.d.
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2.C Optimal Inflation Targets

The baseline model can be extended by incorporating a congestion effect, based on Shi

(1997), in a frictional market for some other good traded during the DM. With this

congesting effect present, the Friedman rule is no longer the optimal policy. Then, even if

inflation is chosen to maximize welfare in deterministic equilibrium, sunspot equilibria can

exist. These sunspot equilibria are always bad for welfare and thus, there is a meaningful

role for the stabilization policies uncovered in Section 2.7.

2.C.1 Extended Model Setup

The baseline setup of the model remains unchanged, but I now add another type of

infinitely lived agent and another good that I label as B-households and B-goods, respec-

tively. I will refer to the original household as the A-household and to the original DM

goods as A-goods. B-goods can be produced and consumed only by B-households, only

during the DM, and a B-household cannot both consume and produce B-goods at the

same time. B-households can both produce and consume the CM good. Preferences of

such a household are given by:

Vj(x, y) = �j=cψ(x)− �j=sμ(x) + y,

where x is consumption (production) of B-goods when the household is a consumer (pro-

ducer, resp.), y is the net consumption of CM goods, and j ∈ {c, s} is the households

type with j = c if a consumer and j = s if a producer. Functions ψ and μ are twice

continuously differentiable and satisfy ψ(0) = 0, ψ′ > 0, ψ′′ < 0, limx→0 ψ
′(x) = ∞,

limx→∞ ψ′(x) = 0, μ(0) = 0, μ′ > 0, μ′′ ≥ 0. Let x∗ > 0 satisfy ψ′(x∗) = μ′(x∗). Like A-

households, B-households also discount utility between periods at a rate β. The measure

of B-households is given by υ.20

2.C.1.1 CM for a B-Household

Due to quasi-linear utility, we can assume without loss that all taxes are levied upon the

A-households and that the shares of newborn firms are distributed to the A-households.

The value of entering the CM with an asset portfolio worth z in term of CM goods for a

20Alternatively, one can think of an A- and B-household as an A- and B-agent, respectively, that are
part of a single household. When flow utility of the A-agent has weight 1 and flow utility of the B-agent
weight υ, equivalent results are obtained.
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B-household is, because of the quasi-linear utility structure, given by:

WB
Ξt
(z) = z + βE

{
max

zΞt+1
≥0

{
V B
Ξt+1

(zΞt+1)− zΞt+1(1 + ιΞt+1)
} |Ξt

}
,

where V B
Ξt+1

(z) is the utility value of entering the DM as a B-household with assets worth

z units of CM goods when history is Ξt+1. Notice that WB
Ξt
(z) is linear in z.

2.C.1.2 DM for a B-Household

At the beginning of the DM, just after the realization of the sunspot becomes public

information, B-households decide whether to become a consumer or a producer. Con-

sumers and producers in the market for B-goods are randomly matched to each other and

the total mass realized matches, m, is governed by a constant returns-to-scale matching

function. For simplicity, I assume

m = ηmin{c, s},

where c denotes the mass of consumers, s the mass of producers, and η ≤ 1. When

history is Ξt, the B-household’s value function of entering the DM with an asset portfolio

worth z units of CM goods, is given by:

V B
Ξt
(z) = max

{
ϕ(λΞt)[ψ ◦ x(z)− d ◦ x(z)], χ(λΞt)[d ◦ x(z′Ξt

)− μ ◦ x(z′Ξt
)]
}
+ z +WB

Ξt
(0),

where λΞt is the ratio of consumers over producers in the market for B-goods, ϕ(λΞt) =

ηmin{1, 1/λΞt} is the probability that a consumer gets matched to a producer, χ(λΞt) =

ηmin{λΞt , 1} is the probability that a producer gets matched to a consumer, z′Ξt
denotes

the CM value of assets held by all other B-households who decide to become consumers,

x(z) is the amount of B-goods produced in a match when the consumer holds assets

worth z CM goods, and d(x) is the CM value of assets transferred from the consumer to

the producer when the latter produces x B-goods for the former.

For simplicity, I assume that x and d are determined by proportional bargaining. Let

SB(z) denote the surplus of a match between a consumer and producer, where the former

enters the DM with an asset portfolio worth z units of CM goods, and let ϑ denote the

share of the match surplus appropriated by the consumer. Using linearity of WB
Ξt
, match

surplus and terms of trade are determined according to

SB(z) =max
x,d

{ψ(x)− μ(x)} (2.30)

s.t. (1− ϑ)[ψ(x)− d] = ϑ[d− μ(x)] and d ≤ z.

The solution of (2.30) involves x = min{d−1(z), x∗} and d = d(x), where d(x) = (1 −
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ϑ)ψ(x) + ϑμ(x).

2.C.2 Equilibrium

Because households can trade fictitious assets contingent on the realization of the sunspot,

B-households make their decisions about whether to be a consumer or a producer in the

DM of period t already during the CM of period t−1. If a household decides to become a

consumer in the DM when the history of the sunspot is Ξt, the utility surplus of deciding

to becoming a consumer is given by ϕ(λΞt)ϑ[ψ(xΞt) − μ(xΞt)] − ιΞtd(xΞt), where xΞt is

the amount of B-goods consumed if matched to a producer. The optimal amount of

history-contingent consumption satisfies:

ιΞt ≥ ϕ(λΞt)ϑ[ψ
′(xΞt)− μ′(xΞt)]/d

′(xΞt), with equality if xΞt > 0. (2.31)

If a household decides to become a seller in the DM when history of the sunspot is

Ξt, then it does not need any assets to finance consumption during the DM. The utility

surplus of being a seller in the DM is therefore given by χ(λΞt)(1− ϑ)[ψ(xΞt)− μ(xΞt)].

Here, xΞt satisfies Equation (2.31). In equilibrium, B-households need to be indifferent

between being a consumer and being producer, so we obtain:

ιΞt = [ϕ(λΞt)ϑ− χ(λΞt)(1− ϑ)][ψ(xΞt)− μ(xΞt)]/d(xΞt). (2.32)

Given ιΞt , Equations (2.31) and (2.32) determine equilibrium on the market for B-goods,

and this equilibrium is not unique.21 Nevertheless, we can always rank these partial

equilibria given the amount of welfare that they generate. As the focus of this chapter

is on the coordination frictions associated with search effort in the market for A-goods,

I will always assume that given ιΞt , the best equilibrium on the market for B-goods

materializes.

Lemma 2.C.1. Given ιΞt, there is an equilibrium on the market for B-goods that gen-

erates the highest welfare contribution which is generically unique. If and only if ιΞt <

ηϑ/(1− ϑ), this equilibrium involves xΞt > 0.

For notational convenience, let x̄(ιΞt) and λ̄(ιΞt) denote the best equilibrium on the

market for B-goods as function of ιΞt . Equilibrium on the market for A-goods is the same

as in Section 2.5.1.

It remains to consider asset markets. Like before, the aggregate supply of assets is

given by Equation (2.15). Because B-households that choose to be a consumer also want

21To see this, notice that there is a λ such that (2.31) implies xΞt = 0 for all λ ≥ λ̄ when ιΞt > 0. For
xΞt

= 0, Equation (2.32) holds for all λ, so xΞt
= 0 and λ ≥ λ̄ is an equilibrium. At the same time, for

ιΞt
< ηϑ/(1− ϑ) there always exists a xΞt

> 0 and λΞt
< λ̄ that solve Equations (2.31) and (2.32).
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to hold assets, total asset demand becomes:

aΞt ≥ ν(qΞt) + υλΞtd(xΞt)/(1 + λΞt), with strict equality if ιΞt > 0,

where υλΞt/(1 + λΞt) is the mass of B-households that decide to become a consumer.

Finally, we need to define welfare. Because we have two types of agents here, I focus

on a utilitarian welfare measure.22 Because utility is linear in the consumption of CM

goods, only DM activity matters. In period t, flow welfare therefore equals

WΞt = nΞt [u(qΞt)− c(qΞt)]− s(2nΞt)/2 + υηmin{λΞt , 1} [ψ(xΞt)− μ(xΞt)] /[1 + λΞt ],

(2.33)

where υηmin{λΞt , 1}/(1 + λΞt) is the total mass of matches realized on the market for

B-goods.

2.C.2.1 Deterministic Equilibrium

We can now define what constitutes a DE in our modified economy:

Definition 2.C.1. Given an inflation rate π, a DE is a tuple 〈q, n, x, λ〉 that satisfies

x = x̄((π − β)/β), λ = λ̄((π − β)/β), (π − β)/β = nL′(q)/ν ′(q), xq > 0, n = h/2 if

π − β > βι̃, n = l/2 if π − β < βι̃, and n ∈ {h/2, l/2} if π − β = βι̃.

Like before, a DE exists and is typically unique.

Proposition 2.C.1. A DE is, except for a knife-edge case, unique and exists if and only

if π ∈ [β,max{π, β(1 + ηϑ/(1 + ϑ))}). q.e.d.

Next, consider how welfare relates to the inflation rate chosen by the central bank:

Proposition 2.C.2. When ϑ ≤ 1/2, then welfare in DE monotonically decreases with

π. When ϑ > 1/2 and q̂ is sufficiently close to q∗, welfare is hump-shaped in π so that

small deviations from the Friedman rule increase welfare.

2.C.2.2 Sunspot Equilibria

Consider SEs, which can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.C.2. Given an inflation rate π and sunspot process ρ, an SE is a tuple

〈qL, qH , xL, xH , λL, λH , ιL, ιH〉 that satisfies:

1. ιL = lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL), ιH = hL′(qH)/ν ′(qH), xL = x̄(ιL), xH = x̄(ιH), λL = λ̄(ιL),

and λH = λ̄(ιH).

22In case we again think of an A- and B-household as an A- and B-agent, respectively, that are part of
a single household, utilitarian welfare define above equals expected lifetime utility of the single household
when flow utility of the A-agent has weight 1 and flow utility of the B-agent weight υ.
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2. (π − β)/β = ρLιL + ρHιH ,

3. ιH ≤ ι̃ ≤ ιL,

4. (1− h/2)Π(qH) + ω(qH) +
υλH

1+λH
d(xH) ≤ (1− l/2)Π(qL) + ω(qL) +

υλL

1+λL
d(xL), with

equality if ιH > 0.

In what follows, I will discuss the major implications of the modified model.

2.C.3 Discussion

First, expected period t welfare generated in an SE can still be written as E{WΞt} =

E{W (ιΞt)}, with E{ιΞt} = (π − β)/β. Second, due to the congestion effect present in

the extended model, W (ι) need not to obtain a maximum for ι = 0. The intuition for

this feature is as follows. Agents who can consume or produce B-goods cannot consume

and produce simultaneously. Therefore, at the beginning of the DM these agents choose

whether they become a consumer or producer. The amount of realized matches in the

market for B-goods then depends on the amount of consumers and producers. If bargain-

ing power of consumers is relatively large, it may be too attractive to be a consumer at

the Friedman rule. That means, the market for B-goods gets congested by consumers and

more matches would be realized when more agents would choose to become a producer.

When policy deviates from the Friedman rule, it becomes less attractive to become a

consumer. As a result, the mass of matches realized on the market for B-goods increases

when the marketplace was being congested by consumers. This exerts an upward force

on welfare. Consumption within matches however reduces, implying a downward force

on welfare. By the envelope theorem, the latter effect only has a small impact on welfare

when, at the Friedman rule, traded quantities within matches are close to first-best levels

(q̂ close to q∗).

With the congestion effect present in the model, we can consider what happens for

optimal deviations from the Friedman rule. Because there is still a self-fulfilling com-

ponent in asset values during the DM, SEs can now exist even when inflation is chosen

optimally. These SEs then always result in less welfare than in the DE.

Proposition 2.C.3. When it is optimal to deviate from the Friedman rule due to a

congestion effect, SEs can still exist even when inflation is chosen to maximize welfare in

the DE. When welfare is maximized in the DE, welfare in an SE can only be lower than

in the DE.
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2.D Proofs and Derivations

2.D.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1

By construction UΞt =
∫∫ V b

Ξt
(a′)+V w

Ξt
(a′)

2
dGΞt(a

′, e′). Using Equations (2.7) and (2.8) to

replace V b
Ξt
(a′) and V w

Ξt
(a′), we obtain

UΞt =
1

2

∫
a

max
e∈{l,h}

{
eL
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂})− s(e)

}
dGΞt(a

′, e′)

+
1

2

∫∫
e′O
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′) +
∫
a

a′dGΞt(a
′, e′) +WΞt(0). (2.34)

Condition 2 in Definition 2.1 together with Equation (2.9) implies that∫
a

a′dGΞt(a
′, e′) = φΞtMΞt−1 +

1

2

∫∫
e′Π
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂}) dGΞt(a

′, e′). (2.35)

Condition 3 in Definition 2.1 implies that for all (a′, e′) on the support of CDF GΞt we

have

e′ = max
e∈{l,h}

{
eL
(
min{ν−1(a′), q̂})− s(e)

}
. (2.36)

Using Equations (2.35) and (2.36) in Equation (2.34) together with the fact that L(q) +

O(q) +Π(q) = u(q)− c(q), and using Equation (2.4) in Equation (2.34) to substitute out

WΞt(0), yields

UΞt =
1

2

∫∫ [
e′(u− c) ◦min{ν−1(a′), q̂} − s(e′)

]
dGΞt(a

′, e′) + φΞtMΞt−1 +ΥΞt/2

− τΞt + βE

{
max

aΞt+1
≥0

{
V j
Ξt+1

(aΞt+1)− aΞt+1(1 + ιΞt+1)
}∣∣∣Ξt

}
. (2.37)

Condition 3 in Definition 2.1 implies that for all a′ on the support of CDF GΞt+1 we have

a′ = argmax
a≥0

{
V b
Ξt+1

(a)b/+ V w
Ξt+1

(a)/2− (1 + ιΞt+1)a
}
. (2.38)

Using Equations (2.38) and (2.11) in Equation (2.37) together with Equation (2.6) to sub-

stitute out τΞt and the fact that by construction UΞt+1 =
∫∫ V b

Ξt+1
(a′)+V w

Ξt+1
(a′)

2
dGΞt(a

′, e′),

we obtain

UΞt = WΞt + φΞtMΞt +ΥΞt/2 + βE

{
UΞt+1 − (1 + ιΞt+1)

∫
a

a′dGΞt+1(a
′, e′)
∣∣∣Ξt

}
. (2.39)

Using in Equation (2.39) that Condition 2 in Definition 2.1 implies
∫
a
a′dGΞt+1(a

′, e′) =

φΞt+1MΞt + V f
Ξt+1

/2, and that Condition 1 implies ΥΞt = E{β(1 + ιΞt+1)V
f
Ξt+1

|Ξt} and
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φΞt = E
{
β(1 + ιΞt+1)φΞt+1 |Ξt

}
, gives us that UΞt = WΞt + βE{UΞt+1 |Ξt}. q.e.d.

2.D.2 Proof of Proposition 2.2

To show existence of SEs, let qL(qH) be an implicit function that satisfies

(1− h/2)Π(qH) + ω(qH) = (1− l/2)[Π ◦ qL(qH)] + ω ◦ qL(qH).

Use that Π(q) = ν(q) − ω(q) to find (1 − n)Π(q) + ω(q) = (1 − n)ν(q) + nω(q). By

assumption, ν ′(q) > 0 and ω′(q) > 0. Hence, (1 − n)Π(q) + ω(q) is increasing in q.

Therefore, qL(qH) is determined uniquely. Additionally, let q = qL(q̂), and define sets

QH = {qH ∈ (0, q̂] : hL′(qH)/v′(qH) ≤ l[L′ ◦ qL(qH)]/[v′ ◦ qL(qH)]} ,
π̃(qH) = {π : hL′(qH)/v′(qH) ≤ 2(π − β)/β ≤ l[L′ ◦ qL(qH)]/[v′ ◦ qL(qH)]} .

Then, I show that if and only if π ∈ [β, β + βlL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)]
) ∪qH∈QH

π̃(qH), costs of

search can be chosen such that SEs exist.

First, I demonstrate that for π = β, SEs exist only for a knife-edge case. From

condition 1, it follows that with π = β we need qL = qH = q̂. Condition 3 is then satisfied

and condition 2 reduces to 0 ≤ ι̃ ≤ 0. The latter holds if and only if k = (h− l)L(q̂).

Second, I demonstrate that for π ∈ (β, β + βlL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)]
)
, SEs exist for k in a set

with positive measure. Suppose we choose qH = q̂. Because l < h, condition 3 is satisfied

if we have qL ∈ [q, q̂]. Therefore, choose qL = q. Define ιL ≡ lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)]. If we

then choose ρ = {(π − β)/(βιL), 1 − (π − β)ιL/(βιL)}, condition 1 is satisfied. Because

0 < (π− β)/β < lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)], we also have that ρ ∈ (0, 1)2. Finally, we need to ensure

that condition 2 is satisfied. Let k = (h − l)L(q̂) and k = 2maxq [hL(q)/2− ιLν(q)] −
2maxq [lL(q)/2− ιLν(q)]. From the definition of ι̃ it follows that condition 2 is satisfied

whenever k is such that k ≤ k ≤ k. Clearly, such a k exists if and only if k ≤ k. Observe

that maxq [hL(q)/2− ιν(q)]−maxq [lL(q)/2− ιν(q)] ≥ 0 for ι ≥ 0, with strict inequality if

and only if ι < ιh, and that maxq [hL(q)/2− ιν(q)]−maxq [lL(q)/2− ιν(q)] ≥ 0 is strictly

decreasing in ι when 0 ≤ 2ι < ιh. Because (h − l)L(q̂) = 2maxq [hL(q)/2− ιν(q)] −
2maxq [lL(q)/2− ιν(q)] if and only if ι = 0, and 0 < 2ιL < ιl, it follows that 0 < k < k.

Third, I demonstrate there are k such that SEs exist when (π−β)/β ≥ lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)]

and π ∈ ∪qH∈QH
π̃(qH). Again, the proof is constructive. Choose an arbitrary qH ∈ QH s.t.

π ∈ π̃(qH). By supposition, such a qH exists. Let qL = qL(qH), so that condition 3 is sat-

isfied. Let ιH = hL′(qH)/[2ν ′(qH)] and ιL = lL′(qL)/[2ν ′(qL)]. Because π ∈ π̃(qH), there

also exists a ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that (π−β)/β = ριL+(1−ρ)ιH . Therefore, set ρ = {ρ, 1−ρ}.
It follows that condition 1 is satisfied. It remains to characterize k for which condition 2 is

satisfied. Because qH ∈ QH , we have that ιH ≤ ιL. Let k = 2maxq [hL(q)/2− ιHν(q)]−
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2maxq [lL(q)/2− ιHν(q)] and k = 2maxq [hL(q)/2− ιLν(q)]− 2maxq [lL(q)/2− ιLν(q)].

Like before, from the definition of ι̃ it follows that there exists a k such that condition 2

is satisfied if and only if k ≤ k. Because ιH ≤ ιL, this is indeed the case.

Fourth, I demonstrate that when (π − β)/β > lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)], SEs do not exist when

there is no qH ∈ QH s.t. π ∈ π̃(qH). Because (π−β)/β ≥ lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)], ρ ∈ (0, 1)2 with

ρL + ρH = 1 implies that condition 1 cannot hold when qH = q̂. Therefore, qH < q̂ and

condition 3 can only hold if qL = qL(qH). At the same time, condition 1 can only hold if

π ∈ π̃(qH). Because there is no qH ∈ QH s.t. π ∈ π̃(qH), we must have that qH /∈ QH .

This implies that hL′(qH)/ν ′(qH) > lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL), so condition 2 is violated. q.e.d.

Next, suppose that for given parameters and inflation, an SE exists. I am then going

to show that SEs exist for all inflation rates π ∈ (π′, π′′). Let qH(qL) = q̂ if qL ≥ q and

let qH(qL) = q−1
L (qL) if qL < q. Then, define qH = qH(qL) and define q

L
= qL(qH).

First, I am going to show that if there is a π for which SEs exist, then (excluding

a knife-edge case) we have q
L

< qL and q
H

< qH . Because qL = max{q ∈ (0, q̂] :

2ι̃ ≤ lL′(q)/v′(q)}, we need that qL ≤ qL as otherwise condition 2 is violated. Because

q
H

= min{q ∈ (0, q̂] : 2ι̃ ≥ hL′(q)/v′(q)}, we also need qH ≥ q
H

as otherwise condition

2 is again violated. Condition 3 implies that we need qH = qH(qL) and qL ≥ qL(qH).

Because ∂qH(qL)/∂qL ≥ 0 for all qL ∈ [0, q̂], we obtain qH = qH(qL) ≥ qH(qL) = qH ≥ q
H
.

Similarly, because ∂qL(qH)/∂qH > 0 for all qH ∈ [q
H
, q̂], we obtain q

L
= qL(qH) ≤

qL(qH) ≤ qL ≤ qL. I am then going to conjecture that 2(π′−β)/β = hL′(qH)/ν
′(qH) and

2(π′′−β)/β = lL′(q
L
)/ν ′(q

L
). Because q

L
= qL and q

H
= qH is a knife-edge case, restrict

attention to q
L
< qL, qH < qH and π′ < π′′.

Second, I am going to demonstrate that if SEs exist for a particular π, then SEs

exist for all π ∈ (π′, π′′). From the first step, existence of SEs implies q
L

< qL and

q
H

< qH , and in turn π′ < π′′. Because ∂qH(qL)/∂qL ≥ 0 for all qL ∈ [0, q̂], it fol-

lows that h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν
′ ◦ qH(qL)] < 2ι̃ < lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL) for all qL ∈ (q

L
, qL). Pick

an arbitrary qL ∈ (q
L
, qL) and let qH = qH(qL). By construction, conditions 2 and 3

are then satisfied. Let ρ = {ρ, 1 − ρ} with ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that condition 1 is sat-

isfied. It follows that such a ρ exists, meaning that we have an SE if 2(π − β)/β ∈
(h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)], lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL)]). Because we can pick arbitrary qL ∈ (q

L
, qL),

because ∂qH(qL)/∂qL ≥ 0 for all qL ∈ [0, q̂], and because L′(q)/ν ′(q) is strictly decreasing

in q for all q ∈ [0, q̂], it follows that if an SE exists for some π, then SEs exist for all

π ∈ (π′, π′′)

Third, I show that if π ≤ π′ then SEs do not exist except in a knife edge case.

For condition 2 to hold, we need that qH ≥ qH . Also, from condition 2 we know that

hL′(qH)/ν ′(qH) ≤ lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL). It follows from condition 1 that we need 2(π − β)/β ≥
hL′(qH)/ν

′(qH) = 2(π′−β)/β, so SEs can exist only for π = π′. However, from condition

1 it follows that π = π′ requires ρL = 0, unless π′ − β = βι̃.
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Fourth, I show that if π ≥ π′′ then again SEs do not exist except in a knife edge case.

For condition 2 to hold, we need that qL ≤ q
L
. Also, from condition 2 we know that

hL′(qH)/ν ′(qH) ≤ lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL). It follows from condition 1 that we need 2(π − β)/β ≤
lL′(q

L
)/v′(q

L
) = 2(π′′ − β)/β, so SEs can only exist for π = π′′. However, from condition

1 it follows that π = π′′ requires ρH = 0, unless π′′ − β = βι̃.

To prove the part of the proposition that characterizes ρ for which SE exist, denote

with qDE trade within DM matches in the DE. To coordinate on the realization of the

sunspot when ρL ∈ (0, 1), the LOOP (2.17) and asset market clearance imply that ρL

needs to satisfy 2(π−β)/β = ρLlL
′(qL)/ν ′(qL)+ (1− ρL)h[L

′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)], with
qH(qL) defined like before. Therefore let

ρL(qL) =
2(π − β)/β − h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)]

lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL)− h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)] .

Because qL ≤ qL and qH(qL) ≥ q
H

must be satisfied, coordinating on a sunspot with

ρL ∈ (0, 1) is only possible when there exists a qL ∈ (0, qL] such that ρL(qL) ∈ (0, 1) and

qH(qL) ≥ q
H
.

Suppose first that π − β < βι̃. Observe that ∂qH(qL)/∂qL ≥ 0, ∂ρL/∂qL > 0, that

qDE > q
H
, and that ρL ◦ qL(qs) = 0. Therefore, it follows that coordinating on a sunspot

with ρL ∈ (0, 1) is an equilibrium only if qL(qDE) < qL. Suppose this is true. Because

ρL ◦ qL(qDE) = 0, ∂ρL/∂qL > 0, and qL ≤ qL, we can conclude that for ρL ∈ [0, ρL(qL)]

coordinating on the sunspot is an equilibrium. If qL(qDE) ≥ qL, coordinating on a sunspot

can be an equilibrium only if ρL = 0. Observe that ρL(qL) ≤ 0 must then be the case.

Concluding, coordinating on a sunspot is an equilibrium if and only if ρL ∈ [0, ρ′L], where

ρL
′ = max

{
0,

2(π − β)/β − h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)]
lL′(qL)]/ν ′(qL)− h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)]

}
.

Finally, notice that in an SE we need ρL ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, if SEs exist for a particular

inflation rate π − β < βι̃, it must be true that qL(qDE) < qL. Therefore, coordinating on

a sunspot is an SE if and only if ρL ∈ (0, ρL], where

ρL =
2(π − β)/β − h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)]

lL′(qL)/ν ′(qL)− h[L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)]
.

Now suppose that π − β > βι̃. Observe that qDE < qL and that ρL(qDE) = 1.

Therefore, coordinating on a sunspot with ρL ∈ (0, 1) is an equilibrium only if qH(qDE) >

q
H
. If this is indeed true, we can then conclude that coordinating on the sunspot is an

equilibrium if and only if ρH ∈ [0, 1 − ρ ◦ qL(qH)]. If qH(qDE) ≤ q
H
, then coordinating

on the sunspot is an equilibrium if and only if ρH = 0. Concluding, coordinating on a
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sunspot is an equilibrium if and only if ρH ∈ [0, ρ′H ], where

ρH
′ = max

{
0,

l[L′ ◦ qL(qH)]/[ν ′ ◦ qL(qH)]− 2(π − β)/β

l[L′ ◦ qL(qH)]/[ν ′ ◦ qL(qH)]− hL′(q
H
)/ν ′(q

L
)

}
.

Finally, in an SE we need ρH ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, if SEs exist for a particular π− β > βι,

it must be true that qH(qDE) > qH . Therefore, coordinating on a sunspot is an SE if and

only if ρH ∈ (0, ρH ], where

ρH =
2(π − β)/β − L′(q

H
)/ν ′(q

H
)

l[L′ ◦ qL(qH)]/[ν ′ ◦ qL(qH)]− hL′(q
H
)/ν ′(q

H
)
.

Lastly, suppose π − β = βι̃. It follows that we have 2(π − β)/β = hL′(q
H
)/ν ′(q

H
) =

lL′(qL)/v
′(qL). Coordinating on a sunspot with ρL ∈ (0, 1) is feasible if and only if

qH(qL) ≥ qL and qL(qH) ≤ qL. Existence of SEs directly implies that coordinating on a

sunspot is an SE if and only if ρL ∈ (0, 1).

To prove the last part of the proof, i.e. uniqueness, note that we already established

that the third condition for an SE uniquely pins down qH as function of qL. Specifically,

there exists an implicit function qH(qL) that is weakly increasing in qL. In turn, this allows

us to define a function ιH(qL) = [L′ ◦ qH(qL)]/[2ν ′ ◦ qH(qL)] that is weakly decreasing in

qL. Also, the function ιL(qL) = L′(qL)/[2ν ′(qL)] is strictly decreasing in qL. Now, we can

write the first condition for SE as

π − β

β
= ρLιL(qL) + ρHιH(qL).

It follows immediately that this condition uniquely pins down qL given π and ρ =

{ρL, ρH}. Hence, a pair 〈qL, qH〉 that satisfies SE conditions, must be unique. q.e.d.

2.D.3 Proof of Proposition 2.3

In a sunspot equilibrium with recurrent market freezes we have 0 = l < h ≤ 1 with qH > 0.

First, I demonstrate that a sunspot equilibrium with qH > 0 implies a{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt−1,L} > 0.

Note that nΞtΠ(qΞt) = nΞt [ν(qΞt) − ω(qΞt)] ≤ ν(qΞt), with strict inequality if qΞt > 0.

Combining with Equation (2.15) we have φtMΞt−1 = aΞt − nΞtΠ(qΞt) ≥ aΞt − ν(qΞt) ≥ 0,

again with strict inequality if qΞt > 0. It follows that if qH > 0, then φtM{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt−1} > 0.

Therefore, again by Equation (2.15), we have a{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt−1,L} > 0. Second, I demonstrate

that l = 0 implies a{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt−1,L} > 0 in a sunspot equilibrium. To ensure that buyers

exert search effort level l = 0 when the sunspot turns out L, we need ιL ≥ ι̃. Except

for a knife-edge case in which k = (h − l)L(q̂), we have that ι̃ > 0. Hence, ιL > 0.

Then, a solution to Equation (2.10) with e = 0 directly implies a{ξ0,ξ1,...,ξt−1,ξL} = 0; a

contradiction. q.e.d.
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2.D.4 Proof of Proposition 2.4

I consider a constructive proof. Consider a constellation in which we have qH = q̂,

qL = q, and ρ = {ρ, 1 − ρ} for an SE. By construction, condition 3 is then satisfied.

Define ιL = lL′(q)/[2ν ′(q)], k = (h − l)L(q̂), and k = 2maxq{hL(q)/2 − ιLν(q)} −
2maxq{lL(q)/2− ιLν(q)}.

First, I demonstrate that there exists a π and a parameter configuration so that there is

an SE that attains lower welfare than the unique DE. Consider that k = k+δ and that (π−
β)/β = ιL−ε. Suppose ε > 0 and δ > 0, both arbitrarily small but such that ε > γ, where

γ is such that k+ δ = 2maxq{hL(q)/2− (ιL − γ)ν(q)}− 2maxq{lL(q)/2− (ιL − γ)ν(q)}.
Such a parameter configuration is feasible because δ > 0 ⇒ γ > 0 and by continuity, δ ↘
0 ⇒ γ ↘ 0. Because (π−β)/β < ιL−ε, the DE 〈q, n〉 is unique and satisfies n = h/2 and

q = qDE, where ιL− ε = hL′(qDE)/[2ν
′(qDE)]. Flow welfare in the unique DE is therefore

given by W = {h[u(qDE) − c(qDE)] − k − δ}/2. Now, consider an SE with allocations

described above. With k = k+ δ and δ > 0 but small, condition 3 is satisfied. To ensure

that condition 2 is satisfied we need ιL − ε = ριL. Clearly, for ε > 0 but small we have

ρ ∈ (0, 1), so condition 1 is also satisfied, and with ε ↘ 0 we have ρ ↗ 1. Expected flow

welfare in an SE is given by W̃ = (ιL−ε)l
[
u(q)− c(q)

]
/[2ιL]+ε{[u(q̂)−c(q̂)]−k−δ}/[2ιL].

With ε ↘ 0 and δ ↗ 0, we have W−W̃) → h[u(qDE)−c(qDE)]/2−k/2− l[u(q)−c(q)]/2.

Because (h − l)L(qDE) > k > L(q) and L(q) is strictly increasing in q for q < q̂, there

exists a q̃ ∈ (q, qDE) such that k = L(q̃). Because u(q)− c(q) is strictly increasing for all

q < q̂, we have h[u(qDE)−c(qDE)]−k− l[u(q)−c(q)] > h[u(q̃)−c(q̃)]−k− l[u(q̃)−c(q̃)] =

(h− l)[ν(q̃)− c(q̃)] > 0, where the last inequality follows from the properties imposed on

ν and ω. Welfare in the DE is therefore larger than welfare in the SE.

Second, I demonstrate that there exists an inflation rate and a parameter configuration

so that there is an SE that attains more welfare than the unique DE. Consider that

k = k − δ and that (π − β)/β = ε. Suppose ε > 0 and δ > 0, both arbitrarily small but

such that ε > γ, where γ is such that k−δ = 2maxq{hL(q)/2−γν(q)}−2maxq{lL(q)/2−
γν(q)}. Such a parameter configuration is feasible because δ > 0 ⇒ γ > 0 and by

continuity, δ ↘ 0 ⇒ γ ↘ 0. Because (π − β)/β > γ, the DE 〈q, n〉 is unique and

satisfies n = l/2 and q = qDE, where ε = lL′(qDE)/[2v
′(qDE)]. Flow welfare in the DE

satisfies W = l[u(qDE) − c(qDE)]/2 and observe that ε ↘ 0 ⇒ qDE ↗ q̂. Now, consider

the SE with allocations described in the beginning of the proof. With k = k − δ and

δ > 0 but small, condition 3 is satisfied. To ensure that condition 2 is satisfied we

need ε = ριL. Clearly, for ε > 0 but small we have ρ ∈ (0, 1), so condition 1 is also

satisfied, and with ε ↓ 0 we have ρ ↓ 0. Expected flow welfare in the SE is given by

W̃ = εl[u(q)−c(q)]/[2ιL(1−β)]+(ιL−ε){l[u(q̂)−c(q̂)]−k+δ}/[2ιL(1−β)]. With ε ↘ 0

and δ ↘ 0, we obtain that W̃ −W → h[u(q̂)−c(q̂)]/2−k/2− l[u(q̂)−c(q̂)]/2. Using that

k = (h− l)L(q̂), we find that h[u(q̂)− c(q̂)]− k− l[u(q̂)− c(q̂)] = (h− l)[ν(q̂)− c(q̂)] > 0
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where the inequality follows from properties imposed on ν and ω. Welfare in the SE is

therefore larger than welfare in the DE. q.e.d.

2.D.5 Proof of Proposition 2.5

Given inflation and the sunspot process ρ, state contingent allocations qH and qL are

pinned down uniquely by the equilibrium conditions for an SE. Define

ιL(qH) =
l

2

L′(qL)
ν ′(qL)

and ιH(qH) =
h

2

L′(qH)
ν ′(qH)

.

Note that, excluding knife-edge cases, ιL(qL) > ιH(qH) in an SE and ιL(q̂) = ιH(q̂) = 0.

Moreover, ι′L > 0 and ι′H > 0 by assumption. Totally differentiating condition 1 and

using that 0 = dρL + dρH , we obtain

0 = dρL(ιL − ιH) + ρLdιL + (1− ρL)dιH , (2.40)

with dιL = ι′H(qL)dqL and dιH = ι′H(qH)dqH . Suppose that for a given ρ, qH = q̂. Small

changes in ρ preserve this property, so then dqH = dιH = 0, dιL = −(ιL/ρL)dρL, and

dqL = −[ιL/(ρLι
′
L(qL)]dρL. So dqL/dρL > 0 and dιL/dρL < 0. Then suppose that for a

given ρ, qH < q̂. Small changes in ρ preserve this property and ιH(qH) > 0. Condition 3

needs to hold with equality, and totally differentiating this equation we obtain

[(1− h/2)Π′(qH) + ω′(qH)] dqH = [(1− l/2)Π′(qL) + ω′(qL)]dqL.

Since ν(q) = Π(q) + ω(q), ν ′(q) > 0, and ω′(q) > 0 it follows that dqH/dqL > 0. Using

this in (2.40), we find

ρLι
′
L(qL)

dqL
dρL

+ (1− ρL)ι
′
H(qH)

dqH
dqL

dqL
dρL

= ιL − ιH > 0.

Hence, dqL/dρL > 0, dqH/dρL > 0, dιL/dρL < 0, and dιH/dρL < 0. Observe that when

qH = q̂, condition 3 imposes (1 − h/2)Π(q̂) + ω(q̂) ≤ (1 − l/2)Π(qL) + ω(qL). The RHS

of that condition is strictly decreasing in qL. Since ι′L(qL) is strictly increasing in qL, it

immediately follows from condition 1 that in an SE, qH = q̂H if and only if

ρL <
π − β

β

2

l

ν ′(q)

L′(q)
,

with (1−h/2)Π(q̂)+ω(q̂) = (1− l/2)Π(q)+ω(q). This proves statement 1 in Proposition

2.5.

Excluding a knife-edge case in which k = (h− l)L(q̂), in and SE we have that ιL > 0.

Combining (2.14), (2.15), and ν(q) = Π(q)+ω(q) we have that φtMΞt−1 = (1−l/2)Π(qL)+
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ω(qL). The LHS of that equation is strictly increasing in qL. Because qL is strictly

increasing in ρL, the DM t value of fiat money is strictly increasing in ρL. The value of

fiat money carried out of CM t− 1 satisfies φt−1MΞt−1 = φtMΞt−1/π. This is also strictly

decreasing in ρL. Moreover, because ιL > 0, the supply of assets in the DM when the

sunspot turns out L, satisfies aL = ν(qL). By assumption ν(qL) is strictly increasing

in L, so aL is strictly increasing in ρL. Next, when qH = q̂, then (2.15) implies that

aH = φtMΞt−1 + hΠ(q̂)/2. Because the DM value of fiat money is strictly increasing in

ρL, it follows that aH is strictly increasing in ρL. When qH < q̂ then ιH > 0, so combining

(2.14) and (2.15) implies that aH = ν(qH). Because qH is then strictly increasing in ρL, it

follows that aH is strictly increasing in ρL. This proves statements 2 and 3 in Proposition

2.5.

The CM value of a newborn firm satisfies

Υ = βρL(1 + ιL)lΠ(qL) + β(1− ρL)(1 + ιH)hΠ(qH)/2,

Equilibrium conditions imply that limρL→0 ιH = (π − β)/β. Moreover, limρL→0 qL and

limρL→0 ιL then are bounded by condition 3. Similarly, limρL→1 ιL = (π − β)/β, and

limρL→1 qH and limρL→1 ιH are bounded. We obtain limρL→0 Υ = πl/2Π(q′H) as well as

limρL→1 Υ = πl/2Π(q′L). Note π− β = βlL′(q′L)/[2ν
′(q′L)] and π− β = βlL′(q′L)/[2ν

′(q′L)],

so q′L < q′H If both q′L and q′H are part of (different) SEs, it must be that (1−h/2)Π(q′H)+

ω(q′H) ≤ (1− l/2)Π(q′L) + ω(q′L). Since ν(q) = Π(q) + ω(q) and ν(q) is strictly increasing

in q, we have lΠ(q′L)/2 < hΠ(q′H)/2. This proves statement 4 in Proposition 2.5.

Finally, since

ζ =
ρLlΠ(qL) + (1− ρL)hΠ(qH)/2

βρL(1 + ιL)lΠ(qL) + β(1− ρL)(1 + ιH)hΠ(qH)/2
− 1

π
, (2.41)

it follows from the analysis above that limρL→0 ζ = limρL→1 ζ = 0. Moreover, using the

LOOP (2.17) we can rewrite (2.41) as

ζ =
lΠ(qL) + (1− ρL)[hΠ(qH)/2− lΠ(qL)/2]

πlΠ(qL) + β(1− ρL)(1 + ιH)[hΠ(qH)/2− lΠ(qL)/2]
− 1

π
.

Condition 3 can only hold if hΠ(qH)/2 − lΠ(qL)/2 > 0. Moreover, with ρL ∈ (0, 1) we

have ιH < (π − β)/β as otherwise condition 1 cannot be satisfied for ιH < ιL. It follows

that ζ > 0 when ρL ∈ (0, 1). This proves statement 5 in Proposition 2.5.

q.e.d.
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2.D.6 Proof of Lemma 2.A.1

Without loss of generality, suppress the history index and replace it with the realization

of the sunspot. First, consider that k = (h− l)L(q̂) so that ι̃ = 0 and q̃ = q̂. We find that

e+ξ =

⎧⎨⎩h if qξ = q̂

l if qξ < q̂
and e−ξ = l.

Therefore, it follows that ι+ξ = ι−ξ . Moreover, when ι+ξ = ι−ξ > 0 we have that qξ < q̂

and m + xV f
ξ = ν(qξ) < ν(q̂). Also, when ι+ξ = ι−ξ = 0 we have that qξ = q̂ and

m + xV f
ξ ≥ ν(qξ) = ν(q̂). It follows that eξ = l when ιξ < ι̃ = 0 and eξ = l or h when

ιξ = ι̃ = 0.

Second, consider that k < (h − l)L(q̂) so that ι̃ > 0 and q̃ < q̂. Like before let qL

be given by 2ι̃ = lL′(qL)/ν
′(qL) and let q

H
be given by 2ι̃ = hL′(q

H
)/ν ′(q

H
). Then, by

construction qL < q̃ < q
H
< q̂. For notational convenience, let

L(z) = maxe∈{l,h} {eL ◦min{ν−1(z), q̂} − s(e)}
2

.

and observe that L′(z) exhibits an upwards jump at z = ν(q̃) but is otherwise decreasing

in z. Moreover, L′(z) = ι̃ for z = z ≡ ν(qL) and z = z ≡ ν(q
L
). Therefore, define

α(z) =
z − z

z − z
and Ladj(z) =

⎧⎨⎩L(z) if z ≤ z or z ≥ z

L(α(z)z + (1− α(z))z) if z < z < z
.

Then, because of the shape of L implied by Assumption (2.1), the following holds true

for α ∈ (0, 1) and z1 �= z2

L(αz1 + (1− α)z2) ≥ Ladj(αz1 + (1− α)z2) with = if and only if z1, z2 /∈ (z, z),

Ladj(αz1 + (1− α)z2) ≥ αLadj(z1) + (1− α)Ladj(z2) with = if and only if z1, z2 ≥ ν(q̂).

Moreover L(z) ≥ Ladj(z) with equality if and only if z /∈ (z, z). Finally, for ι ≥ 0

max
z≥0

[L(z)− ιz] = max
z≥0

[Ladj(z)− ιz
]
.

With the information above, we are going to show that if

βE{L(m′ + x′V f
ξ ) +m′ + x′V f

ξ } − πm′ − x′Υ = max
{m,x}∈R2

+

{
βE{L(m+ xV f

ξ )} − πm− xΥ
}

(2.42)

for {m′, x′} ∈ R
2
+, then in symmetric equilibrium m′ + x′V f

ξ /∈ (z, z). To do so, I first

show that this is true when E{V f
ξ }/Υ ≤ 1/π by means of a contradiction. Thus, suppose
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m′ + x′V f
ξ ∈ (z, z) for some ξ ∈ {L,H}. Then

βE{L(m′ + x′V f
ξ ) +m′ + x′V f

ξ } − πm′ − x′Υ

≤ βE{L(m′ + x′Vξ)} − (π − β)E{m′ + x′Υ}
< βE{Ladj(m′ + x′V f

ξ )} − (π − β)E{m′ + x′Υ}
≤ βLadj(E{m′ + x′V f

ξ })− (π − β)E{m′ + x′Υ}
≤ max

z≥0
[βL(z)− (π − β)z]

≤ max
m,x∈R2

+

{
βE{L(m+ xV f

ξ )} − πm− xΥ
}
,

which contradicts Equation (2.42) .

Then, by the way in which V f
ξ behaves in symmetric equilibrium, V f

ξ′ = V f
ξ′′ if and

only if eξ′ = eξ′′ , and V f
ξ′ < V f

ξ′′ if and only if eξ′ = l and eξ′′ = h. Therefore, to have

E{V f
ξ }/ΥΞt−1 > 1/π we can impose without loss of generality that eL = l and eH = h.

Then notice that ι+L = ι−L ≡ ιL and ι+H = ι−H ≡ ιH as otherwise Equations (2.27) and

(2.28) can impossibly hold. Moreover, with VH > VL we have ιH < ιL as otherwise

private assets are not carried out of the CM. Finally, it suffices to restrict attention to m′

and x′ such that m′ + x′V f
L ≤ ν(q̃) ≤ m′ + x′V f

H , as otherwise eL = l and eH = h cannot

be rationalized, and in turn VH > VL and E{V f
ξ }/ΥΞt−1 > 1/π cannot be obtained.

With ιH ≤ ι̃ ≤ ιL, it is immediate from how z and z are defined that m′ + x′V f
L ≤

z < ν(q̃) < z ≤ m′ + x′V f
H .

With ι̃ < ιH < ιL, we have that m′ + x′V f
L < z < ν(q̃) ≤ m′ + x′V f

H < z. Then,

observe that

m′ + x′V f
L = argmax

z≥0
{L(z)− ιLz} < argmax

z≥0
{L(z)− ιHz} < z < m′ + x′V f

H .

It follows that there exist unique m′′ > 0 and x′′ > 0 such that

m′′ + x′′V f
L = argmax

z≥0
{L(z)− ιLz} and m′′ + x′′V f

H = argmax
z≥0

{L(z)− ιHz},

which contradicts Equation (2.42).

With ιH < ιL < ι̃, we have that z < m′ + x′V f
L ≤ ν(q̃) < z ≤ m′ + x′V f

H . Then,

observe that

m′ + x′V f
L < z < argmax

z≥0
{L(z)− ιLz} < argmax

z≥0
{L(z)− ιHz} = m′ + x′V f

H .

It follows that there exist unique m′′ > 0 and x′′ > 0 such that

m′′ + x′′V f
L = argmax

z≥0
L(z)− ιLz} and m′′ + x′′V f

H = argmax
z≥0

L(z)− ιHz},
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which contradicts Equation (2.42). This completes that we have m′ + x′V f
ξ /∈ (z, z) as

well as ιξ ≤ ι̃ when m′ + x′V f
ξ ≤ z and ιξ ≥ ι̃ when m′ + x′V f

ξ ≥ z. It follows that eξ = h

when ιξ < ι̃, eξ = l or h when ιξ = ι̃, and eξ = h when ιξ > ι̃. q.e.d.

2.D.7 Proof of Lemma 2.C.1

To ease notation, I suppress the history index. Because the RHS of (2.31) is monotoni-

cally increasing in x, limx→0 {ϑ[ψ′(x)− μ′(x)]/[(1− ϑ)ψ′(x) + ϑμ′(x)]} = ϑ/(1− ϑ), and

ϕ(λ) ≤ η, an equilibrium with x > 0 cannot exist when ι ≥ ηϑ/(1 + ϑ). Then, suppose

we choose an arbitrary x ∈ (0, x∗]. Let X(x) = ϑ[ψ′(x)− μ′(x)]/[(1− ϑ)ψ′(x) + ϑμ′(x)].

Equation (2.31) implies that ι = ηmin{1, 1/λ}X(x). Substituting this into Equation

(2.32), we find that λ should solve

ϑmin{1, 1/λ} − (1− ϑ)min{λ, 1}
min{1, 1/λ} =

X(x)d(x)

ψ(x)− μ(x)
. (2.43)

The LHS of this equation is strictly decreasing in λ. It starts at ϑ for λ = 0 and then

becomes zero when λ = ϑ/(1+ϑ). For all x ∈ (0, x∗] we have that ϑ > X(x)d(x)/[ψ(x)−
μ(x)]. To see this, rewrite as ϑ[ψ(x) − μ(x)] − X(x)d(x) > 0. Because of how X(x) is

defined, we have X(x) ∈ [0, ϑ/(1 + ϑ)) for x ∈ (0, x∗] and μϑ[ψ(x)− μ(x)]−X(x)d(x) =

maxx′≥0{ϑ[ψ(x′) − μ(x′)] − X(x)d(x′)} > 0, where the last step follows from the fact

that x′ is unique and strictly positive for X(x) ∈ [0, ϑ/(1 + ϑ)). A the same time

X(x)d(x)/[ψ(x) − μ(x)] ≥ 0 for x ∈ (0, x∗]. It follows that (2.43) uniquely pins down λ

as a continuous function of x, so that in turn ι = ηmin{1, 1/λ}X(x) pins down ι as a

continuous function of x with ι ≥ 0 for x ∈ (0, x∗]. Concluding, for all x ∈ (0, x∗] there

exists an ι so that x is part of a goods market equilibrium. Also, limx→0{X(x)d(x)/[ψ(x)−
μ(x)]} = ϑ, so (2.43) implies that limx→0 λ = 0. Since ι = ηmin{1, 1/λ}X(x), we

therefore find limx→0 ι = ηϑ/(1+ϑ). Because X(x∗) = 0, we find λ = ϑ/(1+ϑ) and ι = 0

when x = x∗. By continuity, for all ι ∈ [0, ηϑ/(1+ϑ)) there must exist an equilibrium on

the market for B-goods with x > 0.

From Equation (2.33), we know that welfare generated on the market for B-goods is

given by υηmin{λ, 1}[ψ(x) − μ(x)]/(1 + λ). Suppose that there are multiple equilibria

for which x > 0. Observe that there can only be one equilibrium in which λ ≤ 1,

because then Equation (2.31) implies that x does not depend on λ. Moreover, if there are

multiple equilibria with λ ≥ 1, these equilibria can be ranked according to their welfare

contribution. Suppose 1 ≤ λ′ < λ′′. If x′ and x′′ solve (2.31) for λ′ and λ′′, respectively,

then x′ ≥ x′′. It follows that υηmin{λ′, 1}/(1 + λ′)[ψ(x′) − μ(x′)] > υηmin{λ′′, 1}/(1 +
λ′′)[ψ(x′′) − μ(x′′)]. Hence, we can restrict attention to comparing an equilibrium with

λ′ < 1 to an equilibrium with λ′′ > 1. They cannot be Pareto ranked if and only if

υηλ′/(1 + λ′)[ψ(x′) − μ(x′)] = υη/(1 + λ′′)[ψ(x′′) − μ(x′′)]. Excluding knife-edge cases,
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υηλ′/(1 + λ′)[ψ(x′)− μ(x′)] �= υη/(1 + λ′′)[ψ(x′′)− μ(x′′)] as 〈x′, λ′〉 and 〈x′′, λ′′〉 already
need to satisfy Equations (2.31) and (2.32). q.e.d.

2.D.8 Proof of Proposition 2.C.2

If ϑ ≤ 1/2, then for x > 0 Equation (2.32) can only hold for λ < 1. Because Equation

(2.31) implies that x doesn’t depend on λ when λ < 1, there is a unique equilibrium on

the goods market with x solving (π−β)/β = ηϑ[ψ′(x)−μ′(x)]/[(1−ϑ)ν ′(x)+ϑμ′(x)] and

λ = ϑ/(1− ϑ)− ιd(x)/{η(1− ϑ)[ψ(x)− μ(x)]}. Let WB = υηλ[ψ(x)− μ(x)]/(1 + λ) be

welfare contribution of the market for B-goods. Using that in a DE the liquidity premium

commanded by holding any asset is given by (π − β)/β = ι, we find

dWB

dπ
=

λ

1 + λ
[ψ′(x)− μ′(x)]

dx

dι
+

1

(1 + λ)2
[ψ(x)− μ(x)]

dλ

dπ

dλ

dπ
= −η(1− ϑ)λ[ψ′(x)− μ′(x)]dx

dι
+ d(x)

η(1− ϑ)[ψ(x)− μ(x)]

Combining the two equations above with the fact that for λ < 1 Equation (2.31) implies

dx/dπ < 0, we find

dWB

dπ
=

λ2

(1 + λ)2
[ψ′(x)− μ′(x)]

dx

dπ
− 1

(1 + λ)2
d(x)

η(1− ϑ)[ψ(x)− μ(x)]
< 0.

The welfare contribution of the market for B-goods is therefore monotonically decreasing

and also continuous in π. The welfare contribution of the market for A-goods behaves

like before, which implies the behavior of welfare as described in the proposition.

If ϑ > 1/2 and π = β, then x = x∗ and Equation (2.32) implies that λ > 1. Consider

what happens to welfare for a small deviation from the Friedman rule. On the market for

B-goods, with π = β + ε and ε > 0 but infinitesimally small, we have that by continuity,

λ = ϑ/(1 + ϑ) − δ with δ > 0 but infinitesimally small. Hence, λ > 1 holds close to the

Friedman rule. Using (2.32) and that μ′(x∗) = ψ′(x∗), we find

dWB

dπ

∣∣∣
π=β

= − η

1 + λ2
[ψ(x∗)− μ(x∗)]

dλ

dπ

∣∣∣
π=β

and
dλ

dπ

∣∣∣
π=β

= −ηϑ

λ2
[ψ(x∗)− μ(x∗)]− d(x∗)

Hence, dWB/dπ|π=β > 0. The welfare contribution on the market for A-goods is given

by WA = n[u(q) − c(q)] − s(2n)/2. Exuding the knife-edge case with k = (h − l)L(q̂),

a small deviation from the Friedman rule implies that n does not change. There-

fore, dWA/dπ|π=β = n[u′(q̂) − c′(q̂)]dq/dπ|π=β. Observe that limq̂↑q∗ [u′(q̂) − c′(q̂)] = 0.

Therefore, with q̂ sufficiently close to q∗ dW/dπ|π=β > 0, so small deviations from

the Friedman rule improve welfare. Also, x and/or q are strictly positive for π ∈
[β,max{π, β(1 + ηϑ/(1 + ϑ))}) and zero otherwise. Welfare is therefore hump-shaped

in the inflation rate when ϑ > 1/2 and q̂ sufficiently close to q∗. q.e.d.
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2.D.9 Proof of Proposition 2.C.3

First, I am going to show that if ϑ > 1/2, if the measure of B-households is sufficiently

small, if the costs of exerting search effort are sufficiently high, and if q̂ = q∗, an SE exists

when the inflation is such that welfare in a DE is maximized. Suppose we choose qH = q∗,

xH = x∗, qL < q∗, and xL < x∗. Let q(ιL) solve 2ιL = l [L′ ◦ q(ιL)] / [ν ′ ◦ q(ιL)]. Condition
4 is then satisfied when (1 − h/2)Π(q∗) + ω(q∗) + υϑd(x∗) ≤ (1 − l/2)[Π ◦ q(ιL) + ω ◦
q(ιL)] + υλ̄(ιL)[d ◦ x̄(ιL)]/[1 + λ̄ιL]. Let ιL be the highest value for ιL for which condition

4 indeed holds. Because h > l, and x̄(ιL) and λ̄(ιL) are continuous for ιL not too large,

it follows that ιL > 0. Moreover, limυ→0 ιL = ι′L > 0, where 2ι′L = lL′(q)/v′(q) and q

uniquely solves (1− h/2)Π(q∗) +ω(q∗) = (1− l/2)Π(q) +ω(q). Then choose qL = qL(ιL),

xL = x̄(ιL), ιL = ιL, and ιH = 0 so that conditions 1 and 4 are satisfied. It follows that

for inflation rates π ∈ (β, β(1 + ιL)), ρ ∈ (0, 1)2 s.t. ρL+ ρH = 1 can be chosen such that

condition 2 is also satisfied.

Let k = (h− l)L(q∗) and k = maxq [hL(q)− 2ιLν(q)]−maxq [lL(q)− 2ιLν(q)]. From

the definition of ι̃ it follows that condition 3 is satisfied whenever we choose k ∈ [k, k].

The proof of Proposition 2.2 implies such a k exists.

Then, let ι∗ be the lowest value for ι so that W (ι) attains a maximum, where W (ι) =

h[u ◦ qH(ι) − c ◦ qH(ι)]/2 − k/2 + υηmin{1, λ̄(ι)}[ψ ◦ x̄(ι) − μ ◦ x̄(ι)]/[1 + λ̄(ι)] if ι ≤ ι̃,

W (ι) = l[u ◦ qL(ι) − c ◦ qL(ι)]/2 + υηmin{1, λ̄(ι)}[ψ ◦ x̄(ι) − μ ◦ x̄(ι)]/[1 + λ̄(ι)] if ι > ι̃,

and qL(ι) satisfies 2ι = l[L′ ◦ qL(ι)]/[ν
′ ◦ qL(ι)]. Because W (ι) equals welfare in the

DE with an inflation rate π − β = βι, it follows from Proposition 2.C.2 that ι∗ > 0

and that an inflation rate π∗ − β = βι∗ maximizes welfare in the DE. Moreover, because

ηmin{1, λ̄(ι)}[ν◦x̄(ι)−μ◦x̄(ι)]/[1+λ̄(ι)] is bounded and u◦q(ι)−c◦q(ι) attains a maximum

for ι = 0, we have that limυ→0 ι
∗ = 0. Because we also established that limυ→0 ιL > 0,

it must be that if υ becomes small enough, we find that π∗ ∈ (β, β(1 + ιL)). This

demonstrates that if the mass of B-households is small and the costs of search relatively

large, an SE exists for an inflation rate that maximizes welfare in the DE.

Next, I show that if the inflation rate maximizes welfare in the DE, there cannot exist

an SE that generates strictly more welfare than the DE. Ex-ante expected flow welfare

in the DE and an SE can be written as

W = W (ι) and W̃ = E {W (ιΞt)} ,

respectively, where ι = (π − β)/β. Because the inflation rate is chosen optimally, we

know W (ι) ≥ W (ι′) for all ι′ ≥ 0. It follows directly that W ≥ W̃ . q.e.d.
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Chapter 3

Risk, Inside Money, and the Real

Economy

Abstract

In modern economies, most money takes the form of inside money; de-

posits created by commercial banks to fund credit extension. Because inside

money is used as a payment instrument, doubts about the risks associated

with credit extension can affect aggregate outcomes. This chapter constructs

and analyzes a model of risky credit extension, inside money creation, and

monetary exchange. When credit extension is sufficiently risky, a positive

probability of bank default arises and this affects the return characteristics

of inside money. Depositors then demand a risk premium for holding inside

money, which drives a wedge between bankers’ funding costs and the social

benefits of money creation. This wedge negatively affects credit extension,

output, and welfare. A government can restore efficiency by swapping risky

inside money for risk-free forms of government debt.
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3.1 Introduction

Inside money is issued by private intermediaries in the form of liabilities. Most inside

money takes the form of deposits created by commercial banks when they extend credit to

the private sector. Rough estimates suggest that in developed economies, inside money

constitutes approximately 80% to 90% of the broad money supply.1 The remaining

fraction of money is called outside money and mostly takes the form of government debt.

Despite the relevance of inside money, the consensus among most economists during the

Great Moderation was that inside money creation just reflects, and not affects, economic

conditions.2 The experience of the 2007 financial crisis however demonstrated that the

risks associated with inside money creation, for example the perceived possibility of bank

default, can cause a severe recession.

The current chapter analyzes how concerns associated with risky credit extension

can affect economic efficiency through the fact that money creation and credit extension

are two sides of the same coin. The chapter develops a model that unifies risky credit

extension, inside money creation by banks, and an explicit role for monetary exchange.

In the literature such a model has not been considered before, while unifying the three

features mentioned above is important for understanding how credit conditions, through

the creation of money and monetary exchange, affect economic performance.

I uncover that the possibility of bank default gives rise to a channel through which

aggregate credit risk affects output and welfare. Specifically, when the risk embedded in

credit extension is large so that it cannot be absorbed by bankers’ equity in bad states of

the world, the bankers in my model are only partially compensated for the social benefits

of inside money creation. The intuition for this result is that the bankers cannot commit

to re-capitalize their banks in case their equity is fully depleted. This means that when

credit extension is sufficiently risky, the depositors demand a risk premium for funding

banks. Due to the wedge between bankers’ funding costs and the social benefits of money

creation, the model economy experiences a credit crunch which reduces money creation,

output, and welfare. When in all states of the world bankers’ equity remains positive,

the wedge disappears and the supply of money and credit are socially optimal.

The welfare implications of aggregate risk give rise to an active role for policy: By

injecting capital into banks or by purchasing risky assets from banks, a government can

restore efficiency when there are concerns associated with the possibility of bank default.

Being financed by issuing risk-free government debt, these policies work because the

government is effectively swapping risky inside money for risk-free outside money. The

1For example, the 2007 level for the Euro Area was approximately 80%.
2Woodford (2008), for example, discusses some arguments in favor of assigning a role for monetary

aggregates in making decisions on monetary policy. Woodford (2008) argues that none of these arguments
provide a compelling reason to assign an important role for monetary aggregates in the conduct of
monetary policy. McCallum (2008) refines the discussion of Woodford (2008).
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government thus takes over the risk of credit extension that cannot be born by the bankers

themselves and this has fiscal implications; taxation becomes contingent on the return

earned by risky credit extension so that risk is transferred from the banking system to

the tax payers.

The theoretical results outlined above formalize the concerns that gave rise to the

policies deployed during the 2007 financial crisis and, at least partially, explain why these

policies have been effective. Early policy interventions during the onset of the crisis dealt

with individual financial institutions that had already failed. As the crisis deepened

the perceptions of the overall default risk in the financial sector however rose, leading

to concerns about a potential collapse of credit extension and money creation. This

convinced policymakers of the need for a systematic approach towards insolvency risk.3

In the United States, such an approach was implemented by means of the Troubled-

Asset Relief Program (TARP). TARP included, among other measures, investment in

bank capital through the Capital Purchase Program and debt security purchases through

the Public-Private Investment Program and the Securities Purchase Program. Evidence

from the TARP literature shows that these policies have led to more credit extension and

less systematic risk in the banking sector, matching the model’s theoretical predictions.4

The theoretical results of the current chapter arise in a modified version of the

workhorse model of monetary exchange developed by Lagos and Wright (2005). The

bankers in the model have access to a decreasing returns-to-scale (DRS) investment op-

portunity, representing credit extension, that is subject to undiversifiable systematic risk.

The bankers finance investment by issuing inside money to the non-bankers and they also

also create equity by contributing own resources to investment. Because of commitment

frictions, the bankers cannot be forced to contribute additional resources when equity

becomes negative. This feature captures banks’ limited liability and implies that inside

money can be risky due to the possibility of bank default. The non-bankers use money

to trade goods in a market where exchange is quid pro quo. Just before the non-bankers

start trading in this market, news is released regarding the return on bankers’ investment

projects, which potentially affects non-bankers’ valuation of inside money. After trade

has taken place and the returns from investment have materialized, the bankers redeem

inside money. If the bankers’ returns from investment are sufficiently small, bank equity

is fully eroded and the holders of inside money, that are the non-bankers, face losses.

Because the bankers are able to absorb some risk from investment with their equity,

depending on the parameters, the model’s equilibrium exhibits either risk-free inside

money or risky inside money. The latter type of equilibrium is at the core of the analysis

3Among others, Calomiris and Khan (2015) point out that Secretary of the US Treasury Henry
Paulson and FED Chairman Ben Bernanke testified numerous times together before Congress in mid-
to late-September 2008 in favor measures to prevent a systemic collapse of the banking sector.

4See Section 3.2 for a short discussion of the findings from the TARP literature.
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and represents a situation in which the risk associated with credit extension implies a

strictly positive probability of a systemic solvency crisis. There are at least three reasons,

discussed below, for why an equilibrium characterized by risky inside money arises.

First, risky inside money can arise when the aggregate risk associated with invest-

ment increases or when bankers’ leverage increases. Though the former may sound as

a tautology, only if credit extension is sufficiently large bank equity is unable to absorb

increased risk. An increase in bankers’ leverage occurs when the DRS property of invest-

ment vanishes, eliminating rents earned by the bankers, or when the fraction of bankers

in the economy shrinks, so that every banker needs to finance a greater amount of credit

extension with the same amount of equity.

Second, risky inside money may arise because of a drop in aggregate investment

productivity. If investment productivity is large, the bankers find it attractive to extend

much credit and as a result the supply of money is large. This can imply that the

non-bankers end up with idle money balances that they only use as a savings vehicle.

The non-bankers are therefore willing to swap these idle balances for illiquid securities.

Effectively, the bankers can then finance themselves by issuing a combination of risk-free

money and risky illiquid debt securities. When investment productivity reduces and hence

the supply of inside money contracts, there comes a point at which idle money balances

disappear. Liquidity premia which reflect the marginal value of money as a payment

instrument then arise, refraining the bankers from issuing illiquid debt securities since

issuing inside money becomes a cheaper source of funding.

Third, risky inside money can arise following an increased demand for money from

the non-bankers. This increased demand can be the result of an increased importance

of money as a payment instrument or a reduction in the supply of outside money. The

increased demand for money drives down bankers’ funding cost so that they increase

credit extension and leverage. Increasing government debt is therefore not only attractive

because it fosters monetary exchange through an increased supply of outside money, but

also because it reduces the reliance of an economy on potentially risky inside money.

Hence, the current chapter also indicates that policies aiming to reduce government debt

accumulated during the financial crisis, may have negative consequences.

The remainder of this chapter develops as follows. Section 3.2 briefly discusses the

related literature. Section 3.3 introduces the model setup, and defines the notion of

equilibrium and welfare. Section 3.4 analyzes risk in an economy without government.

Section 3.5 analyzes the effects of outside money and characterizes policies that increase

economic efficiency. Section 3.6 concludes the analysis. Lemmas and propositions that

do not immediately follow from statements in the main body of the chapter, are proven

in Appendix 3.C.
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3.2 Related Literature

On the conceptual level, the current chapter draws heavily from the new monetarist

literature. To introduce inside money creation in the model of Lagos and Wright (2005)

I build upon work by Williamson (2012) and, following Altermatt (2017), I assume that

each banker has access to a DRS investment project similar to that in Aruoba and

Wright (2003), and Lagos and Rocheteau (2008). To let risk play meaningful role, I use

insights from Andolfatto, Berentsen, and Waller (2014) and Dang, Gorton, Holmström,

and Ordoñez (2017): Just before monetary exchange takes place, news is realized affecting

the value of (inside) money. My approach differs from the above mentioned papers in

three fundamental ways.

First, I assume that goods cannot be produced when monetary exchange takes place.

Instead, agents trade money for goods produced in the past; inventories. Existing studies

of risky inside money, for example by Andolfatto et al. (2014) and Dang et al. (2017),

obtain results based on consumption smoothing. In my model, this mechanism is not

operational; goods that are sold in exchange for money were produced in the past and this

implies that in equilibrium, consumption levels are independent of the realized aggregate

state of the economy. Nevertheless, the model re-confirms findings of Andolfatto et al.

(2014) and Dang et al. (2017): If we remove the model feature which makes risky money

relevant, namely that the non-bankers learn about the returns on the bankers’ investment

projects just before they trade money for goods, social welfare improves.

Second, I deviate substantially from Andolfatto et al. (2014). These authors focus

on exogenously given outside money, while I focus on endogenous inside money issued

to finance risky investment. This allows for a study of how risk affects the level of

investment, something that is infeasible in the setup of Andolfatto et al. (2014).

Third, contrasting existing models with banks like that of Williamson (2012) and

Altermatt (2017), in my setup agents become bankers randomly and this feature allows

the risk characteristics of inside money to arise endogenously. Because the agents learn

whether they are a banker only after the production of resources has taken place, the

bankers own a limited amount of resources that they can invest without resorting to

external finance. In this sense, bank capital arises endogenously in the model.

My approach also relates to papers on stabilization policies in monetary economies,

for instance Berentsen and Waller (2011, 2015) and Draack (2018). They study how

short term changes in policy rates or money supply can improve welfare in a monetary

economy that faces aggregate shocks. However, only risk-free outside money is considered.

By introducing risky inside money, my approach complements the aforementioned papers

by identifying stabilization policies to make money risk-free.

Since inside money is backed by productive investment projects in my model, my
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results align with papers on liquid real assets. Examples include Geromichalos et al.

(2007), Lagos and Rocheteau (2008), Andolfatto et al. (2016), and Geromichalos and

Herrenbrueck (2016). All these papers predict that real assets earn a liquidity premium

when they overcome trading frictions. Moreover, if these real assets reflect scalable invest-

ment opportunities, over-investment occurs. With investment risk present in my model,

I can show how over-investment depends on aggregate risk.

Due to the risk-bearing role of bankers, the current chapter is also related to the

literature studying assets in models with heterogeneous risk appetites. Examples in-

clude Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny (2012), Barro, Fernández-Villaverde, Levintal, and

Mollerus (2017), and Caballero and Farhi (2018). Central in this literature is the securiti-

zation process of claims on risky endowments into risk-free and risky assets. The models

of this literature explain how a shortage of risk-free assets drives down the risk-free inter-

est rate. My model replicates this finding and in addition, demonstrates that too much

risk can be welfare reducing due to the role for assets in payment.

In other branches of the literature, to the best of my knowledge, Benigno and Robatto

(2019) are the first and only to study the endogenous risk characteristics of money in a

model with a role for assets as payment instruments. The authors incorporate a risky

Lucas tree asset, as in Lucas (1978), that backs money in a cash-in-advance economy

à la Lucas and Stokey (1987). Risky money is shown to be welfare reducing, but no

production or investment decisions take place in the model. Also, their approach relies

critically on information frictions that make risky assets less suitable as money. Such

frictions are not present in my model.

Finally, the current chapter relates to an extensive literature on TARP. Calomiris

and Khan (2015) assess TARP according to a broad variety of criteria. In line with the

predictions of the current chapter, they find that the announcement of TARP policies

led to a significant reduction in the TED spread, that is the difference between the bank-

to-bank overnight lending rate (LIBOR) and the Treasury bill rate, which is a proxy for

the perceived riskiness of the banking system. Empirical evidence on the effectiveness of

TARP in stimulating credit extension by banks is mixed. On the one hand, as predicted by

this chapter, Taliaferro (2009), L. Li (2013), Berger and Roman (2015), and Ng, Vasvari,

and Wittenberg-Moerman (2016) document that TARP banks increased loan supply. On

the other hand, Egly and Mollick (2013) find no significant increase in lending activity by

banks that participated in the TARP Capital Purchase Program. Evidence provided by

Berger and Roman (2017) suggests a positive effect of TARP on real economic conditions.

Hoshi and Kashyap (2010) argue that policies similar to TARP were deployed in Japan

during the 1990s, but with mixed effects on the real economy.
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3.3 The Model

Time is discrete and continues forever. A unit measure of infinitely lived agents and a

government populate the economy. During each time period t ≥ 0, three markets convene

sequentially; first a centralized market (CM), then an inside money market (MM), and

finally a decentralized market (DM). During period t, the aggregate state of the economy

is jt ∈ {h, l}, and states h and l are referred to as, respectively, high and low. States are

independently and identically distributed across time. Specifically, in each period t, the

high state occurs with probability ρ and low state with probability 1 − ρ. Just before

DM t convenes, agents learn jt+1; the aggregate state of the economy in period t+ 1.

There are three tradable objects available in the economy. One of them is a perishable

real good referred to as general good. The other two are H-money and L-money, which

are perfectly divisible payment instruments with a state-contingent real return:

• H-money : When issued during period t, this asset delivers one unit of general good

to the bearer in CM t+ 1 if jt+1 = h and nothing if jt+1 = l.

• L-money : When issued during period t, this asset delivers one unit of general good

to the bearer in CM t+ 1 if jt+1 = l and nothing if jt+1 = h.

After maturing in CM t + 1, the physical objects or record-keeping entries representing

H- and L-money are destroyed. H- and L-money issued in period t can therefore be used

to settle transactions only in period t. General goods function as numeraire. Prices of H-

and L-money issued in period t are denoted φh
t and φl

t in CM t, φ̃h
t and φ̃l

t in MM t, and

φ̄h
t and φ̄l

t in DM t. In DM t, agents are informed about jt+1 and therefore know whether

H-money or L-money will be redeemed in CM t+ 1. We can therefore define

φ̂
jt+1

t =

⎧⎨⎩φ̄h if jt+1 = h

φ̄l if jt+1 = l

as the effective DM t price of a claim to one unit of CM t+ 1 general good. Henceforth,

I shall therefore consider φ̂
jt+1

t as the relevant DM price.

In each period t, agents can be of three different types: bankers, buyers, and sellers.

Collectively, the buyers and the sellers constitute the non-bankers. Types are indepen-

dently and identically distributed across time and across aggregate states, and are allo-

cated to the agents randomly in the following way: At the beginning of the MM agents

learn whether they are bankers or non-bankers and at the beginning of the DM the non-

bankers learn whether they are buyers or sellers. The measures of bankers, buyers, and

sellers are deterministic and given by (1− ψ), ψπ, and ψ(1− π), respectively.

Agents can produce and consume general goods in the CM. Production of general

goods in the MM and DM is infeasible, but all agents have access to two storage tech-
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nologies. The first storage technology allows agents to transfer general goods from the

CM to the MM at a one-to-one rate. The second storage technology allows agents to

transfer general goods from the MM to the DM, also at a one-to-one rate. Transferring

general goods from DM t to CM t+ 1 is impossible.

Preferences of agent i ∈ [0, 1] are described by the function

Ui = E

∞∑
t=0

βt [yi,t + θi,tu(ĉi,t)] ,

where yi,t denotes net consumption of general goods in CM t, ĉi,t denotes consumption

of general goods in DM t, and θi,t = 1 if agent i is a buyer during period t and θi,t = 0

otherwise. Function u : R+ �→ R is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies the

properties u′ > 0, u′′ < 0, limc→0 u
′(c) = ∞, and limc→∞ u′(c) = 0. Finally, β ∈ (0, 1) is

the subjective discount factor.

In the MM, the bankers have access to an investment opportunity. This is a shortcut

to an environment in which some agents, based on their preferences, specialize in extend-

ing credit to entrepreneurs (not modeled explicitly) who need to be monitored. When

monitoring an entrepreneur inhibits participation in the DM, e.g. because monitoring

requires time and effort, then one can choose u such that the agents who know that they

will not become buyers, i.e. the bankers, specialize in extending credit to entrepreneurs.

If a banker devotes k̃r,t units of general good to investment in MM t, then he or she

obtains at+1k̃
α
r,t units of general goods in CM t + 1, dependent on the aggregate state of

the economy:5

at+1 =

⎧⎨⎩ah if jt+1 = h

al if jt+1 = l
, ah ≥ al, and α ∈ (0, 1).

Importantly, the fact that at+1 depends on the aggregate state of the economy implies

that bankers’ investment projects are subject to systematic risk. This risk cannot be

diversified away by means of pooling resources into a single institution.

Agents in the economy are characterized by limited commitment to their obligations

against other agents, rendering unsecured credit arrangements infeasible. Nevertheless,

issuing liabilities is feasible for the bankers. They can pledge the returns from their

investment projects as collateral for the liabilities that they issue. Because of limited

record-keeping, agents cannot borrow against investment projects that are to be under-

5Think, for example, of a large measure of entrepreneurs. Each entrepreneur has no resources but has
access to an investment project generating at+1k

α
t units of general goods. When the bankers can make

take-it-or-leave offers to the entrepreneurs, this implies a return from investment at+1k
α
t for the bankers.

One can also assume that investment returns are given by af(k), with f satisfying the usual properties.
Using f(k) = kα simplifies the analysis and also makes it easy to understand when risky inside money
arises.
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taken in the future. Therefore, non-bankers cannot obtain credit or issue liabilities.

Government is active only during the CM and the MM. In the CM, government has

the power to levy lump-sum taxes. Moreover, it can decide to issue (or purchase) H-

money and L-money in both the CM and the MM. Let mh
t and ml

t denote the amount

of outside H- and L-money, respectively, in circulation at the end of CM t. Similarly, m̃h
t

and m̃l
t denote the amount of outside money in circulation at the end of MM t. In CM

t, lump-sum taxes are set such that government satisfies its flow budget constraint:

φh
tm

h
t + φl

tm
l
t + τ jtt = m̃jt

t−1, (3.1)

where τ jtt denotes lump-sum taxes and jt the state of the economy. In MM t the govern-

ment’s budget constraint is given by:

φ̃h
t m̃

h
t + φ̃l

tm̃
l
t = φ̃h

tm
h
t + φ̃l

tm
l
t. (3.2)

As I shall focus on stationary equilibria, I drop the time indices and define a stationary

policy as a tuple
〈
τh, τ l,mh,ml, m̃h, m̃l

〉
that satisfies Equations (3.1) and (3.2).

To conclude the model setup, the quasi-linear utility structure implies that expected

social welfare can be written as:

W = E

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
πψu(ĉb,t) + (1− ψ)βE[a]k̃α

r,t − qt

]
, E[a] ≡ ρah + (1− ρ)al

where ĉb,t is DM consumption by the buyers, k̃r,t is investment by the bankers, and qt is

the net production of general goods in the CM. Technological constraints faced by the

economy imply that qt ≥ πψĉb,t + (1 − ψ)k̃r,t. In short, social welfare is generated by

producing general goods in CM, and using these goods to let the buyers consume in the

DM and to let the bankers invest in the MM. It follows that first-best allocations satisfy:

u′(ĉ∗b,t) = 1, k̃∗
r,t = (αβE[a])

1
1−α , and q∗t = ψπĉ∗b,t + (1− ψ)k̃∗

r,t.

3.3.1 The Optimal Decisions of Agents

To save on notation, I drop time subscripts and index variables that belong to the next

period with superscript + and variables that belong to the previous period with super-

script −. Most importantly, j+ ∈ {h, l} denotes the next period’s aggregate state, which

is revealed already in the DM. To guide the discussion, Figure 3.1 describes the typical

optimal behavior of agents in the different sub-markets for a baseline economy with only

inside money.
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t+ 1

CM

MM

DM

CM

• All agents produce goods
and store them.

• Bankers invest their
stored goods and
issue inside money.

• Non-bankers sell some
of their stored goods
to bankers in exhange
for inside money.

• Buyers obtain goods
from the sellers and
pay with money.

• Bankers redeem inside
money with proceeds
from investment and
earn some profits that
they consume.

• Non-bankers have their
inside money redeemed
and consume the proceeds.

• All agents produce goods
and store them.

Agents

Bankers Non-bankers

Investment
technology BuyersSellers

Bankers Sellers Buyers

Figure 3.1: Description of the typical optimal behavior of agents in a baseline environment with
only inside money. In black are the flows of goods and in gray are the flows of inside money.

3.3.1.1 Optimal Decisions in the DM

In the DM agents learn the next period’s aggregate state j+. Agents in the DM are

of three types: buyers (indexed with b), sellers (indexed with s), and bankers (indexed

with r). For these three types of agents, let V (k̂i, ẑ
h
i , ẑ

l
i; j

+) denote the state-contingent

value of entering the next CM with k̂i units of general good devoted to investment, ẑhi

units of maturing H-money, and ẑli units of maturing L-money. Here, because types are

i.i.d. distributed over time and across agents, I conjecture that the value function V is

independent of the agent’s current type. Also, I conjecture that ∂V/∂k̂i = αaj
+
k̂α−1
i ,

∂V/∂ẑji = 1 if j+ = j, and ∂V/∂ẑji = 0 if j+ �= j. Finally, because the non-bankers

randomly become buyers and sellers in the DM, I conjecture that they enter the DM

with the same holdings of general goods qnr, H-money z̃nr, and L-money z̃lnr, where nr

is the subscript for non-bankers. Similarly, the bankers enter the DM with k̃r units of

general good devoted to investment, an inventory q̃r of general goods that can be sold in

the DM, net H-money holdings z̃hr , and net L-money holdings z̃lr.

Buyers: Buyers value consumption in the DM according to the flow utility function u.

The typical behavior of a buyer in the DM is therefore that he or she acquires general

goods, offered for sale by the sellers, by means of giving up money. Specifically, the DM
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problem of a buyer implies the following value function of entering the DM:

Wb(q̃nr, z̃
h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+) = max
ĉj

+

b ,ẑhb ,ẑ
l
b

{
u
(
ĉj

+

b

)
+ βV (0, ẑhb , ẑ

l
b; j

+)
}

s.t. ĉj
+

b − q̃nr ≤ φ̂h(z̃hnr − ẑhb )Ij+=h + φ̂l(z̃lnr − ẑlb)Ij+=l,

ĉj
+

b ≥ 0, ẑhb ≥ 0, and ẑlb ≥ 0.

The second and third constraint follow from the fact that credit is not feasible for the

buyers, and thus represent cash-in-advance constraints. Notice that when the high (low)

state is announced, the choice of L-money (resp. H-money) carried out of the DM is

irrelevant to the buyer as this type of money is not redeemed in the next CM. Therefore,

the choices for ẑhb and ẑlb do not need to be conditioned on the announced state j+.

The solution to the problem of the buyer implies that consumption satisfies

cj
+

b =

⎧⎨⎩q̃nr + φ̂j+ z̃j
+

nr if u′
(
q̃nr + φ̂j+ z̃j

+

nr

)
> β/φ̂j+

β/φ̂j+ if u′
(
q̃nr + φ̂j+ z̃j

+

nr

)
≤ β/φ̂j+

.

In words, in the DM the buyer compares the marginal utility of consumption to the

opportunity cost of consumption. The latter is given by β/φ̂j+ ; the foregone return on

money. A buyer increases consumption until marginal utility equals opportunity cost, or

until all money has been spend and the constraint z̃j
+

b ≥ 0 binds.

To conclude, the envelope theorem tells us that ∂Wb/∂q̃nr = u′(ĉj
+

b ), ∂Wb/∂z̃
j
nr =

φ̂ju′(ĉj
+

b ) if j = j+ and ∂Wb/∂z̃
j
nr = 0 if j �= j+.

Sellers: In the DM, the sellers do not gain utility from the consumption of general

goods. The typical behavior of sellers in the DM is therefore that they inelastically

supply their inventories of general goods. Money holdings carried into the next CM

therefore become

ẑhs = z̃hnr + q̃nr/φ̂
h and ẑls = z̃lnr + q̃nr/φ̂

l. (3.3)

When the high (low) state is announced, the choice of L-money (resp. H-money) carried

out of the DM is irrelevant to the seller as this type of money will not be redeemed in

the next CM. Therefore, the choices for ẑhs and ẑls do not need to be conditioned on the

announced state j+.

The value function of entering the DM for the seller becomes

Ws(q̃nr, z̃
h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+) = βV (0, ẑhs , ẑ
l
s; j

+),
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which, given the properties of V , ẑhs , and ẑls, can be written as

Ws(q̃nr, z̃
h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+) = q̃nrβ/φ̂
j+ + βV (0, z̃hnr, z̃

l
nr; j

+).

Bankers: Just like the sellers, in the DM the bankers do not gain utility from the

consumption of general goods. They will therefore inelastically supply their inventories

of general goods, although in general equilibrium it turns out that the bankers enter the

DM without such inventories. Capital investment by the bankers cannot be liquidated

prematurely, which implies that general goods devoted to investment and money holdings

carried into the next CM satisfy

ẑhr = z̃hr + q̃r/φ̂
h, ẑlr = z̃lr + q̃r/φ̂

l, and k̂r = k̃r. (3.4)

Just like for the sellers, when the high (low) state is announced, the choice of L-money

(resp. H-money) carried out of the DM is irrelevant to the banker. Again, the choices

for ẑhr and ẑlr do not need to be conditioned on the announced state j+.

The value function of entering the DM for the banker becomes

Wr(k̃r, q̃r, z̃
h
r , z̃

l
r; j

+) = βV (k̂r, ẑ
h
r , ẑ

l
r; j

+),

which, given the properties of V , ẑhr , and ẑlr, can be written as

Wr(k̃r, q̃r, z̃
h
r , z̃

l
r; j

+) = q̃rβ/φ̂
j+ + βV (k̃r, z̃

h
r , z̃

l
r; j

+).

3.3.1.2 Optimal Decisions in the MM

In the MM agents are of two types: bankers and non-bankers. Because these types are

revealed just before the MM convenes, I conjecture that both types enter the MM with

the same inventory of general goods q, H-money zh, and L-money zl.

Non-bankers: In the MM, the non-bankers must decide how to invest their wealth.

They can invest in inventories q̃nr, meaning that they can carry goods to the DM, and

can invest in H- and L-money (z̃hnr, z̃
l
nr). The typical behavior of the non-bankers is that

they sell some of their general goods to the bankers in exchange for inside money. The

non-bankers can then use that money to acquire additional general goods in the DM in

case they become buyers. For a non-banker, the value function of entering the MM is

Ωnr(q, z
h, zl) = max

q̃nr,z̃hnr,z̃
l
nr

E
[
πWb(q̃nr, z̃

h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+) + (1− π)Ws(q̃nr, z̃
h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+)
]

s.t. φ̃h
(
z̃hnr − zh

)
+ φ̃l

(
z̃lnr − zl

) ≤ q − q̃nr,

q̃nr ≥ 0, z̃hnr ≥ 0, and z̃lnr ≥ 0.
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The expectations operator accounts for the fact that in the MM, j+ is still unknown.

Moreover, a non-banker takes into account the fact that he or she will become a buyer

(seller) in the DM with probability π (resp. 1− π).

Let the Lagrange multipliers associated with the non-bankers’ constraints be denoted

with λnr, μ
q
nr, ρμ

h
nr, and (1−ρ)μl

nr. The FOCs of the non-bankers problem are then given

by:

q̃nr : λnr = E

[
πu′
(
ĉj

+

b

)
+ β(1− π)/φ̂j+

]
+ μq

nr,

z̃hnr : φ̃hλnr = ρ
[
πφ̂hu′ (ĉhb )+ β(1− π) + μh

nr

]
,

z̃lnr : φ̃lλnr = (1− ρ)
[
πφ̂lu′ (ĉlb)+ β(1− π) + μl

nr

]
.

These FOCs verify the conjecture that all the non-bankers leave the MM with identical

amounts of general goods and money, conditional on the conjecture that all agents enter

the MM with identical amounts of general goods and money.

To conclude, the envelope theorem implies ∂Ωnr/∂q = λnr, ∂Ωnr/∂z
h = φ̃hλnr and

∂Ωnr/∂z
l = φ̃lλnr.

Bankers: Compared to the non-bankers, the bankers can devote general goods k̃r to

a scalable, risky investment project and they can also acquire funds for investment by

issuing inside money. The typical behavior of bankers in the MM is that they invest

their initial inventories of general goods into their investment opportunity, representing

equity finance. Moreover, the bankers attract external funding by issuing money to the

non-bankers in exchange for general goods, which the bankers in turn devote to their

investment projects.

The value function of entering the MM as a banker is given by

Ωr(q, z
h, zl) = max

k̃r,q̃r,z̃hr ,z̃
l
r

E

[
Wr(k̃r, q̃r, z̃

h
r , z̃

l
r; j

+)
]

s.t. k̃r + φ̃h(z̃hr − zh) + φ̃l(z̃lr − zl) ≤ q − q̃r,

k̃r ≥ 0, q̃r ≥ 0, z̃hr + ahk̃α
r ≥ 0, and z̃lr + alk̃α

r ≥ 0.

The last two constraints represent the money creating ability of bankers: They can issue

H- and L-money but are limited in doing so by the returns on their investment projects.

The constraints thus imply limited liability for the bankers in the sense that if the issued

money cannot be paid back with the returns from the banker’s assets alone, then the

banker cannot be forced ex-post to re-capitalize its bank.

Let the Lagrange multipliers associated with the bankers’ constraints be denoted with

λr, μ
k
r , μ

q
r, βρμ

h
r , and β(1− ρ)μl

r. The FOCs for the bankers’ problem can be combined
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to obtain:

k̃r : k̃1−α
r = α

(
ahφ̃h + alφ̃l

)( λr

λr + μk
r

)
,

q̃r : λr = E

[
β/φ̂j+

]
+ μq

r,

z̃hr : φ̃hλr = βρ(1 + μh
r ),

z̃lr : φ̃lλr = β(1− ρ)(1 + μl
r).

The FOCs verify the conjecture that all the bankers leave the MM with identical amounts

of general goods and money, conditional on the conjecture that all agents enter the MM

with identical amounts of general goods and money. Observe that the non-negativity

constraint for investment will never bind, as otherwise the marginal product of investment

becomes infinitely large. Hence, μk
r = 0.

To conclude, the envelope theorem implies ∂Ωr/∂q = λr, ∂Ωr/∂z
h = φ̃hλr and

∂Ωr/∂z
l = φ̃lλr.

3.3.1.3 Optimal Decisions in the CM

The typical behavior of agents in the CM is that they produce to accumulate inventories

of general goods and that the bankers use the proceeds from past investment to redeem

inside money and to consume the remaining profits. The inside money redeemed by the

bankers is mostly held by those non-bankers who turned out to be sellers, as the buyers

spent some or all (depending on whether the cash-in-advance constraint in the DM was

slack or binding) of their money in the previous DM. The non-bankers use the proceeds

from having their inside money redeemed to consume.

As I shall focus on stationary equilibria, φ̃h and φ̃l can be perfectly predicted in the

CM. Agents enter the CM with asset holdings carried out of the DM, which are contingent

on their type in the previous period i− ∈ {b, s, r}. In the CM, the agents choose their

net state-contingent consumption of general goods yj−i, the amount of general goods that

they carry into the MM q, and the amount of H- and L-money that they carry into the

MM; zh and zl. Here, I conjecture that only the net state-contingent consumption of

general goods depends, through initial asset holdings, on the agent’s previous type.

The agent’s value function of entering the CM is:

V (k̂i− , ẑ
h
i− , ẑ

l
i− ; j) = max

yj
i− ,q,zh,zl

[
yji− + ψΩnr(q, z

h, zl) + (1− ψ)Ωr(q, z
h, zl)

]
s.t.

yji− + q + φhzh + φlzl ≤ (ahkα
i− + ẑhi− − τh)Ij=h

+ (alkα
i− + ẑli− − τ l)Ij=l,

q ≥ 0, zh ≥ 0, and zl ≥ 0.
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The second and third constraint imply that agents cannot issue money in the CM, which

follows from the fact that agents cannot pledge returns from investment projects not yet

undertaken.

Let ς, υq, υh, and υl the denote the Lagrange multipliers of the agents’ constraints.

The FOCs for the agents’ decisions are then given by

yj−i : 1 = ς,

q : 1 = ψλnr + (1− ψ)λr + υq,

zh : φh = (1− υq)φ̃h + υh,

zl : φl = (1− υq)φ̃l + υl.

From the fact the FOCs are independent of agents’ previous types, investment decisions,

and money holdings (k̂i− , ẑ
h
i− , ẑ

l
i−), it follows that, in line with earlier conjectures, agents

carry identical amounts of general goods, identical amounts of H-money, and identical

amounts of L-money out of the CM.

To conclude, from the envelope theorem it follows that ∂V/∂k̂i− = αaj k̂α−1
i− , ∂V/∂ẑj

′
i− =

1 if j = j′, and ∂V/∂ẑj
′

i− = 0 if j �= j′, confirming earlier conjectures about V . Observe

that in equilibrium, υq must be zero as otherwise the marginal productivity of investment

and the marginal utility of DM consumption become infinitely large. Also, without loss

of generality assume that agents are willing to carry money from the CM to the MM so

that υh = υl = 0. In what follows, I will therefore replace φ̃h with φh and φ̃l with φl.

3.3.2 Equilibrium

We can now formally define and analyze stationary equilibria.

Definition 3.1. Given a policy
〈
τ l, τh,mh,ml, m̃h, m̃l

〉
that satisfies Equations (3.1) and

(3.2), a stationary equilibrium is a collection of prices
{
φh, φl, φ̂h, φ̂l

}
and allocations{

q, yhb , y
l
b, y

h
s , y

l
s, y

h
r , y

l
r, z

h, zl
}
,
{
k̃r, q̃nr, q̃r, z̃

h
nr, z̃

l
nr, z̃

h
r , z̃

l
r

}
,
{
k̂r, ĉ

h
b , ĉ

l
b, ẑ

h
b , ẑ

l
b, ẑ

h
s , ẑ

l
s, ẑ

h
r , ẑ

l
r

}
,

such that:

1. Agents maximize utility:

(a)
{
yji− , q, z

h, zl
}
attains V (k̃rIi−=r, ẑ

h
i− , ẑ

l
i− ; j) for all i−, j ∈ {b, s, r} × {h, l}.

(b)
{
q̃nr, z̃

h
nr, z̃

l
nr

}
attains Ωnr(q, z

h, zl) and
{
k̃r, q̃r, z̃

h
r , z̃

l
r

}
attains Ωr(q, z

h, zl).

(c) {ĉj+b , ẑhb , ẑ
l
b} attains Wb(q̃nr, z̃

h
nr, z̃

l
nr; j

+) for all j+ ∈ {h, l}, {ẑhs , ẑls} satisfies

Equation (3.3), and {k̂r, ẑhr , ẑlr} satisfies Equation (3.4).

2. Goods markets clear:

(a) For the CM q+ψ[πyjb+(1−π)yjs]+(1−ψ)yjr = (1−ψ)aj k̂1−α
r for all j ∈ {h, l}.
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(b) For the MM ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)(q̃r + k̃r) = q.

(c) For the DM πψcj
+

b = ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r for all j+ ∈ {h, l}.

3. Asset markets clear:

(a) For the CM zj = mj for all j ∈ {h, l}.
(b) For the MM ψz̃jnr + (1− ψ)z̃jr = m̃j for all j ∈ {h, l}.
(c) For the DM ψ[πẑjb + (1− π)ẑjs ] + (1− ψ)ẑr = m̃j for all j ∈ {h, l}.

The focus of this chapter will be on solving for the equilibrium values of q, k̃r, and

ĉj
+

b , since they matter for welfare. To ease on the notation, I henceforth refer to k̃r as k.

3.3.2.1 Partial Equilibrium in the DM

The partial DM equilibrium can be of two types. First, money may be plentiful, meaning

that the non-negativity constraints for money carried out of the DM are slack for the

buyers. Second, money may be scarce, meaning that the non-negativity constraints for

money carried out of the DM bind for the buyers.

Type i: Plentiful money. The price of money is determined by equating the marginal

benefit of consumption to the marginal cost of consumption. Because sellers and bankers

supply their inventories of general goods inelastically, aggregate consumption by buyers

must equal the total amount of general good available in the DM. The equilibrium price

thus solves u′ ((ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r)/(πψ)) = β/φ̂j+ . It follows that this price is independent

of the announced state j+, so define

φ̂ ≡ β/u′ ((ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r)/(πψ)) .

For a Type i equilibrium to exist, the value of money held by the buyers must be large

enough to purchase all general goods supplied by the sellers and bankers; z̃j
+

nr ≥ z, where

z =
ψ(1− π)q̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r

ψπφ̂
.

Type ii: Scarce money. The price of money is such that the value of money held by

the buyers is exactly large enough to purchase aggregate inventories of general goods.

φ̂j+ =
ψ(1− π)q̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r

ψπz̃j
+

nr

.

To ensure existence, the marginal benefit of consumption must exceed the marginal cost

of consumption for the buyers. This holds whenever z̃j
+

nr < z.
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It follows that the partial equilibrium in the DM is unique, with the price of money

potentially dependent on the announced state of the economy and with buyers’ consump-

tion predetermined by inventories of general goods. To ease on the notation, I henceforth

refer to ĉj
+

b as cb and find that

φ̂j+ = max

{
ψ(1− π)q̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r

ψπz̃j
+

nr

,
β

u′ ((ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r)/(ψπ))

}
, (3.5)

cb =
ψq̃nr + (1− ψ)q̃r

ψπ
. (3.6)

Figure 3.2 illustrates how prices are determined in the DM. As an example, suppose

that it is announced that the low state will realize (j+ = l) so that we need to price

L-money.6 If the non-bankers enter the DM with relatively little L-money, then money

will be scarce. The buyers will sell all their L-money, and the sellers and bankers will sell

all their holdings of general good. The price of L-money adapts so that the real value of

L-money held by the buyers equals the supply of goods by the sellers and bankers. The

latter is demonstrated in Panel 3.2b; if money is scarce then the real value of money is

independent of the amount of money and determined by the amount of available general

goods. As a result, the DM price of money is decreasing in the supply of L-money when

L-money is scarce, which can be seen in Panel 3.2a.

If the non-bankers enter the DM with relatively much L-money then money will

become plentiful. Basically, we can no longer have an equilibrium in which the buyers

spend all their L-money holdings as this would drive down the DM price of L-money to

a level where the opportunity cost of consumption would exceed the marginal benefit of

consumption. Because the marginal benefit of consumption is predetermined, meaning

that it is only a function of fundamentals and the total amount of general goods carried

into the DM, we obtain a lower bound on the DM price of L-money. At this lower bound,

the opportunity cost of consumption, β/φ̂l, equals the marginal benefit of consumption,

β/φ̂. We see this back in Figure 3.2.

Finally, notice how a scarcity of money drives up the DM prices of money, which is

unattractive for the bankers and sellers. If they carried some general goods into the DM,

these agents are effectively forced to sell these goods at a low price and this drives down

DM consumption in equilibrium.

3.3.2.2 Partial Equilibrium in the Money Market

From the analysis of the individual decision making problems we know that the total

amount of general goods carried into the MM must be positive; q > 0. Moreover, bankers

will invest a strictly positive amount into their investment project (k > 0) and we also

6By assumption, H-money has a price of zero in the DM when it is announced that the low state will
realize.
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z̃j
+

nr

1/φ̂j+

1/φ̂

z

ii i

(a) Inverse price of money

φ̂

zj
+

nr

φ̂j+ z̃j
+

nr

φ̂z

z

ii i

(b) Real value of money

Figure 3.2: The inverse price of money and real value of money in the DM. Here, j+ denotes
the state of the economy in the next period, which is announced at the beginning of the DM.

know that consumption by buyers in the DM must be strictly positive. From the latter

ψq̃nr + (1 − ψ)q̃r > 0 follows. Finally, given that we study a monetary equilibrium we

must have μh
nr = μl

nr = 0 to ensure that non-bankers are willing to leave the MM with

money. Given that general goods must be carried into the DM, we also need to consider

μq
nr and μq

r.

Lemma 3.1. μq
nr = 0 and φh/φ̂h + φl/φ̂l = 1.

The first part of Lemma 3.1 follows from the fact that carrying general goods from the

MM to the DM is more attractive for a non-banker than for a banker. The second part of

Lemma 3.1 follows from the law-of-one-price (LOOP): Carrying 1/φ̂h units of H-money

plus 1/φ̂l units of L-money into the DM buys one unit of general good in the DM with

certainty. The MM price of this portfolio thus equals the MM price of general goods.

From the proof of Lemma 3.1 it follows as well that μq
r is strictly positive if and only

if μh
r + μl

r is strictly positive. In words, when the banker exhausts his or her capacity to

create H-money and/or L-money then he or she is not willing to carry general goods to

the DM. Here we can again apply the LOOP: If the banker carries general goods to the

DM, then he or she can decide to sell x of these goods in the MM and obtain x/φ̂h units

of H-money plus x/φ̂l units of L-money, giving him or her the same fundamental return

as the general goods sold. When constraints regarding issuance of H-money and/or L-

money bind, the banker however does not only value additional money for its fundamental

return, but also because the additional money relaxes these issuance constraints.
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Lemma 3.2. μq
r > 0 ⇔ ρ/φh �= (1− ρ)/φl, μh

r > 0 ⇔ ρ/φh < (1− ρ)/φl, and μl
r > 0 ⇔

ρ/φh > (1− ρ)/φl

Lemma 3.2 tells us that bankers exhaust their capacity to issue H-money or L-money

when the expected return on carrying H-money does not equal the expected return on

carrying L-money. Observe that the former equals ρ/φh and the latter (1− ρ)/φl. As an

example, suppose that the expected return of holding H-money is larger than the expected

return of holding L-money. The banker then issues as much L-money as possible, even

if this would give him or her more resources than he or she needs to finance investment,

as he or she can always use the proceeds to purchase H-money and earn a profit (in

expectation).

Also, observe that the banker never exhausts his or her capacity to issue H-money and

to issue L-money simultaneously. Given the level of investment that is optimal from the

perspective of the banker, this strategy would return more general goods than needed for

investment. Some general goods must then be carried to the DM by the banker, which

cannot be optimal as the banker is better off selling these general goods to alleviate the

binding money issuance constraints.

Lemma 3.3. φ̂h > φ̂l ⇔ ρ/φh < (1 − ρ)/φl, φ̂h = φ̂l ⇔ ρ/φh = (1 − ρ)/φl, and

φ̂h < φ̂l ⇔ ρ/φh > (1−ρ)/φl. If ρ/φh > (1−ρ)/φl then in the DM money must be scarce

when the low state is announced; z̃lnr < z. If ρ/φh < (1 − ρ)/φl then in the DM money

must be scarce when the high state is announced; z̃hnr < z.

Lemma 3.3 implies that the fundamental return of holding money is related to the

scarcity of money. Specifically, if for example non-bankers carry less L-money into the

DM than H-money, and money is scarce in the DM when the low state is announced,

then L-money will earn a lower fundamental return than H-money. Because L-money is

scarcer than H-money, Equation (3.5) implies that L-money has a higher DM price than

H-money. Anticipating this relatively high DM price of L-money, non-bankers accept a

lower fundamental return on L-money.

We are now in a position to determine the equilibrium types that can occur in the

MM, taking into account which equilibrium type will occur in the DM:

• Type I: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh = (1−ρ)/φl and money is always be plentiful

in the DM regardless of the announced state. In this equilibrium φ̂ = φ̂h = φ̂l.

• Type II: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh = (1− ρ)/φl and money is always scarce in

the DM regardless of the announced state. In this equilibrium φ̂ < φ̂h = φ̂l.

• Type IIIa: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh > (1 − ρ)/φl, money is plentiful in the

DM when the high state is announced, and scarce when the low state is announced.

In this equilibrium φ̂ = φ̂h < φ̂l.
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• Type IIIb: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh > (1− ρ)/φl and money is always scarce

in the DM. In this equilibrium φ̂ < φ̂h < φ̂l.

• Type IVa: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh < (1 − ρ)/φl, money is plentiful in the

DM when the low state is announced, and scarce when the high state is announced.

In this equilibrium φ̂ = φ̂l < φ̂h.

• Type IVb: An equilibrium in which ρ/φh < (1− ρ)/φl and money is always scarce

in the DM. In this equilibrium φ̂ < φ̂l < φ̂h.

Lemma 3.4. (1−ψ)k ≥ (1−ψπ)q−ψπ
(
φhmh + φlml

)
, with equality in partial equilibria

of the Type II, IIIb, and IVb.

Lemma 3.4 follows from the fact that real wealth of non-bankers in the MM is given

by q + φhmh + φlml; general goods carried into the MM plus the real value of outside

money carried into the MM. Using Lemma 3.1 it can then be shown that in the DM

buyers can never consume more than this quantity. In this sense, the MM wealth of a

non-banker represents his purchasing power in the DM.

At this point, one could solve for the partial equilibrium in the MM given a certain

amount of general goods and outside money available. Because in stationary equilibrium

agents can perfectly anticipate which partial equilibrium type will realize in the MM,

it is more efficient to solve for equilibrium in the CM and MM jointly. Doing so, I will

distinguish between an economy with only inside money and an economy with both inside

and outside money.

3.3.3 Definition of Risky Money

Because the concepts of risk-free and risky money are at the core of this chapter, I

conclude this section with:

Definition 3.2. An equilibrium with risk-free money has z̃hnr = z̃lnr or min{z̃hnr, z̃lnr} ≥ z.

The first characterization of risk-free money is straightforward: If the non-bankers

hold as much H-money as L-money, then the future real value of their money holdings is

certain. The second characterization is more subtle as it allows the future real value of

the non-bankers’ money holdings to depend on the state of the economy. Nevertheless,

from Section 3.3.2.1 we know that the non-bankers spend at most z in terms of real

money balances in the DM. When non-bankers hold more H-money and L-money than

what they spend in the DM, idle money balances arise so that at the margin, non-bankers

will value money only for its fundamental return and not for the liquidity services that

it provides. As will turn out to be the case, holding money then does not command a

liquidity premium. Therefore, non-bankers are willing to hold idle money balances z̃jnr− z̄
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as illiquid securities that cannot be spend in the DM and banks are willing to issue these

securities. This allows the remaining (inside) money to be risk-free.

3.4 The Economy With Only Inside Money

Consider an economy without any government intervention, meaning that only inside

money is available. Because inside money is always in zero net supply within the private

sector, we have ψz̃hnr + (1− ψ)z̃hr = 0 and ψz̃lnr + (1− ψ)z̃lr = 0, which we can use to rule

out two equilibrium types:

Lemma 3.5. The equilibrium cannot be of Type IVa or IVb.

Lemma 3.5 implies that we cannot have an equilibrium in which the expected return

on H-money falls short of that on L-money. To rationalize such a situation would require

that non-bankers carry less H-money out of the MM than L-money, meaning that in the

DM H-money is scarcer than L-money. The bankers must then provide less H-money than

L-money, but are not willing to do so as they can issue more H-money than L-money and

they prefer issuing H-money (that they can sell at a relatively high price) over issuing

L-money (that they can sell at a relatively low price). It remains to consider equilibria

of Type I, II, IIIa, and IIIb.

Type I: Money is always plentiful in the DM. Because φ̂h = φ̂l, define φ ≡ φ̂h.

Given that ρ/φh = (1−ρ)/φl, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that φh = ρφ and φl = (1−ρ)φ.

From Equation (3.5) we obtain u′(cb) = β/φ. From the MM FOCs of the bankers and

non-bankers, where μq
nr = 0 by Lemma 3.1 and μh

r = μl
r = 0 by Lemma 3.2, we find that

k1−α = αE[a]φ and λnr = λr = β/φ. Using this in the CM FOCs, in which νq = 0, it

follows that β = φ. We thus have k = k∗, cb = c∗b , and q = q∗; first-best allocations

are attained. Intuitively, money does not earn a liquidity premium in the equilibrium of

the Type I, as money is always plentiful in the DM. This implies that consumption and

investment attain their first-best levels, since the fundamental return earned by money

equals agents their rate of time preference.

In Appendix 3.C.7, I derive that a Type I equilibrium exists if and only if

(1− ψ)k∗ ≥ (1− ψπ)c∗b and (1− ψ)alk∗/(αE[a]) ≥ ψ(1− π)c∗b . (3.7)

These conditions can be found by supposing that bankers do not carry general goods to

the DM. We can therefore assume without loss of generality that the bankers only devote

resources to investment and do not carry general goods into the DM. The conditions

imply that we obtain first-best allocations when the average return on investment is

sufficiently high and when the return on investment in the low aggregate state is not too
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small. Intuitively these conditions ensure that bankers’ optimal amount of investment

leads to enough inside money creation so that money is, regardless of the state of the

economy, always plentiful in the DM.

Type II: Money is risk-free and always scarce in the DM. Because φ̂h = φ̂l, we

can continue to use φ ≡ φ̂h, and φh = ρφ and φl = (1 − ρ)φ will still hold. In addition,

from Equation (3.5) we learn that z̃hnr = z̃lnr. This makes sense; money is scarce and

the DM prices of money are independent of the announced state so that the amount of

L-money held by non-bankers must equal the amount of H-money held by non-bankers.

Because inside money is in zero net supply, we must also have z̃hr = z̃lr. To save on

notation, I drop the superscripts for these variables.

To determine φ, observe that Lemma 3.4 implies that (1 − ψ)k = (1 − ψπ)q, or

equivalently (1 − ψ)k = (1 − ψπ)cb. From the FOCs of the bankers, where μh
r = μl

r = 0

by Lemma 3.2, we know that λr = β/φ and k1−α = αE[a]φ. From the MM FOCs of the

non-bankers, where μq
nr = 0 by Lemma 3.1, we find that λnr = πu′(cb) + β(1 − π)/φ.

Substituting λnr and λr in the CM FOCs, where νq = 0, we obtain that ψπu′(cb) =

1− (1− ψπ)β/φ. The equilibrium price in the equilibrium of the Type II thus uniquely

solves

(1− ψ) (αE[a]φ)
1

1−α = (1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)β/φ

ψπ

)
. (3.8)

to equilibrate supply of (LHS) and demand for (RHS) inside money. Intuitively, the

demand for money is decreasing in φ since higher φ imply a higher liquidity premium

commanded by holding money. The supply of money is determined by bankers’ invest-

ment and is increasing in φ since higher φ imply a lower funding cost for the bankers.

In Appendix 3.C.8 I show that an equilibrium of Type II exists if and only if

(1− ψ)k∗ < (1− ψπ)c∗b and al ≥ α
ψ(1− π)

1− ψπ
E[a]. (3.9)

These conditions imply that the average return on investment is relatively low and that

the return on investment in the low state is relatively high. Intuitively, these conditions

imply that absent of a liquidity premium earned by money, bankers’ investment leads to

too little money creation to have plentiful money in the DM. Nevertheless, the amount

of risk embedded in investment is sufficiently low so that it can be fully absorbed by

bankers equity.

Because of the scarcity of money in the current equilibrium type, we have that φ > β;

money commands a liquidity premium to reflect the marginal value of money as a payment

instrument in the DM. In turn this implies that cb < c∗b and k > k∗. Because money is

scarce in the DM, non-bankers anticipate that general goods will be relatively cheap in

the DM, making it unattractive to carry these goods into the DM. Bankers however face
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low funding cost so that they invest more than the first-best level. Finally, one can show

that q < q∗, meaning that general goods production is inefficiently low.

Type IIIa: money is risky, plentiful in the DM when the high state is an-

nounced but scarce in the DM when the low state is announced. To solve for

this equilibrium, I exploit MM equilibrium relationships (3.31)-(3.33) between φh, φ̂h, φl,

φ̂l, and cb that can be found in Appendix 3.C.5. Because money is plentiful when the

high state is announced we have φ̂hu′(cb) = β and λnrφ
h = βρ. As we also have that

λrφ
h = βρ, it follows that φh = βρ. H-money therefore does not command a liquidity

premium, which makes sense as money is plentiful in the DM when the high state in

announced. Because bankers exhaust their full capacity to create L-money (μl
r > 0) and

because bankers do not want to carry general goods to the DM (μq
r > 0), Equation (3.5)

implies that DM clearance for the low state requires φ̂l(1−ψ)alkα = ψ(1− π)cb. We can

then use Equations (3.31) and (3.33), and the banker’s MM FOC for k to obtain that φl

uniquely solves

ψ(1− π)u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl]

)
= φl

(
ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π
+ 1

)
al(1− ψ)

(
αρahβ + αalφl

) α
1−α , (3.10)

where the LHS represents non-bankers’ money demand to finance DM consumption and

the RHS represents bankers’ money supply to finance investment. The former is decreas-

ing in φl and the latter is increasing in φl, as a higher value for φl represents a higher

liquidity premium for L-money and a lower funding cost for bankers.

To ensure existence, we need to check that money is plentiful in the DM when the

high state is announced but scarce when the low state is announced. The following two

conditions are obtained as a result:

(1− ψ)
al

αE[a]
k∗ < ψ(1− π)c∗b , (3.11)[

αβ

(
ρah +

(1− ρ)al

ϕ

)] 1
1−α

≥ 1− ψπ

1− ψ
u′−1

(
1− (1− π)ϕ

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)ϕ]

)
, (3.12)

where

ϕ ≡
1 + 1−ρ

ρ

(
1− αψ(1−π)

1−ψπ

)
π

1 +
(

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

ah

al
− 1
)
π

. (3.13)

For the details of this derivation, see Appendix 3.C.9.

Intuitively, these conditions impose that investment productivity in the low state is

relatively low and that investment productivity in the high state is relatively high. This
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ensures that money is scarce in the low state and plentiful in the high state. Because hold-

ing L-money commands a liquidity premium, it follows that investment by the bankers

is above the first-best level (k > k∗) since they can attract a cheap source of funding

by issuing L-money. Also, DM consumption by the buyers is below the first-best level

because, anticipating the low price for goods in the DM when the low state is announced,

the non-bankers limit the amount of goods they carry into the DM; cb < c∗b . Finally,

one can also show that (φh + φl)
[
ρz̃hnr + (1− ρ)z̃lnr)

]
> φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr, meaning that the

expected return on money issued by the bankers exceeds the return on risk-free money;

a risk premium arises to reflect the risky return earned by inside money.

Type IIIb: money is risky and always scarce in the DM. We again consider

Equations (3.31)-(3.33) from Appendix 3.C.5 to solve for the equilibrium. Observe that

we must have both (1−ψ)k = (1−ψπ)cb, which clears the MM, and (1−ψ)φ̂lalkα = ψ(1−
π)cb, which clears the low state DM. They can be combined to obtain (1− ψπ)φ̂lalkα =

ψ(1−π)k. Substituting out φ̂l by using Equation (3.33) and substituting out k using the

bankers’ MM FOCs we obtain:

φl = φh ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− ψ)βρ/φh +
(

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

ah

al
− 1
) [

1− (1− ψπ)βρ/φh
]

1− (1− ψ)βρ/φh + 1−ρ
ρ

(
1− αψ(1−π)

1−ψπ

)
[1− (1− ψπ)βρ/φh]

. (3.14)

Because we must have ρ/φh > (1−ρ)/φl in an equilibrium of the Type IIIb, we can assume

that the RHS of Equation (3.14) is increasing in φh. Let φl = f(φh) represent Equation

(3.14). We can use f in another equilibrium relationship, namely (1− ψ)k = (1− ψπ)cb.

Substituting we obtain

u′−1

([
ψπρ

1− (1− ψπ)ρβ/φh
+

ψπ(1− ρ)

1− (1− ψ)βρ/φh − ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/f(φh)

]−1
)

=
1− ψ

1− ψπ

[
αahφh + αalf(φh)

] 1
1−α . (3.15)

The LHS of this equation can be interpreted as the non-bankers demand for money and

the RHS can be interpreted as the bankers’ supply of money. The latter is increasing in

φh and the former decreasing. Intuitively, a higher value for φh implies a higher liquidity

premium associated with holding both H- and L-money (recall that φl = f(φh) with

f ′ > 0), which reduces the demand for money and increases the supply of money.

In Appendix 3.C.10 I show that existence of a Type IIIb requires ρ/φh > (1 − ρ)/φl

and βρ/φh < 1. The first condition ensures that L-money earns a lower expected return

than H-money, and the second condition ensures that money is always scarce in the DM.
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With ϕ as defined in Equation (3.13), these conditions reduce to:

al < α
ψ(1− π)

1− ψπ
E[a], (3.16)[

αβ

(
ρah +

(1− ρ)al

ϕ

)] 1
1−α

<
1− ψπ

1− ψ
u′−1

(
1− (1− π)ϕ

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)ϕ]

)
. (3.17)

Intuitively, these conditions imply that the average productivity of investment is low

and that the productivity of investment in the low state is low relative to the average

productivity of investment. Hence, money is always scare in the DM and because the

risk embedded in investment is relatively large, the bankers cannot fully absorb this risk

with their equity. As a result, inside money becomes risky.

In the equilibrium of the Type IIIb, holding H-money and L-money commands a

liquidity premium. Therefore, anticipating low prices for goods in the DM, the non-

bankers limit the amount of goods carried to the DM so that cb < c∗b . The bankers

however face low funding cost and therefore over-invest; k > k∗. In addition one can

show that q < q∗. Finally, (φh +φl)
[
ρz̃hnr + (1− ρ)z̃lnr

]
> φhz̃hnr +φlz̃lnr holds; just like in

an equilibrium of the Type IIIb and because of similar reasons, money issued by bankers

earns a risk premium.

Comparing the various existence conditions above, we find that they mutually exclude

each other, that an equilibrium always exist, that the equilibrium is unique, and that we

can characterize when risky inside money arises:

Proposition 3.1. In an economy without outside money, there exists a unique stationary

equilibrium. Money is risk-free when the equilibrium is of the Type I or II. First-best

allocations are achieved when the equilibrium is of the Type I. q.e.d.

Figure 3.3 illustrates how bankers’ balance sheets look like for the various equilibrium

types. Notice that an equilibrium with risky inside money resembles a situation in which,

when the low state realizes, bankers equity is fully eroded and inside money holders face

losses. This represents a state of the world in which the banking system faces a systemic

solvency crisis and antcipating that such a state occurs with strictly positive probability,

the non-bankers demand a risk premium for holding inside money.

Figure 3.4 illustrates how investment productivity and investment risk determine

which equilibrium type arises. In this figure, investment productivity is captured by

the first-best amount of aggregate investment; (1− ψ)k∗. Investment risk is captured by

the quotient al/E[a]; the lower al/E[a], the higher is investment risk. From Figure 3.4 it

follows that risk-free money requires either (i) high investment productivity when invest-

ment risk is relatively large, or (ii) little investment risk when investment productivity is

relatively low.
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High state

Liabilities

ψz̄

ψ(z̃hnr − z̄)

(1− ψ)ahkα

−ψz̃hnr > 0

Assets

(1− ψ)ahkα

Low state

Liabilities

ψ(z̃lnr − z̄)

Assets

(1− ψ)alkα

ψz̄

(a) Balance sheets of bankers in an equilibrium of Type I. Drawn under the assumption that
net worth of bankers fully eroded in the low state.

Liabilities

ψz̃hnr

(1− ψ)ahkα

−ψz̃hnr > 0

Assets

(1− ψ)ahkα

Liabilities Assets

(1− ψ)alkα

ψz̃lnr

(1− ψ)alkα

−ψz̃lnr > 0

(b) Balance sheets of bankers in an equilibrium of Type II.

Liabilities

ψz̄

ψ(z̃hnr − z̄)

(1− ψ)ahkα

−ψz̃hnr > 0

Assets

(1− ψ)ahkα
Liabilities Assets

(1− ψ)alkαψzlnr

(c) Balance sheets of bankers in an equilibrium of Type IIIa.

Liabilities

ψz̃hnr

(1− ψ)ahkα

−ψz̃hnr > 0

Assets

(1− ψ)ahkα Liabilities Assets

(1− ψ)alkαψz̃lnr

(d) Balance sheets of bankers in an equilibrium of Type IIIb.

Figure 3.3: State-dependent balance sheets of bankers. Assets are shown in red and net worth
is shown in green. In orange ψmax{zjnr − z̄, 0} is shown and in blue ψmin{zjnr, z}.
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II

I

IIIb

IIIa

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b

1

0

Figure 3.4: The occurrence of different equilibrium types. The horizontal axis captures the first-
best level of aggregate investment. The vertical axis captures the risk-embedded of investment,
measured by the ratio al/E[a]. The shape of the line that separates regions IIIa and IIIb
depends on the parameter specifications, but is always upward sloping and always intersects
the horizontal axis to the right of the origin.

Regarding (i), keeping investment risk constant, the higher is investment productivity

the more investment takes place and the more L-money and H-money is issued. In

Figure 3.3, this implies that the bankers’ balance sheets and the amount of inside money

(captured by the blue boxes) gradually expand. It therefore becomes more likely that

money is always plentiful in the DM, meaning that z̃hnr ≥ z̄ and z̃lnr ≥ z̄, so that we are

in an equilibrium of the Type I. Despite the fact that bankers’ equity may be unable to

absorb all investment risk in an equilibrium of the Type I, this risk can be packaged into

illiquid securities issued to the non-bankers (the orange boxes in Figure 3.3a that capture

the difference betweenthe liabilities issued by the bank and the amount of money needed

to have plentiful money in the DM), leaving sufficient amounts of inside money to ensure

that money remains plentiful in the DM (see Section 3.3.3 for the discussion on these

illiquid debt securities).

Regarding (ii), if investment productivity is relatively low, then first-best allocations

cannot be achieved by the inside money economy. Money is scarce and the bankers

finance investment by issuing money as it is a cheap source of funding compared to issuing

illiquid securities (meaning that the orange boxes disappear in Figures 3.3b and 3.3d).

To ensure that money remains risk-free, the risk embedded in investment should not be

too large compared to bankers’ equity. Bankers equity is governed by the rents earned

by investment, captured by α, and the fraction ψ of bankers in the economy. The effects
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98 Chapter 3. Risk, Inside Money, and the Real Economy

of changing these exogenous variables will be explained in the next subsection, which

also contains a more detailed description of how the bankers’ balance sheets change with

investment productivity and investment risk.

Before proceeding, observe that when an economy is away from first-best allocations

it is always characterized by over-investment and under-consumption; k > k∗ and cb < c∗b .

These properties are in line with new monetarist models in which real investment backs

money, e.g. Lagos and Rocheteau (2008) and Andolfatto et al. (2016).

3.4.1 When Does Risky Inside Money Arise?

Consider an economy that is initially characterized by risk-free inside money, meaning

that it is in an equilibrium of either Type I or II. Because of the reasons discussed below,

the economy can become characterized by risky inside money.

An increase in investment risk: If there is a sufficiently large increase in investment

risk, then risk-free money is no longer feasible. If money was initially scarce, meaning

that we were in an equilibrium of the Type II, then the increased risk can no longer be

borne by bankers’ equity. Specifically, the green bar in the RHS balance sheet of Figure

3.3b, representing bankers’ equity in the low aggregate state, reduces as investment risk

increases, until it vanishes completely and we end up in the equilibrium of the Type

IIIb, with the bankers’ balance sheets given by Figure 3.3d. If money was initially

plentiful, meaning that the economy was in an equilibrium of the Type I, then the increase

in investment risk impairs bankers’ ability to create L-money because of the collateral

constraints. As a result, L-money will become scarce and holding it will command a

liquidity premium. Also, the risk from investment can no longer be fully transferred into

illiquid securities. Specifically, the orange bar in the RHS balance sheet of Figure 3.3a,

representing the low state value of illiquid debt securities issued by the bankers, reduces

as investment risk increases. At some point the box vanishes completely and we end up

in the equilibrium of the Type IIIa, with the bankers’ balance sheets given by Figure

3.3c.

A reduction in investment productivity: If the economy is initially characterized

by risk-free money, then a reduction in investment productivity can push the economy

into an equilibrium of the Type III. Looking at Figure 3.5, this would correspond to an

economy that is originally represented by point A, experiences a reduction in k∗, and

then ends up in point B. Notice that the economy ends up in an equilibrium with risky

inside money only if investment risk is large enough, because otherwise it would end up
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in an equilibrium of the Type I or II.7 In Figure 3.5, this means that point A must belong

to region Ib, or in mathematical terms it means that initially we must have the following

two conditions satisfied:

(1− ψ)
al

αE[a]
k∗ ≥ ψ(1− π)c∗b and al <

αψ(1− π)

1− ψπ
E[a].

As explained before, if investment productivity is high then though bankers cannot fi-

nance themselves with risk-free debt, risk-free money is still feasible as the risk embedded

in investment can be packaged into illiquid securities. However, when investment pro-

ductivity declines, money becomes scarce and liquidity premia arise. Bankers therefore

prefer to issue money rather than illiquid securities. Because investment risk is too large

to be borne by the bankers’ equity, the issued money becomes risky. In Figure 3.3a, this

implies that the bankers’ balance sheets shrink so that the orange boxes, representing

state-contingent value of illiquid debt securities issued by the bankers, gradually shrink

until they disappear and the bankers’ balance sheets are given by Figure 3.3c.

II I

Ib

III

AB

CD

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b

1

0

Figure 3.5: The effect of an reduction in investment productivity. The economy moves from
point A to point B, thus from an equilibrium with risk-free inside money to an equilibrium with
risky inside money.

7For example when moving from point C to D in Figure 3.5. Then, the bankers’ balance sheets in
Figure 3.3a gradually contract and the orange boxes, representing the state-contingent value of illiquid
debt, shrink. At some point, these orange boxes completely disappear and the balance sheet becomes
given by Figure 3.3b. The state-contingent value of equity is then always strictly positive, so that inside
money remains risk-free.
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An increased demand for money: When the first-best level of buyers’ DM con-

sumption increases, more money is needed to sustain first-best allocations. Figure 3.6

illustrates how the partitioning of the parameter space changes for an increase in c∗b . The

figure shows how it becomes more difficult to sustain first-best allocations, and if invest-

ment risk is large enough, that the economy may become characterized by risky inside

money. Returns from investment in the low state are then too low to ensure that bankers

create plentiful money. As a result L-money becomes scarce and investment risk can no

longer be fully packaged into illiquid securities.

II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b (1− ψπ)c∗′b

1

0

Figure 3.6: The effect of a higher first-best level of DM consumption.

Reduced rents from investment: Because of the DRS property, the marginal return

from investment exceeds the average return from investment. The difference between

these two represents a rent earned by the bankers, and this rent can be used to bear risk;

if the low state realizes bankers give up some rents to redeem inside money in exchange for

higher profits when the high state realizes. In this way, the risk from investment is fully

borne by the bankers and not by the holders of inside money. As α increases, the marginal

return from investment approaches the average return. As a result, rents decrease and

it becomes more difficult to let the bankers bear the risk from investment. Figure 3.7

illustrates how the partitioning of the parameter space changes when α increases. From

the figure we see that achieving risk-free money, i.e. an equilibrium of the Type I or II,

will require lower investment risk. In fact, the model is well-behaved in the limit when

α → 1, i.e. when the DRS property vanishes (see Appendix 3.B).
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II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b

α′ψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

1

0

Figure 3.7: The effect of an increase in α, that means reduced rents from investment by bankers.

.

A reduced fraction of bankers: Finally consider a reduction in the fraction of bankers

in the economy, meaning that parameter ψ increases. To ensure that the capacity of a

risk-free economy to attain first-best allocations does not change, suppose that (1−ψ)k∗

and ψπc∗b are unaffected by means of changing k∗ and π. In this way, though there are

less bankers and more non-bankers, the first-best aggregate amount of consumption and

investment are left unchanged. Figure 3.8 shows how the partitioning of the parameter

space changes for such a reduction in the fraction of bankers.

From Figure 3.8, we see that the effects are similar to the effects of an increase in α.

The reason for this result is again due to the ability of the bankers to bear risk. Recall

that in the MM, the bankers already have some capital in the form of general goods

carried into the MM. This capital can act as a buffer; when the realized return from

investment is low, the bankers give up their return on capital to redeem inside money. As

the fraction of bankers reduces, the amount of investment undertaken by an individual

banker in comparison to the general goods that he or she carried into the MM increases,

representing an increase in leverage. This makes it more difficult for the banker to bear

all risk.

3.4.2 The Effects of Risky Inside Money

When no news regarding the future state is announced just before DM trade takes place,

or equivalently when there is opacity about bankers’ return on investment, the quasi-linear

utility structure implies that only the future expected value of money matters. Prices
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II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b

αψ′(1−π′)
1−ψπ

1

0

Figure 3.8: The effect of an increase in ψ and a reduction in π, keeping ψπ constant.

and allocations for q, k, and cb would then become equivalent to those in an economy

with al = E[a]. To evaluate the effects of risky inside money, I therefore compare two

economies, labeled A and B, which differ only in the distribution of state-contingent

investment productivity. Specifically, E[aA] = E[aB] and alA < alB = E[aB] so that

economy A has risky investment and economy B has risk-free investment.

Proposition 3.2. If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type I or II

then WA = WB. If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type IIIa or IIIb

then WA < WB. Therefore, opacity about the return on bankers’ assets is optimal.

Proposition 3.2 implies that given investment risk, the presence of risky inside money

reduces welfare. The rationale for this important result depends on how the economy

would look like if investment is risk-free. If investment productivity is high relative to

optimal DM consumption, then an economy without investment risk is characterized

by first-best allocations. If however investment risk is large enough, bankers’ binding

collateral constraints restrain inside money creation so that first-best allocations cannot

be attained. Anticipating a scarcity of money, it becomes too unattractive for the non-

bankers to carry general goods to DM, while it becomes too attractive for the bankers to

invest.

Recall from Lemma 3.4 that in the market economy, investment supports DM con-

sumption through inside money creation; k(1 − ψ) ≥ cb(1 − ψπ) must hold. Therefore,

consider as second-best welfare

Ŵ(1− β) = max
q,cb,k

{ψπu(cb) + (1− ψ)βE[a]kα − q}
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s.t. (1− ψ)k + ψπcb ≤ q and (1− ψ)k ≥ (1− ψπ)cb.

The first constraint always binds, as available resources should be used. Letting λ(1 −
ψ) denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with the second constraint, second-best

allocations satisfy

1 = αβE[a]k̂α−1 + λ, λ =
ψπ

1− ψπ
[u′(ĉb)− 1], and ĉb = min

{
(1− ψ)

1− ψπ
k̂, c∗b

}
.

Note that λ can be interpreted as the social externalities associated with investment. If

and only if investment productivity is low relative to first-best DM consumption, meaning

that k∗(1−ψ) < c∗b(1−ψπ), then λ > 0 and the second-best allocations deviate from the

first-best. Specifically, there will be under-consumption and over-investment.

In a market economy with little investment risk, so that money is risk-free, the second-

best allocations are attained. First, we know that in such an economy the constraint

k(1 − ψ) = cb(1 − ψπ) binds. Second, we know that 1 = ψπu′(cb) + (1 − ψπ)β/φ

and αβE[a]kα−1 = β/φ. In this sense, the externalities associated with investment are

correctly incorporated in bankers’ funding costs.

In an economy with too much investment risk, such that money is risky, markets

however fail to attain second-best allocations because of one of the following two reasons.

First, it may be the case that the economy with risky money has an equilibrium in which

the constraint k(1 − ψ) ≥ cb(1 − ψπ) is slack. In such an economy, there is too much

over-investment and under-consumption than necessary to attain second-best allocations.

This will only occur for an equilibrium of the Type IIIa.

Second, if the constraint k(1 − ψ) ≥ cb(1 − ψπ) binds, then markets fail to incor-

porate externalities from investment in bankers’ funding costs. As I demonstrate in the

proof of Proposition 3.2, the marginal funding costs faced by the bankers are too high

compared to the social benefits of investment. The latter depend on the marginal ben-

efit of consumption, which in turn is governed by the expected prices at which general

goods can be sold in the DM, i.e. E[β/φ̂j+ ]. Equation (3.5) shows that this term is

proportional to the expected future value of money, that is E[z̃j
+

nr ]/cb. Because cb is again

linearly related to investment, the marginal benefits of DM consumption thus depend

on the expected return on inside money, or equivalently bankers’ average funding costs.

Investment however depends on bankers’ marginal funding cost. Because bankers face

a binding collateral constraint for L-money issuance, these marginal funding costs are

driven above the average funding costs. This effect is therefore directly related to the

DRS property of investment, or equivalently the ability of bankers to earn rents:

Corollary 3.1. When economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type IIIb,

then limα→1 WA = limα→1 WB.
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IIIb:
kB < kA
cb,B < cb,A

IIIa
kB > kA
cb,B < cb,A

IIIa
kB ≶ kA
cb,B < cb,A

I
kB = kA
cb,B = cb,A

II
kB = kA
cb,B = cb,A

(1− ψ)k∗

alA/E[a]

αψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b
0

Figure 3.9: The effects of risky inside money on equilibrium investment and DM consumption
for an economy characterized by risky inside money. Allocations denoted with a subscript A
are for the economy with risky inside money, allocations denoted with a subscript B are for an
economy with risk-free investment but that is otherwise similar.

Proposition 3.2 re-confirms the findings of Andolfatto et al. (2014) and Dang et al.

(2017) as opacity about banks’ balance sheets is optimal. It must be stressed that a novel

mechanism gives rise to this finding in the current chapter. Andolfatto et al. (2014) and

Dang et al. (2017) find that opacity is welfare improving because it removes consumption

volatility. In my approach consumption volatility plays no role as DM consumption is

deterministic regardless of whether money is risky or not (see Equation (3.6)). Instead,

the current chapter argues that those who issue inside money, should be appropriately

compensated for the social benefits associated with money issuance. This is infeasible

in the market economy when investment risk becomes too large to be borne by bankers’

equity.

Proposition 3.3. If economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type I or II, then kA = kB
and cb,A = cb,B. If economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type IIIb, then kA < kB and

cb,A < cb,B. If economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type IIIa and (1−ψ)k∗ ≥ (1−ψπ)c∗b
holds, then kA > kB and cb,A < cb,B. Finally, if economy A is in an equilibrium of the

Type IIIa and (1 − ψ)k∗ < (1 − ψπ)c∗b , then cb,A > cb,B and depending on the exact

parameter specifications we have can have both kA ≥ kB and kA ≤ kB.

Figure 3.9 illustrates Proposition 3.3. It shows how the real effects of risky inside

money depend on investment productivity, captured by (1−ψ)k∗. If productivity is high,

having risky inside money implies more investment by the bankers and less consumption

by the buyers. When inside money becomes risky, it must be the case that money becomes

scarce. As a result, the economy moves from a situation without liquidity premia to a
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situation with liquidity premia. These premia make it unattractive to carry general goods

to the DM for the non-bankers, and more attractive to invest for the bankers. Hence,

DM consumption decreases while investment increases.

On the other hand, when investment productivity is low we see that risky inside

money reduces both DM consumption and investment. Here, we can build upon the

insights from Proposition 3.2: When investment productivity is low, an economy with

risky inside money is in an equilibrium of the Type IIIb while an economy with risk-free

money is in an equilibrium of the Type II. In these equilibria, (1−ψ)k = (1−ψπ)cb. Also,

in the equilibrium with risky inside money, in contrast to an equilibrium with risk-free

money, the social benefits of money creation are not fully incorporated in the bankers’

marginal funding cost. As a result, risky inside money has a negative effect on investment

and because investment is needed to support DM consumption, risky inside money also

has a negative effect on DM consumption. Because the underrepresentation of the social

benefits from money in the bankers’ funding costs relate to the ability of the bankers’ to

earn rents from investment, it follows that

Corollary 3.2. When economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type IIIb,

then limα→1 kA = limα→1 kB and limα→1 cb,A = limα→1 cb,B.

Observe that when economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type IIIa and economy B
is in an equilibrium of the Type II, then the effect of risky inside money on investment

depends on the exact parameter specifications. DM consumption in economy A will

however always be lower than DM consumption in economy B. Here, there are two

opposing forces at work. One the one hand, the negative effect of risky inside money on

DM consumption reduces the need for investment as follows from the property (1−ψ)k ≥
(1− ψπ)cb. On the other hand, in economy A money becomes plentiful in the DM when

the high state is announced, which implies that constraint (1−ψ)k ≥ (1−ψπ)cb becomes

slack. That means, economy A invests to much than what is needed to facilitate second-

best DM consumption.

Proposition 3.4. If economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type I or II, then φh
A+φl

A =

φh
B+φl

B. If economy A is in an equilibrium of the Type IIIa or IIIb, then φh
A+φl

A > φh
B+φl

B.

Proposition 3.4 states that when economy A has risky money, the return on risk-

free money, [φh + φl]−1, is lower than in economy B. This property could be thought

of as a flight-into-safety; non-bankers worry about the risk associated with holding risky

inside money and therefore prefer to hold risk-free forms of money. Because risk-free

money is not available, the return on risk-free money reduces to attain an equilibrium.

Proposition 3.4 is in line with results in the literature on the optimal securitization of risky

endowments.8 Models from this literature predict that increased risk and a scarcity of

8Examples of papers in this literature include Barro et al. (2017), Gennaioli et al. (2012), and Caballero
and Farhi (2018).
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risk-free assets drive down risk-free interest rates. My approach demonstrates that this

result holds true in an environment with assets used as payment instruments, created

endogenously by the bankers to finance risky investment.

3.5 The Economy With Inside and Outside Money

To understand how outside money affects the existence of risky money, consider an en-

vironment in which outside money is in positive supply and risk-free; mh = m̃h = ml =

m̃l > 0. To ease the notation, let m ≡ mh = ml denote the stationary supply of risk-free

outside money. Inside money remains in zero net supply so ψz̃hnr + (1 − ψ)z̃hr = m and

ψz̃lnr + (1− ψ)z̃lr = m.

Lemma 3.6. The partial equilibrium in the MM cannot be of type IVa or IVb.

Because outside money is risk-free, the fact that bankers can create more H-money

than L-money again rules out an equilibrium in which H-money is scarcer than L-money.

It remains to consider the remaining four equilibrium types:

Type I: Money is always plentiful in the DM. Previous insights imply that first-

best allocations are again achieved in an equilibrium of Type I. In Appendix 3.C.15, I

show that the equilibrium of Type I exists if and only if

(1− ψ)k∗ + βm ≥ (1− ψπ)c∗b and (1− ψ)
al

αE[a]
k∗ + βm ≥ ψ(1− π)c∗b . (3.18)

These conditions can again be found by assuming that bankers do not carry general

goods into the DM. The presence of risk-free outside money now increases the likelihood

of being in an equilibrium of the Type I. Intuitively, this is because there is now more

money available to sustain the first-best level of DM consumption.

Type II: Money is risk-free and always scarce in the DM. Because φ̂h = φ̂l,

we can continue to use φ, and φh = ρφ and φl = (1 − ρ)φ will still hold. In addition

Equation (3.5) still implies that z̃hnr = z̃lnr, and because inside money is in zero net supply

and outside money is risk-free, we must also have z̃hr = z̃lr. For notational convenience

we can therefore remove the superscripts associated with these variables. To determine

φ observe that Lemma 3.4 implies that (1 − ψ)k = (1 − ψπ)q − φm, or equivalently

(1−ψ)k+φm = (1−ψπ)cb. From the first-order conditions of the bankers we know that

k1−α = αE[a]φ. From previous insights we also know that in the equilibrium of the Type

II, ψπu′(cb) = 1− (1− ψπ)β/φ. The equilibrium value for φ thus uniquely solves:

(1− ψ) (αE[a]φ)
1

1−α + φm = (1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)β/φ

ψπ

)
, (3.19)
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where the real supply of money (LHS) now consists of inside money, governed by invest-

ment, and outside money. As in the economy with only inside money, the real supply of

money is increasing in φ.

In Appendix 3.C.16, I show that the equilibrium of Type II exists if and only if:

(1− ψ)k∗ + βm < (1− ψπ)c∗b and al ≥ α
ψ(1− π)− φm (αE[a]φ)

1
α−1

1− ψπ
E[a]. (3.20)

It can be verified that a higher supply of outside money will lead to a lower equilibrium

price of money. Therefore, as the supply of outside money increases the first existence

conditions becomes stricter while the second existence condition is relaxed.

Type IIIa: Money is risky, plentiful in the DM when the high state is an-

nounced but scarce in the DM when the low state is announced. In this

equilibrium type, we again use that Equation (3.5) implies φ̂lz̃lnr = (1 − π)cb. Using

that z̃lr = −alkα, k1−α = α
[
ρβah + φlal

]
, ψz̃jnr + (1 − ψ)z̃jr = m for all j ∈ {l, h}, and

Equations (3.31) and (3.33), we obtain the equilibrium relationship

ψ(1− π)u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl]

)
= φl

(
ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π
+ 1

)[
al(1− ψ)

(
αρahβ + αalφl

) α
1−α +m

]
, (3.21)

where the LHS (decreasing in φl) represents money demand and the RHS (increasing in

φl) represents money supply.

In Appendix 3.C.17, I show that existence requires β(1 − ρ)φl < 1 and (1 − ψ)k ≥
(1− ψπ)cb − φm, boiling down to

(1− ψ)
al

αE[a]
k∗ + βm < ψ(1− π)c∗b (3.22)

and

ψ(1− π)u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′]

)
≥

φ′
(

ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′

π
+ 1

)[
al(1− ψ)

(
αρahβ + αalφ′) α

1−α +m
]
, (3.23)

where φ′ uniquely solves

(1− ψ)
(
αβρah + αalφ′) 1

1−α + (ρβ + φ′)m =

(1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′]

)
. (3.24)
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Type IIIb: Money is risky and always scarce in the DM. Again consider Equa-

tions (3.31)-(3.33) to solve for the equilibrium. Because money is always scarce in the

DM, we must have that (1−ψ)k+(φh+φl)m = (1−ψπ)cb. Because the expected return

on H-money exceeds the expected return on L-money, bankers exhaust their capacity to

create L-money. Therefore, we have z̃lr = −alkα. We can use Equation (3.5) to obtain

that ψ(1−π)cb = φ̂l
[
al(1− ψ)kα +m

]
must hold. We can therefore use Equations (3.31)

and (3.33) to obtain the following system:

u′−1

([
ψπρ

1− (1− ψπ)ρβ/φh
+

ψπ(1− ρ)

1− (1− ψ)ρβ/φh − ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

]−1
)

=
(1− ψ)(αahφh + αalφl)

1
1−α + (φh + φl)m

1− ψπ
(3.25)

=
φl

1− ρ

[
1 +

ρψ(1− π)(ρβ/φh − (1− ρ)β/φl)

1− (1− ψπ)ρβ/φh

]
× al(1− ψ)(αahφh + αalφl)

α
1−α +m

ψ(1− π)
. (3.26)

Existence of an equilibrium of Type IIIb requires that money is always scarce in

the DM and that ρ/φh > (1 − ρ)/φl. Together, these conditions imply we must have

β > ρ/φh > (1 − ρ)/φl. In Appendix 3.C.18, I show that necessary conditions for

existence are:

(1− ψ)k∗ < (1− ψπ)c∗b − βm, (3.27)

al < α
ψ(1− π)− φm (αE[a]φ)

1
α−1

1− ψπ
E[a],

where φ solves Equation (3.19). Sufficient conditions for existence are given by Equation

(3.27) and:

al < α
ψ(1− π)− φm (αE[a]φ)

1
α−1

1− ψπ
E[a], (3.28)

ψ(1− π)u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′]

)
(3.29)

< φ′
(

ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φ′

π
+ 1

)[
al(1− ψ)

(
αρahβ + αalφ′) α

1−α +m
]
,

where φ solves Equation (3.19) and φ′ solves Equation (3.24).

From the above information we can conclude that parameters and policy pin down

whether the economy is in an equilibrium of the Type I, II or III. Because the system

of equations for determining equilibrium prices in an equilibrium of the Type IIIb is
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II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

α[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ]
1−ψπ

α[ψ(1−π)−βm′/κ′]
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b − βm (1− ψπ)c∗b − βm′

1

0

A

B

C D

Figure 3.10: The effect of an reduction in the supply of outside money. The initial supply of
outside money and the new supply of outside money are denoted with m and m′ respectively,
and (1 − ψ)κ ≡ (1 − ψπ)c∗b − βm and (1 − ψ)κ′ ≡ (1 − ψπ)c∗b − βm′. The parametrization is
such that βm < ψ(1− ψ)c∗b

highly non-linear, I do not show that we always have a unique equilibrium or that it is

uniquely determined whether an equilibrium of the Type III must be of the subtype a or

b. Showing uniqueness is also not necessary for the results that follow.

Proposition 3.5. In an economy without outside money there exists a stationary equilib-

rium. The equilibrium is unique and characterized by risk-free money when an equilibrium

of the Type I or II exists. Money is risky when an equilibrium of the Type IIIa or IIIb ex-

ists. First-best allocations are achieved when an equilibrium of the Type I exists. q.e.d.

3.5.1 When Does Risky Inside Money Arise?

To understand how the presence of risk-free outside money affects the possibility of having

an equilibrium with risky money, consider Figure 3.10. It illustrates Proposition 3.5 with

two different levels for the supply of outside money m′ < m, under the assumption that

βm < ψ(1 − π)c∗b as otherwise an equilibrium always has risk-free money. Compared to

the economy with only inside money, there are two new effects that can push an economy

into an equilibrium with risky money.

Increased investment productivity: If an economy is characterized by relatively

much investment risk and a relatively low investment productivity, then an increase in

investment productivity may push the economy into an equilibrium with risky money.
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In Figure 3.10, this is illustrated by an economy that moves from point A to point B.

This channel was not present in an economy with only inside money and is driven by the

effect of outside money on bankers’ equity. Because all agents are symmetric when they

enter the MM, an increased supply of outside money implies that agents enter the MM

with a higher level of real wealth. If an agent turns out to be a banker, this real wealth

contributes directly to his equity. If investment productivity is very low compared to

the supply of outside money, bankers therefore issue only small amounts of inside money,

reducing bankers’ leverage and increasing bankers’ ability to bear investment risk. It may

even be the case that there is no inside money issuance, which occurs when bankers enter

the MM with more real wealth than they need to finance investment.

If investment productivity increases, the banker however finds it optimal to also in-

crease investment and as a result he will become more reliant on inside money issuance.

As a result leverage increases, reducing the capacity of a banker to bear risk and opening

the door for risky inside money. The latter only occurs if the initial equilibrium is of the

Type II; money is risk-free but scarce. If money were plentiful and investment productiv-

ity would increase (e.g. a move from point C to D in Figure 3.10) then money remains

risk-free because all risk can be packaged into illiquid securities.

A reduced supply of outside money: Looking at Figure 3.10, we see that an equi-

librium with risk-free money becomes less likely if m declines. The reason for this result

is twofold. First, if investment risk increases money can remain risk-free as long as in-

vestment productivity is sufficiently high because risk embedded in investment can then

be put into illiquid securities as money is plentiful. With less outside money an economy

needs to rely more on investment by bankers as a source of money creation. Given a par-

ticular level of risk, a smaller supply of outside money therefore requires greater first-best

levels of aggregate investment to ensure that money remains plentiful. In the figure, this

mechanism is represented by a rightward shift in the line separating regions I and III.

Second, if investment productivity is relatively low then money is scarce and risk

cannot be packaged into illiquid securities. As a result, investment risk can only be borne

by the equity of bankers and inside money holders. A reduction in the supply of outside

money reduces bankers’ equity, increasing leverage and opening the door for risky inside

money. In Figure 3.10, the effect of a reduction in the supply of outside money on the

leverage of banks is captured by an upward shift of the line separating regions II and III.

Figures that illustrate how the partitioning of the parameter space looks like for the

other experiments that were considered in Section 3.4.1, can be found in Appendix 3.A.

The intuition for what these figures show is very similar to the intuition for the figures

in Section 3.4.1.
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3.5.2 The Real Effects of Risky Money

Consider again economies, A and B, with E[aA] = E[aB] but alA < alB = E[aB]. Because

we now have outside money in the model, assume that (φl
A + φh

A)mA = (φl
B + φh

B)mB, so

that the real value of outside money issued in the CM is the same in both economies.

Proposition 3.6. Let policy be such that (φl
A + φh

A)mA = (φl
B + φh

B)mB. If economy A
is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type I or II then WA = WB. If economy A is

characterized by an equilibrium of the Type IIIa or IIIb then WA < WB.

The intuition for Proposition 3.6 is similar to that for the economy without outside

money, but nevertheless there is a slight difference when economy B is characterized by

an equilibrium of the Type IIIb. Then, the presence of risk-free outside money increases

the wedge between the marginal funding cost faced by bankers and the average return

on money. The reason is that because inside money is risky, it bears a risk premium.

As a result, the expected return on inside money exceeds the expected return on outside

money and thus it also exceeds the expected return on the total amount of money held

by the non-bankers.

Regarding the effects of risky money on real allocations and the return on risk-free

money, Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 remain valid given the assumption (φl
A + φh

A)mA =

(φl
B + φh

B)mB. This property is immediate from the proofs of these Propositions, which

also imply:

Corollary 3.3. If economy A is characterized by risky inside money, then lump-sum

taxes in economy A are lower than in economy B: τA < τB.

Corollary 3.3 demonstrates the fiscal consequences of risky inside money. Because the

presence of risky inside money makes holding risk-free outside money more attractive,

the equilibrium return earned by holding outside money reduces (see Proposition 3.4).

This reduces interest expenses for the government, so that it can reduce taxation.

3.5.3 Stabilization Policies

Consider two stabilization policies to alleviate the negative consequences of risky-inside

money; (i) injecting capital into banks and (ii) buying risky assets from banks, both

financed by issuing risk-free outside money. In the current framework, these two inter-

ventions can be studied by letting government change the composition of outside money

during the MM to ensure that the non-bankers can hold risk-free money. That means,

m̃h and m̃l are chosen such that m̃l = m̃h + (1− ψ)(z̃lr − z̃hr ).

Asset Purchases: In the model, asset purchases are equivalent to government purchas-

ing H-money and/or L-money from the bankers. The reason is that these instruments
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represent claims on the output of bankers’ risky investment projects. Effectively, the

bankers thus sell risky money to the government and get risk-free outside money in re-

turn. The bankers sell this risk-free outside money to non-bankers in return for general

goods. Though the stock of outside money held by agents is risk-free, the net position of

the government in terms of H-money and L-money is risky; m̃h < m̃l. The reason is that

government now owns some H-money issued by the bankers. Effectively, the government

has taken abundant H-money out of circulation and has injected scarce L-money into the

economy.

Capital Injections: Government buys shares in banks and pays for these shares by

issuing risk-free debt. In the model, this is equivalent to government buying H-money

from the bankers and giving the bankers risk-free outside money in return. H-money is a

state-contingent asset that is repaid by the bankers when the high state materializes, that

means when the bankers’ assets generate high returns. Because investment risk is high,

returns from these assets are too low to leave something for equity holders (the bankers

and the government) when the low state materializes, which is why the government is not

purchasing L-money when it injects capital. The risk-free outside money that is issued

by the government can then be kept on banker’s balance sheets and be used to provide

non-bankers with higher returns in case the low state is realized. Effectively, government

has taken H-money out of circulation by purchasing it from the bankers in the form of

equity, paid for with L-money. Again, we obtain m̃h < m̃l.

Proposition 3.7. Given a policy that satisfies mh = ml = m and m̃l = m̃h+(1−ψ)(z̃lr−
z̃hr ), there exists a unique equilibrium and this equilibrium is characterized by risk-free

money. Prices in this equilibrium are given by ρφh = (1 − ρ)φl = φ̂h = φ̂l = φ ≥ β.

Here, φ satisfies φm + (1 − ψ) [αE[a]φ]
1

1−α ≥ (1 − ψπ)u′−1 ((1− (1− ψπ)β/φ)/(ψπ)),

with equality if φ > β.

The chosen government policy ensures that non-bankers hold risk-free money but

it also implies state-contingent taxation as government issues more L-money than H-

money. This represents the fact tax payers’ money is put at risk. To ensure that the

real indebtedness of government does not change, consider that the CM value of outside

money (φh + φl)m remains unchanged when conducting stabilization policies. We can

then compare two economies, A and B that are characterized by the same parameters

but different government policy. Specifically, (φh
A + φl

A)mA = (φh
B + φl

B)mB, m̃l
A =

m̃h
A + (1− ψ)(z̃lr,A − z̃hr,A), and m̃h

B = m̃l
B.

Proposition 3.8. If economy B is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type I or II

then WA = WB, kA = kB, cb,A = cb,B, φh
A + φl

A = φh
B + φl

B, and τA = τB. If economy B
is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type IIIa or IIIb then WA > WB, cb,A > cb,B,
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φh
A + φl

A < φh
B + φl

B, and E[τA] ≥ τB. If economy B is characterized by an equilibrium of

the Type IIIb, then kA > kB, if economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of the Type

I then kA < kB. In other cases kA ≥ kB or kA ≤ kB depends on the exact parametrization

of the model.

Proposition 3.8 demonstrates that the stabilization policy implements second-best

allocations given the constraint (1 − ψ)k + Δ ≥ (1 − ψπ)cb, where Δ is the CM value

of outside money that is pinned down by government policy. Hence, the negative effects

of risky inside money are effectively undone by the policy intervention. As follows from

Corollary 3.3, the policy intervention has indirect fiscal consequences that operate through

prices. Specifically, not only does the stabilization policy make taxation state dependent,

it also increases the average level of taxation across states. This is due to an increased

return on risk-free money following the implementation of the stabilization policy.

The stabilization policy does not necessary implement first-best allocations. If gov-

ernment debt and the first-best level of aggregate investment are relatively large, i.e.

(1 − ψ)k∗ + Δ ≥ (1 − ψπ)c∗b , enough money is available to sustain first-best allocations

when stabilization policies are implemented. If not, the economy ends up in an equi-

librium with risk-free but scarce money. To also achieve the first-best allocations, the

supply of outside money must be increased until (1− ψ)k∗ +Δ ≥ (1− ψπ)cb is satisfied.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter shows how economies can become subject to risky money and what the

consequences of risky inside money for welfare and allocations are. Reasons that can

push an economy into an equilibrium with risky inside money all affect the capacity of

bankers to absorb risk either by themselves, or the capacity to create plentiful inside

money. Most importantly, I uncover a novel mechanism through which risky money

negatively affects welfare. Specifically, if inside money is risky the positive externalities

associated with money cannot be incorporated properly in the funding costs that inside

money issuers face. This finding suggests a role for the kind of government interventions

that we have seen during the 2007 financial crisis, which bring the economy back into

an equilibrium with risk-free money. Nevertheless, such policies may not be enough to

achieve first-best allocations as money may remain scarce. A shortage of money is always

harmful for an economy, regardless of whether money is risky or not. Optimal government

policies should therefore be aimed at supplying as much risk-free money as possible. Only

then first-best allocations can be achieved. A fruitful area of further research therefore

considers limits to taxation, which inhibit outside money issuance by government.
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3.A Supplementary Figures

II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

α[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ]
1−ψπ

α[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ′]
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b − βm (1− ψπ)c∗′b − βm

1

0

Figure 3.11: The effect of a higher first-best level of DM consumption, keeping the amount
of risk-free outside money, m, fixed. Here, (1 − ψ)κ ≡ (1 − ψπ)c∗b − βm and (1 − ψ)κ′ ≡
(1 − ψπ)c∗′b − βm. Drawn under the assumption that βm < ψ(1 − π)c∗b (otherwise a type III
equilibrium cannot exist for the initial parametrization).

II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

α[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ]
1−ψπ

α′[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ]
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b − βm

1

0

Figure 3.12: The effect of a decline in α. The initial supply level is denoted α and the new
level α′, and (1− ψ)κ ≡ (1− ψπ)c∗b − βm. Drawn under the assumption that βm < ψ(1− π)c∗b
(otherwise a type III equilibrium cannot exist).
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II

I

III

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

α[ψ(1−π)−βm/κ]
1−ψπ

α[ψ′(1−π)−βm/κ′]
1−ψπ

(1− ψπ)c∗b − βm

1

0

Figure 3.13: The effect of an increase in ψ and reduction of π such that ψπ remains unchanged.
Here, (1 − ψ)κ ≡ (1 − ψπ)c∗b − βm and (1 − ψ′)κ′ ≡ (1 − ψπ)c∗b − βm. Drawn under the
assumption that βm < ψ(1− π)c∗b (otherwise a type III equilibrium cannot exist for the initial
parametrization).
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3.B Equilibrium Allocations in the CRS Limit

This appendix shortly considers how the equilibrium allocations behave when α → 1

and the supply of outside money is risk-free as in Section 3.5. The type of equilibrium

that emerges in the limit then depends on the productivity of investment. Specifically,

because the marginal product of capital investment approaches E[a], we find that

lim
α→1

k∗ =

⎧⎨⎩0 if βE[a] ≤ 1

∞ if βE[a] > 1
.

Hence, the relevant case is one in which βE[a] ≤ 1 as otherwise the first-best level of

investment would go to infinity and (inside) money would always be plentiful.

Type I: Money is always plentiful in the DM. From Equation (3.18) , it immedi-

ately follows that in the limit this equilibrium exists if and only if

βm ≥ (1− ψπ)c∗b .

Prices again satisfy φh = ρφ, φl = (1 − ρ)φ and β/φ = u′(cb). From Equation (3.31) we

obtain u′(cb) = 1, so that consumption is at the first-best level, and β = φ. Also capital

investment is at the first best level and thus equal to zero, i.e. k = k∗ = 0.

Type II: Money is risk-free and always scarce in the DM. From the first-

order condition of bankers, we know that in an equilibrium with capital investment,

k1−α = αE[a]φ. In the limit, we therefore have φ = 1/E[a] if k > 0 and φ < 1/E[a] if

k = 0. With a strictly positive amount of capital investment, consumption becomes

cb = u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)βE[a]

ψπ

)
and because (1− ψ)k + φm = (1− ψπ)u(cb), it follows that

k =
(1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1−(1−ψπ)βE[a]

ψπ

)
−m/E[a]

1− ψπ

which is indeed positive when

m < E[a](1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)βE[a]

ψπ

)
.
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With φ < 1/E[a], there is no inside money issuance and investment. Because φm =

(1− ψπ)u′(cb), the price of money then satisfies

φm = (1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)β/φ

ψπ

)
.

It follows that φ ≤ E[a] if and only if

m ≥ E[a](1− ψπ)u′−1

(
1− (1− ψπ)βE[a]

ψπ

)
.

Combining Equations (3.19) and (3.20) with the fact that in the limit k∗ = 0, we find

that the existence condition for the Type II equilibrium becomes

βm < (1− ψπ)c∗b and al ≥
ψ(1− π)− (1−ψ)m

(1−ψπ)E[a]u′−1( 1−(1−ψπβ/φ)
ψπ )−m

1− ψπ
.

Type IIIa: Money is risky, plentiful in the DM when the high state is an-

nounced but scarce in the DM when the low state is announced. Clearly, this

equilibrium can only exist when k > 0. Otherwise, there would be no inside money

issuance and because outside money is risk-free, all money held by the non-bankers is

risk-free.

Because the optimal level of capital investment satisfies k1−α = α[ρβah + φlal], we

find that in the limit

ρβah + φlal = 1,

which thus gives us that φl = (1 − ρβah)/al. Moreover, the equilibrium relationship in

Equation (3.21), i.e. ψ(1− π)cb = φ̂l(al(1− ψ)k +m), implies that

cb = u′−1

(
1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π(1− ρ) + ρ [1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl]

)
ψ(1− π)cb = φl

(
ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π
+ 1

)[
al(1− ψ)k +m

]
which give us cb and k.

Appendix 3.C.17 implies that existence requires β(1 − ρ)φl < 1 and (1 − ψ)k ≥
(1− ψπ)cb − φm. These conditions boil down to cheeking that

ψ(1− ψ)cb ≥ φl

(
ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π
+ 1

)
×max

{
al[(1− ψπ)cb − (ρβ + φl)m] +m,m

}
,

which requires at least that βm < (1− ψπ)c∗b .
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Type IIIb: Money is risky and always scarce in the DM. Again, this equilibrium

can only exist when k > 0. Because the optimal level of capital investment satisfies

k1−α = α[φhah + φlal], we find that in the limit with k > 0

φhah + φlal = 1.

This implies that φh = g(φl), where g is an increasing function. Because the equilibrium

requires (1 − πψ)cb = (1 − ψ)k + [φh + φl]m and ψ(1 − π)cb = φ̂l
[
al(1− ψ)k +m

]
, we

obtain the following system of equations in φh and k

u′−1

([
ψπρ

1− (1− ψπ)ρβ/φh
+

ψπ(1− ρ)

1− (1− ψ)ρβ/φh − ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/g(φh)

]−1
)

=
(1− ψ)k + [φh + g(φh)]m

1− ψπ

=
φl

1− ρ

[
1 +

ρψ(1− π)[ρβ/φh − (1− ρ)β/g(φh)]

1− (1− ψπ)ρβ/φh

]
al(1− ψ)k +m

ψ(1− π)
.

This system is highly non-linear, so it is again difficult to show whether the equilibrium

will be unique. However, when m = 0 the solution is simpler since we know from the

analysis in Section that there is also an equilibrium relationship φl = f(φl), where φl is

an increasing function.

Necessary conditions for existence are given by

βm < (1− ψπ)c∗b and al <

ψ(1− π)− (1−ψ)m

(1−ψπ)E[a]u′−1( 1−(1−ψπβ/φ)
ψπ )−m

1− ψπ
(3.30)

and sufficient conditions for existence are (3.30) together with

ψ(1− ψ)cb < φl

(
ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

π
+ 1

)
×max

{
al[(1− ψπ)cb − (ρβ + φl)m] +m,m

}
.
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3.C Proofs and Derivations

3.C.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1

Consider that μq
nr > 0. Given that μh

nr = 0 and μl
nr = 0, we can combine the FOCs of

the non-bankers to obtain:[
πu′(cb) + (1− π)E

[
β/φ̂j+

]
+ μq

nr

](φh

φ̂h
+

φl

φ̂l

)
= πu′(cb) + (1− π)E

[
β/φ̂j+

]
.

With μq
nr > 0 we must have φh/φ̂h + φl/φ̂l < 1. From the FOCs of the banker we can

obtain (
E

[
β/φ̂j+

]
+ μq

r

)(φh

φ̂h
+

φl

φ̂l

)
= E[β/φ̂j+ ] +

ρβμh
r

φ̂h
+

(1− ρ)βμl
r

φ̂l
.

Since μq
nr > 0 we must have μq

r = 0 as otherwise no goods are carried into the DM. But

then we obtain a contradiction when φh/φ̂h + φl/φ̂l < 1. q.e.d.

3.C.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2

First, demonstrate that μh
rμ

l
r = 0 by means of a contradiction. If μh

rμ
l
r > 0, then for

sure μq
r > 0. Also, z̃hr = −ahkα and z̃lr = −alkα. Given that the banker exhausts his

budget constraint, it follows that k = q+φhmh+φlml +φhahkα+φlalkα. Also, from the

banker’s FOCs we know that k1−α = α
(
ahφh + alφl

)
. Dividing both sides of the previous

equation with k then implies qk−1 < 0, which contradicts the fact that q > 0 and k > 0.

Next, observe that it follows from the banker’s FOCs that 1+μh
r

1+μl
r
= (1−ρ)/φl

ρ/φh . Given that

μh
rμ

l
r = 0 it directly follows that μh

r > 0 ⇔ ρ/φh < (1 − ρ)/φl, and μl
r > 0 ⇔ ρ/φh >

(1 − ρ)/φl. Given that μq
r > 0 ⇔ μh

r + μl
r > 0, μq

r > 0 ⇔ ρ/φh �= (1 − ρ)/φl follows

directly. q.e.d.

3.C.3 Proof of Lemma 3.3

Follows directly from the FOCs of the non-bankers when μh
nr = μl

nr = 0. q.e.d.

3.C.4 Proof of Lemma 3.4

To clear the DM we must have ψπ(q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr) ≥ q − (1 − ψ)k and ψπ(qnr + φ̂lzlnr) ≥
q−(1−ψ)k. Multiply the equations with φh/φ̂h and φl/φ̂l respectively and add them up to

obtain that ψπ
(
φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr

)
= (φh/φ̂h+φl/φ̂l)[q− (1−ψ)k−ψπq̃nr]. From Lemma 3.1

we know that (φh/φ̂h + φl/φ̂l) = 1 so we obtain ψπ
(
q̃nr + φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr

)
= q− (1− ψ)k.

The budget constraint for non-bankers in the MM is given by q̃nr + φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr ≤
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q + φhmh + φlml. As the non-bankers exhaust their budget constraint it follows that

(1− ψ)k ≥ (1− ψπ)q − ψπ
(
φhmh + φlml

)
In a partial equilibrium of type II, IIIb, and IVb, money is always scarce in the DM.

Therefore ψπ(qnr + φ̂hzhnr) = q − (1− ψ)k and ψπ(qnr + φ̂lzlnr) = q − (1− ψ)k. It follows

that (1− ψ)k = (1− ψπ)q − ψπ
(
φhmh + φlml

)
. q.e.d.

3.C.5 MM Equilibrium Relationships

Using the MM FOCs and the Lemmas derived above, the following relationships arise:

1

u′(cb)
=

ψπρ

1− (1− ψ)max {ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl}+ ψ(1− π)ρβ/φh

+
ψπ(1− ρ)

1− (1− ψ)max {ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl}+ ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl
,

(3.31)

φ̂h

φh
= 1 +

1− ρ

ρ

1− (1− ψ)max{ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl} − ψ(1− π)ρβ/φh

1− (1− ψ)max{ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl} − ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl
, (3.32)

φ̂l

φl
= 1 +

ρ

1− ρ

1− (1− ψ)max{ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl} − ψ(1− π)(1− ρ)β/φl

1− (1− ψ)max{ρβ/φh, (1− ρ)β/φl} − ψ(1− π)ρβ/φh
. (3.33)

3.C.6 Proof of Lemma 3.5

In an equilibrium of type IVa or IVb we must always have φ̂l < φ̂h. Evaluating Equation

(3.5), it follows that we must have z̃lnr > z̃hnr. Also, from Lemma 3.2 we know that μh
r > 0

so we can use that z̃hr = −ahkα. Because H-money is in zero net supply, it follows that

z̃hnr =
1−ψ
ψ

ahkα. Using z̃lnr > z̃hnr and the fact that L-money is in zero net supply it follows

that z̃lr < −ahkα ≤ −alkα, which violates the bankers’ constraint regarding L-money

issuance; z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0. q.e.d.

3.C.7 Derivation of Equation (3.7)

To ensure existence of an equilibrium of type I the following conditions need to be satisfied:

0 ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα
(
z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα

(
z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr

)
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr

) (
q̃nr + φzhnr ≥ cb

)
− 1− ψ

ψ
φz̃hr − q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr

) (
q̃nr + φzlnr ≥ cb

)
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− 1− ψ

ψ
φz̃lr −

q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

0 ≤ q − k − (ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr
)

(q̃r ≥ 0)

Sufficient and necessary conditions for these relationships to hold are given by Equation

(3.7). q.e.d.

3.C.8 Derivation of Equation (3.9)

To ensure existence of the equilibrium of Type II we need that the following conditions

hold for q = cb.

0 ≤ −z̃r ≤ alkα
(
z̃nr ≥ 0, z̃r + alkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ −z̃r ≤ ahkα

(
z̃nr ≥ 0, z̃r + ahkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ
φz̃r (q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q − k − φz̃r (q̃r ≥ 0)

β < φu′(cb) (scarce money in DM)

Using Equation (3.31), it follows that β < φu′(cb) if and only if β < φ. Because the

LHS of Equation (3.8) is increasing in φ and the RHS of Equation (3.8) is decreasing in

φ, it follows that β < φ if and only if (1 − ψ)k∗ < (1 − ψπ)c∗b . This gives the first part

of Equation (3.9). Then, combine the conditions for q̃r ≥ 0 and z̃r + alkα to obtain that

k− q ≤ alkαφ. Using that cb = q, (1−ψ)k = (1−ψπ)cb, and k1−α = αE[a]φ this reduces

to al(1−ψπ) ≥ αE[a]ψ(1−π). Existence thus requires Equation (3.9) to hold. Assuming

that qr = 0, one can then show that Equation (3.9) being satisfied is also sufficient for

existence. q.e.d.

3.C.9 Derivation of Equations (3.11) and (3.12)

To ensure existence of the Equilibrium of Type IIIa the following conditions need to be

satisfied:

0 ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα (z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα (z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂hz̃hr − q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

(
q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr ≥ cb

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂lz̃lr −

q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

(
q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb

)
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0 ≤ q − k − (φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr
)

(q̃r ≥ 0) ,

β < φ̂lu′(cb)
(
z̃lnr < z̄

)
where q = (1 − ψ)k + ψπcb. Because of the equilibrium properties, q̃r ≥ 0, q̃nr ≥ 0,

z̃lnr > 0, z̃hr + alkα ≥ 0 and q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb are satisfied automatically.

Using Equations (3.31)- (3.33), it follows that β < φ̂lu′(cb) iff β(1 − ρ) < φl when

βρ = φh. Because the LHS of Equation (3.10) is decreasing in φl and the RHS of Equation

(3.10) is increasing in φl, it follows that β(1−ρ) < φl if and only if Equation (3.11) holds.

Next, we need to ensure that q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr ≥ cb is satisfied. Using Lemma 3.1 and

q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr = cb, this is the same as showing q̃nr +(φlz̃hnr +φlz̃lnr) ≥ cb. Then, since q̃r = 0

we have qnr = πcb. Using that q = (1 − ψ)k + ψπcb, qnr + (φlzhnr + φlzlnr) ≥ cb is the

same as (1 − ψπ)cb ≤ (1 − ψ)k. Using this in Equation (3.10) it thus suffices to check

φ̂lalkα(1 − ψπ) < (1 − ψ)k. Using Equation (3.33) and the FOC for k, one can verify

that φ̂lalkα(1−ψπ) ≤ (1−ψ)k when β(1− ρ)/φl ≥ ϕ and βρ/φh = 1, where ϕ is defined

in Equation (3.13). Because the LHS of Equation (3.10) is decreasing in φl and the RHS

of Equation (3.10) is increasing in φl, this holds whenever Equation (3.12) is satisfied.

Finally, z̃hnr > z̃lnr always holds, so that z̃hnr > 0 holds. Also, z̃hr + ahkα > 0 holds as

the bankers never exhaust their capacity to create H-money and L-money simultaneously.

q.e.d.

3.C.10 Derivation of Equations (3.16) and (3.17)

For the equilibrium of Type IIIb to exist we need that for q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb,

0 ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα (z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα (z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂hz̃hr − q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

(
q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr ≥ cb

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ

(
φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂lz̃lr −

q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

(
q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb

)
0 ≤ q − k − (φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr

)
(q̃r ≥ 0)

β < φ̂hu′(cb) (z̃hnr < z̄)

β < φ̂lu′(cb) (z̃lnr < z̄)

1 <
ρ

1− ρ

φl

φh
(High return on H-money)

Because of the equilibrium properties, z̃hnr > z̃lnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0,

q̃nr ≥ 0, q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr ≥ cb, q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb, and q̃r ≥ 0 are satisfied automatically.
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To ensure that (1 − ρ)φh < ρφl, consider Equation (3.14). From it, we can deduce

that (1 − ρ)φh < ρφl if and only if al(1 − ψπ) < αE[a]ψ(1 − π). This gives Equation

(3.16). Because (1 − ρ)φh < ρφl, Equations (3.32) and (3.33) imply that φ̂l > φ̂l. To

check that β < φ̂hu′(cb) and β < φ̂lu′(cb), it is sufficient to check that β < φ̂hu′(cb), or

equivalently ρβ < φh. Because the LHS of Equation (3.15) is increasing in φh and the

RHS is decreasing in φh, ρβ < φh if and only if Equation (3.17) holds. q.e.d.

3.C.11 Proof of Lemma 3.6

In an equilibrium of type IVa or IVb we must always have φ̂l < φ̂h. Evaluating Equation

(3.5) it follows that we must have z̃lnr > z̃hnr. Also, from Lemma 3.2 we know that

μh
r > 0 so we can use that z̃hr = −ahkα. Because ψz̃hnr + (1 − ψ)z̃hr = m it follows

that z̃hnr = (1−ψ)ahkα+m
ψ

. Using z̃lnr > z̃hnr and ψz̃lnr + (1 − ψ)z̃lr = m it follows that

z̃lr < −ahkα ≤ −alkα, which violates the bankers’ constraint for L-money issuance:

z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0. q.e.d.

3.C.12 Proof of Propositions 3.2 and 3.6

By assumption
(
φh
A + φl

A
)
mA =

(
φh
B + φl

B
)
mB, so denote these quantities with Δ. Ob-

serve that for Proposition 3.2 we have Δ = 0 and that for Proposition 3.6 we have Δ > 0.

Here I combine the proofs of both propositions by supposing that Δ ≥ 0.

If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type I, then so is economy B.
Both economies attain first-best allocations so WA = WB. If economy A is characterized

by an equilibrium of Type II, then so is economy B. Because only E[a] matters for

equilibrium investment and DM consumption in an equilibrium of Type II, we have

kA = kB, cb,A = cb,B and qA = qB. If follows that WA = WB.

It remains to consider a situation in which economy A is characterized by an equi-

librium of Type IIIa or IIIb. Suppose first that economy B is characterized by first-best

allocations, i.e. an equilibrium of Type I. It then follows that WA < WB, as economy A
does not attain first-best allocations. Suppose second that economy B is characterized

by an equilibrium of Type II. It must then be the case that (1− ψ)k∗ +Δ ≤ (1− ψπ)c∗b ,

and note that k∗, Δ, and c∗b are the same for economy A and B. In the market economy,

the condition (1−ψ)k+Δ ≥ (1−ψπ)cb has to be satisfied. Welfare in a market economy

must therefore satisfy W ≤ Ŵ , where Ŵ is given by

Ŵ(1− β) ≤ max
q,cb,k

[ψπu(cb) + (1− ψ)βE[a]kα − q]

s.t. (1− ψ)k + ψπcb ≤ q and (1− ψ)k +Δ ≥ (1− ψπ)cb.

If (1−ψ)k∗+Δ ≥ (1−ψπ)c∗b , then the above program is solved by the first best allocations.
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If not, then the program is solved when ψπ [u′(cb)− 1] = (1 − ψπ) [1− αβE[a]kα−1],

(1− ψ)k + ψπcb = q, and (1− ψ)k +Δ = (1− ψπ)cb.

For economy B, one can verify that (1 − ψ)kB + ψπcb,B = qB, and (1 − ψ)kB +

Δ = (1 − ψπ)cB. Moreover, the MM FOCs for bankers in this economy imply that

αβE[a]kα−1
B = β/φ, and the CM FOCs imply that 1 = ψπu′(cb)+ (1−ψπ)β/φ. It follows

that ψπ [u′(cb,B)− 1] = (1− ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

B
]
and hence we have WB = Ŵ .

To complete the proof we must now rule out that WA = Ŵ . If WA = Ŵ holds, then

we must have that (1 − ψ)kA + ψπcb,A = qA and (1 − ψ)kA + Δ = (1 − ψπ)cA hold.

Without loss, suppose that economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type IIIb,

as (1− ψ)k +Δ = (1− ψπ)cb only holds in an equilibrium of Type IIIa when Equation

(3.23) holds with equality (for Δ = 0 Equation (3.23) holds with equality if and only if

Equation (3.12) holds with equality).

Then, using the MM FOCs of the household and the banker, together with 1 =

ψλnr + (1 − ψ)λr, we obtain that ψπ[u′(cb) − 1] = (1 − ψπ)(1 − λr) + ψ(1 − π)μq
r and

(1−ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

B
]
= (1−ψπ)[(1−λr)+αalβkα−1(1− ρ)μl

r]. Therefore, we must

have ψ(1− π)μq
r = μl

r(1− ψπ)(1− ρ)αβalkα−1.

From the FOCs of the banker we know that λr = E[β/φ̂j+ ] + μq
r, λrφ

h = βρ(1 + μh
r )

and λrφ
l = β(1− ρ)(1 + μl

r). The second and third equation can be combined to obtain

λr(φ
h/φ̂h+φl/φ̂l) = E[β/φ̂j+ ]+βρμh

r/φ̂
h+β(1−ρ)μl

r/φ̂
l. Apply Lemma 3.1 and combine

with λr = E[β/φ̂j+ ] +μq
r to obtain that μq

r = βρμh
r/φ̂

h+β(1− ρ)μl
r/φ̂

l. In an equilibrium

of type IIIb we have μl
r > 0 and μh

r = 0, so μq
r = β(1− ρ)μl

r/φ̂
l. Therefore, ψ(1− π)μq

r =

μl
r(1− ψπ)(1− ρ)αβalkα−1 if and only if 1/φ̂l = αalkα−1 1−ψπ

ψ(1−π)
. Notice that in the limit

as α → 1, this condition becomes 1/φ̂l = al 1−ψπ
ψ(1−π)

.

In an economy with an equilibrium of Type IIIb, clearance of the DM requires

φ̂l[(1 − ψ)alkα + Δ/(φh + φl)] = ψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

[(1− ψ)k +Δ]. Moreover, since φ̂l > φ̂h we

need that φ̂l > φh + φl. To see why, consider a contradiction: φ̂l ≤ φh + φl. Be-

cause we must have μh
nr = μl

nr = μq
nr = 0, we have λnr = πv′(cb) + (1 − π)E[β/φ̂j+ ],

λnrφ
h = ρ[φ̂hπv′(cb) + (1 − π)β] and λnrφ

l = (1 − ρ)[φ̂lπv′(cb) + (1 − π)β]. Therefore

λnr(φ
h + φl) = E[φ̂j+ ]

[
λnr − (1− π)E[β/φ̂j+ ]

]
+ β(1− π). If φ̂h < φ̂l ≤ φh + φl it follows

that we need 1/E[φ̂j+] ≥ E[1/φj+ ], which according to Jensen’s inequality only holds when

φ̂h = φ̂l. We thus obtain a contradiction. Using that φ̂l > φh + φl and Δ ≥ 0, it follows

from φ̂l
[
(1− ψ)alkα +Δ/(φh + φl)

]
= ψ(1−π)

1−ψπ
[(1− ψ)k +Δ] that 1/φ̂l ≥ alkα−1 1−ψπ

ψ(1−π)
.

Notice however that in the limit as α → 1, we find that 1/φ̂l = ψ(1−π)
1−ψπ

(1−ψ)alk+Δ/(φh+φl)
(1−ψ)k+Δ

.

Moreover, since the optimal level of capital investment by bankers satisfies k1−α =

α[φhah + φlal], in the limit as α → 1 we have that 1 = φhah + φlal which in turn

implies that al(φh + φl) < 1. Therefore limα→1 1/φ̂l ≥ al 1−ψπ
ψ(1−π)

, with equality if and only

if Δ → 0.

Concluding 1/φ̂l ≥ αalkα−1 1−ψπ
ψ(1−π)

, so ψπ [u′(cb,A)− 1] > (1 − ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

A
]
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and WA < Ŵ = WB. In a Type IIIb equilibrium, we have that limα→1,Δ→0 WA =

Ŵ . q.e.d.

3.C.13 Proof of Proposition 3.3

If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type I or II, then it follows from the

proof of Proposition 3.2 that kA = kB and cb,A = cb,B.

Next, consider that economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type IIIb. From

the proof of Proposition 3.2 we then know that kA(1−ψ) = cb,A(1−ψπ) and kB(1−ψ) =

cb,B(1− ψπ). Therefore, consider the function

g(k) = ψπ

[
u′
(

1− ψ

1− ψπ
k

)
− 1

]
− (1− ψπ)

[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

]
.

From the proof of Proposition 3.2 we know ψπ [u′ (cb,B)− 1] = (1−ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

B
]

and ψπ [u′ (cb,A)− 1] > (1 − ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

A
]
. It follows that g(kA) > g(kB). Be-

cause g′(k) < 0, we obtain kA < kB and cb,A < cb,B.

Finally, consider that economy A is in an equilibrium of Type IIIa so that kA > k∗

and cb,A < c∗b . If (1−ψ)k∗ ≥ (1−ψπ)c∗b (note that c
∗
b and k∗ are the same for economies

A and B), then economy B is in an equilibrium of Type I so kB = k∗ and cb,B = c∗b .

It remains to consider a situation in which (1 − ψ)k∗ < (1 − ψπ)c∗b . Consider Figure

3.14. Economy A is represented by a point somewhere in region IIIa2. If economy A is

represented by a point on the blue line9 that separates regions IIIb and IIIa2, then we

know from the previous paragraph that kA < kB . If economy A is represented by a point

on the red line that separates regions IIIa1 and IIIa2, then (1 − ψ)k∗ = (1 − ψπ)c∗b so

we know that kA > kB. Because the equilibrium value for k is continuous in the model

parameters, it follows that on any horizontal line that connects the blue and red line in

Figure 3.14, there exits points where kA > kB, kA = kB, and kA < kB.

It remains to consider cb,A vs. cb,B when economy A is in an equilibrium of Type III

and (1− ψ)k∗ < (1− ψπ)c∗b . Consider Figure 3.14 and pick an arbitrary point in region

IIIa2 that represents economy B. Draw a vertical line through this point and let economy

C be represented by the point where the vertical line and the blue line intersect. Without

loss, we can assume that economy C only differs from A and B in terms of the distribution

of a. Specifically, alA < alC < alB = E[aB], and E[aA] = E[aB] = E[aC]. We have already

proven that cb,C < cb,B is true (see the analysis when economy A was characterized by

an equilibrium of Type IIIb.) Suppose that cb,C < cb,A. Because economy A and C
only differ in terms of a, if follows from Equation (3.31) that cb,C < cb,A if and only if

φl
A < φl

C (both economies have φh
A = φl

C = βρ). From Equation (3.33) it follows that

9The exact shape of this line is unimportant for the proof. It can be shown that it has a positive
slope and intersects the x-axis to the right of the origin.
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IIIb IIIa1IIIa2

A

C

(1− ψ)k∗

al/E[a]

(1− ψπ)c∗b
0

Figure 3.14

φl
A < φl

C if and only if φ̂l
A < φ̂l

C. For any economy in a Type III equilibrium we have

alφ̂lkα(1 − ψ) = (1 − π)ψcb, so we must also have alAφ̂
l
Ak

α
A > alCφ̂

l
Ck

α
C . Given alA < alC

and φ̂l
A < φ̂l

C, we must have kA > kC. Using the bankers’ FOC for k and φh
A = φl

C = βρ,

kA > kC if and only if βE[aA] + alA(φ
l
A − β(1− ρ)) > βE[aC] + alC(φ

l
C − β(1− ρ)). Since

φl > β(1−ρ) for any economy with an equilibrium of type IIIa, we obtain a contradiction.

It follows that we must have cb,A < cb,B. q.e.d.

3.C.13.1 Proof of Proposition 3.3 With Risk-Free Outside Money

If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type I or II, then it follows from the

proof of Proposition 3.6 that kA = kB and cb,A = cb,B.

Next, consider that economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of type IIIb. From

the proof of Proposition 3.6 we then know that kA(1 − ψ) + Δ = cb,A(1 − ψπ) and

kB(1− ψ) + Δ = cb,B(1− ψπ). Therefore, consider the function

g(k) = ψπ

[
u′
(
(1− ψ)k +Δ

1− ψπ

)
− 1

]
− (1− ψπ)

[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

]
.

From the proof of Proposition 3.6 we know ψπ [u′ (cb,B)− 1] = (1−ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

B
]

and ψπ [u′ (cb,A)− 1] > (1 − ψπ)
[
1− αβE[a]kα−1

A
]
. It follows that g(kA) > g(kB). Be-

cause g′(k) < 0, we obtain kA < kB and cb,A < cb,B.

Finally, consider that economy A is in an equilibrium of Type IIIa so that kA > k∗

and cb,A < c∗b . If (1−ψ)k∗+Δ ≥ (1−ψπ)c∗b (c
∗
b and k∗ are the same for economies A and

B), then economy B is in an equilibrium of type I so kB = k∗ and cb,B = c∗b . It remains

to consider a situation in which (1 − ψ)k∗ + Δ < (1 − ψπ)c∗b . When the equilibrium is

such that Equation (3.23) binds, we have kA(1−ψ) +Δ = cb,A(1−ψπ) and the analysis
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in the preceding paragraph applies, so kA < kB. Because k is continuous in the model

parameters as long as prices are determined according to Equation (3.21) (which pins

down prices for an equilibrium of Type IIIa), there must also exist parameters for which

we have an equilibrium of Type IIIa with kA > kB and (1−ψ)k∗ +Δ < (1−ψπ)c∗b . This

follows from what we have already shown: if (1 − ψ)k∗ + Δ ≥ (1 − ψπ)c∗b and economy

A is in an equilibrium of Type IIIa then kA > kB.

It remains to consider cb,A vs. cb,B when economy A is in an equilibrium of Type

IIIa and (1 − ψ)k∗ < (1 − ψπ)c∗b . For A we must have that Equations (3.22) and

(3.23) hold. If Equation (3.23) binds, then we have kA(1 − ψ) + Δ = cb,A(1 − ψπ) and

we already know that cb,A < cb,B. Therefore, suppose that Equation (3.23) does not

bind. Because for al = E[a] an equilibrium of type IIIa can never exist, it follows that

there exist an economy C, with parameters that differ from economies A and B only

in terms of a, for which Equation (3.22) holds and Equation (3.23) binds. Specifically

alA < alC < alB = E[aB], E[aA] = E[aB] = E[aC], and (φh
C + φl

C)m = Δ. Because Equation

(3.23) binds for economy C we know that cb,C < cb,B. Using Equation (3.21) one can then

show φh
C < φl

A, so that Equation (3.31) implies cb,A < cb,C. q.e.d.

3.C.14 Proof of Proposition 3.4

By assumption we have in an economy with outside and inside money that
(
φh
A + φl

A
)
mA =(

φh
B + φl

B
)
mB, so denote these quantities with Δ and observe that in an economy with

only inside money we have Δ = 0. To demonstrate that the Proposition also holds true

for an economy with outside and inside money, I use Δ ≥ 0.

If economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type I or II, then it follows trivially

that economy A is characterized by the same prices and real allocations as economy B
so φh

A + φl
A = φh

B + φl
B.

Consider that economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of Type IIIa or IIIb.

Suppose first that k∗(1− ψ) + Δ ≥ (1− ψπ)c∗b . Then we know that economy B is in an

equilibrium of Type I, so φh
B + φl

B = β. Economy A is characterized by an equilibrium of

Type IIIa or IIIb. Hence ρβ ≤ φh
A and β(1− ρ) < φl

A, so φh
A + φl

A > β follows.

Suppose second that k∗(1−ψ)+Δ < (1−ψπ)c∗b . From Proposition 3.3 we know that

cb,A < cb,B. Equation (3.31) pins down cb as a function of φh and φl, so we can consider

isoclines for cb and φh + φl in the (χ, ϕ)-space, where χ ≡ βρ/φh and ϕ ≡ β(1 − ρ)/φl.

The slope of an isocline for cb in this space satisfies:

∂ϕ

∂χ
=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
− ρ

1−ρ
1−ψπ
ψ(1−π)

(
1 + ψ(1−π)(χ−ϕ)

1−(1−ψπ)χ

)2
− 1−ψ

ψ(1−π)
if ϕ < χ

−
[
1−ρ
ρ

1−ψπ
ψ(1−π)

(
1 + ψ(1−π)(ϕ−χ)

1−(1−ψπ)ϕ

)2
+ 1−ψ

ψ(1−π)

]−1

if ϕ > χ
.

If ϕ = χ then the slope is undetermined, that means there is a kink in the isocline. From
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the derivatives it follows that this isocline is concave. The slope of an isocline for φh +φl

satisfies:
∂ϕ

∂χ
= − ρ

1− ρ

(
ϕ

χ

)2

.

It follows that this isocline is convex.

Construct two sets: A = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 : cb ≤ cb,B} and B = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 :

φh + φl < φh
B + φl

B}. A′ = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 : cb = cb,B} belongs to the graph of a

concave function (the isocline for cb,B) and B′ = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 : φh + φl = φh
B + φl

B}
belongs to the graph of a convex function (the isocline for φh

B + φl
B). Therefore A ∩B =

{(βρ/φh
B, β(1− ρ)/φl

B)}. Because cb,A < cb,B it follows that {(βρ/φh
A, β(1− ρ)/φl

A)} ∈ A

but {(βρ/φh
A, β(1− ρ)/φl

A)} �∈ B. Hence φl
A + φl

A > φl
B + φl

B. q.e.d.

3.C.15 Derivation of Equation (3.18)

To ensure existence of the equilibrium of Type I the following conditions need to be

satisfied for q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb, k = k∗ and cb = c∗b :

0 ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα (z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα (z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr − φm

)
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr − φm

)
+

φm

ψ

(
q̃nr + φz̃hnr ≥ cb

)
− 1− ψ

ψ
φz̃hr − q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

(
ρφz̃hr + (1− ρ)φz̃lr − φm

)
+

φm

ψ

(
q̃nr + φz̃lnr ≥ cb

)
− 1− ψ

ψ
φz̃lr −

q − (1− ψ)k

ψπ

0 ≤ q − k + φm− (ρφzhr + (1− ρ)φzlr
)

(q̃r ≥ 0)

Sufficient and necessary conditions for these relationships to hold are Equation (3.18).

q.e.d.

3.C.16 Derivation of Equation (3.20)

To ensure existence of the equilibrium of Type II we need that the following conditions

hold for q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb and cb = φm+ q .

−m ≤ −(1− ψ)z̃r ≤ (1− ψ)alkα
(
z̃nr > 0, z̃r + ajkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ
(φzr − φm) (q̃nr ≥ 0)
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0 ≤ q + φm− k − φz̃r (q̃r ≥ 0)

β < φu′(cb) (z̃nr < z̄)

Using Equation (3.31) we have that β < φu′(cb) iff φ > β. Because the LHS of

Equation (3.19) is increasing in φ and the RHS of Equation (3.19) is decreasing in φ we

have φ > β if and only if the first part of Equation (3.20) holds.

Together q̃r ≥ 0 and z̃r +alkα ≥ 0 imply that alkα ≥ k− q−φm must hold. Combing

q = (1−ψ)k+ψπcb and cb = q+φm, we obtain (1−ψπ)q = (1−ψ)k+ψπφm. Therefore

alkα ≥ k − q − φm if and only if alkα(1 − ψπ) ≥ ψ(1 − π)k − φm. Use the bankers’

FOC for k to obtain that this is equivalent to the second part of Equation (3.20). Hence,

having Equation (3.20) satisfied is necessary for existence. Supposing that qr = 0 on can

then show that having Equation(3.20) satisfied is also sufficient for existence. q.e.d.

3.C.17 Derivation of Equations (3.22) and (3.23)

To have existence of the equilibrium of Type IIIa the following conditions must hold for

q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb, ψπcb = q − (1− ψ)k, and βρ = φh:

−m ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα
(
z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0

)
−m ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα

(
z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0

)
0 ≤ q +

1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

]
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

] (
q̃nr + φz̃hnr ≥ cb

)
+

φ̂hm

ψ
− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂hz̃hr − cb

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

] (
q̃nr + φz̃lnr ≥ cb

)
+

φ̂lm

ψ
− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂lz̃lr − cb

0 ≤ q − k − φh(z̃hr −m)− φl(z̃lr −m) (q̃r ≥ 0)

β ≤ φ̂lu′(cb) (z̃lnr < z̄)

Because of the equilibrium properties, z̃hr + alkα ≥ 0, z̃lnr ≥ 0, q̃nr ≥ 0, q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb

and q̃r ≥ 0 are satisfied automatically. Using Equations (3.31) and (3.33) it follows that

β < φ̂lu′(cb) if and only if β(1−ρ) < φl. Because the LHS of Equation (3.21) is decreasing

in φl and the RHS of Equation (3.21) is increasing in φl, it follows that β(1− ρ) < φl if

and only if Equation (3.22) holds.

Next, we need to ensure that q̃nr + φ̂lz̃hnr ≥ cb is satisfied. Using Lemma 3.1 and

q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr = cb, this is the same as showing q̃nr + φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr ≥ cb. Then, since q̃r = 0
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we have q̃nr = πcb. Using that q = (1 − ψ)k + ψπcb, q̃nr + φhz̃hnr + φlz̃lnr ≥ cb if and

only if (1 − ψ)k + φm ≥ (1 − ψπ)cb. With βρ = φh, the bankers FOCs imply that k is

increasing in φl and Equation (3.31) implies that cb is decreasing in φl. Because the LHS

of Equation (3.21) is decreasing in φl and the RHS of Equation (3.21) is increasing in φl,

it follows that (1− ψ)k + φm ≥ (1− ψπ)cb if and only if Equation (3.23) holds.

Finally, z̃hnr ≥ z̃lnr always holds, so that z̃hnr ≥ 0 holds. Also, z̃hr + ahkα > 0 holds as

the bankers never exhaust their capacity to create H-money and L-money simultaneously.

q.e.d.

3.C.18 Derivation of Equations (3.27)-(3.29)

To ensure existence of an equilibrium of Type IIIb, the following conditions need to be

satisfied q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb, ψπcb = q − (1− ψ)k, and cb = (φh + φl)m+ q:

−m ≤ −z̃lr ≤ alkα (z̃lnr > 0, z̃lr + alkα ≥ 0)

−m ≤ −z̃hr ≤ ahkα (z̃hnr > 0, z̃hr + ahkα ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

]
(q̃nr ≥ 0)

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

] (
q̃nr + φz̃hnr ≥ cb

)
+

φ̂hm

ψ
− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂hz̃hr − cb

0 ≤ q +
1− ψ

ψ

[
(z̃hr −m)φh + (z̃lr −m)φl

] (
q̃nr + φz̃lnr ≥ cb

)
+

φ̂lm

ψ
− 1− ψ

ψ
φ̂lz̃lr − cb

0 ≤ q − k − φh(z̃hr −m)− φl(z̃lr −m) (q̃r ≥ 0)

β < φ̂lu′(cb) (z̃hnr < z̄)

β < φ̂lu′(cb) (z̃lnr < z̄)

0 ≤ ρβ/φh − (1− ρ)β/φl

Because of the equilibrium properties, z̃hr + alkα ≥ 0, z̃lnr ≥ 0, q̃nr ≥ 0, q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr ≥ cb,

q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr ≥ cb and q̃r ≥ 0 are satisfied automatically.

To have β < φ̂lu′(cb) and β < φ̂hu′(cb), it follows from Equations (3.31)-(3.33) that

βρ < φh and β(1−ρ) < φl. According to Equation (3.31), cb is decreasing in φh and φl, so

that when βρ < φh and β(1−ρ) < φl we must have cb < c∗b . The bankers’ FOCs show that

k is increasing in φh and φl, therefore k > k∗ when βρ < φh and β(1− ρ) < φl. Because

in equilibrium we have (1−ψπ)cb = (1−ψ)k+(φh+φl)m, (1−ψπ)c∗b > (1−ψ)k∗+ βm

must hold, giving us Equation (3.27) as a necessary condition.

From Equations (3.32) and (3.33) if follows that ρβ/φh > (1 − ρ)β/φl if and only
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if φ̂l > φ̂h. Because q̃nr + φ̂hz̃hnr = cb, q̃nr + φ̂lz̃lnr = cb, we need z̃hnr > z̃lnr. Since

ψz̃hnr + (1 − ψ)z̃hr = m and ψz̃lnr + (1 − ψ)z̃lr = m, z̃hnr > z̃lnr if and only if −z̃hr >

−z̃lr. Consider that in the MM a banker deviates from the equilibrium allocations and

chooses (q̃r, k, z̃
h′
r , z̃h

′
r ) instead of (q̃r, k, z̃

h
r , z̃

h
r ) to solve his MM maximization problem.

Let z̃h′r = z̃l′r ≡ z̃′r and (φh + φl)z̃′r = φhz̃hr + φlz̃lr. Because ρβ/φh > (1− ρ)β/φl, we have

z̃′r > ρz̃hr +(1−ρ)z̃lr, making the banker strictly better off. Therefore, (0, k, zh
′

r , zh
′

r ) cannot

satisfy the constraints of the banker. Because k ≥ 0, qnr = 0, and z′r + ahkα ≥ 0 hold, we

must have that z′r + alkα < 0. Using that q = (1− ψ)k + ψπcb, cb = q + (φh + φl)m, and

k1−α < αE[a](φh + φl) (this follows from ρβ/φh > (1− ρ)β/φl), we obtain z̃′r + alkα < 0

only if al(1− ψπ) < ψ(1− π)− (φh + φl)m/k.

For this to be true, Equation (3.27) must hold. To demonstrate why, consider that

Equation (3.27) does not hold. Then al(1 − ψπ) < ψ(1 − π) − (φh + φl)m/k only if

(φh+φl)m/k < φm/k̃, where φ solves Equation (3.19) and k̃ = (αE[a]φ)
1

1−α . Suppose first

that k ≤ k̃. Let c̃b be such that ψπu′(c̃b) = 1−(1−ψπ)β/φ, so that (1−ψπ)c̃b = (1−ψ)k̃.

It follows that k ≤ k̃ if and only if cb ≤ c̃b. Define χ and ϕ as in the proof of Proposition

3.4 and construct two sets: A = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 : cb ≤ c̃b} and B = {(χ, ϕ) ∈ (0, 1]2 :

φh + φl < φ}. Equilibrium prices must be represented by a point in set A, with property

χ > ϕ. Then, from the proof of Proposition 3.4 we learn that A ∩ B = {(β/φ, β/φ)},
so it follows that φh + φl > φ′. We obtain that (φh + φl)m/k < φm/k̃ cannot hold. It

remains to consider k > k̃, which can only hold when φh + φl > φ. Let k′ be the level of

k observed in a risk-free version of the economy with a supply of outside money m′ such

that m′(φh′ + φl′) = m(φh + φl). It follows that k′ < k̃. In addition we can apply the

proof of Propositions 3.3 and 3.6 to derive that k < k′. We thus obtain a contradiction.

To show sufficiency of Equations (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29), define the implicit functions

f and g. f determines φl as function of φh such that Equation (3.25) holds. g determines

φl as a function of φh such that Equation (3.26) holds. Both f and g are continuous.

Equations (3.27), (3.28) imply that (1 − ρ)β < (1 − ρ)φ = f(ρφ) < g(ρφ). Equations

(3.27) and (3.29) imply that f(ρβ) > g(ρβ) = φ′. Because f ′ < 0 and φ > β, it follows

that there must exist a pair (φh, φl) with properties 1 > βρ/φh > βρ/φl that jointly

satisfies the equilibrium Equations (3.25)-(3.25). Applying Equations (3.31), (3.32) and

(3.33), for this pair, β < φ̂lu′(cb) and β < φ̂hu′(cb) hold. It can be verified as well that

z̃hr + ahkα > 0 and z̃hnr > z̃lnr, so that z̃hnr > 0 and thus all existence conditions are

verified. q.e.d.

3.C.19 Proof of Proposition 3.7

MM clearance requires ψz̃hnr + (1− ψ)z̃hr = m̃h and ψz̃hnr + (1− ψ)z̃hr = m̃h. Government

policy then implies that z̃hnr = z̃lnr. From Equation (3.5) it follows that φ̂h = φ̂l, so the

equilibrium must be of Type I or II. In these equilibria k(1 − ψ) + φm ≥ (1 − ψπ)cb,
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with equality if φ > β. Substituting the banker’s FOC for k and Equation (3.31), we

obtain φm+(1−ψ) [αE[a]φ]
1

1−α ≥ (1−ψπ)u′−1 ((1− (1− ψπ)β/φ)/(ψπ)), with equality

if φ > β. q.e.d.

3.C.20 Proof of Proposition 3.8

Follows directly from combining (proofs of) Propositions 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7. q.e.d.
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Chapter 4

Coexistence of Money and

Interest-Bearing Bonds

Abstract

This chapter revisits how coexistence of money and bonds can make a

society better off. For this purpose, a model is constructed in which payment

instruments matter for settling real transactions and savings instruments mat-

ter because agents differ in how they discount future utility. Because bonds

and money differ in their characteristics as payment and savings instruments,

the model is able to explain the coexistence puzzle for an optimally chosen

monetary policy. Such a policy trades-off efficiency in financial markets, in

which money is traded for bonds, with efficiency in goods markets, in which

money is traded for a real good. Financial markets can achieve a better dis-

tribution of savings when agents are constrained by their money holdings, but

this is bad for efficiency in goods markets. The former effect can dominate

the latter so that optimal policy deviates from the Friedman rule.
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4.1 Introduction

Why does fiat money coexist with risk-free nominal bonds that dominate money in terms

of return? Since this question has been raised by Hicks (1935), monetary theorists have

explained return dominance by arguing that bonds cannot be used to settle real transac-

tions. Return dominance may then make a society worse off, since it implies opportunity

costs associated with holding payment instruments. Friedman (1969) therefore argues in

favor of zero nominal rates, a policy known as the Friedman rule. Given that coexistence

has survived for a long time, a puzzle remains: How can a society be better off with

interest-bearing bonds that are a savings instrument but not a payment instrument?

By taking into account the fact that people differ in how they discount future utility,1

this chapter provides an explanation for the coexistence of money and bonds as well

as the sub-optimality of the Friedman rule. It develops a model with financial markets,

goods markets, and agents facing idiosyncratic shocks to their subjective discount factors.

After the realization of shocks, agents trade money and bonds in an over-the-counter

financial market, and money and goods in a decentralized goods market. Besides frictions

generating an essential role for money in payment, a core friction is that discount factor

shocks are private information. Perfect insure against these shocks is therefore inviable,

which inhibits an efficient distribution of savings.

The current chapter demonstrates that in the presence of the frictions outlined above,

the Friedman rule is a sub-optimal policy. The intuition for this result relates to the

theory of the second-best (Lipsey & Lancaster, 1956): The Friedman rule maximizes

efficiency in decentralized goods markets but inhibits financial markets in achieving an

efficient distribution of savings. This is because at the margin, money and bonds are

perfect substitutes under the Friedman rule. When policy deviates from the Friedman

rule, opportunity costs associated with holding money balances arise and hence agents

economize on these balances. Liquidity constraints then become binding, so that the

marginal unit of money is valued as a payment instrument. This feature allows financial

markets to partially make up for the lack of perfect insurance against discount factor

shocks. The reason is that impatient agents care relatively much about the liquidity

value of money compared to patient agents. Facing binding liquidity constraints, in the

financial market the former therefore sell bonds at a discount to the latter. This implies

a net-transfer of savings from impatient to patient agents, which enhances welfare.

Deviating from the Friedman rule also results in welfare losses as agents become

constrained by their money holdings in the decentralized goods markets. Optimal policy

trades-off welfare benefits from trade in financial markets against these welfare losses.

As the benefits arising in financial markets depend positively on the measure of realized

1See Lawrance (1991), Carroll and Samwick (1997), Hendricks (2007) and Gelman (2021).
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transactions, a critical threshold for the indirect liquidity of bonds - the ease of trading

bonds for money - arises. Beyond that threshold, the Friedman rule is sub-optimal

because of the reasons outlined above, and the optimal policy regime is characterized by

the coexistence of money and interest-bearing bonds. Whether other institutions, like

insurance à la D. W. Diamond and Dybvig (1983), are better ways to organize trade

given the frictions studied here, is a question beyond the scope of this chapter.

The current chapter makes three contributions to the existing literature, which has

been influenced primarily by Kocherlakota (2003). First, it develops a theory explaining

coexistence by introducing agents experiencing idiosyncratic shocks to their subjective

discount factors. This implies a meaningful role for the distribution of savings instru-

ments, while existing explanations focus on the distribution of payment instruments.

Second, the current theory demonstrates an essential role for financial markets, since

these institutions channel savings from impatient agents to patient agents. Third, by

incorporating matching frictions in financial markets, the theory also offers conditions for

optimal coexistence dependent on how easy it is to trade money for bonds.

The current chapter is also relevant from a policy perspective. Most importantly, it

uncovers previously unexplored consequences of expansionary monetary policies which

flood the economy with liquidity to achieve very low interest rates: These policies impair

an essential role for financial markets in achieving a favorable distribution of savings. At

the same time, the model demonstrates how expansive monetary policies stimulate trade

in markets with an essential role for money. Hence, the model rationalizes expansive mon-

etary policies during temporary breakdowns in financial market activity, such as financial

crises.2 From a development angle, the chapter also points towards the importance of

accessible, well-developed financial markets.

Additionally, due to a bargaining friction, I find that trading volumes within financial

market meetings may be inefficiently large. By restricting the supply of bonds, ineffi-

ciently large trading volumes can be suppressed and socially efficient outcomes achieved.

This points towards the fact that bonds are special in the sense that they achieve better

allocations than when agents could trade equity, the supply of which is not controlled by

government, or could use credit in financial market transactions. As an alternative to

limiting bond supply, government could also introduce a financial transactions tax.

My theoretical results arise in a standard new monetarist model of money and financial

markets, generalized to incorporate stochastic discount factor shocks. This approach

allows the distribution of savings to matter without giving up the tractable quasi-linear

utility structure pioneered by Lagos and Wright (2005). Due to the timing of preference

shocks, by setting the real return on money equal to the inverse of the average subjective

discount factor across agents, at the Friedman rule all liquidity constraints are slack. A

2In fact, the model can easily be extended with aggregate shocks to characterize optimal policies in
the short-run, for instance as in Berentsen and Waller (2011, 2015).
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deviation from the Friedman rule however implies that some liquidity constraints bind.

Trade in decentralized goods markets therefore behaves similarly as in standard models,

while trade in financial markets gives rise to non-standard effects as it typically leads to

a redistribution of net-savings.3

Introducing discount factor shocks can be motivated for a variety of reasons. First,

with infinitely lived agents as in the current model, there is an axiomatic foundation for

random discount factor shocks (Higashi, Hyogo, & Takeoka, 2009). With finitely lived

agents as in Zhu (2008), random discounting could represent a stochastic probability

of death as in Blanchard (1985), or shocks to the degree of altruism as in Atkeson and

Lucas (1992) and Farhi and Werning (2007). Because optimal policy in the current model

maximizes lifetime utility of agents, it nests the aforementioned setups with finitely lived

agents when those alive are in charge of policy. Also, agents face similar preferences upon

entering a time period and therefore optimal policies are dynamically consistent.

To introduce financial markets characterized by matching frictions, the current chapter

builds on work by Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016), who in turn build on work by

Duffie, Gârleanu, and Pedersen (2005). This approach integrates different definitions

of liquidity used in monetary economics - direct liquidity, acceptability of an asset in

payment for goods - and finance - indirect liquidity, ease of trading an asset for money

- into one framework. Such a unified framework helps to develop insights about how

indirect and direct liquidity differ. I do so by studying the welfare effects of changing the

liquidity characteristics of bonds and I find that ideally, bonds should provide maximum

indirect liquidity but minimum direct liquidity. Finally, as a robustness check, I show

that the coexistence puzzle can also be explained with Walrasian financial markets or

when financial markets are replaced by competitive banks.

The remainder of this chapter develops as follows. Section 4.2 briefly discusses the

related literature. Section 4.3 explains the model environment and Section 4.4 charac-

terizes equilibria. Section 4.5 considers optimal coexistence in a baseline economy and

Section 4.6 studies the welfare effects of indirect and direct liquidity. Section 4.7 considers

matters in an economy with Walrasian financial markets and competitive banks. Section

4.8 concludes the analysis. Proofs of propositions and lemmas are in Appendix 4.D.

4.2 Related Literature

Early explanations of the coexistence puzzle, by e.g. Bryant and Wallace (1984) and

Villamil (1988), rely on seignorage revenues being extracted more efficiently in a coexis-

tence regime. Kocherlakota (2003) shows that in absence of tax considerations, a society

3In fact, abstracting from financial market activity, the economy behaves similarly as one in which
agents face shocks to the marginal utility of consumption or production in the decentralized goods market.
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can benefit from having both money and bonds. The mechanism identified by Kocher-

lakota (2003) is transitory and abstracts from costs of coexistence caused by reduced

trade in goods markets. Kocherlakota’s (2003) insight has been reproduced in the mod-

els of Andolfatto (2011), Berentsen, Huber, and Marchesiani (2014), and Geromichalos

and Herrenbrueck (2016). The last two papers use a different mechanism than identified

by Kocherlakota (2003). Andolfatto (2011) demonstrates that the transitory mecha-

nism identified by Kocherlakota (2003) persists in steady state. Nevertheless, Andolfatto

(2011), Berentsen et al. (2014), and Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016) use models

in which the Friedman rule is optimal and at the Friedman rule, bonds are inessential.

The current chapter goes a step further; even when the Friedman rule is implementable

by lump-sum taxation, coexistence can arise in an optimal policy regime that deviates

from the Friedman rule. Shi (1997) and Nosal (2011) obtain non-optimality of the Fried-

man rule in models where deviating from the Friedman rule increases trade in goods

markets through an extensive margin effect. That means, more matches between buyers

and sellers get realized. Shi (2008), who builds on Shi (1997), shows how coexistence

of money and bonds can improve welfare when the Friedman rule is not optimal. The

mechanism highlighted in the current chapter differs from that of Shi (1997, 2008) and

Nosal (2011), as it operates through trades within financial market matches while taking

as given the measure of matches realized in both goods markets and financial markets.

Boel and Camera (2006) study an economy with permanently patient and impatient

agents. In their framework, the real return on holding money is limited by patient agents’

subjective discount factor. Therefore, when inflation is as low as possible, impatient

agents still face a cost of carrying money and remain to be liquidity constrained in some

markets. Boel and Camera (2006) show that coexistence of money and bonds helps to

re-distribute money to impatient agents, thereby improving the distribution of money.

In the current framework, coexistence helps to improve the distribution of savings, but

hurts the distribution of money. Boel and Waller (2019) study the same setup as Boel

and Camera (2006) but with idiosyncratic shocks to agents’ subjective discount factors.

At the Friedman rule, impatient agents are, for a similar reason as in Boel and Camera

(2006), constrained by their money holdings. With a different timing of preference shocks,

the current model does not share this feature; at the Friedman rule no agent is constrained

by his or her money holdings. Moreover, in the models of Boel and Camera (2006) and

Boel and Waller (2019), there is no role for financial markets.

Finally, frictional goods markets in the current model relate to work of Trejos and

Wright (2016). They study monetary exchange with assets that bear heterogeneous val-

uations, but consider only a single indivisible asset and do not explicitly separate goods

markets from financial markets. Moreover, in the model of Trejos and Wright (2016) het-

erogeneous asset valuations arise because agents care differently about dividends. In the
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current model, agents care differently about future utility. This allows for heterogeneous

valuations of fiat money, which bears zero dividend by definition.

4.3 The Environment

Time is discrete and continues forever. In each time period t ≥ 0, three markets convene

sequentially: (i) a centralized market (CM), (ii) an over-the-counter financial market

(OTC), and (iii) a decentralized goods market (DGM). The economy is populated by a

unit measure of infinitely lived households and a government. There are two goods that

are both fully perishable and perfectly divisible: CM goods and DGM goods. CM and

DGM goods can be traded only in, respectively, the CM and the DGM.

Government has a monopoly on issuing three storable and tradable nominal objects,

labeled as money, notes, and bonds. Money is intrinsically useless and perfectly divisible,

and notes and bonds are perfectly divisible claims on money. Without loss, I only consider

one period lived notes and bonds that when issued in CM t, mature in CM t + 1. Both

assets are normalized to pay one unit of money at maturity and cannot be redeemed

prematurely. Money, notes, and bonds can always be traded in the CM and the OTC.

However, only notes and money can be traded in the DGM. Bonds therefore provide only

some indirect liquidity. Moreover, money and notes are not the same because money can

always be traded in the DGM, while notes cannot always be traded. Notes thus combine

features of bonds and money, and introducing them in the model allows to asses the

difference between indirect and direct liquidity of assets other than money.

4.3.1 Households

Period t flow utility enjoyed by a household is given by the function

U(y, ȳ, q, q̄) = U(y)− ȳ + u(q)− q̄,

where y denotes consumption of CM goods, ȳ production of CM goods, q consump-

tion of DGM goods, and q̄ production of DGM goods. In the DGM there is a single-

coincidence of wants as households cannot produce and consume simultaneously; with

equal probability a household becomes either a buyer or a seller. Function u is twice

continuously differentiable and satisfies u(0) = 0, u′ > 0, u′′ < 0, limq→0 u
′(q) = ∞,

and limq→∞ u′(q) = 0. Function U is also twice continuously differentiable, and satisfies

U ′ > 0, U ′′ < 0, limy→0 U
′(y) = ∞, and limy→∞ U ′(y) = 0. Let q∗ and y∗ be such that

u′(q∗) = 1 and U ′(y∗) = 1.

Households discount utility from period t + 1 to period t with factor βδt, where β ∈
(0, 1). After CM t has convened, all households draw a δt ∈ {δI , δP} from a distribution
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that is the same for all households and all time periods. Let πi be the probability that

δt = δi, and normalize 0 < δI < 1 < δP and πIδI + πP δP = 1. During period t, I refer to

households that draw δt = δI as impatient and to those that draw δt = δP as patient.

Let ζξt =
∏s=t−1

s=1 δξt(s) and Pξ =
∏s=t−1

s=1 πξt(s), where ξt(s) is the s-th element of a

vector ξt ∈ {I, P}t. Here, ξt ∈ {I, P}t is used to index a household in period t according

to its past preference shocks. At the beginning of period t = 0, with full commitment

and the possibility to transfer goods across households, households or a social planner

would choose period t allocations to maximize

∑
ξt∈{I,P}t

Pξtζξt [U(yξt)− ȳξt + u(qξt)/2− q̄ξt/2],

s.t.
∑

ξt∈{I,P}t
Pξt [yξt − ȳξt ] = 0 and

∑
ξt∈{I,P}t

Pξt [qξt − q̄ξt ] = 0.

For t = 0, all households are the same and so y = ȳ = y∗ and q = q̄ = q∗. For t ≥ 1,

households differ and allocations satisfy ζξtU
′(yξt) = ζξtu

′(qξt) = (δI)t, π{I,...,I}ȳ{I,...,I} =∑
ξt∈{I,P}t yξt , and π{I,...,I}q̄{I,...,I} =

∑
ξt∈{I,P}t qξt ; households that were impatient in all

preceding periods (δs = δI for s = 0, ..., t− 1) become producers in time period t.

Commitment to the allocations above is infeasible in the decentralized economy be-

cause agents are anonymous in the DGM and types are unobservable in the CM. There-

fore, in the DGM sellers refuse to produce and as of period t = 1, all households will claim

that they were patient. As argued by Kocherlakota (1998), money can help to alleviate

sellers’ lack of commitment to production. Because discount factor shocks are revealed

already after the CM has convened, money may also help to overcome households’ lack of

commitment to type-contingent allocations. The current chapter shows that introducing

bonds and financial markets helps to further overcome this lack of commitment.

4.3.1.1 DGM for Households

The DGM is a decentralized market, with bilateral trade between buyers and sellers. Here,

I make four assumptions. First, buyers meet with a seller only once, but sellers may meet

with more than one buyer. This is to nest a setup with Walrasian pricing. Let σij denote

the measure of buyers with δi ∈ {δI , δP}, matched to sellers with δj ∈ {δI , δP}. Let

Σ = {σII , σIP , σPI , σPP} summarize the measure of realized matches. Second, to generate

a role for money and notes as means of payment to overcome the single-coincidence of

wants in the DGM, record-keeping and monitoring are sufficiently bad to render credit

arrangements infeasible. Third, because money is often argued to be the most liquid asset

in an economy, money can be used in all DGM transactions. Notes can only be used by

a fraction χ ∈ (0, 1) of randomly selected buyers, where χ proxies the direct liquidity

of notes. Bonds can never be used in the DGM; they are a mere savings instrument.
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Fourth, to avoid complexities related to asymmetric information in bargaining, matched

households may observe each others preferences. Because of anonymity, this information

about preferences can only be used within a match.

Consider a meeting between a buyer and a seller in DGM t. Let z be the value of

liquid assets held by the buyer, expressed in terms of CM t+ 1 goods. Here, z = m in a

meeting where the buyer can only transfer money and z = m+d when the buyer can also

transfer notes, with m and d denoting the value of the buyer’s money and note holdings.

Let δi and δj denote the discount factor shock drawn by the buyer and seller, respectively.

Suppose that the seller produces q goods for the buyer and that the buyer transfers assets

worth p CM t + 1 goods to the seller. Let the value function of entering CM t + 1 with

money holdings worth m CM goods, real note holdings worth d CM goods, and real bond

holdings worth b CM goods be denoted with Wt+1(m, d, b). Because of quasi-linear utility,

conjecture that the function W is linear: Wt+1(m, d, b) = m+d+ b+W t+1. Surplus from

the DGM transaction then satisfies

S = u(q)− q − β(δi − δj)p. (4.1)

Like in Trejos and Wright (2016), not only the amount of traded goods matters for the

surplus, but potentially also the amount of traded assets. Here, the reason is that agents

care differently about the savings value of assets.

Individual rationality of the transaction requires u(q) − βδip ≥ 0 and βδjp − q ≥ 0.

Feasibility of the transaction requires p ≤ z. When the constraint p ≤ z is slack, all

trades on the Pareto frontier satisfy δju′(q) = δi. Therefore, let q∗ij satisfy δju′(q∗ij) = δi

and observe that q∗IP > q∗II = q∗PP > q∗PI ; impatient agents have a stronger desire to

consume compared to patient agents.

Instead of focusing on a specific market structure to pin down Σ and (q, p), I fol-

low an approach based on Gu and Wright (2016). For realized matches, it means

that there exist strictly increasing and twice continuously differentiable pricing proto-

cols Υ = {υII , υIP , υPI , υPP}. Here, υij : R+ �→ R+ maps the amount of traded goods in

a DGM t match between a buyer with δi and a seller with δj, into the value of traded

assets (expressed in CM t+ 1 goods).

Assumption 4.1. u′(q)/υ′
ij(q) is strictly decreasing in q and q̂ij: u′(q̂ij) = δiυ′

ij(q̂ij)

satisfies q̂ij ≤ q∗ij.

Assumption 4.1 implies that the buyer’s marginal benefits of carrying liquid assets

into a DGM match are strictly decreasing. In turn, this property can be microfounded

with a variety of trading arrangements.4 Also, when υII(q) = υIP (q) = υPI(q) = υPP (q)

4This includes proportional bargaining, gradual bargaining, generalized Nash bargaining when bar-
gaining power of buyers is sufficiently large, and Walrasian pricing.
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for all q, Υ nests a setting where households cannot observe each others preferences. It

follows that trade in a DGM meeting satisfies:

q =

⎧⎨⎩υ−1
ij (z) if z < υij(q̂ij)

q̂ij if z ≥ υij(q̂ij)
and p =

⎧⎨⎩z if z < υij(q̂ij)

υij(q̂ij) if z ≥ υij(q̂ij)
. (4.2)

In words, the buyer wishes to consume at most q̂ij, which he/she can afford when z ≥
υij(q̂ij). Otherwise, the buyer is effectively constrained by his/her liquid asset holdings

and consumes only υ−1
ij (z) ≤ q̂ij. With regards to market structure, I assume that Σ is

fixed.

When a household enters the DGM with liquid assets worth z and a discount factor

shock δi, it earns an expected utility surplus from its liquid asset holdings given by:

Li(z) =
∑

j∈{I,P}

σij

πi

[
u ◦min{v−1

ij (z), q̂ij} − βδi min{z, vij(q̂ij)}
]
. (4.3)

Observe that Li
z(z) ≥ 0 and Li

zz(z) ≤ 0, both with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑi ≡
max{υiI(q̂iI), υiP (q̂iP )}. Intuitively, L captures the value of assets as payment instruments

for households. This value increases at a decreasing rate, until a household holds liquid

assets worth more than ẑi CM t+ 1 goods. Then, additional liquid asset holdings are no

longer used to settle transactions in DGM t but are carried over to CM t+ 1.

Assumption 4.2. When unconstrained by their holdings of liquid assets, impatient house-

holds spend more on DGM goods than patient households: ẑI > ẑP .

Assumption 4.2 is satisfied for a broad variety of trading arrangements (see Appendix

4.C) and also when households’ preferences are private information during the DGM.

Because a household may become a seller in DGM t, it earns an additional expected utility

surplus Δi
t independent of its asset holdings. Let Gt(m, d|δj) denote the conditional CDF

of real money balances and note holdings carried into DGM t by households with δt = δj.

It follows that Δi
t satisfies

Δi
t =

∑
j∈{I,P}

σji

πi

∫∫ {
χ
[−c

(
min{v−1

ji (m
′ + d′), q̂ij}

)
+ βδi min{m′ + d′, vji(q̂ij)}

]
+ (1− χ)

[−c
(
min{v−1

ji (m
′), q̂ij}

)
+ βδi min{m′, vji(q̂ij)}

]}
dGt(m

′, d′|δj).

Given that, when a buyer, the household can trade notes with probability χ, the value

of entering DGM t with money, notes, and bonds worth m, d, and b CM t + 1 goods,

respectively, is given by:

V i
t (m, d, b) = χLi(m+ d) + (1− χ)Li(m) + Δi

t + βδi[m+ d+ b+W t+1].
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4.3.1.2 OTC for a Household

The OTC is a decentralized financial market in which trade is bilateral and households

obtain at most one match. The matching technology is such that a patient (impatient)

household is matched to an impatient (resp. patient) household with probability ηP

(resp. ηI).5 The measure of matches realized during the OTC, denoted with ω, satisfies

ω = πIηI = πPηP ≤ min{πI , πP}. Here, ω, ηI , and ηP are proxies for the indirect

liquidity of notes and bonds. In the OTC, just as in the DGM, credit is infeasible.

Consider a match between households i and j that have drawn discount factor shocks

δi �= δj. Let mi, di, and bi denote the real money, note, and bond holdings of household

i, expressed in terms of CM t + 1 goods. Define mj, dj, and bj in an analogous fashion.

Suppose that household i receives money holdings with net real value lij from household

j and notes with real value kij, and that household j receives bonds with net real value

aij from household i. Note that these quantities can be negative. Private surplus of the

transaction is

Fij = (1− χ)
{[Li(lij +mi)− Li(mi)] + [Lj(mj − lij)− Lj(mj)

]}
(4.4)

+ χ

{[Li(lij + kij +mi + di)− Li(mi + di)
]

+
[Lj(mj + dj − lij − kij)− Lj(mj + dj)

]}+ β(δj − δi)(aij − lij − kij).

subject to feasibility constraints −mi ≤ lij ≤ mj, −di ≤ kij ≤ dj, and −bj ≤ aij ≤ bi, as

well as individual rationality conditions

0 ≤ χ
[Li(lij + kij +mi + di)− Li(mi + di)

]
+ (1− χ)

[Li(lij +mi)− Li(mi)
]− βδi(aij − lij − kij),

0 ≤ χ
[Lj(mj + dj − lij − kij)− Lj(mj + dj)

]
+ (1− χ)

[Lj(mj − lij)− Lj(mj)
]
+ βδj(aij − lij − kij).

Contrasting Duffie et al. (2005), Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016), and Trejos and

Wright (2016), households attach the same value to different assets as savings instruments,

but differ in their desire to save. This novelty shows up in Equation (4.4) through the

term β(δj − δi)(aij − lij − kij), which captures the welfare effect of a re-distribution of

savings that occurs when assets do not trade at par.

For simplicity, I focus on a transaction (lij, kij, aij) generated by proportional bargain-

ing. That means, the patient household appropriates a constant share α ∈ (0, 1) of the

5Matches in which two patient or two impatient households meet can be ignored, because in equi-
librium households enter the OTC with identical asset portfolios. Carrying identical asset portfolios,
households also truthfully reveal their preferences within a match.
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match surplus. Defining αi = (1− α)Ii=I + αIi=P , α
j = 1− αi, κij = lij + kij, and

ãij = κij +
1− χ

β

αj [Li(lij +mi)− Li(mi)]− αi [Lj(mj − lij)− Lj(mj)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

+
χ

β

αj [Li(κij +mi + di)− Li(mi + di)]− αi [Lj(mj + dj − κij)− Lj(mj + dj)]

αδI + (1− α)δP
,

I find that match surplus Fij(mi, di, bi;mj, dj, bj) becomes

Fij(·) = max
lij ,κij

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1− χ)
δj [Li(lij +mi)− Li(mi)] + δi [Lj(mj − lij)− Lj(mj)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

+ χ

{
δj
[Li(κij +mi + di)− Li(mi + di)

]
− δi

[Lj(mj + dj − κij)− Lj(mj + dj)
]}

αδI + (1− α)δP

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(4.5)

s.t. − bj ≤ ãij ≤ bi, −mi ≤ lij ≤ mj, and − di ≤ κij − lij ≤ dj.

I will only characterize OTC transactions on the equilibrium path and I will do so

once I turn towards the equilibrium analysis. For now, let Ft(m, d, b) denote the joint

CDF of real money, note, and bond holdings across households when they enter OTC t.6

For a household that has drawn δt = δi, the value function of entering OTC t with real

money holdings m, real note holdings d, and real bond holdings b, becomes

Oi
t(m, d, b) = ηiαi

∫∫∫
Fij(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)dFt(m

′, d′, b′)

+ (1− χ)Li(m) + χLi(m+ d) + Δi
t + βδi(m+ d+ b+W t+1). (4.6)

4.3.1.3 CM for a Household

The CM is a Walrasian market in which CM goods are used as numeraire. Prices of

money, newly issued notes, and newly issued bonds are respectively φt, ϕt, and ψt.

Consider a household that enters CM t with money, notes, and bonds worth respec-

tively m̂t, d̂t, and b̂t CM t goods. Let mt, dt, and bt denote the real value of money,

notes, and bonds, expressed in CM t+ 1 goods, that the household carries out of CM t.

Finally, let τt be a real lump-sum tax imposed on households. For a household, the value

function of entering CM t is then given by:

Wt(m̂t, d̂t, b̂t) = max
yt,ȳt,mt,dt,bt

{
U(yt)− ȳt + πIOI

t (mt, dt, bt) + πPOP
t (mt, dt, bt)

}
(4.7a)

s.t. [φtmt + ϕt dt + ψt bt]/φt+1 + y + τt ≤ m̂t + d̂t + b̂t + ȳt, (4.7b)

yt ≥ 0, ȳt ≥ 0, mt ≥ 0, dt ≥ 0, and bt ≥ 0.

6There is no need to condition on discount factor shocks. The reason is that these shocks are realized
just before the OTC convenes and that these shocks are i.i.d. over time and across households.
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Budget constraint (4.7b) will hold with equality, so we can eliminate ȳ in objective

function (4.7a). Following the literature, I render the non-negativity constraint on the

production of CM goods slack by assuming that y∗ is sufficiently large. We then obtain:

Wt(m̂t, d̂t, b̂t) = max
{mt,dt,bt}∈R3

+

⎧⎨⎩ ∑
i∈{I,P}

πiOi
t(mt, dt, bt)− φtmt + ϕt dt + ψt bt

φt+1

⎫⎬⎭ (4.8)

+ U(y∗)− y∗ + m̂t + d̂t + b̂t − τt,

which, in line with earlier conjectures, can be written as Wt(m̂t, d̂t, b̂t) = m̂t+ d̂t+ b̂t+W t.

Appendix 4.D.1 demonstrates that regardless of the distribution of asset holdings Ft

in OTC t, the value function Oi
t(m, d, b) is concave in (m, d, b). Necessary and sufficient

conditions for optimality of assets carried out of CM t are therefore

mt : 0 ≥ −φt + φt+1

∑
i∈{I,P}

πi∂O
i
t(mt, dt, bt)

∂mt

with = if mt > 0, (4.9)

dt : 0 ≥ −ϕt + φt+1

∑
i∈{I,P}

πi∂O
i
t(mt, dt, bt)

∂dt
with = if dt > 0, (4.10)

bt : 0 ≥ −ψt + φt+1

∑
i∈{I,P}

πi∂O
i
t(mt, dt, bt)

∂bt
with = if bt > 0. (4.11)

4.3.2 Government

Government is only active in the CM and cannot observe households’ preferences. It

levies lump-sum taxes, prints money, redeems maturing notes and bonds, and issues new

notes and bonds. The supply of money, measured at the end of CM t, is denoted with

Mt, the face value of newly notes is denoted with Dt, and the face value of newly issued

bonds is denoted with Bt. The government’s budget constraint implies that

τt = φt(Mt−1 +Dt−1 +Bt−1)− φtMt − ϕtDt − ψtBt. (4.12)

4.4 Equilibrium

We are now in a position to characterize equilibria. Given the importance of interest

rates, let me first define

1 + ift = φt/(βφt+1), 1 + idt = φt/ϕt and 1 + ibt = φt/ψt. (4.13)
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Here, ift is the Fisher nominal interest rate. This is the expected nominal return earned

by fictitious assets that are only traded in the CM.7 A zero Fisher rate is known as the

Friedman rule and requires gross inflation, given by φt/φt+1, to equal the average discount

factor β. Then, the return earned by holding money between two CMs exactly compen-

sates a household for expected discounting and it is said that there are no opportunity

cost associated with holding money. The nominal return earned by holding bonds (notes)

between CM t and CM t+ 1 is captured by ibt (resp. i
d
t ).

Because the conditions for optimal portfolio choices in the CM (Equations (4.9),

(4.10), and (4.11)) are the same across all households, we can focus on a symmetric state

of affairs in which all households leave the CM with identical asset portfolios. Let

Fij,x(m, d, b) =
∂Fij(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)

∂x

∣∣∣m=m′
d=d′
b=b′

, x ∈ {m, d, b}. (4.14)

Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal asset portfolios carried out of CM t are

then given by:

βift ≥
∑

i∈{I,P}
πi

[
χLi

z(mt + dt) + (1− χ)Li
z(mt)

+ αiηiFij,m(mt, dt, bt)

]
with = if mt > 0,(4.15)

β
ift − idt
1 + idt

≥
∑

i∈{I,P}
πi

[
χLi

z(mt + dt)

+ αiηiFij,d(mt, dt, bt)

]
with = if dt > 0, (4.16)

β
ift − ibt
1 + ibt

≥
∑

i∈{I,P}
πiαiηiFij,b(mt, dt, bt) with = if bt > 0. (4.17)

Definition 4.1. Given sequence {Mt, Dt, Bt}∞t=0, a symmetric equilibrium is a sequence

of prices {φt, ϕt, ψt}, interest rates {ift , idt , ibt}∞t=0, and portfolio choices {mt, dt, bt}∞t=0 such

that for all t:

1. Households maximize utility:

(a) Optimal CM behavior implies that {mt, dt, bt} satisfies Equations (4.15)-(4.17).

(b) Optimal OTC behavior implies that for x ∈ {m, d, b} and i, j ∈ {I, P}, we

have that Fij,x(mt, dt, bt) is given by Equation (4.14) with Fij(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)

given by Equation (4.5)

(c) Optimal DGM behavior implies that for i ∈ {I, P}, we have that Li(mt) and

Li(mt + dt) are given by Equation (4.3).

2. Interest rates satisfy Equation (4.13).

3. Markets clear; φt+1Mt = mt, φt+1Bt = bt, and φt+1Dt = dt.
7Because of quasi-linear utility, such an asset needs to earn an expected gross real return 1/β.
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4.4.1 OTC Transactions in Symmetric Equilibrium

To characterize OTC transactions in symmetric equilibrium, let l and k denote the real

value of money and notes transferred from the impatient to the patient household in an

OTC match and let a denote the real face value of bonds transferred from the impatient

to the patient household in an OTC match. With three assets, characterizing OTC trades

in symmetric equilibrium is rather involved. Fortunately, matters can be simplified by

following a two step procedure.

The first step; consider a baseline economy with only money and bonds. With pro-

portional bargaining, surplus of an OTC match in the symmetric equilibrium can then

be written as:

F̃(m, b) = max
−m≤l≤m

δP
[LI(m+ l)− LI(m)

]
+ δI

[LP (m− l)− LP (m)
]

αδI + (1− α)δP

s.t. − b ≤ l +
1

β

α
[LI(m+ l)− LI(m)

]− (1− α)
[LP (m− l)− LP (m)

]
αδI + (1− α)δP

≤ b.

Next, define functions a−1
I (m, b) and a−1

P (m, b) that satisfy

b = a−1
I +

1

β

α
[LI
(
m+ a−1

I

)− LI(m)
]− (1− α)

[LP
(
m− a−1

I

)− LP (m)
]

αδI + (1− α)δP
,

b = a−1
P +

1

β

(1− α)
[LP

(
m+ a−1

P

)− LP (m)
]− α

[LI
(
m− a−1

P

)− LI(m)
]

αδI + (1− α)δP
.

These functions describe the maximum amount of money that a household, given its

bond holdings, can buy from its OTC trading partner. Let l̂(m) denote the transfer of

money in case households are effectively unconstrained by their bond holdings and let

â(m) be the associated transfer of bonds, both expressed in terms of CM t + 1 goods.

These quantities satisfy

δPLI
z(l̂ +m) ≤ δILP

z (m− l̂) if l̂ < m, and δPLI
z(l̂ +m) ≥ δILP

z (m− l̂) if l̂ > −m.

(4.19)

β(â− l̂)[αδI +(1−α)δP ] = α[LI(l̂+m)−LI(m)]− (1−α)[LP (m− l̂)−LP (m)]. (4.20)

When 2m < ẑI + ẑP , l̂(m) is pinned down uniquely by Equation (4.19) and when 2m ≥
ẑI + ẑP , we can assume without loss that

l̂(m) =

⎧⎨⎩ẑI −m if m < ẑI

0 if m ≥ ẑI
.

When households carry identical portfolios, the solution to Equation (4.18) then involves:
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l(m, b) = max{−a−1
P (m, b),min{a−1

I (m, b), l̂(m)}}
and a(m, b) = max{−b,min{b, â(m)}}. (4.21)

For the current chapter’s main contribution, it suffices to understand matters when

2m ≥ ẑI + ẑP and households are unconstrained by their bond holdings. Then, together

an impatient and a patient household hold enough money to be unconstrained in the

DGM. When m < ẑI there are gains from OTC trade because without it, the impatient

household will be constrained by its money holdings in the DGM. Money will thus be

transferred from the patient to the impatient household, until both are unconstrained in

the DGM. When m ≥ ẑI , there are no gains from trade and OTC activity vanishes. To

conclude the first step, formally define surplus from OTC trade in a baseline economy:

F̃(m, b) =
δP
[LI(l(m, b) +m)− LI(m)

]
+ δI

[LP (−l(m, b) +m)− LP (m)
]

αδI + (1− α)δP
.(4.22)

The second step implies that in an economy with money, notes, and bonds, there exist

g1(m, d, b) and g2(m, d, b) (Appendix 4.D.3 provides details) such that

F(m, d, b) = (1− χ)F̃(m, g1(m, d, b)) + χF̃(m+ d, g2(m, d, b)), (4.23)

where F(m, d, b) = Fij(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)|m′=m,d′=d,b′=b. In words, the OTC match surplus

is a weighted average of the surplus in two different baseline OTC meetings. In the first

meeting, households carry money with real value m and bonds with real value g1. In

the second meeting, households carry money with real value m + d and bonds with real

value g2. Observe that either g1 or g2 can be negative, which is infeasible in a baseline

economy. However, Equations (4.21) and (4.22) allow for negative values of b. With a

negative value for b, these equations imply that the pattern of OTC trade reverses.

4.4.2 Welfare

Utilitarian welfare as of period t = 0, denoted with W0, equals expected lifetime utility of

a household, so I use this as the most appropriate measure for welfare. Define Li(z)/θi(z)

as the social surplus from a household’s liquid asset holdings z in the DGM, with the

household in question having drawn δt = δi. Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we find

Li(z)

θi(z)
=
∑

j∈{I,P}

σij

πi

[
(u− c) ◦min{v−1

ij (z), q̂ij} − β(δi − δj)min{z, vij(q̂ij)}
]
. (4.24)

Note that θi(z) ∈ (0, 1] and that Li(z)/θi(z) is increasing in z for 0 < z < ẑi, as Pareto

efficiency implies that the social surplus of matches can only improve when buyers can
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spend more.8 Let E(mt, dt, bt) capture the period t externalities of OTC trade on sellers

in the DGM. This quantity can be decomposed using a two step procedure. First, in

a baseline economy with only money and bonds, Ẽ(mt, bt) characterizes externalities of

trade within an OTC match. Second, in an economy with money, notes, and bonds,

externalities from OTC trade can be expressed as a weighted average

E(mt, dt, bt) = (1− χ)Ẽ(mt, g1(mt, dt, bt)) + χẼ(mt + dt, g2(mt, dt, bt)), (4.25)

with g1 and g2 defined as before, and

Ẽ(m, b) = [1− θI(m+ l)]LI(m+ l)/θI(m+ l)− [1− θI(m)]LI(m)/θI(m) (4.26)

+ [1− θP (m− l)]LP (m− l)/θP (m− l)− [1− θP (m)]LP (m)/θP (m).

Lemma 4.1. Utilitarian welfare in a symmetric equilibrium satisfies the recursive rela-

tionship Wt = W(mt, dt, bt) + βWt+1, where

W(m, d, b) = χ

[
πILI(m+ d)

θI(m+ d)
+ πP LP (m+ d)

θP (m+ d)

]
+ (1− χ)

[
πILI(m)

θI(m)
+ πP LP (m)

θP (m)

]
+ ω [F(m, d, b) + E(m, d, b)] + U(y∗)− y∗. (4.27)

Optimal policy therefore implements a sequence {mt, dt, bt}∞t=0 to maximize

W0 =
∞∑
t=0

βtW(mt, dt, bt).

Intuitively, flow welfare in the economy can be decomposed into three terms. First, the

social benefits from DGM trade if all households would enter the DGM with the asset

portfolios they carried out of the CM; (1 − χ)
[
πILI(m)/θI(m) + πPLP (m)/θP (m)

]
+

χ
[
πILI(m+ d)/θI(m+ d) + πPLP (m+ d)/θP (m+ d)

]
. Second, the social benefits from

an OTC match multiplied by the measure of OTC matches; ω [F(m, d, b) + E(m, d, b)].

Third, the benefits from trade in CM goods; U(y∗)− y∗.

With government active only during the CM, optimal policies are dynamically consis-

tent; when {m∗
s, d

∗
s, b

∗
s}∞s=t maximizes Wt, then {m∗

s, d
∗
s, b

∗
s}∞s=t+1 maximizes Wt+1. Without

loss, I therefore consider symmetric steady state equilibria (SSE) with stationary policies

described by a tuple 〈γ, d, b〉. Here, γ = Mt/Mt−1 is the growth rate of money supply,

d = φt+1Dt the real face value of notes, and b = φt+1Bt the real face value of bonds.

8Alternatively, when households do not observe each others preferences, so that Pareto efficiency may
not be attainable, one can argue that Li(z)/θi(z) should be increasing as otherwise some sellers become
worse off as buyers spend more, which the sellers can prevent by limiting production of DGM goods.
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4.4.3 Properties of Monetary Steady State Equilibria

In SSE, CM prices satisfy the law of motions φt+1 = γφt/γ, ϕt+1 = ϕt/γ, and ψt+1 = ψt/γ,

as real quantities need to be constant. From the characterization of interest rates, we

find that the Fisher interest rate satisfies βif = γ − β. Given that the real face value of

notes and bonds is determined by policy, we can use Equation (4.15) to describe SSE by

means of a stationary value for m = φt+1Mt:

Lemma 4.2. Given government policy 〈γ, d, b〉, SSE is described by an m > 0 that solves

γ − β = ω[(1− α)FIP,m(m, d, b) + αFPI,m(m, d, b)]

+ χ[πILI
z(m+ d) + πPLP

z (m+ d)] + (1− χ)[πILI
z(m) + πPLP

z (m)]. (4.28)

Given d and b, for each m > 0 there is a γ that solves Equation (4.28). This γ is

continuous in m and satisfies m ≥ ẑI ⇔ γ = β, m < ẑI ⇔ γ > β, and limγ↓β m = ẑI .

Moreover, in SSE id = ib = if = 0 ⇔ γ = β and 0 < id ≤ ib ≤ if ⇔ γ > β.

Due to the non-linearity of Equation (4.28), it is difficult to prove that there is a unique

SSE when policy is not at the Friedman rule. Nevertheless, all m > 0 can be implemented

in SSE as long as γ is chosen appropriately and what matters is the following:

First, when monetary policy implements the Friedman rule, the Fisher rate is zero

and there are no opportunity cost associated with holding money. Then, households

choose money holdings to ensure that they are unconstrained during the DGM and avoid

selling notes and/or bonds at a discount during the OTC; m ≥ ẑI and OTC trade dis-

appears. Once policy deviates from the Friedman rule, households economize on their

money holdings so that m < ẑI . In this sense, abstracting from financial market consider-

ations, (deviating from) the Friedman rule has the same implications for DGM trade and

equilibrium money balances as in standard models from the monetary-search literature.

Second, because bonds deliver some indirect liquidity services, the nominal rate earned

by bonds can fall short of the Fisher rate. From Equation (4.17) it follows that bonds

command a liquidity premium when households are constrained by their bond holdings

during the OTC. Similarly, notes deliver some indirect and some direct liquidity services.

Equation (4.16) implies that notes command a liquidity premium when households are

constrained by their note holdings during the OTC or DGM. Because bonds are an

imperfect substitute for notes and notes are an imperfect substitute for money, we have

that away from the Friedman rule 0 < id ≤ ib ≤ if .
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4.5 Baseline Economy

To understand optimal policy, consider an economy with only money and bonds. Equa-

tion (4.27) demonstrates that in an optimal policy regime, m and b should maximize

W̃(m, b) = πILI(m)/θI(m) + πPLP (m)/θP (m) + ω[F̃(m, b) + Ẽ(m, b)]. (4.29)

Lemma 4.2 implies that all m > 0 can be implemented as SSE, as long as γ is chosen

appropriately given b. An optimal policy can thus be found by characterizing a pair

(m, b) ≥ 0 that maximizes Equation (4.29), and then using Equation (4.28) to find γ.

Proposition 4.1. There exists an η̃I ∈ (0, 1) such that the Friedman rule is sub-optimal

if and only if: (i) ηI > η̃I and (ii) b > 0. Bonds are irrelevant for welfare at the Friedman

rule and therefore, if and only if ηI > η̃I optimal policy implies coexistence of money and

interest-bearing bonds.

Proposition 4.1 is the main result of the current chapter. It shows that when the indi-

rect liquidity of bonds is sufficiently large, optimal policy deviates from the Friedman rule

and coexistence of money and interest-bearing bonds arises endogenously. Intuitively, for

a slight deviation from the Friedman rule trade in the OTC picks up. Because impatient

households need more money to be unconstrained in the DGM than patient households,

in the OTC impatient households then start to sell bonds at a discount to patient house-

holds. As a result, the distribution of savings improves. If the indirect liquidity of bonds

is sufficiently large, there is enough OTC trade to compensate for reduced DGM trade.

The reason is that for a small deviation from the Friedman rule, we have that m satisfies

ẑP < (ẑI + ẑP )/2 < m < ẑI . Hence, only a measure πI(1 − ηI) of impatient households

that do not find a match in the OTC, end up being constrained in the DGM.

To relate optimal policy to the nominal rate earned by bonds, when the Friedman

rule is sub-optimal, equilibrium cannot represent a liquidity trap under an optimal policy

regime; we need ib > 0. Why? Because ib = 0 would imply that the marginal benefits of

carrying money out of the CM equal the marginal benefits of carrying bonds out of the

CM. That means, money and bonds are perfect substitutes at the margin. In turn, at

the margin bonds then trade at par for money in the OTC. At the margin, OTC trade

therefore leaves the distribution of savings unaffected and hence the economy would be

better off with more money. With proportional bargaining in the OTC, away from the

Friedman rule ib = 0 only if α = 0. In words, the impatient agent appropriates the full

surplus of an OTC meeting. With α = 0, the proof of Proposition 4.1 demonstrates that

we have η̃I = 1 so at best, deviating from the Friedman rule does not hurt welfare.

Because OTC trade vanishes when the Friedman rule is implemented, bonds are irrel-

evant for real allocations and welfare at the Friedman rule. At the same time, deviating
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from the Friedman rule is only attractive when OTC trade leads to a redistribution of

savings, which in turn requires a positive supply of bonds that in equilibrium happen to

earn a positive nominal interest rate. In an optimal policy regime that deviates from the

Friedman rule, coexistence of money and interest-bearing bonds therefore arises endoge-

nously. Below, I discuss two issues regarding insight and I consider two DGM trading

mechanisms for which η̃I can be characterized analytically.

4.5.1 Discussion

First, existing models of monetary economies with financial markets, such those of

Berentsen, Camera, and Waller (2007), Y.-S. Li and Li (2013), Berentsen et al. (2014),

and Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016), also find that financial market activity con-

tributes to welfare when policy deviates from the Friedman rule. Nevertheless, in these

models the Friedman rule is optimal while in my environment I find sub-optimality of the

Friedman rule when financial markets are well-developed. The reason for this difference is

the additional role for financial markets in the current framework. This becomes evident

when using Equations (4.22) and (4.26) to write Equation (4.29) as

W̃(m, b) = πI

[
(1− ηI)

LI(m)

θI(m)
+ ηI

LI(l +m)

θI(l +m)

]
(4.30)

+ πP

[
(1− ηP )

LP (m)

θP (m)
+ ηI

LI(m− l)

θI(m− l)

]
+ ωβ(δP − δI) [a− l] + U(y∗)− y∗,

with l and a given by Equation (4.21).

In existing models, δI = δP = 1 but for reasons other than shocks to discount factors,9

typically ẑI > ẑP and LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z) with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑI . When

policy deviates from the Friedman rule in such models, agents economize on their holdings

of real money balances and trade in financial markets arises to attain a more efficient

distribution of money across heterogeneous agents. However, the Friedman rule remains

optimal as benefits from DGM trade Li(z)/θi(z) are maximized when z = ẑi; ideally

agents should be unconstrained by their money holdings.10

In the current chapter, because δI < δP not only the distribution of money matters,

but also the distribution of savings. Trade in financial markets therefore has two effects; a

redistribution of money and when bonds and money do not trade at par, a redistribution

of savings. It is exactly the latter effect, captured by ωβ(δP − δI)(a − l), which implies

9For example, idiosyncratic shocks to DGM trading opportunities, to the marginal utility from con-
suming DGM goods, or to the marginal dis-utility of producing DGM goods.

10In fact, abstracting from the savings effect of financial market transactions, that is the term ωβ(δP −
δI)(a − l) in (4.30), the model with discount factor shocks is isomorphic to a model with idiosyncratic
shocks to DGM trading opportunities or to the marginal utility of consuming or producing DGM goods.
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that the Friedman rule is sub-optimal; to stimulate transfers of savings in financial mar-

kets, policy implements opportunity costs associated with holding money. The proof of

Proposition 4.1 re-confirms this insight, as it implies that limδI↑δP η̃I = 1.

Second, at the Friedman rule real money balances are indeterminate as agents are

willing to carry any amount of real money balances greater than ẑI (see Lemma 4.2).

Some may wonder whether this implies that only the limiting allocations with if → 0

(or equivalently γ → β) can be improved upon by deviating from the Friedman rule. For

instance, only if if = 0 households are indifferent over the timing of their production

of CM goods. At first sight, it therefore seems that a planner can improve welfare by

recommending impatient agents to leave the CM with more real money balances than

patient agents, rather than recommending the limiting allocations for if → 0. Such

recommendations can only improve welfare compared to the limiting allocations if ex-

post, patient agents are better off than impatient agents. Because the latter type can

perfectly imitate the former, such welfare gains are impossible. In fact, welfare for the

limiting allocations with if → 0 equals welfare for all feasible allocations with if = 0.

4.5.2 Walrasian DGM

With linear cost of producing DGM goods, impatient sellers choose not to produce in

a perfectly competitive DGM; they require a higher price to produce than patient sell-

ers because money earned from production cannot be spend immediately. The pricing

protocol and the measure of DGM meetings therefore satisfy:

υ(q) = q/(βδP ) and Σ = {0, σπ, 0, σ(1− π)},

where σ ∈ (0, 1/2] may account for some randomness in the ability of households to

finding trading partners. Equation (4.3) implies that

Li(z) = σ(u ◦min{βδP z, q̂i} − βδi min{βδP z, q̂i}), where u′(q̂i) = δP/δi.

Also, ẑI > ẑP and LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z), with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑI . With

perfect competition, sellers obtain no surplus from DGM trade, so θI(z) = θP (z) = 1 and

there are no externalities from OTC trade. Equation (4.29) therefore becomes

W̃(m, b) = πILI(m) + πPLP (m) + ωF̃(m, b) + U(y∗)− y∗.

Because there are no externalities from OTC trade, optimal policy is such that house-

holds are unconstrained by their bond holdings in the OTC, i.e. b ≥ |â(m)| since F̃(m, b)
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then attains a maximum for given m. Using Equation (4.22), we therefore obtain

W̃(m, b)
∣∣∣
b≥|â(m)|

= πI

[
(1− ηI)δP − α(δP − δI)

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LI(m)

+ πP

[
(1− ηP )δI + (1− α)(δP − δI)

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LP (m)

+ ω
δPLI(l̂(m) +m) + δILP (m− l̂(m))

αδI + (1− α)δP
+ U(y∗)− y∗. (4.31)

Plotting Equation (4.31) for various ηI , Figure 4.1 shows how welfare depends on real

money balances and the Fisher rate.

Using Equation (4.19), it can be verified that m+ l̂(m) and m− l̂(m) are increasing in

m. Because Li(z) is strictly increasing in z until z = ẑi , it follows that not the Friedman

rule is sub-optimal only if α(δP − δI) > (1 − ηI)δP , as otherwise welfare is increasing

in m. Moreover, deviating slightly from the Friedman rule implies that ẑP < m < ẑI ,

m + l̂(m) ≥ ẑI , and m − l̂(m) ≥ ẑP . Welfare then improves if α(δP − δI) > (1 − ηI)δP .

Hence, it must be that

η̃I =
[
αδI + (1− α)δP

]
/δP . (4.32)

Equation (4.32) implies that η̃I is decreasing in the dispersion of discount factor

shocks. Intuitively, if agents become more heterogeneous in how they value savings,

OTC trade becomes more important for welfare. As a result, less OTC matches are

needed to make up for welfare losses in the DGM. Also, η̃I is decreasing in α. Intuitively,

if the bargaining power of patient agents in the OTC increases, bonds trade at a larger

discount and OTC trade leads to a better distribution of savings.

Recall that optimal policy is such that households are unconstrained by their bond

holdings. Nevertheless, with a passive supply of bond,s11 it can be shown that the crit-

ical threshold to rationalize coexistence remains unchanged. The reason is that small

deviations from the Friedman rule (m = ẑI − ε) leave households unconstrained by their

bonds holdings since unconstrained OTC trade is then arbitrarily small (see Equations

(4.19) and (4.20)). At the same time, small deviations from the Friedman rule improve

welfare whenever ηI > η̃I . Finally, closed form solutions for optimal policy (characterized

in Appendix 4.B) exist when u(q) exhibits a constant relative rate of risk aversion.

11Meaning that b is fixed at some positive level.
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(a) Welfare and real money balances.

(b) Welfare and the Fisher nominal rate.

Figure 4.1: Welfare in the baseline economy for various ηI , when supply of bonds is chosen
optimally given the supply of real money balances. Both welfare and real money balances are
normalized to one at the Friedman rule. See Appendix 4.A for the parametrization.
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4.5.3 DGM with Random Matching and Proportional Bargainig

Consider random matching in the DGM and that in all DGMmatches, buyers appropriate

a constant share θ ∈ (0, 1] of the match surplus. It follows that

υij(q) =
(1− θ)u(q) + θq

δi(1− θ) + δjθ
and Σ = {σπ2, σπ(1−π), σπ(1−π), σπ2}, with σ ∈ (0, 1/2].

In Appendix 4.C.1, I verify that both ẑI > ẑP and LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z) with strict inequality

if and only if z ∈ (0, ẑI).

Because buyers appropriate a constant share θ of DGM match surplus, θI(z) =

θP (z) = θ. With θ < 1, OTC trade causes externalities on sellers. Exploiting prop-

erties of proportional bargaining, social surplus from an OTC meeting, F̃ s(m, b) =

F̃(m, b) + Ẽ(m, b), can be written as

F̃ s(m, b) =
α(1− θ)δI + [1− α(1− θ)]δP

αδI + (1− α)δP
LI(l +m)− LI(m)

θ
+

+
[α + θ(1− α)]δI + (1− α)(1− θ)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP
LP (m− l)− LP (m)

θ

with l determined by Equation (4.21). The socially optimal transfer of money in an OTC

meeting, l̂s ≥ 0, satisfies

{α(1−θ)δI+[1−α(1−θ)]δP}LI(l̂s+m) ≥ {[α+θ(1−α)]δI+(1−α)(1−θ)δP}LP (m−l̂s),

with equality if l̂s < m. When households are unconstrained by their bond holdings, they

however trade l̂ ≥ 0 given by Equation (4.19). It follows that for intermediate values of

m, OTC trade volume can be inefficiently large:

l̂s(m) ≤ l̂(m) with strict inequality iff θ < 1 and m < m < [ẑI + ẑP ]/2,

where m satisfies

{α(1− θ)δI + [1− α(1− θ)]}LI
z(2m) = {[α + θ(1− α)]δI + (1− α)(1− θ)δP}LP

z (0).

The reason for this result is due to the two effects of OTC trade: (i) trade leads to

different distribution of money in the DGM and (ii) trade leads to a different distribution

of savings. The second effect implies that it is both socially and privately efficient to

transfer more money from the patient to the impatient household than what is needed

to achieve the best distribution of money in the DGM. Because money is only useful for

buyers, households do not take into account welfare losses on sellers that arise in the

DGM. As a result, private incentives to transfer money from the patient to the impatient
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household can be too large. Policy can correct this wrong incentive by choosing b such

that l̂s(m) = a−1
I (m, b). That means, households cannot trade too much money during

the OTC because they hold insufficiently many bonds.

The result above points towards the fact that bonds are special compared to equity

or credit. If households would be able to trade equity for money in the OTC, where

equity could for example be asset with an exogenously specified dividend in the spirit

of Lucas (1978), then only for specific parameter values socially optimal transactions in

OTC matches can be achieved. Similarly, if households were able to use credit in the

OTC, then similar transactions would arise as when households are unconstrained by

their bond holdings. Households would then trade too much when the equilibrium value

for money balances is in the interval described above.12 When only bonds are tradable

for money in the OTC, the problem of socially inefficient trades does not arise as long as

government has the monopoly on issuing bonds.

In an economy with competitive financial markets, Berentsen et al. (2014) also find

that trade volume can be too high, but because of other reasons than studied here.

Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016) argue in favor of OTC trade because, according

to them, this resolves the externalities identified by Berentsen et al. (2014). I find that

when savings matter, trade volume can still be inefficiently large within OTC matches.

Restricting the supply of bonds is a way to resolve this inefficiency. When government is

active in the OTC, another remedy is a financial transactions tax.

Taking into account the externalities from OTC trade, Equation (4.29) becomes:

W̃(m, b) = U(y∗)− y∗ + πI

[
1− ηI

α(1− θ)δI + [1− α(1− θ)]δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

] LI(m)

θ

+ πP

[
1− ηP

[α + (1− α)θ]δI + (1− α)(1− θ)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

] LP (m)

θ

+
ω

αδI + (1− α)δP

[
{α(1− θ)δI + [1− α(1− θ)]δP}LI(l +m)

+ {[α + θ(1− α)]δI + (1− α)(1− θ)δP}LP (m− l)

]
.

With l = l̂s(m) when b is set appropriately, with m+ l̂s(m) and m− l̂s(m) increasing in

m, and with Li(z) increasing in z until ẑi, it follows that

η̃I =
{
αδI + (1− α)δP

}
/
{
α(1− θ)δI + [1− α(1− θ)]δP

}
.

Here, η̃I is increasing in the DGM bargaining power of buyers. With greater bar-

gaining power for buyers, the private benefits of carrying money into the DGM increase

because with given money holdings, more goods can be obtained. Money and bonds be-

12For many numerical examples, an optimal policy setsm ∈ (m, [ẑI + ẑP ]/2
)
so that indeed households

are effectively constrained by their bond holdings in the OTC.
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come less substitutable and bonds therefore trade at a larger discount during the OTC,

which improves the distribution of savings. As with a Walrasian DGM and because of

similar reasons, η̃I is decreasing in the dispersion of discount factor shocks and decreasing

in α. Even though bonds matter, when the supply of bonds is passive, the critical thresh-

old to rationalize deviations from the Friedman rule remains unchanged. The intuition

is again the same as with a Walrasian DGM.

4.6 An Economy with Bonds and Notes

This section introduces notes into the economy. The purpose is to provide sufficient

conditions to let three properties hold. First, an economy with money and bonds cannot

benefit from the introduction of notes. Second, an economy with only notes and money

can exhibit coexistence of money and interest-bearing notes in an optimal policy regime.

Third, in an economy with only money and notes, optimized welfare is increasing in the

indirect liquidity of notes but decreasing in the direct liquidity of notes. A first candidate

for such a sufficient condition is given by:

Condition 4.1. At the margin, liquid assets are more valuable for impatient than for

patient agents: LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z), ∀z ≥ 0.

Condition 4.1 is satisfied for a variety of DGM trading arrangements.13 When types

are private information during the DGM, so that there is a single pricing protocol υ(q)

across all DGM meetings, Condition 4.1 is satisfied trivially because for impatient house-

holds, the opportunity cost of spending money on DGM goods are lower than for patient

households. As a second candidate, consider:

Condition 4.2. Surplus of sellers in a DGM match is increasing in consumption by

buyers: Li(z)[1− θi(z)]/θi(z) is increasing in z for z ∈ [0, ẑi] and i ∈ {I, P}.
Condition 4.2 implies that in DGM meetings, sellers cannot be worse off when buyers

consume more. Intuitively, this is a weak condition because sellers can restrict their

production.

4.6.1 Introducing Notes in an Economy with Bonds and Money

Consider an economy with only money and bonds. With Condition 4.1 or 4.2 satis-

fied, this economy cannot benefit from the introduction of notes in an optimal policy

environment.

Proposition 4.2. When Condition 4.1 or 4.2 is satisfied, in an economy with money

and bonds, introducing notes does not improve welfare in an optimal policy environment.

13This includes Walrasian pricing, proportional bargaining, and gradual bargaining over liquid assets.
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Using Equations (4.23) and (4.25) in Equation (4.27) implies that welfare in the three-

asset economy can be written as a weighted average of welfare in two baseline economies

W(m, d, b) = (1− χ)W̃(m, g1(m, d, b)) + (1− χ)W̃(m, g2(m, d, b)).

Therefore, introducing notes in an optimal policy environment can only increase welfare

when there exists a pair (m′, b′) such that W̃(m′, b′) > max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b). Clearly, this

requires b′ < 0 so that in a baseline OTC meeting, the pattern of trade reverses.

When Condition 4.1 holds, the standard OTC trade pattern always involves a transfer

of money from the patient to the impatient household. A reversal of trade then implies

that the patient sell bonds to the impatient at a discount. From Equation (4.30), it

however follows that OTC trade then negatively contributes to welfare; a contradiction.

When Condition 4.2 holds, a reversal in the OTC trade pattern also implies that

OTC trade will contribute negatively to welfare. The reason is that if it would contribute

positively to welfare, this can only be attributed to the externalities from OTC trade.

Specifically, when compared to the Friedman rule, externalities from OTC trade must

then contribute positively to welfare. But since no household is constrained by his/her

money holdings at the Friedman rule, it must imply that in some DGM meetings lower

money holdings by buyers make sellers better off.

4.6.2 Optimal Coexistence with Only Notes and Money

In an economy with only notes and money, existence of a threshold η̃Iχ ∈ (0, 1) to ratio-

nalize deviations from the Friedman rule and to explain optimal coexistence is preserved:

Proposition 4.3. In an economy with only notes and money, for all χ ∈ (0, 1) there

exists an η̃Iχ ∈ (0, 1) such that the Friedman rule is sub-optimal if and only if: (i) ηI > η̃Iχ

and (ii) d > 0. Because notes are irrelevant for welfare at the Friedman rule, if and only

if ηI > η̃Iχ optimal policy implies coexistence of money and interest-bearing notes.

Intuitively, when policy is sufficiently close to the Friedman rule, notes provide no

direct liquidity services at the margin. Specifically, when policy is close to the Friedman

rule, the real value of money is only slightly lower than what is needed to let agents

be unconstrained by their money holdings in DGM meetings. With a positive supply of

notes, agents are therefore unconstrained by their asset holdings in DGM meetings in

which notes can be transacted. Therefore, for small deviations from the Friedman rule

an economy with notes behaves the same as an economy with bonds.

Because the introduction of notes in an economy with only bonds does not improve

welfare when either Condition 4.1 or 4.2 is satisfied, it follows that when policies are

determined optimally, an economy with only notes cannot do better than an economy with
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only bonds. Therefore, in an economy with only notes, the critical threshold η̃Iχ can only

be larger than in a similar economy with only bonds. Recall that in an economy with only

bonds and money, a DGM with Walrasian pricing or random matching and proportional

bargaining implies that η̃I is determined by small deviations from the Friedman rule.

Because an economy with only notes then behaves the same as an economy with only

bonds, it follows that η̃Iχ is independent of χ for an economy with a Walrasian DGM or

a DGM with random matching and proportional bargaining.

4.6.3 Direct Liquidity versus Indirect Liquidity of Notes

How do indirect and direct liquidity of assets other than fiat money matter for welfare?

To address this question, consider indirect and direct liquidity of notes in an economy

with only notes and money.

4.6.3.1 Indirect Liquidity of Notes

What happens when OTC search frictions, which characterize indirect liquidity of notes,

change? For the sake of this purpose, recall that ω = πIηI = πPηP . Hence, consider

what happens to optimized welfare for a change in ω, keeping πI and πP unchanged.

Proposition 4.4. When policy is chosen optimally in an economy with only notes and

money, welfare is strictly increasing in ω if ηI ≥ η̃Iχ and if ηI < η̃Iχ, welfare is independent

of small changes in ω.

Intuitively, when ηI < η̃Iχ a small increase in the indirect liquidity of notes implies

that the Friedman rule remains optimal, so that welfare remains unchanged. When

ηI ≥ η̃Iχ, a small increase in the indirect liquidity of notes implies that the Friedman

rule remains or becomes sub-optimal. In an optimal policy regime, OTC trade then

contributes positively to welfare. Since a small increase in the indirect liquidity of notes

also increases the measure of OTC matches, welfare improves even when the real value

of money and notes remains unchanged.

I do not formally consider how optimal policy is affected by changes in the indirect

liquidity of notes. First, a regularity assumption is needed: there should be unique values

for m = φt+1Mt and d = φt+1Dt that maximize welfare. Second, an increase in indirect

liquidity has an ambiguous effect on γ.

One the one hand, when in an optimal coexistence regime the indirect liquidity of notes

increases, the optimal value of real money balances decreases. Basically, the marginal

welfare benefits of stimulating OTC trade through reducing real money balances increase

relative to the marginal welfare cost of reduced DGM trade. In turn, the reduction in

real money balances puts upward pressure on the Fisher nominal interest rate, inflation,

and γ, as the marginal benefits of carrying money into the DGM increase.
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On the other hand, increased indirect liquidity puts downward pressure on γ. This

is because notes become better in providing insurance against preference shocks: When

the probability that an interest-bearing note can be traded in the OTC increases, there

is less need for households to hold return dominated money. Fixing real money balances,

the Fisher nominal interest rate, inflation, and γ then decrease.

Which of the two opposing effects dominates, depends on the parametrization of the

model. This is demonstrated by the closed form solutions in Appendix 4.B. For these

solutions, Figure 4.2a shows how welfare depends on real money balances and the indirect

liquidity of notes. Figures 4.3a, 4.4a, and 4.5a illustrate how optimized welfare, optimized

real money balances, and the associated Fisher rate depend on the indirect liquidity of

notes.

4.6.3.2 Direct Liquidity of Notes

Consider a change in the fraction χ of buyers that can use notes as a payment instrument

in DGM matches. In other words, what happens when the direct liquidity of notes

changes?

Proposition 4.5. Suppose that Condition 4.1 or 4.2 is satisfied. In an economy with

only notes and money, welfare is then globally decreasing in the liquidity of notes. When

externalities from OTC trade can be corrected by a financial transactions tax, optimized

welfare is linear in the direct liquidity of notes when ηI > η̃I and independent of the direct

liquidity of notes when ηI ≤ η̃I .

Because the introduction of notes in an economy with bonds cannot improve optimized

welfare, we know that welfare in an economy with only notes and money is bounded by

optimized welfare in an economy with only money and bonds. Moreover, when optimal

policy deviates from the Friedman rule in an economy with both notes and bonds, bonds

are essential; b > 0 when policy is chosen optimally. The reason is that impatient

households in an OTC match need to become better off in terms of DGM liquidity in

all DGM matches, i.e. both l > 0 and k + l > 0. Such transfers however make patient

households in DGM matches worse off. These households need to be compensated by

receiving bonds at a discount. When optimal policy does not implement the Friedman

rule, an economy with only notes is therefore worse off compared to an economy with

only bonds.

Because notes become equivalent to bonds when χ → 0, the analysis above implies

that optimized welfare in an economy with only notes and money, as a function of χ,

is maximized when χ = 0. On the other hand, when χ → 1 notes become a perfect

substitute for money. In an economy with only notes and money, OTC trade then vanishes

and by continuity, optimized welfare approaches welfare at the Friedman rule. Because
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(a) Indirect liquidity.

(b) Direct liquidity.

Figure 4.2: Welfare, indirect liquidity, and direct liquidity in an economy with only notes and
money. Drawn for an optimal supply of notes given the supply of real money balances. See
Appendix 4.A for the parametrization.
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(a) Optimized welfare and indirect liquidity.

(b) Optimized welfare and direct liquidity.

Figure 4.3: Optimized welfare, indirect liquidity, and direct liquidity in an economy with only
notes and bonds. Welfare is normalized to one at the Friedman rule. See Appendix 4.A for the
parametrization.
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(a) Optimal real money balances and indirect liquidity.

(b) Optimal real money balances and direct liquidity.

Figure 4.4: Optimized real money balances, indirect liquidity, and direct liquidity in an economy
with only notes and bonds. Real money balances are normalized to one at the Friedman rule.
See Appendix 4.A for the parametrization.
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(a) Optimal Fisher interest rate and indirect liquidity.

(b) Optimal Fisher interest rate and direct liquidity.

Figure 4.5: Optimal Fisher interest rate, indirect liquidity, and direct liquidity. See Appendix
4.A for the parametrization.
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the Friedman rule is always implementable and welfare at the Friedman rule does not

depend on χ, it follows that welfare is globally decreasing in the direct liquidity of notes.

The effects of small changes in the direct liquidity of notes are more difficult to

asses. The reason is that the supply of notes affects both OTC trade and DGM trade.

When externalities from OTC trade can be corrected with a financial transactions tax,

or when there are no externalities from OTC trade, notes are no longer needed to ensure

socially optimal OTC transactions. The optimal supply of notes then becomes such

that households are never constrained by their note holdings. At the margin, notes then

provide no DGM liquidity and become equivalent to bonds. Reducing the supply of notes

then only hurts welfare because DGM trade may reduce and when notes start to provide

DGM liquidity services at the margin, notes will trade for money at prices closer to par

in the OTC.

When households are unconstrained by their note holdings and with an optimal fi-

nancial transactions tax, SSE flow welfare (illustrated by Figure 4.2b) becomes

W = χWfr + (1− χ)W̃(m, b∗(m)), Wfr ≡ πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ).

Here, Wfr represents flow welfare when policy implements the Friedman rule and b∗(m)

is the socially optimal supply of bonds in the baseline economy. It follows that η̃Iχ and

optimal real money balances are independent of χ. Also, optimized welfare is linearly

decreasing in χ, and strictly decreasing when ηI > η̃I . From Lemma 4.2, it follows that

in an optimal policy regime, the Fisher rate, inflation, and γ are linearly decreasing in χ.

These insights are illustrated by Figures 4.3b, 4.4b, and 4.5b.

4.6.3.3 Discussion

Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate that from a welfare perspective, direct and indirect

liquidity of assets other than fiat money are different concepts. As in Kocherlakota (2003)

but for different reasons, the model economy is best off with money and bonds. Bonds

ideally provide as much indirect liquidity as possible, but no direct liquidity. Kocherlakota

(2003) only shows that bonds which provide no direct liquidity services are better for

welfare than bonds which are perfect substitutes for money; χ = 0 is better than χ = 1.

In the current chapter, for a different mechanism, I provide conditions such that assets

other than fiat money ideally provide no indirect liquidity services. Moreover, these

conditions imply that a society cannot benefit from introducing assets which provide

some direct liquidity (notes) when assets which provide no direct liquidity (bonds) are

already available.

My results regarding the welfare effects of direct and indirect liquidity contrast findings

by Geromichalos, Jung, Lee, and Carlos (2019). These authors combine the model of

endogenous direct asset liquidity by Lester, Postlewaite, and Wright (2012) with an OTC
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financial market. Taking inflation and the supply of assets other than fiat money as given,

Geromichalos et al. (2019) find that improving direct asset liquidity can positively affect

welfare while improving indirect asset liquidity may hurt welfare. Their results arise only

when policy deviates from the Friedman rule while in their environment, the Friedman

rule is optimal. Though the current chapter considers exogenously given parameters for

direct and indirect asset liquidity, the opposite findings of Geromichalos et al. (2019)

suggest that the welfare effects of changing direct or indirect asset liquidity depend on

the policy context. Specifically, it matters whether optimal policy regimes are considered.

4.7 Walrasian Financial Markets

Walrasian financial markets aggregate preferences differently than OTC markets since

households then do not bargain but take prices as given. This turns out to matter for

the qualitative welfare effects of deviating from the Friedman rule.

4.7.1 Modified Environment

I consider a modified environment with only money and bonds in which the OTC market

is replaced by a Walrasian financial market (WFM) based on Y.-S. Li and Li (2013). In

WFM t, bonds trade for money at a relative price 1/(1+ ιt). Here, ιt is the nominal rate

earned by holding bonds from WFM t until CM t+1. Households can only obtain money

in the WFM by selling bonds; credit is infeasible. When households carry sufficiently

many bonds, allocations are however equivalent to those when credit is feasible. The

WFM can then be interpreted as a bank in spirit of Berentsen et al. (2007), where

households can borrow or deposit money between WFM t and CM t+ 1 at nominal rate

ιt. To maintain a notion of frictions, I assume that an impatient (patient) household can

trade with probability ηI (resp. ηP ). To allow for a comparison with OTC markets, I

impose that πIηI = πPηP = ω ≤ min{πI , πP}.
Let lit denote the net amount of money, expressed in terms of CM t+1 goods, acquired

during WFM t by a household with δt = δi. The value of entering WFM t for a household

that carries money worth mt CM t+1 goods and bonds worth bt CM t+1 goods, becomes

Oi
t(mt, bt) = ηi max

−mt≤lit≤ bt
1+ιt

{Li(lit +mt)− βδilitιt
}
+(1−ηi)Li(mt)+βδi(mt+bt+W t+1).

The amount of money traded by households with access to WFM t then satisfies

Li
z(l

i
t +mt) ≤ max{βδiιt,Li

z(bt/(1 + ιt) +mt)}, with = if −lit > mt. (4.33)

It can be verified that Oi
t(mt, bt) is concave, so we can focus on symmetric equilibria.
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Equation (4.7) implies that necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal asset portfolios

carried out of CM t are given by:

βift ≥
∑

i∈{I,P}
πi

⎡⎢⎣ηi max

{
Li

z

(
bt

1 + ιt
+mt

)
, βδiιt

}
+ (1− ηi)Li

z(mt)

⎤⎥⎦ with = if mt > 0, (4.34)

β
ift − ibt
1 + ibt

≥
∑

i∈{I,P}

πiηi max
{
Li

z

(
bt

1+ιt
+mt

)
− βδiιt, 0

}
1 + ιt

with = if bt > 0. (4.35)

Definition 4.2. Given a policy sequence {Mt, Bt}∞t=0, a symmetric equilibrium is a se-

quence of prices {φt, ψt}∞t=0, interest rates {ift , ibt , ιt}∞t=0, portfolio choices {mt, bt}∞t=0 and

financial market trades {lIt , lPt }∞t=0 such that for all t:

1. Households maximize utility:

(a) Optimal CM behavior implies that mt and bt satisfy Equation (4.34) and (4.35).

(b) Optimal WFM behavior implies that lit satisfies Equation (4.33) for i ∈ {I, P}.
(c) Optimal DGM behavior implies that for i ∈ {I, P}, we have that Li(mt) is

given by Equation (4.3).

2. Interest rates ift and ibt satisfy Equation (4.13).

3. Markets clear; φt+1Mt = mt, φt+1Bt = bt, and πIηI lIt + πPηP lPt = 0.

Lemma 4.3. In symmetric equilibria, given mt and bt there is a unique ιt so that WFM

t clears; πIηI lIt + πPηP lPt = 0. This ιt is non-negative and with ω = πIηI = πPηP , it

is independent of ω. When 2mt > ẑI + ẑP , clearing WFM t requires that ιt = 0; the

economy is in a liquidity trap.

Important to mention here is that when household enter WFM t with enough money

to let all market participants be unconstrained in the DGM (2mt > ẑI + ẑP ), equilibrium

implies ιt = 0. That means, money and bonds trade at par and the distribution of savings

remains unaffected by financial market activity. The reason is that for some households,

the marginal unit of money carried out of the WFM is a mere savings instrument. This

requires ιt = 0 as otherwise, households are better of using bonds as a savings instrument.

To formally characterize welfare, let ῑ(m, b) ≥ 0 denote the equilibrium interest rate

that clears WFM t when households carry money and bonds worth m and, respectively,

b CM t+1 goods into WFM t. Let l̄(mt, bt) = lIt be the solution of Equation (4.33) when

ιt = ῑ(mt, bt) and i = I. Flow welfare can then be written as

W̃(mt, bt) = πILI(mt)/θ
I(mt)+πPLP (mt)/θ

P (mt)+ω[F̃(mt, bt)+ Ẽ(mt, bt)]+U(y∗)−y∗,

(4.36)
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with Ẽ(zt, bt) given by Equation (4.26) and

F̃(mt, bt) = [LI(l̄(mt, bt) +mt)− LI(mt)] + [LP (mt − l̄(mt, bt))− LP (mt)]

+ β(δP − δI)ῑ(mt, bt)l̄(mt, bt). (4.37)

Focusing on stationary policies 〈γ, b〉 in SSE, I find:

Lemma 4.4. Given government policy 〈γ, b〉, SSE is described by an m > 0 that solves

γ − β =
∑

i∈{I,P}
πi

[
ηi max

{
Li

z

(
b

1 + ῑ(m, b)
+m

)
, βδI ῑ(m, b)

}
+ (1− ηi)Li

z(m)

]
.

(4.38)

Let

m̂ =

⎧⎨⎩max{ẑI , ẑP} if ηI < 1

max{ẑI − b, (ẑI + ẑP )/2} if ηI = 1
.

Given b, there is a unique γ such that some arbitrary m > 0 satisfies Equation (4.38).

This γ is continuous in m and m ≥ m̂ ⇔ γ = β, m < m̂ ⇔ γ > β, and limγ↓β m = m̂.

Contrasting the baseline model, when m ≥ (ẑI + ẑP )/2 we may already be at the

Friedman rule. This occurs when impatient agents have perfect access to financial mar-

kets. The reason is that with Walrasian pricing, money and bonds trade at par in the

WFM when m ≥ (ẑI + ẑP )/2. Then, when unconstrained by their bond holdings, all

households are unconstrained by their money holdings in the DGM.

4.7.2 Optimal Policy and Coexistence

Deviations from the Friedman rule can be optimal in the modified environment:

Proposition 4.6. With Walrasian financial markets, depending on trading arrangement

in the DGM there may exist a η̃I ∈ (0, 1) such that the Friedman rule is sub-optimal

if and only if: (i) ηI > η̃I and (ii) b > 0. Therefore, if and only if ηI > η̃I , optimal

policy implies coexistence of money and interest-bearing bonds. With 1 > ηI > η̃I small

deviations from the Friedman rule reduce welfare, while the Friedman rule remains a

sub-optimal policy.

Proposition 4.6 implies that Walrasian markets are special because of two reasons.

First, the DGM trading arrangement matters for the existence of a critical threshold

to rationalize deviations from the Friedman rule: Even when all households manage to

trade in the WFM, the Friedman rule can still be the optimal policy. This occurs when

in some DGM matches, first-best quantities cannot be attained; there exist ij ∈ {I, P}2
such that σij(q

∗
ij − q̂ij) > 0. For example, this is the case with Nash bargaining in the
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DGM. Then, a small deviation from the Friedman rule does not only generate a first-

order welfare gain due to increased trade in the WFM, but also a first-order welfare loss

because of reduced trade in the DGM. Due to the competitive nature of the WFM, the

latter effect can dominate the former when the dispersion in discount factor shocks is

sufficiently small. When the DGM is characterized by Walrasian pricing, proportional

bargaining, or gradual bargaining, we have q∗ij = q̂ij and deviating from the Friedman

rule remains optimal when all agents have access to the WFM.

Second, when almost all impatient agents can trade during the WFM (ηI → 0), small

deviations from the Friedman rule negatively affect welfare. The reason is that for small

deviations from the Friedman rule (m = ẑI − ε), the economy fails to escape a liquidity

trap; ῑ(m, b) = 0 when (ẑI + ẑP )/2 < m < ẑI so bonds trade at par for money in the

WFM (see Lemma 4.3). Before the beneficial effects of deviating from the Friedman

rule kick in, welfare losses therefore materialize since a measure πI(1 − ηI) of impatient

households that are unable to trade during the WFM, become constrained by their money

holdings in the DGM. With OTC markets, these welfare losses also occur. But, when ηI

is sufficiently large, these losses are offset by the beneficial effects of OTC trade because

bargaining implies that bonds then do trade at a discount.

For a Walrasian DGM, Figure 4.6a plots welfare as a function of real money balances

for various ηI when the supply of bonds is chosen optimally.14 Similarly, Figure 4.6b plots

welfare as a function of the Fisher rate. The figures illustrate how small deviations from

the Friedman rule reduce welfare when ηI < 1, while the Friedman rule is a sub-optimal

policy when ηI is sufficiently large.

4.7.3 Welfare in OTC versus WFM

OTC financial markets can achieve better outcomes than Walrasian financial markets.

After all, when ηI is sufficiently close to one, welfare can always be improved by deviating

from the Friedman rule with OTC markets, while this is not true for Walrasian financial

markets. Furthermore, even when welfare can be improved with Walrasian financial

markets, OTC financial markets can attain strictly more welfare. Why? Because in an

OTC economy, we can replicate trades in Walrasian financial markets by choosing OTC

bargaining power appropriately. Moreover, in an OTC economy, by changing the supply

of bonds appropriately, we can let bargaining power of patient agents in OTC matches

increase without changing the amount of money transferred within OTC matches. Then,

more bonds are transferred to the patient agents, so the distribution of savings is further

improved, while the distribution of money remains unchanged.

14Whenever financial market trade causes no externalities on sellers, the optimal supply of bonds is
such that households are unconstrained by their bond holdings during the WFM.
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(a) Welfare and real money balances.

(b) Welfare and the Fisher nominal rate.

Figure 4.6: Welfare with Walrasian financial markets for various ηI when the supply of bonds
is chosen optimally given the supply of real money balances. See Appendix 4.A for the
parametrization.
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Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016) also argue that OTC financial markets can

outperform Walrasian financial markets. In their model, OTC trade avoids the external-

ities discussed by Berentsen et al. (2014). In the models of Berentsen et al. (2014) and

Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck (2016), these effects only arise when policy is not chosen

optimally. The distinguishing feature of the current model, is that it shows how OTC

financial markets outperform Walrasian markets in an optimal policy environment.

4.8 Conclusion

This chapter introduces patient and impatient households in an otherwise standard mone-

tary model with financial markets. In the model, not only the cross-sectional distribution

of money but also the cross-sectional distribution of savings matters for welfare. When

money and bonds change hands in financial markets, welfare is affected as savings in-

struments are traded. If and only if the fraction of households that are able trade in

financial markets is sufficiently large, coexistence of money and interest-bearing bonds

arises endogenously when policy is set optimally. Ideally, bonds should not be accepted

as a payment instrument but should be easy to trade in financial markets. Qualitatively,

it matters whether financial markets are characterized by Walrasian pricing or bilateral

trade with bargaining. Nevertheless, both trading arrangements can explain the coexis-

tence puzzle.
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4.A Parameters for Figures

Welfare normalized to one at the Friedman rule and real money balances normalized

to one at ẑI . For welfare calculations, the term U(y∗) − y∗ is ignored. In all figures,

I assume Walrasian pricing in the DGM, i.e. υij(q) = q/(βδP ) for all ij ∈ {I, P}2 and

Σ = {σII , σIP , σPI , σPP} = σ{0, πI , 0, πP} with σ ∈ (0, 0.5]. I set u(q) = q1−ρ/(1−ρ), and

use ρ = 0.5, σ = 0.5, β = 0.99 and πI = πP = 0.5 in all figures. Remaining parameters

are as follows.

Figure FM Bonds Notes δI δP α ω χ

4.1 OTC Yes No 0.5 1.5 0.5 {0, 1/3, 0.5} 0

4.2a OTC No Yes 0.5 1.5 0.5 [0, 0.5] 0

4.2b OTC No Yes 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 [0, 1]

4.3a, 4.4a, 4.5a OTC Yes No 0.5 1.5 {0.2, 0.35, 0.5} [0, 0.5] 0

4.3b, 4.4b, 4.5b OTC No Yes 0.5 1.5 {0.2, 0.35, 0.5} 0.5 [0, 1]

4.6 WFM Yes No 0.6 1.4 NA 0.5 0

Table 4.1: Specific parameters for figures.
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4.B Closed-Form Solutions with a Walrasian DGM

With a Walrasian DGM, there are closed form solutions for optimal policies in an economy

with only bonds or notes when we choose u(q) = [(q+�)1−ρ −�1−ρ]/(1− ρ) with ρ > 0,

� = 0 when ρ < 1 and � ↓ 0 when ρ ≥ 1. This utility function generalizes standard

constant relative risk aversion preferences by including �, which forces u(0) = 0.

With υ(q) = βδI and Σ = {0, σπ, 0, σ(1 − π)}, where σ ∈ (0, 1/2], we obtain ẑi =

(βδP )−ρδP/δi and Li
z(z) = σmax{(βδP )1−ρz−ρ − βδi, 0}. It follows from the analysis

in Section 4.5.2 that in an economy with only bonds and money, the optimal supply

of bonds is such that households are not constrained by their bond holdings during the

OTC. Similarly, from the proof of Proposition 4.5 it follows that in an economy with only

notes and money, the optimal supply of notes is such that households are not constrained

by their bond holdings during the OTC and DGM. The amount of money traded in an

OTC meeting, l/φt+1, therefore satisfies

l(m) =

⎧⎨⎩m (δP )1/ρ−(δI)1/ρ

(δP )1/ρ+(δI)1/ρ
if 2m < ẑI + ẑP

(βδP )−ρδP/δI −m if 2m ≥ ẑI + ẑP
.

Because the optimal supply of notes in an economy with only notes and money is such

that households are not constrained by their note holdings during DGM, flow welfare

as a function of real money balances carried out of the CM, m = φt+1Mt, becomes

W = χ[πIL(ẑI) + πPL(ẑP )] + (1− χ)Ŵ(m) + U(y∗)− y∗, where:

Ŵ(m) = πI

[
(1− ηI)δP − α(δP − δI)

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LI(m)

+ πP

[
(1− ηP )δI + (1− α)(δP − δI)

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LP (m)

+ ω
δPLI(l(m) +m) + δILP (m− l(m))

αδI + (1− α)δP
.

Regardless of considering an economy with only bonds or only notes, real money bal-

ances are chosen to maximize Ŵ(m), and the optimal amount of real money balances is

independent of χ.

Define αP = α, αI = (1− α), lP (m) = −lI(m), and lI(m) = l(m). When households

are never constrained by bond holdings or note holdings, we obtain for the Fisher rate:

if
[
αδI + (1− α)δP

]
σ(1− χ)

=
∑

i∈{I,P}
πi
[
αj �=iδi + αi(1− ηi)δj �=i

]
max

{
(δP )

1−ρ

βρmρ
− δi, 0

}

+
∑

i∈{I,P}
πiηiαiδj �=i max

{
(δP )

1−ρ

βρ(m+ li(m))ρ
− δi, 0

}
.
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When ηI < η̃I = [αδI + (1 − α)δP ]/δP , we have optimality of the Friedman rule so

m ≥ ẑI ⇒ if = 0. When ηI > η̃I , the Friedman rule is no longer optimal so m < ẑI and

if > 0. Define Ω = (δP −δI)[αδI+(1−α)δP ]−2ηIδP{[(δI) 1
ρ/2+(δP )

1
ρ/2]ρ−δI/2−δP/2}.

Some algebra implies that the optimal supply of real money balances satisfies

βδPmρ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
δP
[
1− 2πIηI δI/2+δP /2−[(δI)

1
ρ /2+(δP )

1
ρ /2]ρ

αδI+(1−α)δP

]
if Ω < 0

δP

δI

[
1− 2ηI δP−[(δI)

1
ρ /2+(δP )

1
ρ /2]ρ

αδI+(1−α)δP+ηIδP

]
if Ω ≥ 0

.

Here optimal policy is such that all households are constrained by their money holding

during the DGM when Ω < 0, while when Ω > 0 only patient households that did not get

matched during the OTC are unconstrained by their money holdings during the DGM.

In the former case we find for the Fisher nominal rate

if

σ(1− χ)
=

(1− πIηI)[αδI + (1− α)δP ] + πIηI [(δI)1/ρ/2 + (δP )1/ρ/2]ρ

αδI + (1− α)δP − 2πIηI{δI/2 + δP/2− [(δI)1/ρ/2 + (δP )1/ρ/2]ρ} − 1,

and in the latter case

if [αδI + (1− α)δP ]

σπδI(1− χ)
=

αδI + [1− α(1− ηI)]δP + ηI [[(δI)1/ρ/2 + (δP )1/ρ/2]ρ − δP ]

(1 + ηP )δP − α(δP − δI) + 2ηI [[(δI)1/ρ/2 + (δP )1/ρ/2]ρ − δP ]

× [(1 + ηP )δP − α(δP − δI)
]

− αδI − [1− α(1− ηI)]δP .

Because optimal policy is such that households are never constrained by their holdings

of bonds or notes in an economy with, respectively, only bonds and notes, we also have

that ib = in = if .

The following insights arise from the closed form solution. First, optimal policies

exhibit a discontinuity at ηI = η̃I . This is because deviations from the Friedman rule, as

long as 2m ≥ ẑI+ ẑP , then do not affect welfare. Second, when ηI > η̃I , the optimal value

for m is monotonically decreasing in ηI . Equivalently, m is monotonically decreasing in

ω when keeping πI and πP fixed. However, when ηI > η̃I , the associated Fisher rate can

be increasing or decreasing in ηI . Third, the optimal value for m does not depend on χ,

but the associated Fisher rate is linear in χ.
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4.C DGM Trading Arrangements with Bargaining

Following Gu and Wright (2016), I considered a generic trading mechanism during the

DGM which implied existence of pricing protocols υij : R+ �→ R+ for ij ∈ {I, P}2,
and subsequently I imposed properties on these protocols to prove propositions. With

a common pricing protocol across all DGM meetings, e.g. when considering Walrasian

pricing, these properties where satisfied naturally.

Here, I consider what happens if DGM trade is characterized by bargaining, ran-

dom matching, and households entering a DGM meeting at most once so that Σ =

σ{(πI)2, πIπP , πIπP , (πP )2}, with σ ∈ (0, 1]. Note that during the CM, households’

past preferences are private information, so that government cannot levy type-contingent

taxes. Many bargaining solutions however require that households observe each other’s

preferences during the DGM. This is not a problem because households are anonymous

during the DGM, so that the observability of preferences in DGM matches generates in-

formation that can be used only within these matches. There are also bargaining solutions

for setups with asymmetric information about agents’ preferences, e.g. those provided

by Harsanyi and Selten (1972), and Samuelson (1984). Such solutions necessarily imply

that the pricing protocols satisfy υII(q) = υIP (q) = υPI(q) = υPP (q) for all q. Then,

Assumption 4.2 and Condition 4.1 are trivially satisfied.

In what follows, I will investigate properties of the pricing protocols when these are

generated by the proportional bargaining solution, the gradual bargaining solution, and

the generalized Nash bargaining solution. To show that my results do not depend on

linear utility cost of producing DGM goods, I take a more general approach and assume

utility cost c(q) of producing DGM goods with c(0) = 0, c′ > 0 and c′′ ≥ 0. When a

buyer with δt = δi and seller with δt = δj are matched, all trades on the Pareto frontier

then satisfy δju′(q) = δic′(q) when the buyer is unconstrained by its liquid asset holdings.

Hence, q∗ij now satisfies δju′(q∗ij) = δic′(q∗ij) and we still have q∗IP > q∗II = q∗PP > q∗PI .

4.C.1 Random Matching with Proportional Bargaining

Consider proportional bargaining as in Kalai (1977), with buyers receiving a constant

share θ ∈ (0, 1] of match surplus across all DGM meetings. During DGM t, surplus of a

match between a buyer and a seller, where the former has δt = δi and carries liquid assets

worth z CM t + 1 goods, and the latter has δt = δj, is given by Sij(x) = maxq,p{u(q) −
c(q) − β(δi − δj)p} subject to sharing rule (1 − θ) [u(q)− δiβp] = θ [−c(q) + δjβp] and

liquidity constraint p ≤ z. Substituting out p in the objective function by using the

sharing rule, we obtain:

Sij(z) = max
q

u(q)δj − c(q)δi

(1− θ)δi + θδj
s.t. υij(q) ≤ z, υij(q) =

1

β

(1− θ)u(q) + θc(q)

(1− θ)δi + θδj
. (4.39)
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Note that υij(q) is increasing in q and, in line with Assumption 4.1, u′(q)/υ′
ij(q) is strictly

decreasing in q.

A buyer maximizes u(q) − βδiυij(q), s.t. z ≤ vij(q), which is equivalent to solving

Program (4.39). Therefore, in line with Assumption 4.1, q̂ij = q∗ij for all ij ∈ {I, P}2.
Because buyers obtain a constant share of match surplus, Condition 4.2 is also satisfied.

With, random matching and proportional bargaining, we obtain

Li(z) = σθ[πISiI(z) + πPSiP (z)]. (4.40)

Equation (4.40) has the following properties, implying that Assumption 4.2 and Condition

4.1 are satisfied.

Lemma 4.C.1. With random matching and proportional bargaining, ẑI > ẑP and LI
z(z) ≥

LP
z (z), with strict inequality if and only if 0 < z < ẑI .

4.C.2 Random Matching with Gradual Bargaining

Consider the gradual bargaining solution proposed by O’Neill, Samet, Wiener, andWinter

(2004), further studied in the context of monetary-search economies by Rocheteau, Hu,

Lebeau, and In (2020). Let θ ∈ (0, 1] denote bargaining power of buyers across all DGM

meetings. Consider a meeting between a buyer and a seller during DGM t, where the

former has δt = δi and carries liquid assets worth x CM t + 1 goods, and the latter has

δt = δj. Suppose the buyer commits to spend at most � ≤ x worth of liquid assets

(expressed in CM t + 1 goods) and that the seller commits to produce at most ς ≥ 0

units of DGM goods. The zero-normalized bargaining set is then given by:

Sij(�, ς) =
{(

u(q)− δiβp, δjβp− c(q)
)
∈ R

2
+ : 0 ≤ p ≤ �, 0 ≤ q ≤ ς

}
,

where u(q)− δiβp ≡ ub is the buyer’s surplus and δjβp− c(q) ≡ us the seller’s surplus.

Let the Pareto frontier of Sij(�, ς) be described by the function Hij(ub, us, �, ς) = 0.

Straightforward algebra implies:

Hij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ub − u ◦ c−1(δjsβ�− us) + δjβς if δjβ� < c ◦min{q∗ij, ς}+ us,

δjub − δju(ς) + δic(ς) + δius if ς < min{q∗ij, c−1(δjβ�− us)},
δjub − δju(q∗ij) + δic(q∗ij) + δius otherwise.
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4.C.2.1 Gradual Bargaining over Liquid Assets

Suppose households bargain gradually over the amount of liquid assets to be traded in a

DGM meeting. Thus, let ς = ∞. The gradual bargaining solution implies

dub

d�
= −θ

∂Hij/∂�

∂Hij/∂ub

and
dus

d�
= −(1− θ)

∂Hij/∂�

∂Hij/∂us

, ⇒ dub

dus

=
θ

1− θ

∂H/∂us

∂H/∂ub

,

(4.41)

so that Condition 4.2 is satisfied. If δjβ� < c(q∗ij) + us, we obtain that (1− θ)c′(q)dub =

θu′(q)dus. Also observe that ub = u(q) − δiβ� and us = δjβ� − c(q). Totally differenti-

ating these two equations, we obtain dub = u′(q)dq − δiβd� and dus = δjβd� − c′(q)dq.

Substituting these expressions into Equation (4.41) and subsequently rearranging terms,

we find d�/dq = [u′(q)c′(q)]/ {β[θδju′(q) + (1− θ)δic′(q)]}. If δjβ� < c(q∗ij) + us, we ob-

tain that dub/d� = dus/d� = 0. That means the bargaining solution is independent of �.

Without loss, we can therefore assume that there exists a pricing protocol

υij(q) =

q∫
0

1

β

u′(r)c′(r)
θδju′(r) + (1− θ)δic′(r)

dr.

A buyer maximizes u(q)−βδiυij(q) subject to liquidity constraint υij(q) ≤ z. We find

that q̂ij = q∗ij, that υij(q) is increasing in q, and that u′(q)/v′ij(q) is strictly decreasing in

q. These properties imply that Assumption 4.1 is satisfied. Using random matching, we

find

Li(z) = σθβ
∑

j∈{I,P}
πj

∫ min{υ−1
ij (z),q∗ij}

0

[
δju′(r)/c′(r)− δi

]
dr.

Here, Li(z) has the following properties, which imply that Assumption 4.2 and Condition

4.1 are satisfied.

Lemma 4.C.2. With random matching and gradual bargaining over liquid assets, ẑI >

ẑP and LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z), with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑI .

4.C.2.2 Gradual Bargaining over DGM Goods

Consider households bargaining gradually over the amount of DGM goods to be traded.

Thus, let � = z. The gradual bargaining solution implies that as the seller offers more

goods for sale:

dub

dς
= −θ

∂Hij/∂ς

∂Hij/∂ub

and
dus

dς
= −(1− θ)

∂Hij/∂ς

∂H/∂us

, ⇒ dub

dus

=
θ

1− θ

∂Hij/∂us

∂Hij/∂ub

,

(4.42)

so that Condition 4.2 is satisfied. If ς < min{q∗ij, c−1(δjβz−us)}, we obtain that Equation

(4.42) reduces to (1 − θ)δjdub = θδidus. Also observe that ub = u(ς) − δiβp and us =
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δjβp− c(ς). Totally differentiating these two equations, we obtain dub = u′(ς)dς − δiβdp

and dus = δjβdp − c′(ς)dς. Substituting these expressions into δj(1 − θ)dub = δiθdus

and subsequently rearranging terms, we find dp/dς = [δj(1−θ)u′(ς)+ δiθc′(ς)]/[βδiδj]. If

ς ≥ min{q∗ij, c−1(δjβz − us)}, we obtain dub/dς = dus/dς = 0, so the bargaining solution

is independent of ς. Without loss, we can therefore assume there exists a pricing protocol

υij(q) =
1

β

δj(1− θ)u(q) + δiθc(q)

δiδj
.

A buyer maximizes u(q)− βδiυij(q) subject to liquidity constraint υij(q) ≤ z. In line

with Assumption 4.1, we find that q̂ij = q∗ij, υij(q) is increasing in q, and u′(q)/v′ij(q) is

strictly decreasing in q. Using random matching, we obtain

Li(z) = σβθ
∑

j∈{I,P}
πj
{
[u ◦min{υ−1

ij (z), q∗ij}]− δi[c ◦min{υ−1
ij (z), q∗ij}]/δj

}
Here, Li(z) has the following properties, which implies that Assumption 4.2 is satisfied

but not Condition 4.1.

Lemma 4.C.3. With random matching and gradual bargaining over DGM goods, ẑI > ẑP

and limz→0 LI
z(z) < limz→0 LP

z (z).

4.C.3 Random Matching with Nash Bargaining

Consider the generalized version of the bargaining solution provided by Nash (1950),

with buyers having bargaining power θ ∈ (0, 1] across all DGM meetings. During DGM

t, consider a meeting between a buyer and a seller, where the former has δt = δi and

carries liquid assets worth z CM t + 1 goods, and the latter has δt = δj. Suppose the

buyer can commit to spend less than � ≤ z worth of liquid assets. Terms of trade (q, p)

maximize [u(q)−βδip]θ[−c(q)+βδjp]1−θ subject to p ≤ �. Taking the first-order condition

w.r.t. q and subsequently using that p = υij(q), we find the following pricing protocol

υij(q) =
1

β

(1− θ)u(q)c′(q) + θu′(q)c(q)
δiθu′(q) + δi(1− θ)c′(q)

.

A buyer maximizes u(q) − βδiυij(q) subject to liquidity constraint υij(q) ≤ z. In

line with Assumption 4.1, we find q̂ij ≤ q∗ij, with equality if and only if θ = 1. More-

over, υij(q) is increasing q. As stressed by, amongst other, Lagos and Wright (2005),

u′(q)/υ′
ij(q) may not be strictly decreasing in q on the relevant domain [0, q̂ij]. However,

since limθ→1[u
′(q)/υ′

ij(q)] = βδju′(q)/c′(q), there exists a θ′ < 1 such that, in line with

Assumption 4.1, u′(q)/υ′
ij(q) is strictly decreasing in q for all θ > θ′.

With random matching and Nash bargaining, we also find that if θ is sufficiently large,
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Assumption 4.2 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied:

Lemma 4.C.4. With random matching and generalized Nash Bargaining during the

DGM, when the bargaining power of buyers is sufficiently large we have that ẑI > ẑP

and LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z), with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑI .
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4.D Proofs and Derivations

4.D.1 Concavity of the OTC Value Function

Note that we can write Oi
t(m, d, b) =

∫∫∫
Oi

t(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)dFt(m
′, d′, b′), where

Oi
t(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′) = αiηiFij(m, d, b;m′, d′, b′)

+ χL(m+ d) + (1− χ)L(m) + Δi
t + βδi(m+ d+ b+W t+1).

To show that Oi
t(m, d, b) is concave in (m, d, b) regardless of Ft, it therefore suffices to

shows that for arbitrary {m̄, d̄, b̄} ∈ R
3
+, Ō

i
t(m, d, b) = Oi

t(m, d, b; m̄, d̄, b̄) is concave in

(m, d, b). Specifically, we need λŌi
t(m

′, d′, b′) + (1 − λ)Ōi
t(m

′′, d′′, b′′) ≤ Ōi
t(mλ, dλ, bλ),

where mλ = λm′+(1−λ)m′′, dλ = λd′+(1−λ)d′′, bλ = λb′+(1−λ)b′′, and λ ∈ (0, 1). Let

l(m, d, b, m̄, d̄, b̄) denote the real value of money the household obtains when it manages

to find an OTC match, k(m, d, b; m̄, d̄, b̄) the real value of notes the household obtains

when it manages to find an OTC match, and let a(m, d, b; m̄, d̄, b̄) denote the real value of

bonds the household gives up when it manages to find an OTC match. These quantities

follow from

Fij =max
l,k

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
χ
δj
[Li(l + k +m+ d)− Li(m+ d)

]
+ δi

[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l − k)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)
]

αjδi + αiδj

+ (1− χ)
δj
[Li(l +m)− Li(m)

]
+ δi

[Lj(m̄− l)− Lj(m̄)
]

αjδi + αiδj

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.43)

s.t.

−b̄ ≤ l + k +
χ

β

αj
[Li(l + k +m+ d)− Li(m+ d)

]− αi
[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l − k)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)

]
αjδi + αiδj

+
1− χ

β

αj
[Li(l +m)− Li(m)

]− αi
[Lj(m̄− l)− Lj(m̄)

]
αjδi + αiδj

≤ b

−m ≤ l ≤ m̄ and − d ≤ k ≤ d̄,

where i �= j.

Let l′ = l(m′, d′, b′; m̄, d̄, b̄), l′′ = l(m′′, d′′, b′′; m̄, d̄, b̄), lλ = l(mλ, dλ, bλ; m̄, d̄, b̄), l̃λ =

λl′+(1−λ)l′′, k′ = k(m′, d′, b′; m̄, d̄, b̄), k′′ = l(m′′, d′′, b′′; m̄, d̄, b̄), kλ = k(mλ, dλ, bλ; m̄, d̄, b̄),

k̃λ = λk′ + (1− λ)k′′, a′ = a(m′, d′, b′; m̄, d̄, b̄), a′′ = a(m′′, d′′, b′′; m̄, d̄, b̄), ãλ = λa′ + (1−
λ)a′′, and aλ = a(mλ, dλ, bλ; m̄, d̄, b̄). Observe that

Ōi
t(m, d, b) = αiηiFij(m, d, b; m̄, d̄, b̄)+χLi(m+d)+(1−χ)Li(m)+Δi

t+βδi(m+d+b+W t+1).

Therefore, the following holds

Ōi
t(·)−Δi

t − βδi[m+ d+ b+W t+1]
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= ηi

{
χLi(l(·) + k(·) +m+ d) + (1− χ)Li(l(·) +m)

− βδi [a(·)− l(·)− k(·)]

}
+ (1− ηi)

[
χLi(m+ d) + (1− χ)Li(m)

]
∝ αiηi

{
χ
[
δjLi(l(·) + k(·) +m+ d) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l(·)− k(·))]
+ (1− χ)

[
δjLi(l(·) +m) + δiLj(m− l(·))]

}
+
[
αjδi + αiδj(1− ηi)

] [
χLi(m+ d) + (1− χ)Li(m)

]
− ηiαiδi

[
χLj(m̄+ d̄) + (1− χ)Lj(m̄)

]
Because Li(z) is concave in z, to prove concavity of Ōi

t(·) in (m, d, b) it suffices to show

that either

χ
[
δjLi(l(·) + k(·) +m+ d) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l(·)− k(·))]

+ (1− χ)
[
δjLi(l(·) +m) + δiLj(m− l(·))]

or

χLi(l(·) + k(·) +m+ d) + (1− χ)Li(l(·) +m)− βδi [a(·)− l(·)− k(·)]

is concave in (m, d, b).

When (l̃λ, k̃λ) is a feasible solution of Equation (4.43) for m = mλ, d = dλ and b = bλ,

then

χ[δjLi(lλ + kλ +mλ + dλ) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− lλ − kλ)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(lλ +mλ) + δiLj(m̄− lλ)]

≥ χ[δjLi(l̃λ + k̃λ +mλ + dλ) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l̃λ − k̃λ)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l̃λ +mλ) + δiLj(m̄− l̃λ)]

≥ λ

{
χ[δjLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l′ − k′)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l′ +m′) + δiLj(m̄− l′)]

}

+ (1− λ)

{
χ[δjLi(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l′′ − k′′)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l′′ +m′′) + δiLj(m̄− l′′)]

}
.

When (l̃λ, k̃λ) is an infeasible solution of Equation (4.43) for m = mλ, d = dλ and

b = bλ, then either (i)

χ{αj [Li(l̃λ + k̃λ +mλ + dλ)− Li(mλ + dλ)]− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l̃λ − k̃λ)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]}
+ (1− χ){αj [Li(l̃λ +mλ)− Li(mλ)]− αi[Lj(m̄− l̃λ)− Lj(m̄)]}

> β(bλ − l̃λ − k̃λ)[α
jδi + αiδj ]

≥ λ

(
χ{αj [Li(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′)− Li(m′ + d′)]− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l′ − k′)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]}

+ (1− χ){αj [Li(l′ +m′)− Li(m′)]− αi[Lj(m̄− l′)− Lj(m̄)]}

)
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+ (1− λ)

⎛⎜⎜⎝χ

{
αj [Li(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′)− Li(m′′ + d′′)]

− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l′′ − k′′)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]

}
+ (1− χ){αj [Li(l′′ +m′′)− Li(m′′)]− αi[Lj(m̄− l′′)− Lj(m̄)]}

⎞⎟⎟⎠
≥ χ

{
αj [λLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + (1− λ)Li(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′)− Li(mλ + dλ)]

− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l̃λ − k̃λ)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]

}
+ (1− χ){αj [λLi(l′ +m′) + (1− λ)Li(l′′ +m′′)− Li(mλ)]− αi[Lj(m̄− l̃λ)− Lj(m̄)]}

or (ii)

χ{αj[Li(l̃λ + k̃λ +mλ + dλ)− Li(mλ + dλ)]− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l̃λ − k̃λ)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]}
+ (1− χ){αj[Li(l̃λ +mλ)− Li(mλ)]− αi[Lj(m̄− l̃λ)− Lj(m̄)]}

< β(−b̄− l̃λ − k̃λ)[α
jδi + αiδj].

When (i) holds, there exists a pair (l�λ, k
�
λ) such that l�λ ≤ l̃λ, l

�
λ + k�

λ ≤ l̃λ + k̃λ, −mλ ≤
l�λ ≤ m̄, −dλ ≤ k�

λ ≤ d̄, and

β(bλ − l�λ − k�
λ)[α

jδi + αiδj] = χ

{
αj[Li(l�λ + k�

λ +mλ + dλ)− Li(mλ + dλ)]

− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l�λ − k�
λ)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]

}

+ (1− χ)

{
αj[Li(l�λ +mλ)− Li(mλ)]

− αi[Lj(m̄− l�λ)− Lj(m̄)]

}
.

It follows that (l�λ, k
�
λ) is a feasible solution, that

χLj(m̄+ d̄− l�λ − k�
λ) + (1− χ)Lj(m̄− l�λ)

≥ χLj(m̄+ d̄− l̃λ − k̃λ) + (1− χ)Lj(m̄− l̃λ)

≥ λ{χLj(m̄+ d̄− l′ − k′) + (1− χ)Lj(m̄− l′)}
+ (1− λ){χLj(m′′ + d′′ − l′′ − k′′) + (1− χ)Lj(m̄− l′′)}

and

χLi(l�λ + k�
λ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(l�λ +mλ)

≥ λ{χLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + (1− χ)Li(l′ +m′)}
+ (1− λ){χLi(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′) + (1− χ)Li(l′′ +m′′)}.

Therefore,

χ[δjLi(lλ + kλ +mλ + dλ) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− lλ − kλ)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(lλ +mλ) + δiLj(m̄− lλ)]
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≥ χ[δjLi(l�λ + k�
λ +mλ + dλ) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l�λ − k�

λ)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l�λ +mλ) + δiLj(m̄− l�λ)]

≥ λ

{
χ[δjLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l′ − k′)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l′ +m′) + δiLj(m̄− l′)]

}

+ (1− λ)

{
χ[δjLi(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′) + δiLj(m̄+ d̄− l′′ − k′′)]

+ (1− χ)[δjLi(l′′ +m′′) + δiLj(m̄− l′′)]

}
.

When (ii) holds, there exists a pair (l�λ, k
�
λ) such that l�λ ≥ l̃λ, l

�
λ + k�

λ ≥ l̃λ + k̃λ,

−mλ ≤ l�λ ≤ m̄, −dλ ≤ k�
λ ≤ d̄, and

β(−b̄− l�λ − k�
λ)[α

jδi + αiδj] = χ

{
αj[Li(l�λ + k�

λ +mλ + dλ)− Li(mλ + dλ)]

− αi[Lj(m̄+ d̄− l�λ − k�
λ)− Lj(m̄+ d̄)]

}

+ (1− χ)

{
αj[Li(l�λ +mλ)− Li(mλ)]

− αi[Lj(m̄− l�λ)− Lj(m̄)]

}
.

It follows that (l�λ, k
�
λ) is a feasible solution of Equation (4.43) for m = mλ, d = dλ and

b = bλ, and that

χLi(l�λ + k�
λ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(l�λ +mλ)− βδi[−b̄− l�λ − k�

λ]

≥ χLi(l̃λ + k̃λ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(l̃λ +mλ)− βδi[ãλ − l̃λ − k̃λ]

≥ λ{χLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + (1− χ)Li(l′ +m′)− βδi[a′ − l′ − k′]}
+ (1− λ){χLi(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′) + (1− χ)Li(l′′ +m′′)− βδi[a′′ − l′′ − k′′]}.

Because (l�λ, k
�
λ) feasible solution of Equation (4.43) for m = mλ, d = dλ and b = bλ, it

follows that

χLi(lλ + kλ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(lλ +mλ)− βδi[aλ − lλ − kλ]

≥ χLi(l�λ + k�
λ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(l�λ +mλ)− βδi[−b̄− l�λ − k�

λ]

≥ χLi(l̃λ + k̃λ +mλ + dλ) + (1− χ)Li(l̃λ +mλ)− βδi[ãλ − l̃λ − k̃λ]

≥ λ{χLi(l′ + k′ +m′ + d′) + (1− χ)Li(l′ +m′)− βδi[a′ − l′ − k′]}
+ (1− λ){χLi(l′′ + k′′ +m′′ + d′′) + (1− χ)Li(l′′ +m′′)− βδi[a′′ − l′′ − k′′]}.

4.D.2 Derivatives of OTC Match Surplus

Define κ = l + k and consider:
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F =max
l,κ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
χ
δP
[LI(κ+mI + dI)− LI(mI + dI)

]
+ δI

[LP (mP + dP − κ)− LP (mP + dP )
]

αδI + (1− α)δP

+ (1− χ)
δP
[LI(l +mI)− LI(mI)

]
+ δI

[LP (mP − l)− LP (mP )
]

αδI + (1− α)δP

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
s.t. −mI ≤ l ≤ mP , −dI ≤ κ− l ≤ dP , and − bP ≤ a ≤ bP , (4.44)

where

a− κ =
χ

β

α[LI(κ+mI + dI)− LI(mI + dI)]− (1− α)[LP (mP + dP − κ)− LP (mP + dP )]

αδI + (1− α)δP
(4.45)

+
1− χ

β

α[LI(l +mI)− LI(mI)]− (1− α)[LP (mP − l)− LP (mP )]

αδI + (1− α)δP
.

Let μI , μP , νI , νP , λI , and λP denote the Lagrange multipliers associated with the

constraints.

When agents enter with the same asset portfolios, i.e. mI = mP = m, dI = dP = d,

and bI = bP = b, we obtain the following first-order conditions for l and κ:

0 = (1− χ)
[δP − α(λI − λP )/β]LI

z(l +m)− [δI + (1− α)(λI − λP )/β]LP
z (m− l)

αδI + (1− α)δP
(4.46)

− (μP − μI) + (νP − νI)

0 = χ
[δP − α(λI − λP )/β]LI

z(κ+m+ d)− [δI + (1− α)(λI − λP )/β]LP
z (−κ+m+ d)

αδI + (1− α)δP
(4.47)

− (νP − νI)− (λI − λP )

Define V i
m(m, d, b) = χLi

z(m+ d) + (1−χ)Li
z(m) + βδi. Then, combine (4.46) and (4.47)

to obtain:
λI − λP

β
=

δPV
I
m(m+ l, d+ κ− l, b)− δIV

P
m (m− l, d− κ+ l, b) + [αδI + (1− α)δP ][μI − μP ]

αV I
m(m+ l, d+ κ− l, b) + (1− α)V P

m (m− l, d− κ+ l, b)
. (4.48)

It can then be shown that in a symmetric equilibrium, FIP,b = λI , FPI,b = λP ,

FIP,m =
δP − α(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP

{
χ[LI

z(κ+m+ d)− LI
z(m+ d)]

+ (1− χ)[LI
z(l +m)− LI

z(m)]

}
+ μI ,

FPI,m =
δI + (1− α)(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP

{
χ[LP

z (m+ d− κ)− LP
z (m+ d)]

+ (1− χ)[LP
z (m− l)− LP

z (m)]

}
+ μP ,

FIP,d = χ
δP − α(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LI

z(κ+m+ d)− LI
z(m+ d)] + νI ,

FPI,d = χ
δI + (1− α)(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LP

z (m+ d− κ)− LP
z (m+ d)] + νP .

4.D.3 Decomposition of Surplus from OTC Trade

Let l(m, d, b) and κ(m, d, b) be solutions of (4.44) when mI = mP = m, dI = dP = d,

and bI = bP = b. I will show that there exists g1 and g2 such that F(m, d, b) = (1 −
χ)F̃(m, g1) + χF̃(m + d, g2) and E(m, d, b) = (1 − χ)Ẽ(m, g1) + χẼ(m + d, g2), where
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F(m, d, b) is the RHS of (4.44) for mI = mP = m, dI = dP = d, and bI = bP = b, and

E(m, d, b) are externalities on sellers from an OTC trade.

Here, I use a guess and verify procedure. Suppose that g1 and g2 solve

l(m, g1) = max
{
min{m− ẑP , 0},min{l(m, d, b),max{ẑI −m, 0}}}

l(m+ d, g2) = max
{
min{m+ d− ẑP , 0},min{κ(m, d, b),max{ẑI −m− d, 0}}}

where l(·) is given by Equation (4.21). Because the solution of (4.44) implies that m +

l(m, b, d) ≥ ẑI ⇔ m− l(m, b, d) ≥ ẑP and m+ d+κ(m, b, d) ≥ ẑI ⇔ m−κ(m, b, d) ≥ ẑP ,

we obtain for the private surplus of an OTC match.

F(·) = (1− χ)
δP [LI(l(m, d, b) +m)− LI(m)] + δI [LP (m− l(m, d, b))− LP (m)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

+ χ
δP [LI(κ(m, d, b) +m+ d)− LI(m+ d)] + δI [LP (m+ d− κ(m, d, b))− LP (m+ d)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

= (1− χ)
δP [LI(l(m, g1) +m)− LI(m)] + δI [LP (m− l(m, g1))− LP (m)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

+ χ
δP [LI(l(m+ d, g2) +m+ d)− LI(m+ d)] + δI [LP (m+ d− l(m+ d, g2))− LP (m+ d)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

= (1− χ)F̃(m, g1) + χF̃(m+ d, g2).

For the externalities of an OTC match, we obtain

E(·) = (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1− θI(l(m, d, b) +m)

θI(l(m, d, b) +m)
LI(l(m, d, b) +m)− 1− θI(m)

θI(m)
LI(m)

+
1− θP (m− l(m, d, b))

θP (m− l(m, d, b))
LP (m− l(m, d, b))− 1− θP (m)

θP (m)
LP (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1− θI(κ(m, d, b) +m+ d)

θI(κ(m, d, b) +m+ d)
LI(κ(m, d, b) +m+ d)− 1− θI(m+ d)

θI(m+ d)
LI(m+ d)

+
1− θP (m+ d− κ(m, d, b))

θP (m+ d− κ(m, d, b))
LP (m+ d− κ(m, d, b))− 1− θP (m+ d)

θP (m+ d)
LP (m+ d)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
= (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1− θI(l(m, g1) +m)

θI(l(m, g1) +m)
LI(l(m, g1) +m)− 1− θI(m)

θI(m)
LI(m)

+
1− θP (m− l(m, g1))

θP (m− l(m, g1))
LP (m− l(m, g1))− 1− θP (m)

θP (m)
LP (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1− θI(l(m+ d, g2) +m+ d)

θI(l(m+ d, g2) +m+ d)
LI(l(m+ d, g2) +m+ d)− 1− θI(m+ d)

θI(m+ d)
LI(m+ d)

+
1− θP (m+ d− l(m+ d, g2)

θP (m+ d− l(m+ d, g2))
LP (m+ d− l(m+ d, g2))− 1− θP (m+ d)

θP (m+ d)
LP (m+ d)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
= (1− χ)Ẽ(m, g1) + χẼ(m+ d, g2).

4.D.4 Proof of Lemma 4.1

Suppose that a household indexed with r ∈ [0, 1] enters CM t with money worth m̂r,t

CM goods, notes worth d̂r,t CM goods, and bonds worth b̂r,t CM goods. By definition,
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Wt =
∫ 1

0
Wt(mr,t, dr,t, br,t)dr. In symmetric equilibrium, characterized by a sequence of

portfolio choices {mt, dt, bt}∞t=0, we have that

φtMt−1 = mt−1 =

∫ 1

0

m̂r,tdr, φtDt−1 = dt−1 =

∫ 1

0

d̂r,tdr,

and φtBt−1 = bt−1 =

∫ 1

0

b̂r,tdr. (4.49)

Since {mt, dt, bt}∞t=0 are optimal portfolio choices, they solve Equation (4.8) and therefore

Wt(m̂r,t, d̂r,t, b̂r,t) = U(y∗)− y∗ + m̂r,t + d̂r,t + b̂r,t − (φtmt + ϕt dt + ψt bt)/φt+1 − τt

+ πIOI
t (mt, dt, bt) + πPOP

t (mt, dt, bt).

Using the characterization of Oi
t in Equation (4.6) in a symmetric equilibrium where Ft is

degenerate at (mt, dt, bt) so that
∫∫∫ Fij(mt, dt, bt;m

′, d′, b′)dFt(m
′, d′, b′) = F(mt, dt, bt),

we can write:

Wt(m̂r,t, d̂r,t, b̂r,t) = U(y∗)− y∗ + m̂r,t + d̂r,t + b̂r,t − (φtmt + ϕt dt + ψt bt)/φt+1 − τt

+ πI
{
χLI(mt + dt) + (1− χ)LI(mt) + ΔI

t

}
+ πP

{
χLP (mt + dt) + (1− χ)LP (mt) + ΔP

t

}
+ ωF(mt, dt, bt) + βWt+1(mt, dt, bt). (4.50)

Since Wt(m̂r,t, d̂r,t, b̂r,t) is linear in m̂r,t, d̂r,t, and b̂r,t, we can rewrite Equation (4.50) as:

Wt(m̂r,t, d̂r,t, b̂r,t) = U(y∗)− y∗ + m̂r,t + d̂r,t + b̂r,t − (φtmt + ϕt dt + ψt bt)/φt+1 − τt

+ πI
{
χLI(mt + dt) + (1− χ)LI(mt) + ΔI

t

}
+ πP

{
χLP (mt + dt) + (1− χ)LP (mt) + ΔP

t

}
+ ωF(mt, dt, bt) + βWt+1(m̂r,t+1, d̂r,t+1, b̂r,t+1)

+ β
(
mt − m̂r,t+1 + dt − d̂r,t+1 + bt − b̂r,t+1

)
Integrating over all households and combining the result with Equations (4.12) and (4.49)

yields:

Wt = U(y∗)− y∗ + πI
{
χLI(mt + dt) + (1− χ)LI(mt) + ΔI

t

}
(4.51)

+ πP
{
χLP (mt + dt) + (1− χ)LP (mt) + ΔP

t

}
+ F(mt, dt, bt) + βWt+1

To substitute out ΔI
t and ΔP

t , notice that in symmetric equilibrium the conditional

CDF Gt(m
′, d′|δj) has an associated probability distribution given by
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gt(m
′, d′|δj) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1− ηj if m′ = mt and d′ = dt

ηj if m′ = mt + (Ij=I − Ij=P ) l(mt, g1(mt, dt, bt))

and d′ +m′ = dt +mt + (Ij=I − Ij=P ) l(mt + dt, g2(mt, dt, bt))

0 otherwise

.

Using how we have defined Li(z)/θi(z) in Equation (4.24), how we have defined E(m, d, b)

in Equation (4.25), and how we have defined Ẽ(m, b) in Equation (4.26), the properties

of gt(m
′, d′|δj) imply that

πIΔI
t + πPΔP

t = χ

[
πIθI(mt + dt)LI(mt + dt)

1− θI(mt + dt)
+

πP θP (mt + dt)LP (mt + dt)

1− θP (mt + dt)

]
(4.52)

+ (1− χ)

[
πIθI(mt)LI(mt)

1− θI(mt)
+

πP θP (mt)LP (mt)

1− θP (mt)

]
+ ωE(mt, dt, bt).

Combining Equations (4.51) and (4.52), we obtain

Wt = U(y∗)− y∗ + πI

[
χ
LI(mt + dt)

θI(mt + dt)
+ (1− χ)

LI(mt)

θI(mt)

]
+ πP

[
χ
LP (mt + dt)

θP (mt + dt)
+ (1− χ)

LP (mt)

θP (mt)

]
+ ω [F(mt, dt, bt) + E(mt, dt, bt)] + βWt+1.

This proves that welfare in symmetric equilibrium satisfies the recursive relationship

Wt = W(mt, dt, bt) + βWt+1, with W(mt, dt, bt) given by Equation (4.27). q.e.d.

4.D.5 Proof of Lemma 4.2

It follows directly from Definition 4.1 that symmetric equilibria with a positive value for

fiat money satisfy

βit = ω[(1− α)FIP,m(mt, dt, bt) + αFPI,m(mt, dt, bt)]

+ χ[πILI
z(mt + dt) + πPLP

z (mt + dt)] + (1− χ)[πILI
z(mt) + πPLP

z (mt)].

In SSE, bt and dt are fixed by policy at b and d, and mt = m is constant over time. Since

φt+1Mt = m and Mt+1 = γMt, it follows that γφt+1 = φt. Therefore, βi
f
t = γ − β and in

SSE

γ − β = ω[(1− α)FIP,m(m, d, b) + αFPI,m(m, d, b)]

+ χ[πILI
z(m+ d) + πPLP

z (m+ d)] + (1− χ)[πILI
z(m) + πPLP

z (m)]. (4.53)
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Any m > 0 that solves Equation (4.53) then sufficiently describes a steady state equilib-

rium. To see why, note that d and b are given by policy, and that interest rates can be

found by using (m, b, d) together with βif = γ−β in Equations (4.16) and (4.17) to yield

id =
γ

ω [(1− α)FIP,d(m, d, b) + αFPI,d(m, d, b)] + χ
∑

i∈{I,P} π
iLi

z(m+ d) + β
− 1,

ib =
γ

ω [(1− α)FIP,b(m, d, b) + αFPI,b(m, d, b)] + β
− 1.

Given an initial, exogenous supply of money M0, the sequence of prices {φt, ϕt, ψt}∞t=0 is

given by

φt = m/[γt−1M0], ϕt = φt(1 + id), and ψt = φt(1 + ib).

It follows that the obtained sequence of portfolios choices, interest rates, and prices meets

Definition 4.1. Hence, we indeed have an equilibrium.

The next step is to show that m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} ⇔ γ = β and z < max{ẑI , ẑP} ⇔ γ >

β. Using results from Appendix 4.D.2, we obtain the following for the general equilibrium

condition:

γ − β = πI [χLI
z(m+ d) + (1− χ)LI

z(m)] + πP [χLP
z (m+ d) + (1− χ)LP

z (m)] + ω[(1− α)μI + αμP ]

+ ω(1− α)
δP − αλI−λP

β

αδI + (1− α)δP
{χ[LI

z(κ+m+ d)− LI
z(m+ d))] + (1− χ)[LI

z(l +m)− LI
z(m)]}

+ ωα
δI + (1− α)λI−λP

β

αδI + (1− α)δP
{χ[LP

z (m+ d− κ)− LP
z (m+ d))] + (1− χ)[LP

z (m− l)− LP
z (m)]}.

Define V I
m = χLI

z(κ +m + d) + (1 − χ)LI
z(l +m) + βδI , V P

m = χLP
z (m + d − κ) + (1 −

χ)LP
z (m − l) + βδP , and κ ≡ l + k. Consider μP = μI = 0, using Equation (4.48) we

obtain:

γ − β = πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
[χLI

z(m+ d) + (1− χ)LI
z(m)]

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
[χLP

z (m+ d) + (1− χ)LP
z (m)]

+
ω(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

[χLI
z(κ+m+ d) + (1− χ)LI

z(l +m)]

+
ωαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

[χLP
z (m+ d− κ) + (1− χ)LP

z (m− l)].

If m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP}, then LI
z(m) = LP

z (m) = 0 and OTC trade implies that l = κ = 0.

It follows that we have γ = β if m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP}. If m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, then LI
z(m) > 0

and/or LP
z (m) > 0. It follows that γ > β if m < max{ẑI , ẑP}. Consider μI > 0 or

μP > 0. Then a case in which νI > 0 or νP > 0, and λI or λP > 0, is a degenerate one.

Therefore, consider νI = νP = 0 or λI = λP = 0. Define V I
d = χLI

z(κ + m + d) + βδI

and V P
d = χLP

z (m+ d− κ) + βδP . When νI = νP = 0, then Equations (4.46) and (4.47)
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imply:

γ − β = πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
[χLI

z(m+ d) + (1− χ)LI
z(m)]

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
[χLP

z (m+ d) + (1− χ)LP
z (m)]

+
ω(1− α)V P

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

[χLI
z(κ+m+ d) + (1− χ)LI

z(l +m)]

+
ωαV I

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

[χLP
z (m+ d− κ) + (1− χ)LP

z (m− l)]

+
ω(1− χ)

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

max

{
0, (1− α)[V I

d LP
z (m− l)− V P

d LI
z(l +m)],

α[V P
d LI

z(m+ l)− V I
d LP

z (m− l)]

}
.

Again, if m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP}, then l = κ = LI
z(m) = LP

z (m) = 0 and we have γ = β. If

m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, then LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and so γ > β. When λI = λP = 0,

we can use Equations (4.46) and (4.47) to obtain:

γ − β = πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
[χLI

z(m+ d) + (1− χ)LI
z(m)]

+ πP

[
1− ηPαδI

αδI + (1− α)δP

] [
χLP

z (m+ d) + (1− χ)LP
z (m)

]
+

ω(1− α)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP
[χLI

z(κ+m+ d) + (1− χ)LP
z (l +m)]

+
ωαδI

αδI + (1− α)δP
[χLP

z (m+ d− κ) + (1− χ)LP
z (m− l)]

+
ω(1− χ)max

{
(1− α)[δIV P

m − δPV I
m], α[δ

PV I
m − δIV P

m ], 0
}

αδI + (1− α)δP
.

Again, if m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP}, then l = κ = LI
z(m) = LP

z (m) = 0 and we have γ = β.

If m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, then LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 so γ > β. Concluding,

m < max{ẑI , ẑP} ⇔ γ > β and m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} ⇔ γ = β.

Next, because the objective function and constraints in Program (4.43) are continuous

in l, κ,mI , dI , bI ,mP , dP , and bP , it follows that there exist l and κ solving Program (4.43)

which are continuous in mI , dI , bI , mP , dP , and bP . When constraints −mI ≤ l ≤ mP ,

−dI ≤ κ − l ≤ dP , and −bP ≤ a ≤ bI , do not bind simultaneously, FIP,m, FIP,d, FIP,b,

FPI,m, FPI,d, and FPI,b are continuous in mI , dI , bI , mP , dP , and bP . It follows that,

generically, γ is continuous in m, d, and b. Moreover, from the equilibrium conditions in

Definition 4.1, it follows that limγ↓β m = max{ẑI , ẑP}.
Then, consider the nominal rate earned by holding notes two consecutive CMs, id.
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From Equations (4.15) and (4.16), it follows sgn(id) = sgn(f), where

f = (1− χ)[πILI
z(m) + πPLP

z (m)]

+ ω{(1− α)[FIP,m(m, d, b)−FIP,d(m, d, b)] + α[FPI,m(m, d, b)−FPI,d(m, d, b)]}
= (1− χ)[πILI

z(m) + πPLP
z (m)] + ω[(1− α)(μI − νI) + α(μP − νP )]

+ ω(1− χ)
(1− α)δP − α(1− α)(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LI

z(l +m)− LI
z(m)

]
+ ω(1− χ)

αδP + α(1− α)(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LP

z (m− l)− LP
z (m)

]
.

Observe that f is just the RHS of Equation (4.16) minus the RHS of Equation (4.15).

Consider μI = μP , we can substitute out λI and λP using Equation (4.48) to obtain:

f = (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LI

z(m)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LP

z (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ω(1− χ)

(1− α)V P
mLI

z(l +m) + αV I
mLP

z (m− l)

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

− ω[(1− α)νI + ανP ].

We can then substitute out νI and νP using Equation (4.46) to obtain

f = (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LI

z(m)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LP

z (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ω(1− χ)

min{V P
mLI

z(l +m), V I
mLP

z (m− l)}
αV I

m + (1− α)V P
m

.

When γ = β, then m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so f = 0 and id = 0. When

γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and therefore f > 0 and

id > 0. Consider μI > 0 or μP > 0, and restrict attention to generic cases in which either

νI = νP = 0 or λI = λP = 0. With νI = νP = 0, we can substitute out λI and λP using

Equation (4.47) to obtain

f = (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LI

z(m)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LP

z (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ω(1− χ)

(1− α)V P
d LI

z(l +m) + αV I
d LP

z (m− l)

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

+ ω[(1− α)μI + αμP ].
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Then, substitute out μI and μP using Equation (4.46) to obtain

f = (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LI

z(m)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LP

z (m)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ω(1− χ)

max{V P
d LI

z(l +m), V I
d LP

z (m− l)}
αV I

d + (1− α)V P
d

.

Again, when γ = β, then m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so f = 0 and id = 0. When

γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and therefore f > 0 and

id > 0. With λI = λP = 0, we have

f = (1− χ)

{
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LI

z(m) + πP

[
1− ηPαδI

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LP

z (m)

}
+ ω(1− χ)

(1− α)δPLI
z(l +m) + αδILP

z (m− l)

αδI + (1− α)δP

+ ω[(1− α)(μI − νI) + α(μP − νP )].

Then, substitute out νI and νP using Equation (4.47), and μI and μP using Equation

(4.46), to obtain

f = (1− χ)

{
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LI

z(m) + πP

[
1− ηPαδI

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LP

z (m)

}
+

ω

αδI + (1− α)δP
max

{
δP [χLI

z(κ+m+ d) + (1− χ)LI
z(l +m)],

δI [χLP
z (m+ d− κ) + (1− χ)LP

z (m− l)]

}

− ωχ
max{δPLI

z(κ+m+ d), δILP
z (m+ d− κ)}

αδI + (1− α)δP
,

Again, when γ = β, then m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so f = 0 and id = 0. When

γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0, and therefore f > 0

and id > 0. It follows that id ≥ 0, with strict inequality if and only if γ > β.

Finally, consider the nominal rate earned by holding bonds between two consecutive

CMs. From, Equations (4.16) and (4.17) it follows sgn(ib − ib) = sgn(g), where

g = χ
[
πILI

z(m+ d) + πPLP
z (m+ d)

]
+ ω(1− α)[FIP,d(m, d, b)−FIP,b(m, d, b)]

+ ωα[FPI,d(m, d, b)−FPI,b(m, d, b)]

= χ
[
πILI

z(m+ d) + πPLP
z (m+ d)

]
+ ω[(1− α)(νI − λI) + α(νP − λP )]

+ ωχ(1− α)
δP − α(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LI

z(κ+m+ d)− LI
z(m+ d)]
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+ ωχα
δI + (1− α)(λI − λP )/β

αδI + (1− α)δP
[LP

z (m+ d− κ)− LP
z (m+ d)].

Observe that g is just the RHS of Equation (4.16) minus the RHS of Equation (4.17).

Consider first μI = μP = 0. We can substitute out λI and λP using Equations (4.47) and

(4.48) to obtain:

g = χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LI

z(m+ d)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LP

z (m+ d)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ωmin

{(
χV P

mLI
z(κ+m+ d)

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

+ νI

)
,

(
χV I

mLP
z (m+ d− κ)

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

+ νP

)}
.

Then, substitute out νI and νP using Equations (4.46) and (4.48) to find

g = χ

{
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LI
z(m+ d) + πP

[
1− ηPαV I

m

αV I
m + (1− α)V P

m

]
LP
z (m+ d)

}

+ ω

min

⎧⎨⎩χV P
mLI

z(κ+m+ d) + (1− χ)max{V P
mLI

z(l +m)− V I
mLP

z (m− l), 0},
χV I

mLP
z (m+ d− κ) + (1− χ)max{V I

mLP
z (m− l)− V P

mLI
z(l +m), 0}

⎫⎬⎭
αV I

m + (1− α)V P
m

.

When γ = β, then m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so g = 0 and ib = id = 0. When

γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and therefore g ≥ 0

and ib ≥ id. Consider μI > 0 or μP > 0, and restrict attention to generic cases in which

either νI = νP = 0 or λI = λP = 0. With νI = νP = 0, we can substitute out λI and λP

using Equation (4.47) to obtain

g = χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)V P

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LI

z(m+ d)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαV I

d

αV I
d + (1− α)V P

d

]
LP

z (m+ d)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ωχ

min{V P
d LI

z(κ+m+ d), V I
d LP

z (m+ d− κ)}
αV I

d + (1− α)V P
d

.

Again, when γ = β, then m ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so g = 0 and ib = id = 0.

When γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and therefore

g ≥ 0 and ib ≥ id. Finally, consider λI = λP = 0. Then, we can substitute out νI and νP
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using Equation (4.47) to obtain

g = χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
1− ηI(1− α)δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LI

z(m+ d)

+ πP

[
1− ηPαδI

αδI + (1− α)δP

]
LP

z (m+ d)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
+ ωχ

max{δPLI
z(κ+m+ d), δILP

z (m+ d− κ)}
αδI + (1− α)δP

.

Again, when γ = β, thenm ≥ max{ẑI , ẑP} and l = κ = 0, so g = 0 and ib = id = 0. When

γ > β, then m < max{ẑI , ẑP}, so LI
z(m) > 0 and/or LP

z (m) > 0 and therefore g ≥ 0 and

ib ≥ id. From Equations (4.16) and (4.17), it follows directly that id, ib ≤ if = (γ−β)/β.

We can conclude id = ib = if = 0 ⇔ γ = β and 0 < id < ib ≤ if ⇔ γ > β. q.e.d.

4.D.6 Proof of Proposition 4.1

Suppose first that m = φt+1Mt is larger than (ẑI + ẑP )/2. When the supply of bonds

is sufficiently large so that households are unconstrained by their bond holdings in the

OTC, meaning b ≥ |â(m)|, we have that

l(m, b)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,b≥|â(m)| = max{ẑI −m, 0}. (4.54)

Combining Equations (4.18), (4.27) and (4.54) implies that we can write flow welfare as

W̃(m, b)
∣∣∣2m≥ẑI+ẑP

b≥|â(m)|
= πI

[
1− ηI

α[1− θI(m)]δI + [αθI(m) + 1− α]δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

] LI(m)

θI(m)
+ C,

where C is a term that does not depend on m and b as long as m ≥ (ẑI + ẑP )/2 and b ≥
|â(m)|. Note that welfare is constant in m when m ≥ ẑI , and that m ≥ ẑI ⇒ |â(z)| = 0.

Observe that

lim
ηI→1

W̃(m, b)
∣∣∣2m≥ẑI+ẑP

b≥|â(m)|
= −π

α(δI − δP )

αδI + (1− α)δP
LI(m) + lim

ηI→1
C,

Because δP > δI , this expression is strictly decreasing in m for (ẑI + ẑP )/2 < m < ẑI .

Since limm↑ẑI |â(m)| = 0, there exists an ε′ > 0 such that

lim
ηI→1

W̃(ẑI − ε, b′) > lim
ηI→1

W̃(m′′, b′′) ∀ ε ∈ (0, ε′), b′ > 0, m′′ ≥ m̂I and b′′ ≥ 0.

It follows that it is not optimal to implement the Friedman rule when ηI → 1 and b > 0.

To show existence of a critical threshold η̃I to rationalize deviations from the Friedman
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rule, suppose either b = 0 or ηI = 0. Because there is no OTC trade, flow welfare satisfies

W̃(m, b)|b=0∨ηI=0 = πILI(m)/θI(m) + πPLP (m)/θP (m) + U(y∗)− y∗,

which is strictly increasing in m until m = ẑI and constant thereafter. Therefore, the

Friedman rule is optimal when ηI = 0 or b = 0. Now, suppose that the Friedman rule is

not optimal for some ηI ∈ (0, 1). Using that ω = πIηI , welfare in that case satisfies

max
m≥0,b≥0

W̃(m, b) = πILI(m)

θI(m)
+ πP LP (m)

θP (m)
+ πIηI [F̃(m, b) + Ẽ(m, b)] + U(y∗)− y∗,

where m < ẑI and b̄ > 0. Importantly, F̃(m, b) + Ẽ(m, b) > 0 must hold since

F̃(m, b)|m≥ẑI = Ẽ(m, b)|m≥ẑI = 0 and
Li(m)

θi(m)

∣∣∣
m<ẑI

<
Li(m)

θi(m)

∣∣∣
m≥ẑi

∀ i ∈ {I, P}.

It follows that the Friedman rule is also not optimal when ηI > ηI . This is because

more welfare can then be attained by simply fixing the real face value of bonds at b and

choosing γ such that m = m.

Concluding, there exists an η̃I ∈ (0, 1) such that the Friedman rule is not optimal

if and only if ηI > η̃I and b > 0. Because the supply of bonds and OTC activity are

irrelevant at the Friedman rule, it follows that an optimal policy 〈γ, b〉 must satisfy γ > β

and b > 0 when ηI > η̃I . When ηI ≤ η̃I , it follows that any 〈γ, b〉 for which γ = β is an

optimal policy. q.e.d.

4.D.7 Proof of Proposition 4.2

Flow welfare in SSE can be expressed as a weighted average of flow welfare in two SSEs

of the baseline economy: W(m, d, b) = (1−χ)W̃(m, g1(m, d, b))+χW̃(m+d, g2(m, d, b)),

where W̃(z, g) = πILI(z)/θI(z)+πPLP (z)/θ(z)+ω[F̃(z, g)+ Ẽ(z, g)]+U(y∗)−y∗. Recall

that g1 or g2 can be negative. Nevertheless, g1 and g2 cannot be negative simultaneously.

Suppose first that m, d, and b are such that g1 and g2 are both positive. It follows

directly that W(m′, d′, b′) ≤ max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b) for all {m′, d′, b′} ∈ R

3
+. That means,

if we choose policy optimally, introducing notes can only improve welfare when either g1

or g2 is negative. So now, suppose that m, b, and d are chosen such that either g1 or

g2 is indeed negative. The introduction of notes only improves welfare when there exist

z′ > 0 and g′ < 0 so that W̃(z′, g′) > max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b). When l̂(z′) ≥ 0, with g′ < 0

money is transferred from the impatient to the patient households, which in turn implies a

transfer of savings from the impatient to the patient households. Because deviating from

the Friedman rule can only be attractive when OTC trade implies a transfer of savings

from the impatient to the patient, W̃(z′, g′) < max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b) when l̂(z′) ≥ 0. It
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follows that W̃(z′, g′) > max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b) only if l̂(z′) < 0.

When l̂(z′) < 0, it means that when households in the baseline economy enter OTC t

with money worth z′ CM t+ 1 goods, they find it attractive to transfer money from the

impatient household to the patient households. This requires that δPLI
z(z

′) ≤ δILP
z (z

′)

and because δP > δI , it implies that LI
z(z

′) < LP
z (z

′). Clearly, Condition 4.1 contradicts

that l̂(z′) < 0.

When l̂(z′) < 0 and g′ < 0, we have that W̃(z′, g′) ≥ max{m,b}∈R2
+
W̃(m, b) re-

quires πILI(z′)/θI(z′) + πPLP (z′)/θP (z′) + ω[F̃(z′, g′) + Ẽ(z′, g′)] > πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) +

πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ). Because g′ < 0 implies that OTC trade patters are reversed, F̃(z′, g′) <

0 when g′ < 0. It follows that we then need:

π
LI(ẑI)

θI(ẑI)
+ πP LP (ẑP )

θP (ẑP )
< πI

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ηI
[
[1− θI(l′ + z′)]LI(l′ + z′)

θI(l′ + z′)
+ LI(z′)

]
+ (1− ηI)

LI(z′)
θI(z′)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
+ πP

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ηP
[
[1− θP (z′ − l′)]LP (z′ − l′)

θP (z′ − l′)
+ LP (z′)

]
+ (1− ηP )

LP (z′)
θP (z′)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ ,

which in turn requires that there exists i ∈ {I, P} and z < ẑi such that Li(ẑi)[1 −
θi(ẑi)]/θi(ẑi) < Li(z)[1−θi(z)]/θi(z). That means in some DGM meetings, sellers become

worse off when buyers consume more. Clearly, this contradicts Condition 4.2. q.e.d.

4.D.8 Proof of Proposition 4.3

Set the supply of illiquid bonds to zero: b = 0. Then, suppose that m = φt+1Mt is

larger than (ẑI + ẑP )/2. Let the supply of notes be such that households are effectively

unconstrained by their note holdings in all OTC and DGM meetings; d ≥ d̃(m).

At the margin, notes provide no DGM liquidity and become equivalent to bonds.

Also, because 2m > ẑI + ẑP , all households are unconstrained by their money holdings

in the DGM, except for impatient households that did not obtain an OTC match when

m < ẑI . Specifically, the real value of money balances acquired by impatient agents in

OTC matches satisfies.

l(m, d, 0)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,d≥d̃(m) = max{ẑI −m, 0}

and the real value of money plus notes acquired by the impatient in OTC matches satisfies

κ(m, d, 0)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,d≥d̃(m) = −1− χ

β

(1− α)[LI(ẑI)− LI(min{m, ẑI})]
αδI + (1− α)δP

.
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It follows that

d̃(m) = max

{
max{ẑI −m, 0}+ κ(m, d, 0)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,d≥d̃(m),

l(m, d, 0)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,d≥d̃(m) − κ(m, d, 0)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP ,d≥d̃(m)

}
,

where d̃(m) = 0 when m ≥ ẑI and d̃(m) > 0 when m < ẑI .

We can then write welfare as:

W(m, d, 0)
∣∣∣2m≥ẑI+ẑP

d≥d̃(m)

= πI(1− χ)

[
1− ηI

α[1− θI(m)]δI + [αθI(m) + (1− α)]δP

αδI + (1− α)δP

] LI(m)

θI(m)
+ C,

where C is a term that does not depend on m and d when m ≥ (ẑI + ẑP ) and d > d̃(m).

Applying exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, completes the

proof the current proposition. q.e.d.

4.D.9 Proof of Proposition 4.4

When we start from a situation in which ηI < η̃Iχ the Friedman rule is optimal. An

infinitesimally small increase in ω, which means ηI increases, will therefore have no effect

on optimal policy and welfare.

When we start from a situation in which ηI > η̃Iχ, then optimal policy does not

implement the Friedman rule. To understand welfare effects of an increase in ω, suppose:

policy was initially set optimally, the supply of notes does not respond to the change in ω,

and γ changes in such a way that real money balances remain unaffected. Using equation

(4.27), we find dW/(dω) = F(m, d, 0) + E(m, d, 0). If this expression is strictly positive,

it must be that welfare increases following an increase in ω. By supposition, this is the

case. Why? Because if initially the Friedman rule was not optimal in an economy with

only notes and money, the welfare contribution of financial market activity must have

been strictly positive to compensate for suppressed DGM activity. q.e.d.

4.D.10 Proof of Proposition 4.5

Suppose there are no externalities from OTC trade, i.e. θi(z) = 1 for all z and i ∈ {I, P}.
Recall that steady state flow welfare in an economy with only notes and money can be

written as W(m, d, 0) = (1−χ)W̃(m, g1(m, d, 0))+χW̃(m+d, g2(m, d, 0)). First, observe

that when g < 0, we have sgn(l(z, g)) = sgn(−l̂(z)). It follows that

W(z, g) = πILI(z) + πPLP (z) +
δP [LI(l(z, g) + z)− LI(z)] + δI [LP (z − l(z, g))− LP (z)]

αδI + (1− α)δP

≤ πILI(z) + πPLP (z)

≤ πILI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP ) ≡ Wfr
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where Wfr is flow welfare when the Friedman rule is implemented. Therefore, we have

that W̃(m, g1), W̃(m + d, g2) ≤ max{z,g}∈R2
+
W̃(z, g). Second, because the Friedman rule

can always be implemented we have max{m,d}∈R2
+
W(m, d, 0) ≥ Wfr. Supposem∗ ≥ 0 and

d∗ ≥ 0 are such that max{m,d}∈R2
+
W(m, d, 0) = W(m∗, d∗, 0). Let l∗ = l(m∗, g1(m∗, d∗, 0))

and κ∗ = l(m∗ + d∗, g2(m∗, d∗, 0)), with l given by Equation (4.21). Exploiting the

characterization of OTC match surplus, we obtain

Wfr ≤ W(m∗, d∗, 0)

≤ χ

{
πI
[
ηILI(κ∗ +m∗ + d∗) + (1− ηI)LI(m∗ + d∗)

]
+ πP

[
ηPLP (m∗ + d∗ − κ∗) + (1− ηP )LP (m∗ + d∗)

]}

+ (1− χ)

{
πI
[
ηILI(l∗ +m∗) + (1− ηI)LI(m∗)

]
+ πP

[
ηPLP (m∗ − l∗) + (1− ηP )LP (m∗)

]}− ωβ(δP − δI)κ∗

≤ πILI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )− ωβ(δP − δI)κ∗

= Wfr − ωβ(δP − δI)κ∗,

which implies κ∗ ≤ 0. Equation (4.21) implies a(z, g) − l(z, g) ≥ 0 ⇔ l(z, b) ≥ 0, so

a(m∗ + d∗, g2(m∗, d∗, 0))− l(m∗ + d∗, g2(m∗, d∗, 0)) ≤ 0. As a result

W̃(m∗ + d∗, g2(z∗, d∗, 0)) = πI
[
ηILI(κ∗ +m∗ + d∗) + (1− ηI)LI(m∗ + d∗)

]
+ πP

[
ηPLP (m∗ + d∗ − κ∗) + (1− ηP )LP (m∗ + d∗)

]
+ ωβ(δP − δI)

[
a(m∗ + d∗, g2(m∗, d∗, 0))

− l(m∗ + d∗, g2(m∗, d∗, 0))

]
≤ πILI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP ).

We conclude that max{m,d}∈R2
+
W(m, d, 0) ≤ (1−χ)

[
max{z,g}∈R2

+
W̃(z, g)

]
+χ[πILI(ẑI)+

πPLP (ẑP )]. Now, let z′ ≥ 0 and g′ ≥ 0 satisfy max{z,g}∈R2
+
W̃(z, g) = W̃(z′, g′). Because

there are no externalities from OTC trade, g′ ≥ â(z′), and W̃(z′, g′) = W̃(z′, g′′) for

all g′′ ≥ â(z′). Suppose we choose m′ = z′ and d′ = max{ẑI + â(z′) − l̂(z′), ẑP +

l̂(z′) − â(z′), â(z′)}. It follows l(m′, g1(m′, d′, 0)) = l̂(m′) and l(m′ + d′, g2(m′, d′, 0)) =

l̂(m′)− â(m′), so that

W(m′, d′, 0) = (1− χ)W̃(m′, g1(m′, d′, 0)) + χW̃(m′ + d′, g2(m′, d′, 0))

= (1− χ)W̃(z′, g′) + χ[πILI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )]

= (1− χ)

[
max

{z,g}∈R2
+

W̃(z, g)

]
+ χ[πILI(x̂I) + πPLP (x̂P )]

≥ max
{m,d}∈R2

+

W(m, d, 0)
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≥ W(m′, d′, 0).

So, in an economy without externalities from OTC trade, we can conclude W(m′, d′, 0) =

max{m,d}∈R2
+
W(m, d, 0) = (1− χ)

[
max{z,g}∈R2

+
W̃(z, g)

]
+ χ[πILI(x̂I) + πPLP (x̂P )]. Op-

timized welfare in such an economy is linear in χ, and strictly decreasing in χ when

ηI > η̃I .

Next, consider an economy with externalities from OTC trade. Suppose a social

planner can choose OTC trades subject to proportional bargaining. I.e., he/she solves

F̂s(m, d, b) =max
l,κ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

χ

[LI(κ+m+ d)

θI(κ+m+ d)
− LI(m+ d)

θI(m+ d)
+

LP (m+ d− κ)

θP (m+ d− κ)
− LP (m+ d)

θP (m+ d)

]
+ (1− χ)

[LI(l +m)

θI(l +m)
− LI(m)

θI(m)
+

LP (m− l)

θP (m− l)
− LP (m)

θP (m)

]
+ β(δP − δI)(a− κ)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
,

s.t. −m ≤ l ≤ m, −d ≤ κ− l ≤ d, and − b ≤ a ≤ b,

where a is given by Equation (4.45). Let Ŵ(m, d, b) = χ[πILI(m + d)/θI(m + d) +

πPLP (m+ d)/θP (m+ d)] + (1− χ)[πILI(m)/θI(m) + πPLP (m)/θP (m)] + ωF̂ s(m, d, b).

Using a similar procedure as in Appendix 4.D.3, it can be shown there exist ĝ1(m, d, b)

and ĝ2(m, d, b) such that Ŵ = (1− χ)̂̃W(m, ĝ1(m, d, b)) + χ̂̃W(m+ d, ĝ2(m, d, b)), wherễW(z, g) = πILI(z) + πPLP (z) + ω ̂̃F s

(z, g) and

̂̃F s

(z, g) = max
l∈[−z,z]

{LI(l + z)

θI(l + z)
− LI(z)

θI(z)
+

LP (z − l)

θP (z − l)
− LP (z)

θP (z)
+ β(δP − δI)(a− l)

}
subject to −g ≤ a ≤ g, where

a− l =
1

β

α[LI(l + z)− LI(z)]− (1− α)[LP (z − l)− LP (z)]

αδI + (1− α)δP
. (4.55)

The analysis of an economy without externalities from OTC trade can then be used to

find

max
{m,d}∈R2

+

Ŵ(m, d, 0) = max
{z,g}∈R2

+

{̂̃W(z, g)}+ χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θ(ẑP )].

Also, let W̃(z∗, g∗) = max{z,g}∈R2
+
W̃(z, g), with z∗ ≥ 0 and g∗ ≥ 0 and observe l̂(z∗) > 0

when Condition 4.1 or 4.2 holds.

Suppose l̂(z∗) ≤ l̂s(z∗), where

l̂s(z) = argmax
l∈[−z,z]

{LI(l + z)

θI(l + z)
− LI(z)

θI(z)
+

LP (z − l)

θP (z − l)
− LP (z)

θP (z)
+ β(δP − δI)(a− l)

}
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4.D. Proofs and Derivations 199

with a given by Equation (4.55). It follows g∗ ≥ â(z∗) and W̃(z∗, g∗∗) = W̃(z∗, g∗) ⇔
g∗∗ ≥ â(z∗). Let m′ = z∗ and d′ = max{ẑI + â(m′) − l̂(m′), ẑP + l̂(m′) − â(m′), â(m′)}.
Suppose there exist {m′′, d′′} ∈ R

2
+ such that W(m′′, d′′, 0) > W(m′, d′, 0). Let κ′′ =

l(m′′ + d′′, g2(m′′, d′′, 0)) and l′′ = l(m′′, g1(m′′, d′′, 0)), with l given by Equation (4.21).

We can then perform the following manipulations

− ωβ(δP − δI)κ′′ + πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )

≥ χ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
ηI

LI(κ′′ + z′′ + d′′)
θI(κ′′ +m′′ + d′′)

+ (1− ηI)
LI(m′′ + d′′)
θI(m′′ + d′′)

]
+ πP

[
ηP

LP (m′′ + d′′ − κ′′)
θP (m′′ + d′′ − κ′′)

+ (1− ηP )
LP (m′′ + d′′)
θP (m′′ + d′′)

]
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

+ (1− χ)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
πI

[
ηI

LI(l′′ +m′′)
θI(l′′ +m′′)

+ (1− ηI)
LI(m′′)
θI(m′′)

]
+ πP

[
ηP

LP (m′′ − l′′)
θP (m′′ − l′′)

+ (1− ηP )
LP (m′′)
θI(m′′)

]
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

− ωβ(δP − δI)κ′′

= W(m′′, d′′, 0)

> W(m′, d′, 0)

= (1− χ) max
{z,g}∈R2

+

{W̃(z, g)}+ χ[πILI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )]

≥ πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ),

to find that l(m′′ + d′′, g2(m′′, d′′, 0)) < 0. In turn, that implies a′′ − κ′′ < 0 where

a′′ = a(m′′ + d′′, g2(m′′, d′′, 0)) and a given by Equation (4.21). We then obtain

W̃(m′′ + d′′, g1(m′′, d′′, 0)) = ωβ(δP − δI)(a′′ − κ′′)

+ πI

[
ηI

LI(κ′′ +m′′ + d′′)
θI(κ′′ +m′′ + d′′)

+ (1− ηI)
LI(m′′ + d′′)
θI(m′′ + d′′)

]
πP

[
ηP

LP (m′′ + d′′ − κ′′)
θP (m′′ + d′′ − κ′′)

+ (1− ηP )
LP (m′′ + d′′)
θP (m′′ + d′′)

]
< πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )

At the same time, with Condition 4.1 or 4.2 satisfied, it follows from the analysis in

Section 4.6.1 that g < 0 ⇒ W(z, g) < πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ). It follows

that

W(m′′, d′′, 0) = (1− χ)W̃(m′′, g1(m′′, d′′, 0)) + χW̃(m′′ + d′′, g2(m′′, d′′, 0))

< (1− χ)

[
max

{z,g}∈R2
+

W̃(z, g)

]
+ χ
[
πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )

]
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= W(m′, d′, 0),

so we obtain a contradiction. We can conclude that when l̂(z∗) ≤ l̂s(z∗), we have

max
{m,d}∈R2

+

W(m, d, 0) = (1−χ)

[
max

{z,g}∈R2
+

W̃(z, g)

]
+χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI)+πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )].

Optimized welfare is then linear in χ, and strictly decreasing in χ if and only if ηI > η̃I .

Next, suppose that l̂(z∗) > l̂s(z∗) and note that l̂s(z∗) > 0. We have

max
{m,d}∈R2

+

Ŵ(m, d, 0) = (1− χ)W̃(z∗, g∗) + χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πILP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )]

and

g∗ − l̂s(z∗) =
1

β

α[LI(l̂s(z∗) + z∗)− LI(z∗)]− (1− α)[LP (z∗ − l̂s(z∗))− LP (z∗)]
αδI + (1− α)δP

.

When ẑI ≤ min{z∗+g∗, z∗+l̂s(z∗)} = z∗+l̂s(z∗) and ẑP ≤ min{z∗+g∗, z∗−l̂s(z∗)+2g∗} =

z∗ + g∗, then W(z∗, g∗, 0) = (1 − χ)W̃(z∗, g∗) + χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πILP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )],

so

max
{m,d}∈R2

+

W(m, d, 0) = (1−χ)

[
max

{z,g}∈R2
+

W̃(z, g)

]
+χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI)+πILP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )].

Optimized welfare is then linear in χ, and strictly decreasing in χ if and only if ηI > η̃I .

When ẑI > min{z∗+g∗, z∗+ l̂s(z∗)} = z∗+ l̂s(z∗) or ẑP > min{z∗+g∗, z∗− l̂s(z∗)+2g∗} =

z∗ + g∗, suppose a financial transaction tax can be levied during the OTC. Taxing only

inefficiently high transfers of money, i.e. max{l − l̂s(z), 0}, at a sufficiently high rate,

implies that with m′ = z∗ and d′ ≥ max{x̂I + g∗ − l̂s(z∗), x̂P + l̂s(z∗) − g∗}, we have

ltax(m′, g1(m′, d′)) = l̂s(m′). In turn, this implies

W tax(m′, d′, 0) = (1− χ)

[
max

{z,g}∈R2
+

W̃(z, g)

]
+ χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πILP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )]

= max
{m,d}∈R2

+

Ŵ(m, d, 0)

so we again have that optimized welfare is linear in χ, and strictly decreasing in χ if and

only if ηI > η̃I .

From the above we can also conclude that if OTC trade can only by affected by

changing the supply of real money balances and notes, i.e. we cannot levy a financial
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transaction tax, then

πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ) ≤ max
{m,d}∈R2

+

W(m, d, 0)

≤ (1− χ) max
{z,g}∈R2

+

{W̃(z, g)}

+ χ[πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI) + πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP )].

Note as well that max{z,g}∈R2
+
W̃(z, g) ≥ πILI(ẑI)/θI(ẑI)+πPLP (ẑP )/θP (ẑP ), with strict

inequality if and only if ηI > η̃I . Therefore when ηI > η̃I optimized welfare as a function

of χ attains a maximum when χ → 1 and a minimum when χ → 0, while if ηI ≤ η̃I

optimized welfare is independent of χ. q.e.d.

4.D.11 Proof of Lemma 4.3

Households enter WFM t with money worth mt CM t + 1 goods and bonds worth bt

CM t + 1 goods. Let Mi be the inverse of Li
z, which is well defined on the domain

(0, limm→0 Li
z(m)). We find the following schedule for lit, which is the net value of money

that an agent with δi ∈ {δI , δP} acquires when able to trade during WFM t:

lit

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

= −mt if lim
m→0

Li
z(m) ≤ ιtβδ

i

= min{Mi(ιtβδ
i)−mt, bt/(1 + ιt)} if 0 < ιtβδ

i lim
m→0

Li
z(m) < ιtβδ

i

∈ [min{ẑi −mt, bt}, bt] if ιtβδ
i = 0

= bt/(1 + ιt) if ιtβδ
i < 0

. (4.56)

Clearing WFM t requires ηIπI lIt + ηPπP lPt = 0. Observe that limιt→∞ lit = −mt and that

lit > 0 when ιt < 0. Because lit is increasing in ιt, it follows that there exists a unique ῑt ≥ 0

such that ηIπI lIt + ηPπP lPt = 0. By continuity of Li
z, ῑt is continuous in mt and bt. When

ηIπI = ηPπP = ω, then ῑt does not depend on ω. Also, ιt > 0 ⇔ ηIπI min{ẑI −m, b} +
ηPπP min{ẑP −m, b} > 0 and [ηIπP + ηPπP ]mt > ηIπI ẑ

I + ηPπP ẑP ⇒ ῑt = 0. q.e.d.

4.D.12 Proof of Lemma 4.4

Like SSE of the baseline economy, bt is fixed by policy at b, mt = m, and βift = γ − β.

It follows directly from Definition 4.2, Equation (4.34) and ιt = ῑ(mt, bt) that symmetric

equilibria with a positive value for fiat money satisfy

γ − β =
∑

i∈{I,P}
π
[
ηi max{Li

z(b/(1 + ῑ(m, b)) +m), βδI ῑ(m, b)}+ (1− ηi)Li
z(m)

]
. (4.57)
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Any m > 0 that solves Equation (4.57) then sufficiently describes an SSE. To see why,

note that b is given by policy, that ιt = ῑ(m, b), and that the interest rate on bonds can

be found by using (m, b) in Equation (4.35) to yield

ib =
γ[1 + ῑ(m, b)]∑

i∈{I,P} π
iηi max{Li

z(b/(1 + ῑ(m, b)) +m)− βδiῑ(m, b), 0}+ β[1 + ῑ(m, b)]
− 1.

Given an exogenously specified initial supply of money M0, the sequence {φt, ψt}∞t=0 is

given by

φt = m/[γt−1M0] and ψt = φt(1 + ib).

Finally, using ιt = ῑ(m, b) in Equation (4.56) yields lI and lP . It follows that the obtain

sequence of portfolios choices, interest rates, WFM trades, and prices meets the conditions

specified in Definition 4.1. Hence, we have an equilibrium.

The next step is to show that m ≥ m̂ ⇔ γ = β and m < m̂ ⇔ γ > β, where

m̂ =

⎧⎨⎩ẑI if ηI < 1

max{ẑI − b, (ẑI + ẑP )/2} if ηI = 1
.

Suppose first that ηI = 1. When m ≥ max{ẑI − b, (ẑI + ẑP )/2}, then m ≥ (ẑI + ẑP )/2 so

ῑ(m, b) = 0 (see Lemma 4.3), m > ẑP and LI
z(b+m) = LP

z (b+m) = 0. Equation (4.57)

then implies γ = β. When m < max{ẑI − b, (ẑI + ẑP )/2}, then we must have ῑ(m, b) > 0

and/or LI
z(b +m) > 0. To see this, note that when m < ẑI − b we have LI

z(b +m) > 0

and when ẑI − b ≤ m < (ẑI + ẑP )/2, we cannot have ῑ(m, b) ≤ 0 as this would imply

lI + lP > 0 in Equation (4.56). So γ > β according to Equation (4.57). Then, consider

ηI < 1. When m ≥ ẑI then ῑ(m, b) = 0 (see Lemma 4.3) and LI
z(b+m) = LP

z (b+m) = 0,

so Equation (4.57) implies γ = β. When m < ẑI , then (1 − ηI)LI
z(m) > 0 and because

ῑ(m, b) ≥ 0 (see Lemma 4.3), it follows from Equation (4.57) that γ > β.

Next, consider continuity of γ. First, ι(m, b) is continuous in m and b. Second, Li
z(m)

is continuous in m. Hence, the right-hand side of Equation (4.57) is continuous in m and

b, which immediately implies that γ is continuous in m and b.

The last step is to conclude that by continuity, limγ↓β m = m̂. q.e.d.

4.D.13 Proof of Proposition 4.6

When m ≥ (ẑP + ẑI)/2, Lemma 4.3 implies that ῑ(m, b) = 0. Moreover, Equation (4.56)

implies that lP ≥ ẑP − m and that, without loss of generality, lP = max{0,min{m +

b, ẑI} −m}. Flow welfare (4.36) can then be written as

W̃(m, b)|2m≥ẑI+ẑP = πI

[
ηI

LI(min{m+ b, ẑI})
θI(min{m+ b, ẑI}) + (1− ηI)

LI(m)

θI(m)

]
+ C, (4.58)
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where C is a constant that does not depend on (m, b). When ηI < 1, it follows from

Lemma 4.4 that m ≥ ẑI ⇔ γ = β, m < ẑI ⇔ γ > β and that γ is continuous in m. It

follows from Equation (4.58) that small deviations from the Friedman rule reduce welfare

when ηI < 1.

Now, consider ηI = 1. At the Friedman rule, we havem ≥ (ẑI+ẑP )/2 when households

are unconstrained by their bond holdings in the WFM. When unconstrained by their bond

holdings, lIt = l̂(m) with l̂(m) similar as in the baseline economy. WFM equilibrium then

satisfies

ῑ(m, b) = max{LI
z(l̂(m) +m)/(βδI),LP

z (−l̂(m) +m)/(βδP )}.

Defining S i(m) = Li(m)/θi(m), the welfare effect of a small reduction in m when evalu-

ated at the Friedman rule is:

−∂−W(m, b)

∂m

∣∣∣
2m=ẑI+ẑP

2b>ẑI−ẑP

= −πI lim
mI↑ẑI
mP ↑ẑP

⎡⎢⎢⎣2
δISI

z (m
I)LP

zz(m
P ) + δPSz(m

P )LI
zz(m

I)

δPLI
zz(m

I) + δILP
zz(m

P )

+
LI

zz(m
I)LP

zz(m
P )(δP − δI)(mI −mP )

δPLI
zz(m

I) + δILP
zz(m

P )

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
Note that Li(m) attains its maximum for m ≥ ẑi, so limmi↑ẑi Li

zz(m
i) < 0. The sec-

ond line between the square brackets is negative since δI < δP . The first line between

square brackets is non-negative, and strictly positive when either limmI↑ẑI SI
z (m

I) > 0 or

limmP ↑ẑP SP
z (m

P ) > 0. That means, the social benefits of DGM trade are not maximized

when households are effectively unconstrained by their liquid asset holdings in the DGM,

which occurs when there exist ij ∈ {I, P}2 such that σij(q
∗
ij− q̂ij) > 0. It follows that the

Friedman rule can still be optimal, even when δI < δP and ω = max{πI , πP}. This occurs
when δI is sufficiently close to δP and either limm↑ẑI SI

z (m
I) > 0 or limm↑ẑP SP

z (m) > 0.

With a DGM characterized by a Walrasian pricing or random matching with pro-

portional bargaining, we have that θi(m) is a constant so Li(m) = θS i(m). Moreover

limm↑ẑI SI
z (m

I) = limm↑ẑP SP
z (m

P ) = 0. It follows from continuity that deviations from

the Friedman rule improve welfare for ηI sufficiently close to one. Because F̃(m, b) and

Ẽ(m, b) in Equation (4.36) are independent of ω, it follows from a similar argument as in

the proof of Proposition 4.1 that when the Friedman rule is not optimal for some ηI < 1,

there must exist a critical threshold η̃I to rationalize deviations from the Friedman rule.

Because optimal deviations from the Friedman rule must imply that ῑ(m, b) > 0 (see

Equation (4.37)), it follows that coexistence of interest-bearing bonds and money arises

endogenously in an optimal policy regime when ηI > η̃I . q.e.d.
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4.D.14 Proof of Lemma 4.C.1

From the characterization of Li(z) and Sij(z) it follows that:

Li
z(z) = σθβ

∑
j∈{I,P}

πj max

{
δj
[
u′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)
]− δi

[
c′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)
]

(1− θ)
[
u′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)
]
+ θ
[
c′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)
] , 0}

and [u′◦υ−1
ij (z)]δj− [c′◦υ−1

ij (z)]δi > 0 ⇔ z < υij(q
∗
ij). Hence, ẑ

i = max{υiI(q∗iI), υiP (q∗iP )}.
First, I demonstrate that ẑI > ẑP . It suffices to show that υII(q

∗
II) > υPj(q

∗
Pj) for all

j ∈ {I, P}. This requires

[(1− θ)u(q∗II) + θc(q∗II)]/δ
I > [(1− θ)u(q∗Pj) + θc(q∗Pj)]/[(1− θ)δP + θδj],

which is satisfied for all j ∈ {I, P} because δI < δP and q∗II = q∗PP > q∗PI .

Next, I show that LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z) with strict inequality if and only if 0 < z < ẑI . For

z ≥ ẑI we have by construction that LI
z(z) = LP

z (z) = 0. It remains to consider z < ẑI .

Consider the following inequality:

max

{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]− δI [c′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z)]

(1− θ)[u′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z) + θ[c′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]
, 0

}

≥ max

{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

PI (z)]− δP [c′ ◦ υ−1
Pj (z)]

(1− θ)[u′ ◦ υ−1
Pj (z)] + θ[c′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]
, 0

}
,

with j ∈ {I, P}. First, υIj(q
∗
Ij) > υPj(q

∗
Pj). Therefore, if z ≥ υPj(q

∗
Pj) the above is

satisfied trivially. If z < υPj(q
∗
Pj), then the inequality above reduces to

δj[u′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z)]− δI [c′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]

(1− θ)[u′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z)] + θ[c′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]
≥ δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

PI (z)]− δP [c′ ◦ υ−1
Pj (z)]

(1− θ)[u′ ◦ υ−1
Pj (z)] + θ[c′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]
,

which holds with strict inequality when z > 0 because δI < δP , [u′(q) − c′(q)]/[(1 −
θ)u′(q)+θc′(q) is decreasing in q, and υ−1

Ij (z) < υ−1
Pj (z) for all z > 0 and j ∈ {I, P}. From

the characterization of Li
z it follows that for 0 < z < ẑI , we have LI

z(z) > LP
z (z). Finally,

limz→0 Li
z(z) = σβθ/(1− θ). Therefore LI

z(z) ≥ LP
z (z), with strict inequality if and only

if 0 < z < ẑI . q.e.d.

4.D.15 Proof of Lemma 4.C.2

From the characterization of Li(z) it follows that

Li
z(z) = σθβ

∑
j∈{I,J}

πj max
{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)]/[c′ ◦ υ−1
ij (z)]− δi, 0

}
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and [u′ ◦ υ−1
ij (z)]δj − [c′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)]δi > 0 ⇔ z < υ(q∗ij). Hence, ẑ
i = max {υ(q∗iI), υ(q∗iP )}.

First, I demonstrate that ẑI > ẑP . For this, it suffices to show that υII(q
∗
II) ≥ υPj(q

∗
Pj)

for all j ∈ {I, P}. Because q∗II = q∗PP > q∗PI and δI < δP , we find for all j ∈ {I, P}

υII(q
∗
II) =

∫ q∗II

0

1

β

u′(r)c′(r)
δIθu′(r) + δI(1− θ)c′(r)

dr ≥
q∗II∫
0

1

β

u′(r)c′(r)
δjθu′(r) + δP (1− θ)c′(r)

dr

>

q∗Pj∫
0

1

β

u′(r)c′(r)
δjθu′(r) + δP (1− θ)c′(r)

dr = υPj(q
∗
Pj).

Next, I show LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z) with strict inequality if z < ẑI . For z ≥ ẑI we have

by construction that LI
z(z) = LP

z (z) = 0. It remains to consider z < ẑI . Consider the

following inequality

max
{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]/[c
′ ◦ υ−1

Ij (z)]− δI , 0
} ≥ max

{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]/[c
′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]− δP , 0
}
,

with j ∈ {I, P}. First, υIj(q
∗
Ij) > υPj(q

∗
Pj). Therefore, if z ≥ υPj(q

∗
Pj) the above is

satisfied trivially. If z < υPj(q
∗
Pj), then the inequality above reduces to

δj[u′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z)]/[c

′ ◦ υ−1
Ij (z)]− δI ≥ δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]/[c
′ ◦ υ−1

Pj (z)]− δP .

Since δI < δP , it suffices to show that [u′ ◦υ−1
Ij (z)]/[c

′ ◦υ−1
Ij (z)] ≥ [u′ ◦υ−1

Pj (z)]/[c
′ ◦υ−1

Pj (z)].

Observe u′(q)/c′(q) is decreasing in q, so it suffices to check whether υ−1
Ij (z) ≤ υ−1

Pj (z).

Observe that

z =

υ−1
Ij (z)∫
0

u′(r)c′(r)
δjθu′(r) + δI(1− θ)c′(r)

dr and z =

υ−1
Pj (z)∫
0

u′(r)c′(r)
δjθu′(r) + δP (1− θ)c′(r)

dr

so υ−1
Ij (z) ≤ υ−1

Pj (z), with strict inequality if and only if z > 0. It then follows from the

characterization of Li
z(x) that LI

z(z) > LP
z (z) for z < ẑI . q.e.d.

4.D.16 Proof of Lemma 4.C.3

It follows from the characterization Li(z) that:

Li
z(z) = σβθδi

∑
j∈{I,P}

πj max

{
δj[u′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)]− δi[c′ ◦ υ−1
ij (z)

δj(1− θ)[u′ ◦ υ−1
ij (z)] + δiθ[c′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)]
, 0

}
.

It follows that δj[u′ ◦ υ−1
ij (z)] − δi[c′ ◦ υ−1

ij (z)] > 0 ⇔ z < υij(q
∗
ij). Therefore, ẑi =

max{υiI(q∗iI), υiP (q∗iP )}.
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To demonstrate that ẑI > ẑP , it suffices to show that υII(q
∗
II) > υPj(q

∗
Pj) for all

j ∈ {I, P}. In turn, this implies that we need

[(1− θ)u(q∗II) + θc(q∗II)]/δ
I > [δj(1− θ)u(q∗Pj) + δP θc(q∗Pj)]/[δ

iδj] for all j ∈ {I, P}.

Given that δI < δP and that q∗II = q∗PP > q∗PI , the inequality above is indeed satisfied for

all j ∈ {I, P}.
Finally, because limz→0 Li

z(z) = σβδiθ/(1 − θ) and δI < δP , we have limz→0 LI
z(z) <

limz→0 LP
z (z). q.e.d.

4.D.17 Proof of Lemma 4.C.4

Because we have limθ→1 υij(q) = c(q)/(βδj) for both generalized Nash Bargaining and

proportional bargaining, it follows from the proof of Lemma 4.C.1 that with generalized

Nash bargaining, limθ→1 ẑ
I > limθ→1 ẑ

P and limθ→1 LI
z(z) ≥ limθ→1 LP

z (z), with strict

inequality if and only if z < ẑI for z > 0. It follows from continuity that with generalized

Nash bargaining there exists a θ < 1 such that when θ > θ we have ẑI > ẑP and

LI
z(z) ≥ LP

z (z), with strict inequality if and only if z < ẑI . q.e.d.
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Chapter 5

Preference Heterogeneity and

Optimal Monetary Policy

Joint work with Burak Uras

Abstract

We study optimal policy design in a monetary model with heterogeneous

preferences. In the model, markets are incomplete and households are hetero-

geneous with respect to their current consumption preferences and discount

factors. The government controls the supply of money (liquid) and nominal

bonds (illiquid) based on which households make optimal portfolio choices.

We uncover that the two types of preference heterogeneity have distinct dis-

tributional consequences and different implications for the optimal monetary

policy. While the heterogeneity in current consumption preferences pushes the

economy towards a zero lower bound (ZLB) associated with nominal interest

rates, the heterogeneity in discount factors moves the economy away from

the ZLB. We characterize the optimal policy design and quantify the welfare

losses associated with a binding ZLB - and thus potential welfare benefits

from allowing negative interest rates on government bonds.
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5.1 Introduction

An extensive quantitative-macro literature studies cross-sectional heterogeneity in con-

sumption,1 and in particular the cross-sectional variance of consumption over the life-

cycle.2 Another important line of research highlights the potential relevance of hetero-

geneous preferences (mainly in the form of discount factor shocks) in accounting for

variance in consumption and income inequality.3 Preference heterogeneity may exacer-

bate inequality and cause welfare losses when financial markets are incomplete4 or when

fiscal policy is set sub-optimally.5

In this chapter, we approach the interaction between preference heterogeneity and

consumption variability over the life-cycle from a different perspective: To what extent

can monetary policy correct the distributional consequences of heterogeneous preferences

and improve welfare when markets are incomplete? Different from the existing literature,

our framework takes a general stance on modelling life-cycle consumption preferences to

address this question. Specifically, in our model we incorporate intra-generational het-

erogeneity with respect to both current marginal utility to consume and discount factors.

Therefore, our set-up is also suitable to potentially account for the empirically observed

cross-sectional variance of consumption over the life-cycle. Based on this framework, we

argue that optimal monetary policy needs to influence both the price of liquid (money,

i.e. inflation) and illiquid (bonds, i.e. nominal interest rates) assets to achieve an optimal

cross-sectional allocation of consumption and wealth over the life-cycle. We also char-

acterize the conditions for an endogenous zero lower bound (ZLB) on nominal interest

rates to bind. We find that the ZLB limits optimal policy and results in welfare losses.

Our benchmark framework is a dynamic general equilibrium model of a monetary

economy with three-period lived households who are connected over time through over-

lapping generations. At the beginning of the life-cycle, households produce and determine

asset portfolios by taking expected preference shocks into account. During the remain-

der of their lifetime, the households consume and re-balance liquid and illiquid assets by

transacting in a financial market. We define the notion of an asset’s liquidity based on the

exchangeability of that asset in return for consumption goods in the current period. As

standard in monetary models, we assume that a special nominal object, called money, is

the sole liquid asset available to the economy. Illiquid nominal assets, called bonds, serve

as a saving instrument between periods. Important for our analysis is that the supplies

of money and bonds are determined by the government.

At the core of our theoretical design are idiosyncratic preference shocks to which

1See De Nardi and Fella (2017) for an extensive survey of the literature.
2Deaton and Paxson (1994) and Aguiar and Hurst (2013).
3Krusell and Smith (1998), Venti and Wise (2000), Cagetti (2003), and Gelman (2021).
4Krusell and Smith (1998) and Hendricks (2007).
5Golosov, Troshkin, Tsyvinski, and Weinzierl (2013).
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households are exposed in the second (early) and third (late) period of their life. We take

a general approach in modeling this heterogeneity; there is a preference distribution to

consume early as well as late, and individual preferences get realized at the beginning of

the second period of households’ lifetime. Early consumption preference (current marginal

utility to consume) of a household is not necessarily correlated with its preference to con-

sume late (the discount factor). Moreover, preference shocks are private information and

therefore uninsurable; there is no market for idiosyncratic state-contingent claims. Given

this market incompleteness, the heterogeneity of preferences gives rise to an environment

in which over- or under-supply of (il)liquidity can prevail when inflation and nominal in-

terest rates follow the Friedman rule - equating the real return on all assets to the natural

rate of interest. The key theoretical analysis of our chapter concentrates on exploring

optimal policy design that takes the distribution of consumption preferences as given.

As a primarily important result, we characterize a closed-form test statistic resulting

from the distribution of preferences. We show that when the conditions governed by this

statistic are met, an endogenous ZLB on nominal interest rates gets reached. This ZLB

arises because besides bonds, households can use money as a savings instrument. Our test

statistic has a simple economic interpretation, as it characterizes the average fraction of

disposable resources that middle-aged households consume. The properties that we obtain

with regard to this test statistic are straightforward. On the one hand, when households

are relatively heterogeneous in terms of their preference to consume early (current MU)

- and not that heterogeneous with respect to late consumption preferences (discount

factors) - the test statistic is low and the economy reaches the ZLB. On the other hand,

as heterogeneity in discount factors increases - while early consumption heterogeneity

declines - the test statistic increases and the economy moves away from the ZLB. In this

respect, our analysis reveals that increasing heterogeneity of impatience (current MU)

and patience (discount factors) have different consequences for government’s ability to

freely choose an optimal nominal interest rate in its policy mix.

We then study optimal policy design with respect to inflation and interest rates,

and obtain an important property of the ZLB. That is, with a binding ZLB constraint

a deviation from the Friedman rule becomes an optimal monetary policy choice. The

intuition for this property is the following. When early consumption preferences are

disperse (relative to the dispersion observed in discount factors) those agents with low

MU to consume early like to increase savings, which pushes the aggregate savings rate to

an inefficiently high level. In order to reduce this saving inefficiency and stimulate early

consumption of those with high MU, the government ideally reduces nominal interest

rates to discourage late consumption and reduces inflation, which raises the real value of

the middle-aged their wealth, to encourage early consumption. However, reductions in

nominal rates are infeasible beyond the ZLB, at which point increasing inflation becomes
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the optimal policy.

The reason for this important property relates to compounded costs of inflation, which

impacts late consumption more than early consumption. On the flip-side of the same

channel, when discount factor shocks are relatively disperse (compared to the hetero-

geneity in early consumption preferences), the aggregate savings rate tends to contract.

In order to stimulate late consumption the optimal policy increases the nominal interest

rate - moving the economy away from the ZLB - and to discourage early consumption

the optimal policy increases inflation to reduce the middle-aged their real wealth.

Based on our theoretical insights, we conduct a series of quantitative experiments using

a parameterized version of the model. A counterfactual analysis reveals that, on the one

hand, when the relative standard deviation of first-best early consumption equals one (as

a benchmark case), the optimal policy increases steady state welfare by 0.6% of the first-

best level of welfare. On the other hand, when the relative standard deviation of first-best

late consumption equals one (as another benchmark), the optimal policy increases steady

state welfare by 1.2% of the first-best level of welfare. This quantitatively substantial

difference is caused by the fact that the ZLB binds in the former case but not in the

latter. To further asses the impact of the ZLB, we conduct an experiment in which we

remove the ZLB and allow for negative interest rates by forbidding the use of cash as a

savings vehicle. We find that this raises aggregate welfare by 1.9% of first-best welfare

when the relative standard deviation of first-best early consumption equals one.

As an important extension to the benchmark, we allow for private capital formation

by households via a decreasing returns to scale investment technology. In the extended

framework, we allow claims on capital to be traded as an illiquid asset to compete with

government’s nominal bonds. This extension reveals that endogeneous capital formation

does not change the theoretical property associated with the threshold to reach the ZLB.

A high spread in early consumption shocks causes the ZLB to bind, also with endogenous

capital formation, at which the government remains with only inflation as a policy in-

strument - leading to distorted allocations. A high spread in discount factors moves the

economy away from the ZLB. The main difference compared to the benchmark model

is that with private capital - even away from ZLB - optimal policies are closer to the

Friedman rule, as the latter achieves first-best levels of capital formation.

Our results imply that understanding the type of preference heterogeneity is impor-

tant for optimal policy design. The findings reveal that uninsurable early consumption

heterogeneity is likely to push an economy to the ZLB and constrain the capacity of

monetary policy to maximize welfare. We also suggest the optimality of using money

and bond pricing policies of the government in tandem and thus propose a new micro-

foundation for the coexistence of money and bonds. Furthermore, since bond pricing

policy becomes ineffective at ZLB, we argue the need to allow for negative interest rates.
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The remainder of this chapter develops as follows. Section 5.2 briefly discusses the

related literature. Section 5.3 develops the baseline model and analyzes optimal policy.

Section 5.4 considers some quantitative experiments for our baseline model. Section 5.5

extends the baseline model with capital formation and Section 5.6 concludes. Proofs and

derivations can be found in Appendix 5.A.

5.2 Related Literature

Our chapter speaks to several strands of literature. First, we contribute to the litera-

ture that models preference heterogeneity and cross-sectional consumption variation in

quantitative macro models. Starting with the seminal work by Krusell and Smith (1998),

there has been an interest to understand the role of discount factor shocks in explaining

cross-sectional distributions of savings and wealth (Cagetti, 2003; Gelman, 2021; Venti

& Wise, 2000) as well as asset prices (Gârleanu & Panageas, 2015). Most papers in

this line of research document that - especially in the presence of incomplete markets

- a small dispersion in discount factor heterogeneity across households, can be key to

explain the data. We also relate to the branch that documents cross-sectional variation

over-the life-cycle (Aguiar & Hurst, 2013; Deaton & Paxson, 1994). Our contribution to

this literature is three-fold. (i) We develop a tractable life-cycle model that incorporates

a general form of preference heterogeneity into a monetary framework that can also serve

to match empirically relevant patterns of consumption. (ii) Our analysis reveals that

the implications of early and late consumption shocks are quite different from each other

with respect to the welfare effects of optimally conducted monetary policy. (iii) Finally,

we uncover the effects of preference heterogeneity on the ZLB and discuss optimality of

negative interest rates.

Second, we also contribute to the literature on general equilibrium monetary models

with preference heterogeneity. For instance, in a recent paper Curran and Dressler (2019)

study the welfare implications of inflation in a model with heterogeneous coefficients of

relative risk aversion. In four closely related papers, Berentsen, Camera, and Waller

(2005), Bhattacharya, Haslag, and Martin (2005), Boel and Camera (2006), and Boel

and Waller (2019) embed heterogeneous preferences in new monetarist style models to

study distributional consequences of monetary policy and - similar to our conclusions -

argue for non-optimality of the Friedman rule under particular parameter constellations.

However, there are two essential differences between our approach and these studies: (i)

we take a more generalized approach in modeling preference heterogeneity (with respect

to incorporating heterogeneity in both current consumption preferences and discount

factors), and (ii) our approach allows to uncover the differential impact of the two different

margins of preference shocks on coexistence of money and bonds, the ZLB, and optimality
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of negative interest rates.

Third we also contribute to a literature that studies optimal coexistence of money

and bonds. Kocherlakota (2003) shows that in an infinite horizon economy, society can

benefit from having both money and bonds when agents face shocks to marginal utility

of current consumption. The mechanism identified by Kocherlakota (2003) is however

transitory; welfare effects of introducing bonds last for one period only. Andolfatto (2011)

demonstrates that the transitory mechanism of Kocherlakota (2003), persists in steady

state when implementing the Friedman rule is infeasible. Van Buggenum (2021, Chapter

4 of this dissertation) considers an infinite horizon economy in which agents experience

shocks to their subjective discount factors and shows that even when the Friedman rule

is implementable, interest bearing bonds are essential to achieve an efficient distribution

of savings. In an OLG framework with shocks to both the marginal utility from cur-

rent consumption and subjective discount factors, the current chapter demonstrates that

bonds are essential when discount factor shocks dominate in characterizing preference

heterogeneity and analyzes the welfare implications of a ZLB on nominal interest rates

earned by bonds.

Finally, several recent papers in the monetary macro literature have argued for the

optimality of negative interest rates, such as Dong and Wen (2017) and Williamson (2019)

- following the trends in interest rates in some European countries. Our chapter is the

first in this literature that uncovers a mechanism related to heterogeneity in preferences

in justifying the conduct of optimal negative interest rate policies.

5.3 Benchmark Model

We study an overlapping generations model with three-period lived households. We refer

to the households as young in the first period of their lifetime, and as middle-aged and

old in the second and third period, respectively. There are three types of objects in

the economy: a non-storable consumption good, and two nominal assets that we call as

money and bonds. The supply of money and bonds are determined by the government.

The consumption good is produced by the young, and consumed by the middle-aged and

old.

During each time period, two markets open sequentially in two distinct sub-periods

that allow trade of assets and consumption goods: the financial market (FM) and the

goods market (GM). The consumption good is produced and sold in the GM by the young

and it fully perishes within a time period. Money is the only recognizable object in the

GM, so bonds cannot be traded in this sub-period. The unit-price of the consumption

good in the GM is pt - denoted in terms of money.

In the FM, money and bonds are supplied by the government and the two objects are
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traded among households. Money is storable across time, while bonds issued in the FM

of period t mature in period t + 1 and pay out money. The unit price of bonds is ϕt -

denoted in terms of fiat money. In the FM, the government also levies lump-sum taxes on

middle-aged households (or provides the middle-aged with lump-sum subsidies), which

are paid with money. There is no enforcement problem with respect to the payment of

taxes, but preferences are private information so the government cannot condition taxes

on households’ preference profiles.6 We denote with Mt the aggregate money supply after

the GM has convened, and with Bt the nominal face value of bonds issued in period t.

The real consumption good equivalent of the lump-sum tax is denoted with τt and satisfies

ptτt = Bt−1 +Mt−1 − ϕtBt −Mt. (5.1)

Lifetime preferences of a household are given by

Uξ(h, q
m
ξ , q

o
ξ) = −h+ βεu(qmξ ) + β2δu(qoξ). (5.2)

In preference specification (5.2), h denotes production of goods when young,7 qmξ denotes

consumption of goods when middle-aged, i.e. early consumption, and qoξ denotes con-

sumption when old, i.e. late consumption. Parameter β is a component of the discount

factor that is common to all households. Important for our model, are idiosyncratic pref-

erence shocks that households are subject to. Specifically, at the beginning of the second

period of their lifetime, each middle-aged household draws a tuple ξ = (ε, δ) from a dis-

tribution with CDF G(ε, δ) and support Ξ ∈ R
2
+. In this joint preference distribution,

ε is an idiosyncratic preference shifter for early consumption and δ is an idiosyncratic

preference shifter for late consumption which get realized simultaneously. We remain

agnostic about G, which means ε could exhibit negative or positive correlation with δ.

Without loss of generality, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 5.1. E[ε] = E[δ] = 1.

The preference shocks serve to generate intra-generational heterogeneity across house-

holds, the equilibrium implications of which constitute the core analysis of this chapter.

To ensure that the preference shocks are uninsurable, we impose that the shocks are

private information and that households can only work when young.8

6When the government would be able to levy taxes contingent on households their preferences, the
financial market incompleteness laid out in the introduction can be eliminated fully and first-best allo-
cations are achieved.

7The linear dis-utility for labor eases the analysis and is not critical for our results.
8We can let households work when middle-aged, but then we need that devoting labor effort when

middle-aged is less attractive or limited compared to devoting labor effort when young. For simplicity,
we therefore focus on a case in which households only work when young.
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5.3.1 Equilibrium Analysis

We denote gross inflation in between periods t − 1 and t with πt = pt/pt−1, which in

steady state equals the growth rate of money supply. Because money is a store of value,

and the nominal bonds pay out money, households do not hold bonds when the interest

rate on bonds is negative (ϕ > 1). Hence, the effective gross real interest rate at which

middle-aged households can save, is 1/[min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+2]. Lifetime utility maximization

of a household born in period t therefore implies

Ut = max
ht,{qmξ,t,qoξ,t}ξ∈Ξ

{−ht + βE[εu(qmξ,t)] + β2
E[δu(qoξ,t)]

}
(5.3a)

s.t. πt+1[q
m
ξ,t +min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+2q

o
ξ,t + τt+1] ≤ ht, ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ. (5.3b)

where (5.3a) is the expected life-time utility and (5.3b) is a state-contingent resource

constraint. It follows that the amount of money Mm
ξ,t and bonds Bm

ξ,t carried out of the

FM by a middle-aged household born in period t, satisfies

Mm
ξ,t + ϕt+1B

m
ξ,t = pt+1q

m
ξ,t−1 + pt+2 min{ϕt+1, 1}qoξ,t, Bm

ξ,t

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
= pt+2q

o
ξ,t if ϕt+1 < 1

∈ [0, pt+2q
o
ξ,t] if ϕt+1 = 1

0 if ϕt+1 > 1

.

(5.4)

Similarly, the amount of money M o
ξ,t and bonds Bo

ξ,t carried out of the FM by an old-aged

household born in period t satisfies

M o
ξ,t = pt+2q

o
ξ,t and Bo

ξ,t = 0. (5.5)

The initial middle-aged and old in period t = 0 cannot supply labor, but are instead

endowed with, respectively, Mm and M o units of money just before the FM convenes.

The initial middle-aged therefore solve

U−1,ξ = max
qmξ,−1,q

o
ξ,−1

{
εu(qmξ,−1) + βδu(qoξ,−1)

}
(5.6a)

s.t. p0[q
m
ξ,−1 +min{ϕ0, 1}π1q

o
ξ,−1 + τ0] ≤ Mm. (5.6b)

and the initial old-aged simply consume their endowment:

p0q
o
ξ,−2 = M o, ∀ξ ∈ Ξ. (5.7)

Assets carried out of initial FM by the middle aged - Mm
−1 and Bm

−1 - and by the initial

old - M o
−2 and Bo

−2 -, satisfy Equations (5.4) and (5.5). We then define the concept of

the equilibrium as follows.
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Definition 5.1. Given a policy {Mt, Bt, τt}∞t=0 with τt given by Equation (5.1), as well as

Mm and M o units of money that, respectively, the initial middle-aged and old households

are endowed with, equilibrium is a sequence of allocations {ht, {qmξ,t−1, q
o
ξ,t−2}ξ∈Ξ}∞t=0, asset

holdings {{Mm
ξ,t−1,M

o
ξ,t−2, B

m
ξ,t−1, B

o
ξ,t−2}ξ∈Ξ}∞t=0, and prices {pt, ϕt}∞t=0 such that:

1. Households maximize utility; {ht, {qmξ,t, qoξ,t}ξ∈Ξ} maximizes objective function (5.3a)

subject to the state-contingent budget constraint (5.3b) for all t ≥ 0, {qmξ,−1, q
o
ξ,−1}ξ∈Ξ

maximizes objective function (5.6a) subject to budget constraint (5.6b), {qoξ,−2}ξ∈Ξ
satisfies Equation (5.7), and {{Mm

ξ,t−1,M
o
ξ,t−2, B

m
ξ,t−1, B

o
ξ,t−2}ξ∈Ξ}∞t=0 satisfies Equa-

tions (5.4) and (5.5).

2. The FM clears; for all t we have that Mt =
∫∫ [

Mm
ξ,t−1 +M o

ξ,t−2

]
dG(ε, δ) as well as

Bt =
∫∫ [

Bm
ξ,t−1 +Bo

ξ,t−2

]
dG(ε, δ).

3. The GM clears; for all t we have that ht =
∫∫ [

qmξ,t−1 + qoξ,t−2

]
dG(ε, δ).

To obtain closed-form and intuitive solutions, we assume logarithmic utility such

that u(q) = log(q) for both middle-aged and old households. The virtue of assuming

logarithmic utility is that a middle-aged household spends a fraction of its budget on

early consumption that depends only on the household’s type-specific preferences. This

allows us to link optimal policies to the average marginal propensity to consume across

middle-aged households.

Based on the chosen functional form for preferences, we first observe that labor supply

by the young satisfies

ht = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1,

where β(1+β) hours of work are used to provide resources for early and late consumption,

and πt+1τt+1 hours are provided to pay lump-sum taxes when middle-aged.

Furthermore, early and late consumption are given by:

qmξ,t =
ε

ε+ βδ

β(1 + β)

πt+1

and qoξ,t =
βδ

ε+ βδ

β(1 + β)

min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+1πt+2

, for all ξ ∈ Ξ. (5.8)

The levels of early and late consumption at (5.8) are negatively related to the level

of inflation. Late consumption is negatively related to the price of bonds and is more

sensitive to inflation than early consumption, because of compounding.

As an important property of logarithmic utility, we obtain that only preference shifters

and the common discount factor determine middle-aged households’ desire to save. Specif-

ically, after taxation middle-aged households have β(1+β)/πt+1 units of real money bal-

ances available in the FM. They consume a fraction θ = ε/(ε + βδ) of this sum in the

GM, and save the remaining fraction 1 − θ for consumption in the next period, earning
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a real rate of return 1/[min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+1]. We therefore define as a test statistic:

Θ ≡
∫∫

ε

ε+ βδ
dG(ε, δ). (5.9)

The test-statistic defined at (5.9) is at the core of our policy analysis and measures

the aggregate fraction of middle-aged households’ disposable wealth devoted to early

consumption. Analogously, 1 − Θ captures the aggregate savings rate of middle-aged

households.

Aggregate demand for money Mt and bonds Bt in the FM of period t is given by:

Mt

β(1 + β)pt
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Θ
πt

+ 1−Θ
min{ϕt−1,1}πt−1πt

if ϕt < 1

∈
[
Θ
πt

+ 1−Θ
min{ϕt−1,1}πt−1πt

, 1
πt

+ 1−Θ
min{ϕt−1,1}πt−1πt

]
if ϕt = 1

1
πt

+ 1−Θ
min{ϕt−1,1}πt−1πt

if ϕt > 1

, (5.10)

ϕtBt

β(1 + β)pt
=

⎧⎨⎩ 1
πt

+ 1−Θ
min{ϕt−1,1}πt−1πt

− Mt

β(1+β)pt
if ϕt ≤ 1

0 if ϕt > 1
. (5.11)

With a strictly positive supply of bonds, market clearing requires that ϕt ≤ 1. An

endogenous zero lower bound (ZLB) on nominal interest rates therefore arises. In what

follows, without loss we assume ϕt ≤ 1.

We close the equilibrium analysis by solving for the lump-sum taxes and characterize

the labor supply of the young as a function of inflation, bond prices, and preference

parameters. For this purpose, we equate labor supply by young to total consumption by

the middle-aged and old in a particular time period: ht = E{qmξ,t−1+ qoξ,t−2}. The solution
leads us to determine:

ht = β(1 + β)

[
Θ

πt

+
1−Θ

ϕt−1πt−1πt

]
and τt =

β(1 + β)

πt

[
Θ

πt−1

+
1−Θ

ϕt−2πt−2πt−1

− 1

]
.

5.3.2 Optimal Policy

As is standard in OLG models, we let welfare across generations be aggregated according

to the subjective discount factor β. From Equations (5.10) and (5.11), it follows that

any sequence of inflation rates and bond prices {ϕt, πt+1}∞t=0 subject to ϕt ≤ 1 can be

implemented as an equilibrium by choosing a sequence of policies {Mt, Bt}∞t=0 in line with

Equations (5.10) and (5.11).

Importantly, because of the OLG structure, the real interest rate that middle-aged

earn on their savings for old-aged consumption, is endogenous and depends on the supply

of bonds. As a result, there is not a one-to-one relationship between inflation and nominal

interest rates in our model. This feature allows policy to affect both middle-aged con-
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sumption, which is governed by inflation, and old-aged consumption, which is governed

by the real return on savings, separately. Policy is however restricted in the sense that

the real return on savings is bounded from below due to the endogenous ZLB on nominal

interest rates.

To simplify the analysis, we focus on a policy maker with perfect commitment that

maximizes

Wt =
∞∑
s=t

βs−t
[
E
{
εu(qmξ,s−1)

}
+ E

{
δu(qoξ,s−2)

}− hs

]
(5.12)

by choosing a sequence {ϕs, πs+1}∞s=t+1 subject to ϕs ≤ 1 and taking as given {ϕs, πs+1}s=t
s=0.

Here, we assume that the policymaker cannot choose πt, πt+1, and ϕt. These are variables

that the young in periods t−1 and t−2 need for their decisions, so what the policymaker

communicated in those periods about πt, πt+1, and ϕt is what the policymaker has to

commit to in periods t, t+ 1, ...,∞.

Contrary to most analyses of OLG models, our policy maker’s problem does not

maximize welfare of a cohort born in stationary equilibrium. Instead, we maximize a

welfare measure which is the weighted sum of utilities of all current and future generations,

with a generation born in period s receiving weight βs−t. Importantly, the policy maker

takes consumption levels, and thus utility, of the current middle-aged and old as given.

This is reflected in the fact that the policymaker takes πt, πt+1, and ϕt as given. Hence,

contrary to the analysis of policies in OLG environments by Auernheimer (1974), our

policies have no implications on the initial old and middle-aged.

Given the logarithmic utility specification, the welfare function at (5.12) can be ex-

pressed as:

Wt =
∞∑
s=t

βs−t

{
Δ− log(πs)− Θβ(1 + β)

πs

− log(ϕs−1πs−1πs)− (1−Θ)β(1 + β)

ϕs−1πs−1πs

}
,

(5.13)

where

Δ =

∫∫ [
ε log

(
εβ(1 + β)

ε+ βδ

)
+ δ log

(
δβ2(1 + β)

ε+ βδ

)]
dG(ε, δ). (5.14)

Let βs+1−tχs denote the Lagrange multiplier on the ZLB constraint for ϕs, which

allows to obtain the following first-order conditions that maximize (5.13):

πs+2 : 0 = −2 + β

πs+2

+
Θβ(1 + β)

π2
s+2

+
β(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕs+1πs+1π2
s+2

+
β2(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕs+2π2
s+2πs+3

, (5.15)

ϕs+1 : 0 = −χs+1 − 1

ϕs+1

+
β(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕ2
s+1πs+1πs+2

. (5.16)

Focusing on steady state policies and using that complementary slackness implies χsϕs =
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χs, Equations (5.15) and (5.16) reduce to:

π = Θβ(1 + β) + χπ(1 + β) and ϕπ2 = β(1 + β)(1−Θ)− χϕπ2.

The closed-form test statistic Θ has a crucial implication for the ZLB constraint,

which we summarize in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.1. The ZLB constraint binds if and only if Θ(1 + β) < 1.

Recall that θ = ε/(ε + βδ) and Θ = E[θ], and then note that θ is concave in ε and

convex in δ. On the one hand, as shocks to early consumption become more disperse, Θ

decreases. On the other hand, the dispersion in late consumption preferences increases

the value of Θ. These comparative statics with respect to Θ imply that enlarging het-

erogeneity in early and late consumption preferences have clear-cut and opposing effects

with respect to the distance of an economy to the ZLB and the ability of the government

to choose an unconstrained policy mix in equilibrium.

As benchmark for policy, we consider the Friedman rule.

Definition 5.2. The Friedman rule sets π = β and ϕ = 1 so that the real return on all

assets equals the natural rate of interest, 1/β.

By letting the return on all assets equal the natural rate of interest, defined by the

inverse of the average discount factor β, our definition of the Friedman rule aligns with

the optimal policy in an environment without preference heterogeneity. The reason is

that it removes the opportunity cost associated with holding money. Moreover, as we

show explicitly in Section 5.4, the Friedman rule also implements the first-best allocations

in a complete financial market structure with observable and insurable preference shocks.

When early consumption preferences are disperse (relative to the dispersion observed

in discount factors) those agents with low MU to consume early have a tendency to post-

pone consumption, which increases aggregate savings. Ceterus paribus, at the Friedman

rule this results in an inefficiently low early consumption in the aggregate and an inef-

ficiently high aggregate late consumption. In order to stimulate the early consumption

and discourage late consumption, relative to the allocations implied by the Friedman rule,

inflation and nominal rates should be reduced in tandem. The reason is that reducing

inflation raises the real value of middle-aged their resources. This has a positive effect

on both middle-aged consumption, but also on old-aged consumption. To counteract

the positive effect of lower inflation on old-aged consumption and instead achieve lower

equilibrium levels of old-aged consumption, the nominal interest rate is reduced.

However, because of the ZLB, interest rates cannot be reduced to take values in the

negative domain. Therefore, at ZLB, increasing the inflation becomes part of the (con-

strained) optimal policy mix of the government. The intuition for this surprising result
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relates to the compounded effects of inflation, which we observe in Equation (5.8): infla-

tion reduces late consumption more than early consumption. As we will quantitatively

evaluate in the next section, constrained optimal policy results in output and welfare

losses - relative to an unconstrained optimum with negative interest rates on nominal

bonds.

When discount factor shocks are relatively disperse (compared to the heterogeneity of

early consumption preferences) those agents with low MU to consume late have a tendency

to increase early consumption, which results in inefficiently low aggregate savings at the

Friedman rule. In order to correct for the inefficiently high early consumption implied by

the Friedman rule, inflation and nominal interest rates should both increase in tandem

in the optimal policy mix of the government. By the same intuition as before, to reduce

middle-aged consumption the inflation rate increases, but this also has a negative effect

on old-aged consumption. To counteract this negative effect and stimulate old-aged

consumption instead, the nominal rate should increase. Hence, the economy moves away

from the ZLB.

The qualitative properties that we obtained with respect to the effects of preference

dispersion on the tightness of the ZLB, yield the following steady state characterization

of optimal policy in equilibrium.

Proposition 5.1. The optimal policy mix in a steady state equilibrium satisfies:

ϕ =

⎧⎨⎩1 if Θ(1 + β) < 1

1−Θ
Θ2β(1+β)

if Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1
,

π =

⎧⎨⎩(1 + β)
Θβ+

√
β
√

βΘ2+4(2+β)(1−Θ)

2(2+β)
if Θ(1 + β) < 1

Θβ(1 + β) if Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1
.

where the inflation rate when the ZLB binds, is the positive root of the following polyno-

mial:

(2 + β)π2 −Θβ(1 + β)π − β(1 + β)2(1−Θ) = 0. (5.17)

These key results imply that while increasing the heterogeneity in current consumption

preferences constrains the policy choice set of the government, raising the discount factor

heterogeneity improves the freedom of the government in choosing a welfare maximizing

optimal policy. We follow up on this proposition with a corollary to summarize the

implications of preference heterogeneity on optimal inflation, which also follows from the

basic intuition related to the effects of preference heterogeneity on the tightness of the

ZLB.

Corollary 5.1. The optimal inflation rate satisfies π ≥ β, with equality if and only if

Θ(1 + β) = 1. With no idiosyncratic shocks to preferences, or when there are preference
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shocks but such that Θ(1 + β) = 1, the optimal inflation rate is at the Friedman rule. In

the absence of the endogenous zero lower bound constraint, π < β would be an optimal

inflation policy when Θ(1 + β) < 1.

The fact that we find a strictly positive optimal nominal interest rate when our test

statistic satisfies Θ(1 + β) > 1, points towards the welfare enhancing role of bonds in

our environment. With nominal rates at the ZLB, bonds and money become perfect

substitutes. When the ZLB constraint binds, the policymaker can therefore attain its

desired allocations by only supplying money to the economy. However, when Θ(1+β) > 1,

the policymaker chooses allocations that, to be implemented as equilibrium outcomes,

require a strictly positive supply of both money and bonds. In this sense, bonds are

essential for welfare.

When a policy maker would be unable to supply bonds, we obtain allocations similar

to those in an economy in which the policymaker faces the constraint ϕ = 1. It follows

from Proposition 5.1 that the optimal inflation rate is then given by the positive root

of the polynomial in Equation (5.17). If and only if Θ(1 + β) > 1, this rate of inflation

differs from that in an economy where the policymaker can also supply bonds, i.e. only

faces the constraint ϕ ≤ 1. We summarize these findings in a corollary:

Corollary 5.2. The optimal inflation rate in an economy with only money is given by

the positive root of the polynomial in Equation (5.17). Optimized aggregate welfare when

the policymaker is able to supply both money and bonds is higher than optimized welfare

when the policymaker is only able to supply money, and strictly higher when the ZLB

constraint is slack; Θ(1 + β) > 1.

Finally, we characterize the steady state levels of output and taxation under the

optimal policy:

Corollary 5.3. Define g(Θ) = βΘ +
√
β
√

βΘ2 + 4(2 + β)(1−Θ). Given the optimal

steady state policy mix, steady state output (as measured by labor supply) satisfies

h =

⎧⎨⎩
2β(2+β)
g(Θ)

[
Θ+ 2(2+β)(1−Θ)

(1+β)g(Θ)

]
if Θβ(1 + β) < 1

2 if Θβ(1 + β) ≥ 1

and steady state taxation satisfies

τ =

⎧⎨⎩
β

1+β

[
2(2+β)
g(Θ)

]2 [
Θ+ 2(2+β)(1−Θ)

(1+β)g(Θ)

]
− 2β(2+β)

g(Θ)
if Θβ(1 + β) < 1

2−β(1+β)
Θβ(1+β)

if Θβ(1 + β) ≥ 1
.

Here, it can be shown that output h is strictly increasing in Θ when the ZLB binds

and is constant when the ZLB is slack. Output thus reduces as a result of the binding
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ZLB constraint. Taxation is strictly increasing in Θ when the ZLB is binding and strictly

decreasing in Θ when the ZLB is slack. As a result, taxation is always reducing in

inflation, even when the inflation moves in tandem with the nominal interest rate, which

is the case for a slack ZLB constraint. With the ZLB slack, taxation is always positive but

with a binding ZLB constraint, when Θ is sufficiently small taxation becomes negative.

5.3.3 Qualitative Illustration of Optimal Policy

In order to conclude the qualitative discussions resulting from the benchmark model,

we turn towards illustrating optimal policy design for some special cases with respect

to the heterogeneity in preferences. First we discuss the case of no preference shocks or

policy neutral shocks. Suppose there is no intra-generational heterogeneity of preferences,

meaning there are no idiosyncratic preference shocks and Θ(1 + β) = 1. In this case,

like in standard micro-founded models of money, the Friedman rule is optimal. The

same optimal policy prevails also when there is preference heterogeneity but with policy

neutral implications. This happens with a non-degenerate distribution of shocks for which

Θ(1 + β) = 1. For instance, when ε+ βδ = 1 + β for all (ε, δ) ∈ Ξ.

Next, we consider a case with only shocks to preferences for late consumption. In

this case Θ = E {1/(1 + βδ)} and because 1/(1 + βδ) is convex in δ, Jensen’s inequality

implies that the ZLB does not bind. We find that optimal policy satisfies

π = β(1 + β)E

{
1

1 + βδ

}
and ϕπ =

β(1 + β)

π
E

{
βδ

1 + βδ

}
,

and because βδ/(1 + βδ) is concave in δ, it follows from Jensen’s inequality that π > β

and ϕπ < β. This means that optimal policy deviates from the Friedman rule in two

dimensions. First, inflation is such that the real return on money falls short of the real

natural interest rate. Second, the nominal interest rate is such that the real return on

bonds exceeds the real natural interest rate.

Finally, we describe a case with only shocks to preferences for early consumption. Then

Θ = E {ε/(ε+ β)} and because ε/(ε+β) is concave in ε, Jensen’s inequality implies that

the ZLB constraint binds. Interestingly, the inflation rate satisfies π > β. The real return

on money thus falls short of the real natural interest rate. Moreover, if the dispersion of

shocks to preferences for early consumption is sufficiently large or the subjective discount

factor is sufficiently high, we get a strictly positive rate of inflation as an optimal policy.

5.4 Quantitative Analysis

We are now ready to quantify the welfare, output, and consumption consequences of

optimal policy and the endogenous ZLB across parameterized versions of the model. For
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this purpose, we start with a first-best economy. The first-best is characterized by a

complete financial market structure, ensuring the most efficient distribution of resources.

A complete financial market structure implies that preference shocks are observable and

insurable, so newborn agents maximize:

Ut = max
ht,{qmξ,t,qoξ,t}ξ∈Ξ

{−ht + βE[εu(qmξ,t)] + β2
E[δu(qoξ,t)]

}
, (5.18)

s.t. πt+1[E[q
m
ξ,t] + min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+2E[q

o
ξ,t] + τt+1] ≤ ht. (5.19)

This means, the state-contingent budget constraint only needs to hold in expectation. It

is straightforward to show that the optimization problem at (5.18) and (5.19) implies:

ht = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1, q
m
ξ,t = εβ/πt+1, and qoξ,t = δβ2/[min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+1πt+2]. (5.20)

In turn, the first-best allocations at (5.20) yields the Friedman rule (π = β and ϕ = 1) as

the optimal monetary policy, h = 2 as the optimal aggregate output, and τ = [2− β(1 +

β)]/β as the optimal lump-sum tax.

The questions that we would like to address in our quantitative analysis are threefold:

(i) How does an economy with preference heterogeneity and incomplete markets compare

to a first-best economy? (ii) How large are quantitative welfare losses when policy would

simply adhere to the Friedman rule? (iii) What are the welfare losses from being unable

to let interest rates take values in the negative domain?

5.4.1 Parametrization

To parameterize the model, we set the length of a period to 20 years. To obtain econom-

ically meaningful results, we choose β = 1/(1.02)20 ≈ 0.6730 so that the real natural rate

of interest equals 2% per annum. We assume that ε and δ are drawn from independent

log-normal distributions with standard deviations σε and σδ, respectively. The first-best

levels of early and late consumption are then log-normally distributed with mean one, and

(relative) standard deviations of σε and σδ. Hence, σε and σδ have intuitive economic

interpretations. Moreover, choosing log-normal distributions for our preference shocks

has straightforward implications too for the heterogeneity in agents’ desire to save: the

functional form implies that our key definition from Section 5.3, θ = ε/(ε + βδ), fol-

lows a logit-normal distribution. Specifically, logit(θ) is normally distributed with mean

με − μδ − log(β) and standard deviation
√

ς2ε + ς2δ . The variables μx = − log(1 + σ2
x)/2

and ς2x = log(1 + σ2
x) are the mean and variance of log(x), respectively, with x ∈ {ε, δ}.

The quantitative results from our parameterized model are presented in Figures 5.1-

5.13. In these figures, we primarily study the consequences of varying the heterogeneity

of preferences, σε and σδ, on optimal policy design and macroeconomic outcomes. For
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this purpose, we let the standard deviations of preference shocks vary between zero and

one.9

5.4.2 Optimal Policy

Figure 5.1 illustrates the behavior of the sufficient statistic Θ, which is the average con-

sumption quote of the middle-aged. The plot in Figure 5.1 re-emphasizes the point that

when the spread in late consumption shocks is small enough, even a very low standard

deviation in early-consumption shocks induces ZLB to bind. This prevails when Θ(1+β)

is greater than 1 or equivalently, Θ is greater than 1/(1 + β) ≈ 0.5977.

Figure 5.1: Sufficient statistic Θ for log-normally distributed preference shocks. The colormap
is normalized around Θ = 1/(1 + β).

Figures 5.2a and 5.2b present the implications of preference heterogeneity on the op-

timal policy design with respect inflation and nominal interest rates. Figure 5.2a shows

that the heterogeneity in both early and late consumption shocks cause deviations of

optimal inflation from the Friedman rule, π = β and ϕ = 1, which requires a deflation

of approximately 1.96% per annum. However, the quantitative policy effects of prefer-

ence heterogeneity resulting from the spreads in ε and δ are substantially different from

9The upper bound of one is motivated by the fact that numerically we approximate a continuous
log-normal distribution with a discrete distribution. With high standard deviations, this approximation
yields significant differences between the theoretical moments of a log-normal distribution and the actual
moments of the distribution we feed to the model. This makes it difficult to connect our numerical results
with the properties of a log-normal distribution.
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(a) Optimal inflation.

(b) Optimal nominal rate.

Figure 5.2: Optimal policy with log-normal preference shocks and without a ZLB contraint.
Inflation and nominal interest rates are expressed as annualized percentages. The colormap for
inflation and nominal interest rates are normalized around the Friedman rule.
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(a) Optimal inflation without a ZLB.

(b) Optimal nominal interest rate without a ZLB.

Figure 5.3: Optimal policy with log-normal preference shocks. Inflation and nominal interest
rates are expressed as annualized percentages. The colormap for inflation and nominal interest
rates are normalized around the Friedman rule.
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each other. For example, while keeping σε = 0 and setting σδ = 1 implies a +0.5%-

point change from the Friedman rule as the optimal inflation policy, setting σε = 1 and

σδ = 0 results in an optimal deviation of the inflation rate from the Friedman-rule by

only +0.3%-points. Intuitively, this is because at the ZLB, high inflation discourages both

early and late consumption. Ideally, a policymaker promotes early consumption and dis-

courages late consumption when the spread in ε dominates the spread in δ. When ZLB is

binding, it is impossible to stimulate early consumption and discourage late consumption

simultaneously. Because of compounding, inflation affects late consumption more than

the early consumption, and thus it becomes optimal to set the inflation rate higher than

the Friedman rule. But, only a slight deviation results from the constrained optimum in

order to also take into account the negative effects of inflation on early consumption.

Figure 5.2b reveals that when σδ is small, the ZLB binds for a wide range of σε values.

This range shrinks as σδ goes up. In Figure 5.2b we observe that when σε is small, since

the economy moves away from ZLB, an optimal annual nominal interest rate as high as

2% can be attained.

As a comparison, Figures 5.3a and 5.3b present the implications of preference het-

erogeneity on optimal policy absent a ZLB on nominal rates, i.e. in an environment in

which households are forbidden to save for old-aged consumption by means of holding

money. It demonstrates that when the spread in early consumption preference shocks is

large relative to discount factor shocks, a policy maker wants to shift resources towards

early consumption. The policy maker achieves this by reducing inflation relative to the

Friedman rule to promote early consumption. In order to undo the strong compounding

effect of low inflation that would shift resources towards late consumption, nominal rates

are moved into the negative territory and to take values as low as -3%.

5.4.3 Welfare Effects

We then move on and explore the effects of preference heterogeneity on aggregate welfare.

First, Figure 5.4 quantifies the welfare effects of not being able to implement first-best

allocations in an environment where policy is set optimally and constrained by the ZLB.

Since utility is linear in labor effort and in equilibrium labor effort is equal to output

produced, we express welfare effects as a percentage of the first-best output. We observe

that the welfare losses resulting from incomplete markets are substantial when preference

heterogeneity arises in our framework. With heterogeneity in both early and late con-

sumption preferences, losses close to 22.5% of first-best output prevail when the (relative)

standard deviation of first-best early and late consumption both equal one.

Figure 5.5a quantifies steady state welfare losses that arise when instead of being

set optimally, policy adheres to the Friedman rule. In the absence of heterogeneity, i.e.

when σε = σδ = 0, the Friedman rule is optimal, which we take as a special-case corner.
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Figure 5.4: Steady state welfare loss of not being able to implement first-best allocations, given
log-normally distributed preferences shocks. The effect is expressed as a percentage of steady
state output for first-best allocations.

In comparison to this special-case, implementing the Friedman rule at higher levels of

preference heterogeneity results in welfare losses when heterogeneity either in early or late

consumption preferences is present. These losses are especially high when heterogeneity

in late consumption preferences dominate, in which case the ZLB constraint is slack. The

welfare loss from sub-optimal Friedman rule implementation could be as high as 1% of

first-best output when σδ = 1.

Because it matters for optimal policy how an economy starts out, simply comparing

steady state welfare levels might be misleading. Therefore, in Figure 5.5b we consider

what happens to an economy that starts with optimal policy but reverts back to the

Friedman rule in period 1. That means, πt>1 = β and ϕt≥1 = 1.10 With allocations in

period 0 and 1 being unaffected by such a policy change, we discount welfare losses back

to period 2 and then express them as a percentage of the present value of current and

future first-best output. Compared to Figure 5.5a, we see that equivalent effects arise for

such a policy experiment.

In Figure 5.6a we evaluate the steady state welfare losses borne by the ZLB. Specifi-

cally, we conduct a counterfactual analysis, in which we allow for negative interest rates

10This implies that reverting to the Friedman rule does not affect any of the incumbent middle-aged and
old-aged households. Moreover, the policy change is announced before the newborn young households
make their decisions. Summarizing, nobody is surprised by the policy change.
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(a) Steady state welfare loss of Friedman rule.

(b) Dynamic welfare loss of Friedman rule.

Figure 5.5: Welfare losses of adhering to the Friedman rule, given log-normally distributed
preferences shocks. All effects are expressed as a percentage of steady state output for first-best
allocations.
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(a) Steady state welfare loss of ZLB.

(b) Dynamic welfare loss of ZLB.

Figure 5.6: Welfare losses due to binding ZLB constraint, given log-normally distributed pref-
erence shocks. All effects are expressed as a percentage of steady state output for first-best
allocations.
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and compare the resulting welfare against the welfare in our baseline model. This analy-

sis shows that allowing for negative interest rates on nominal bonds imply welfare gains

that are as high as 1.5% of the first-best output. Again, besides simply comparing steady

state welfare levels, Figure 5.6b considers what happens when we revert to standard op-

timal policy in an economy that starts with optimal negative interest rates. Compared

to Figure 5.6a, we see that equivalent effects arise for such a policy experiment.

Finally, we also report relative welfare changes induced by implementing optimal pol-

icy rules instead of the Friedman rule. When the relative standard deviation of first-best

early consumption equals one (as a benchmark case), the optimal policy increases steady

state welfare by 0.6% of the first-best level of welfare. However, when the relative stan-

dard deviation of first-best late consumption equals one, the optimal policy increases

steady state welfare by 1.2% of first-best level of welfare - a larger quantitative effect

caused by a non-binding ZLB. Allowing for negative interest rates stimulates the aggre-

gate welfare by 1.9% of first-best welfare when the relative standard deviation of first-best

early consumption levels equals one.

5.4.4 Output and Taxation Effects

Figure 5.7a shows the effect on output of being unable to implement first-best allocations.

We see that only when the ZLB binds, output in an optimal policy regime changes relative

to that in a first-best economy. Output losses of not-being able to implement negative

interest rates are as large as 4% when σε = 1 and σδ = 0. Intuitively, these output losses

are due to the fact that at the ZLB, reducing late consumption comes at the cost of

reducing early consumption.

Figure 5.7b shows the effects on output when instead of being set optimally, pol-

icy adheres to the Friedman rule. When the ZLB is slack, implementing the Friedman

rule reduces output. With a binding ZLB constraint, implementing the Friedman rule

improves output but, as established earlier, at the cost of steady state welfare.

Figure 5.8a shows the effect on taxation of being unable to implement first-best al-

locations. Similarly, Figure 5.8b shows the effects on taxation when instead of being set

optimally, policy adheres to the Friedman rule. The figures are in line with our results at

Corollary 5.3 and show that overall, taxation reduces as a result of the implementation

of the optimal policy. This points towards the fact that the Friedman rule, which is the

optimal policy when first-best allocations can be implemented, may result in too much

taxation when financial markets are incomplete.

Our numerical results also indicate that the taxation effect is economically signifi-

cant: When the relative standard deviation of first-best early consumption equals one,

the difference between optimal taxation and taxation at the Friedman rule is approxi-

mately 15% of first-best output and when the relative standard deviation of first-best
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(a) Difference between output with optimal policy and first-best output.

(b) Difference between output at the optimal policy and the Friedman rule.

Figure 5.7: Output effects for log-normally distributed preferences shocks. All effects are ex-
pressed as a percentage of output for first-best allocations.
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(a) Difference between taxation with optimal policy and taxation with first-best
allocations.

(b) Difference between taxation at the optimal policy and the Friedman rule.

Figure 5.8: Tax effects for log-normally distributed preferences shocks. All effects are expressed
as a percentage of output for first-best allocations.
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late consumption equals one, the difference between optimal taxation and taxation at the

Friedman rule is approximately 2.5% of first-best output. The asymmetry here is caused

by the ZLB constraint, which binds in the former case but is slack in the latter.

5.4.5 Consumption Effects

We conclude the quantitative analysis by decomposing the output effects as consequences

on early and late consumption. Figures 5.9a and 5.10a show that when the ZLB does

not bind, aggregate early and late consumption are equal to their first-best levels. Since

stimulating early consumption and discouraging late consumption simultaneously is diffi-

cult with an endogenous ZLB, we see that when early consumption shocks dominate and

thus the ZLB binds, early consumption reduces and late consumption increases relative

to first-best levels. With σε = 1 and σδ = 0, these effects are large; early consumption

reduces by almost 20% while late consumption increases by more than 12% relative to

first-best.

Figures 5.9b and 5.10b show that when implementing the Friedman rule instead of

optimal policy, early consumption always increases. When reverting to the Friedman

rule, late consumption increases if the ZLB binds but reduces if the ZLB is slack.

Finally, in Figures 5.11-5.13 we study the distributional effects of policy on consump-

tion. We do so for two different cases; {σε, σδ} = {0.5, 1} and {σε, σδ} = {1, 0.5}. For the
first case, the ZLB does not bind, optimal inflation is -1.68%, and the optimal nominal

rate is 1.0%. For the second case, the ZLB binds and optimal inflation is -1.77%. In the

counterfactual of the ZLB absence, in the latter case optimal inflation would be -2.59%

and the optimal nominal rate -2.1%. Figures 5.11a and 5.11b show how θ, i.e. middle

aged agents’ consumption quote, is distributed.

For the first case, Figures 5.12a and 5.12b show how optimal policy shifts the distri-

bution of early consumption to the left and the distribution of late consumption to the

right, when compared to consumption distributions under the Friedman rule.

For the second case, Figures 5.13a and 5.13b show how optimal policy shifts the

distribution of both early consumption and late consumption to the left when compared

to consumption distributions under the Friedman rule. Absent a ZLB in the second

case, optimal policy shifts the distribution of late consumption further to the left but the

distribution of early consumption back to the right.

5.4.6 Summary

The quantitative analysis reveals that in the presence of heterogeneous preferences, op-

timal policy partially substitutes for the lack financial development. However, it is im-

portant to understand the nature of preference heterogeneity and in particular whether
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(a) Difference between early consumption with optimal policy and the first-best
level of early consumption.

(b) Difference between early consumption at the optimal policy and the Friedman
rule.

Figure 5.9: Aggregate early consumption effects for log-normally distributed preferences shocks.
All effects are expressed a as a percentage.
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(a) Difference between late consumption with optimal policy and the first-best
level of late consumption.

(b) Difference between late consumption at the optimal policy and the Friedman
rule.

Figure 5.10: Aggregate late consumption effects for log-normally distributed preferences shocks.
All effects are expressed a as a percentage.
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(a) Pdf θ, {σε, σδ} = {0.5, 1}.

(b) Pdf θ, {σε, σδ} = {1, 0.5}.

Figure 5.11: Probability density function for θ with log-normally distributed preferences.
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(a) Probability density function for early consumption.

(b) Probability density function for late consumption.

Figure 5.12: Consumption distribution for log-normally distributed preferences shocks with
σε = 0.5 and σδ = 1. Optimal inflation in this case is -1.68% and the optimal nominal rate is
1.0%. The ZLB is slack.
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(a) Probability density function for early consumption.

(b) Probability density function for late consumption.

Figure 5.13: Consumption distribution for log-normally distributed preferences shocks with
σε = 1 and σδ = 0.5. Optimal inflation in this case is -1.77% and the optimal nominal rate
is 0% as the ZLB binds. Absent a ZLB, optimal inflation would be -2.59% and the optimal
nominal rate -2.1%.
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heterogeneity is resulting from differences in early consumption shocks or discount fac-

tors. Moreover, we also show that the presence of an endogenous ZLB is a quantitatively

important constraining factor in maximizing the welfare gains from optimal policy im-

plementation.

5.5 Real Investment and Private Assets

In our benchmark model households do not have the option to accumulate wealth through

private means. In order to check the sensitivity of our qualitative findings to this bench-

mark specification, in this section, we introduce a private asset into the model and allow

that asset to compete with nominal bonds. We continue to assume the same structure

as before and also that in the GM money is the only medium of exchange. However,

different from what we introduced in Section 5.3, households have access to a long-run

investment technology which serves as an alternative form of saving instrument in ad-

dition to nominal bonds and yields a real return. We are interested in understanding

whether the optimal policy mix that we derived in Section 5.3, remains qualitatively

valid when households face an alternative (real) investment option.

Formally, we assume that in any time period t, all young households have access to

a decreasing returns to scale investment technology during the GM. Specifically, for each

kt units of goods invested in GM t, the technology returns

yt+2 =
Ak1−α

t

1− α
, α ∈ (0, 1)

units of goods in the GM of period t + 2. Furthermore, in the FM of period t + 1, a

household can issue claims against the future output of its investment technology. Other

households and also the government, can purchase these claims. When the government

engages in asset purchases, it leads to the emergence of asset-backed money. That means,

in FM of period t+1 the government can buy privately issued financial claims by printing

money. By selling off these claims in period t+ 2, the injected money can be withdrawn

and the government may earn seignorage revenues. Importantly, the ability of the govern-

ment to issue asset-backed money implies full control over inflation and nominal interest

rates.

5.5.1 Optimizing Behavior and Equilibrium

We let ψt denote the FM t price of a claim against one unit of good to be delivered in

the GM of period t+1 - measured in terms of the GM goods in period t. A no arbitrage

condition implies ψt = ϕtπt+1. The lifetime utility maximization problem of a household
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then becomes:

Ut = max
ht,kt,{qmξ,t,qoξ,t}ξ∈Ξ

{−ht − kt + βE[εu(qmξ,t)] + β2
E[δu(qoξ,t)]

}
, (5.21)

s.t. πt+1[q
m
ξ,t + ϕt+1πt+2q

o
ξ,t + τt+1] ≤ ht +

ϕt+1πt+1πt+2Ak
1−α
t

1− α
, ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ.

ht ≥ 0, and kt ≥ 0. (5.22)

Based on the extended optimization problem at (5.21)-(5.22) we first establish the fol-

lowing lemma, which characterizes the equilibrium.

Lemma 5.2. (i)Aggregate supply and demand in any time period t are characterized by:

Qs
t = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1 + A1/α

(
[ϕt−1πt−1πt]

1−α
α − [ϕt+1πt+1πt+2]

1
α

)
/(1− α),

Qd
t = Θβ(1 + β)/πt + β(1 + β)(1−Θ)/(ϕt−1πt−1ϕt).

(ii) The amount of labor devoted to acquiring cash and investment goods are given by:

ht = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1 − [Aϕt+1πt+1πt+2]
1/α/(1− α) and kt = [Aϕt+1πt+1πt+2]

1/α.

(iii) Finally, in a steady state equilibrium the following condition ensures that the labor-

supply satisfies h > 0:

A
1
α (ϕπ2)

1−α
α

1− α
<

β(1 + β)(ϕπΘ+ 1−Θ)

ϕπ2
.

We would like to first note that, in order to keep the analysis comparable to that of

Section 5.3, we restrict our attention to cases in which h > 0 holds, because otherwise

there is no inter-generational monetary exchange. Lemma 5.2 shows that h > 0 is the case

if the productivity of the long-run investment technology is sufficiently low. The intuition

for this property is straightforward: when the long-run technology is too productive,

agents can finance consumption needs in both periods using only the long-run technology.

In addition to this property, Lemma 5.2 also characterizes the equilibrium quantities

produced (and demanded), which, different than the benchmark specification, contain

terms related to labor- and capital-based output.

5.5.2 Optimal Policy

A government with perfect commitment maximizes

Wt =
∞∑
s=t

βs−t
[
E
{
εu(qmξ,s−1)

}
+ E

{
δu(qoξ,s−2)

}− hs − ks
]

(5.23)
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by choosing a sequence {ϕs, πs+1}∞s=t+1 s.t. ϕs ≤ 1, and taking as given {ϕs, πs+1}s=t
s=0 and

{ks}s=t−1
s=0 . Using our logarithmic utility specification, the welfare function at (5.23) that

the government maximizes can be written as:

Wt =
∞∑
s=t

βs−t

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Δ− log(πs)− Θβ(1 + β)

πs

− log(ϕs−1πs−1πs)− (1−Θ)β(1 + β)

ϕs−1πs−1πs

+ A
1
α
[ϕs−1πs−1πs]

1−α
α − (1− α)[ϕs+1πs+1πs+2]

1
α

1− α

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ ,

with Δ given by (5.14). We characterize the government’s optimal policy mix in the

following proposition.

Proposition 5.2. The optimal policy mix in a steady state equilibrium satisfies:

ϕ =

⎧⎨⎩1 if Θ(1 + β) < 1

1−Θ
Θ2β(1+β)

+ oϕ if Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1
,

π =

⎧⎨⎩(1 + β)
Θβ+

√
β
√

βΘ2+4(2+β)(1−Θ)

2(2+β)
− oπ if Θ(1 + β) ≤ 1

Θβ(1 + β) if Θ(1 + β) > 1
.

When the ZLB constraint does not bind, the difference between the optimal price of bonds

with and without an investment technology is given by oϕ. This object is a positive solution

of the following equation

oϕ[Θβ(1 + β)]2 =
{Aβ(1 + β)[1−Θ+ oϕΘ

2β(1 + β)]} 1
α

α

×
[
1− (1 + β)

1−Θ+ oϕΘ
2β(1 + β)

β

]
.

When the ZLB constraint binds, the difference between optimal inflation with and without

an investment technology is given by oπ. This object is the unique positive solution of the

following equation

0 = oπ [oπ(2 + β)− 2Υ(2 + β) + Θβ(1 + β)]

− [A(Υ− oπ)
2
] 1

α
[
1− (Υ− oπ)

2/β2
]
(1 + β)/α,

where Υ = (1 + β)[Θβ +
√
β
√
βΘ2 + 4(2 + β)(1−Θ)]/[4 + 2β].

With A sufficiently large, oϕ may not be determined uniquely and additional second-

order conditions need to be considered. In what follows, we consider A sufficiently small

so that oϕ is pinned down uniquely by the associated equation in Proposition 5.2. With

respect to the qualitative properties we discuss next, this simplification has been made

without loss of generality.
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Proposition 5.2 highlights an important robustness of our optimal policy characteri-

zation. Specifically, the threshold that determines the cut-off point for a ZLB constraint

remains the same as in Section 5.3. To review from there, ceteris paribus, an increase in

the heterogeneity of late-consumption preferences lowers the likelihood of a binding ZLB,

while increasing the heterogeneity of early-consumption preferences raises the likelihood

of a binding ZLB. Qualitatively, optimal policy also looks similar to what we character-

ized in Section 5.3, except either the optimal interest rate on nominal bonds (when the

ZLB is slack) or the optimal inflation rate (when the ZLB binds) exhibits a distortionary

wedge due to the presence of real asset formation by households. It also remains true as

in Section 5.3 that π ≥ β, with equality if and only if Θ(1 + β) = 1, and ϕ ≤ 1 with

equality if and only if Θ(1 + β) ≤ 1.

With respect to the distortionary wedges on inflation and bond pricing policies,

we obtain important comparative statics with an intuitive interpretation. Specifically,

limA→0 oϕ = 0 and limA→0 oπ = 0. Also, ∂oϕ/∂A > 0 and ∂oπ/∂A > 0. This means, the

higher the productivity of private investment, the larger become the distortionary wedges

associated with optimal policy. The reason is that real investment is affected by the real

return earned by government bonds through a no arbitrage condition. Since first-best

investment prevails when this real rate of return equals the natural real interest rate, the

presence of a real investment technology pulls optimal policy towards the Friedman rule.

5.5.3 Qualitative Illustration of Optimal Policy

When there are no preference shocks or policy neutral shocks, such that Θ(1+β) = 1, we

conclude as in Section 5.3 with the optimality of the Friedman rule (π = β and ϕ = 1).

Observing how investment enters the first-order conditions, we see that the first-best

level of investment requires ϕπ2 = β2. With no or policy-neutral idiosyncratic preference

shocks, optimal levels of consumption are attained when π = β and ϕ = 1. Thus, the

introduction of a real investment opportunity and private asset formation has no effect

on the optimality of the Friedman rule in this particular case.

In a specification with shocks to only late consumption, which implies Θ(1 + β) > 1,

the ZLB is slack. Early consumption is determined by π and late consumption by ϕπ2.

Because investment is determined by ϕπ2, the investment technology only affects optimal

nominal interest rates and not the optimal inflation rate. With Θ(1 + β) > 1, optimal

late consumption requires ϕπ2 = β(1+β)(1−Θ) < β2 while optimal investment requires

ϕπ2 = β2. Compared to the Friedman rule, optimal policy balances these two conditions

and therefore implies too little investment and too much late consumption - as in the

benchmark specification.

When there are shocks to early consumption only, which implies Θ(1 + β) < 1, the

ZLB constraint binds. Optimal aggregate consumption requires π > β while optimal in-
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vestment requires π = β. Optimal policy trades off these two. The investment technology

therefore affects the inflation, and compared to the Friedman rule, the optimal inflation

implies π > β with too much investment and too little aggregate consumption - as in the

benchmark specification.

5.6 Conclusion

We studied preference heterogeneity and optimal monetary policy in a dynamic gen-

eral equilibrium model of money with incomplete financial markets. Our benchmark

theoretical model incorporates two dimensional consumption preference heterogeneity:

idiosyncratic shocks to current consumption and discount factors. Although we model

preference shocks in a general way, the model is tractable to yield clean theoretical in-

sights and quantifiable effects. We show that the shocks to current (early) consumption

could cause an endogenous ZLB to bind - an effect that could get mitigated by discount

factor heterogeneity. We characterize optimal policy and study the behavior of optimal

inflation and nominal interest rates. The optimal policy, in general, deviates from the

Friedman rule, but the motives for deviation are different depending on the type of pref-

erence heterogeneity. Our qualitative results are robust to allowing for alternative savings

instruments.

The quantitative analysis based on the theoretical framework reveals that - when

implemented optimally - policy can partially substitute for the lack of complete finan-

cial markets. However, the ZLB is a constraining factor. We conduct a counterfactual

analysis to evaluate the macroeconomic effects of optimal negative interest rates. This

counterfactual analysis shows that allowing for negative interest rates on nominal bonds

can result in welfare gains that are as high as 1.5% of first-best output.
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5.A Proofs and Derivations

5.A.1 Derivations of Real Quantities in the Benchmark Model

We let βλξ,t denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with the (idiosyncratic) state-

contingent budget constraint (5.3b). With log-utility, first-order conditions become:

ht : 0 = −1 + βE[λξ,t], (5.24)

qmξ,t : 0 = −πt+1λξ,t + ε/qmξ,t, (5.25)

qoξ,t : 0 = −min{ϕt+1}πt+1πt+2λξ,t + βδ/qoξ,t. (5.26)

Combining (5.25) and (5.26) results in

qoξ,t = qmξ,t
βδ

ε

1

min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+2

. (5.27)

Using that the budget constraint (5.3b) must hold with equality, we find

ht = πt+1

[
qmξ,t

ε+ βδ

ε
+ τt+1

]
. (5.28)

Rewriting (5.28) in terms of qmξ,t and substituting into (5.25), we obtain

λξ,t =
ε+ βδ

ht − πt+1τt+1

.

Using this in (5.24) together with Assumption 1 (E[ε] = E[δ] = 1) we find

ht = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1. (5.29)

Using (5.29) in (5.28) yields an expression for qmξ,t, which we can then use in (5.27) to

obtain an expression for q0ξ,t:

qmξ,t =
ε

ε+ βδ

β(1 + β)

πt+1

and qoξ,t =
βδ

ε+ βδ

β(1 + β)

min{ϕt+1, 1}πt+1πt+2

.

5.A.2 Proof of Lemma 5.1

When the ZLB does not bind, first-order conditions resulting from optimizing the welfare

function at steady state with respect to π (inflation rate) and ϕ (bond prices) yields

π∗ = Θβ(1 + β),

ϕ∗(π∗)2 = β(1 + β)(1−Θ).
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Clearly, the ZLB binds if and only if ϕ∗ > 1. Using (5.30) and (5.31), this is the case

when

Θ2(1 + β)2β2 +Θβ(1 + β)− β(1 + β) < 0. (5.32)

Condition (5.32) is satisfied for −1/β < Θ < 1/(1 + β). Because Θ ∈ (0, 1), it follows

that the ZLB binds if and only if Θ(1 + β) < 1. q.e.d.

5.A.3 Proof of Proposition 5.1

There are two cases to consider: (i) binding ZLB (with ϕ = 1) and (ii) non-binding ZLB

(with ϕ < 1). When ϕ = 1, optimal π is determined from:

π =
β(1 + β)Θ

1− χ(1 + β)
,

1 + χ =
β(1 + β)

π2
(1−Θ),

using which optimal inflation rate π can be solved as the unique positive root of the

polynomial:

π2(2 + β)− πβ(1 + β)Θ− β(1− β)2(1−Θ) = 0,

as stated in Proposition 5.1.

In the case of non-binding ZLB with ϕ < 1 (and thus χ = 0), the optimal inflation

rate is determined as:

π = Θβ(1 + β),

which also yields:

ϕ =
1−Θ

Θ2β(1 + β)
.

q.e.d.

5.A.4 Proof of Corollary 5.1

That the optimal inflation rate satisfies π ≥ β for the case of Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1 (with π = β

when Θ(1 + β) = 1) follows immediately from the equation that pins down optimal

policy mix in Proposition 5.1. To observe that the optimal inflation is still greater than

the Friedman rule, π > β, when Θ(1 + β) < 1, we first note that at this particular case

the equation that determines the optimal inflation satisfies

(2 + β)π2 −Θβ(1 + β)π − β(1 + β)2(1−Θ) = 0, (5.35)

which has a unique positive root for π. Note that π = β solves (5.35) if Θ(1 + β) = 1.

Then, starting at π = β and Θ(1 + β) = 1, if Θ declines (such that Θ(1 + β) < 1) the
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left-hand-side of (5.35) which solves for the optimal inflation with Θ(1 + β) < 1 goes

down, since β < 1. Also because at π = β an increase in π raises the left-hand-side

of the polynomial, it yields the result that the optimal inflation rate satisfies π > β for

Θ(1 + β) < 1. q.e.d.

5.A.5 Proof of Lemma 5.2

Let βλξ,t, νh,t, and νk,t denote the Lagrange multipliers of the associated constraints.

Because the non-negativity constraint for capital never binds due to the DRS technology

specification, we obtain the following first-order conditions:

ht : 0 = −1 + νh,t + βE[λξ,t],

kt : 0 = −1 + ϕt+1πt+1πt+2Ak
−α
t βE[λξ,t],

qmξ,t : 0 = ε/qmξ,t − πt+2λξ,t,

qoξ,t : 0 = δβ/qoξ,t − ϕt+1πt+1πt+2λξ,t.

The solution clearly depends on whether the non-negativity constraint associated with

young’s labor supply, h, binds and thus whether there are intergenerational transfers in

spirit of what we studied in Section 5.3. In what follows, we focus on equilibria that

involve h > 0. The amount of labor devoted to acquiring cash and investment goods is

then given by

ht = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1 − [Aϕt+1πt+1πt+2]
1/α/(1− α) and kt = [Aϕt+1πt+1πt+2]

1/α,

respectively. When middle-aged, households’ real financial wealth after taxation therefore

equals β(1 + β)/πt+1. As in the benchmark model, early and late consumption are then

given by (5.8) and aggregate supply of and demand for goods in any time period t becomes:

Qs
t = β(1 + β) + πt+1τt+1 + A1/α

(
[ϕt−1πt−1πt]

1−α
α − [ϕt+1πt+1πt+2]

1
α

)
/(1− α),

Qd
t = Θβ(1 + β)/πt + β(1 + β)(1−Θ)/(ϕt−1πt−1ϕt).

The level of lump-sum taxes that closes the model and equilibriates demand and supply

is given by:

πtτt = β(1 + β) {Θ[1/πt−1 − 1] + (1−Θ)[1/(ϕt−2πt−2πt−1)− 1]}

−
A1/α

(
[ϕt−2πt−2πt−1]

1−α
α − [ϕtπtπt+1]

1
α

)
1− α

.
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It follows that total labor supply by young households satisfies:

ht + kt =
Θβ(1 + β)

πt

+
β(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕt−1πt−1ϕt

−A1/α

(
[ϕt−1πt−1πt]

1−α
α

1− α
− [ϕt+1πt+1πt+2]

1
α

)
.

Focusing on a steady state, to ensure h is strictly positive we need the following condition

to hold in equilibrium:

A
1
α (ϕπ2)

1−α
α

1− α
<

β(1 + β)(ϕπΘ+ 1−Θ)

ϕπ2
.

q.e.d.

5.A.6 Proof of Proposition 5.2

Let βs+1−tχs denote the Lagrange multiplier on the ZLB constraint to obtain the following

first order conditions

πs+2 : 0 = β2

(
−2 + β

πs+2
+

Θβ(1 + β)

π2
s+2

+
β(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕs+1πs+1π2
s+2

+
β2(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕs+2π2
s+2πs+3

)
+

[Aϕs+1πs+1πs+2]
1
α

απs+2

[
β2

ϕs+1πs+1πs+2
− 1

]
+ β

[Aϕs+2πs+2πs+3]
1
α

απs+2

[
β2

ϕs+2πs+2πs+3
− 1

]
,

ϕs+1 : 0 = β2

(
−χs+1 − 1

ϕs+1
+

β(1 + β)(1−Θ)

ϕ2
s+1πs+1πs+2

)
+

[Aϕs+1πs+1πs+2]
1
α

αϕs+1

[
β2

ϕs+1πs+1πs+2
− 1

]
.

Focusing on steady state, the first-order conditions reduce to:

π = Θβ(1 + β) + χπ(1 + β)

and ϕπ2 = β(1 + β)(1−Θ)− χϕπ2 + [Aϕπ2]
1
α

[
1− ϕπ2/β2

]
/α. (5.36)

We note that in steady state, the investment technology enters only in the first-order

condition for ϕ. However, through the Lagrange multiplier for the ZLB, inflation can be

affected by the investment technology.

Then, we show that the ZLB binds if and only if Θ(1 + β) < 1. Consider first

Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1 and conjecture that the ZLB is slack this case. Then Equation (5.36)

implies

π ≥ β and ϕπ2 ≤ β2 + [Aϕπ2]
1
α

[
1− ϕπ2/β2

]
/α ⇒ ϕπ2 ≤ β2.

It follows that ϕ ≤ 1, which verifies our conjecture. Consider second that Θ(1 + β) < 1
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and suppose that the ZLB is also slack in this case. Then Equation (5.36) implies

π < β and ϕπ2 > β2 + [Aϕπ2]
1
α

[
1− ϕπ2/β2

]
/α ⇒ ϕπ2 > β2.

It follows that ϕ > 1, which yields a contradiction. Hence the ZLB must bind when

Θ(1 + β) < 1.

Next, we characterize optimal policy with a slack ZLB constraint. Clearly

π = Θβ(1 + β) and ϕπ2 = β(1 + β)(1−Θ) + [Aϕπ2]
1
α

[
1− ϕπ2/β2

]
/α.

Letting ϕπ2 = β(1 + β)(1−Θ) + o′ϕ we have that

o′ϕ =
A[β(1 + β)(1−Θ) + o′ϕ]

1/α

α

[
1− β(1 + β)(1−Θ) + o′ϕ

β2

]
. (5.37)

With Θ(1 + β) ≥ 1, this implies that o′ϕ ≥ 0 with strict inequality if A > 0, as well as

limA→0 o
′
ϕ = 0. When A is sufficiently small, Equation (5.37) also pins down o′ϕ uniquely.

Then, ∂o′ϕ/∂A > 0. Finally,

ϕ =
1−Θ

Θβ(1 + β)
+ oϕ and oϕ =

o′ϕ
[Θβ(1 + β)]2

,

where oϕ has the same qualitative properties as o′ϕ.

Finally, we characterize optimal policy with a tight ZLB constraint. Using ϕ = 1,

Equation (5.36) implies that

0 = (2 + β)π2 −Θβ(1 + β)π − β(1 + β)2(1−Θ)− [Aπ2]1/α[1− π2/β](1 + β)/α. (5.38)

With Θ(1 + β) < 1, the RHS of Equation (5.38) is negative for all π ≤ β. The partial

derivative of the RHS of Equation (5.38) w.r.t. π satisfies

2π(2 + β)−Θβ(1 + β)− 2π[Aπ2]1/α
[
1

α

(
1

π2
− 1

β

)
− 1

β

]
1 + β

α
,

which is strictly positive for π > β. Therefore, there exists a unique π > β which solves

Equation (5.38) and which constitutes the optimal rate of inflation. Clearly, this solution

is decreasing in A and can be written as

π = Υ− oπ and Υ = (1 + β)
θβ +

√
β
√

βΘ2 + 4(2 + β)(1−Θ)

2(2 + β)
,

with oπ = 0 if A = 0, oπ > 0 if A > 0, ∂oπ/∂A > 0, and limA→0 oπ = 0. Here oπ is the
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unique positive solution to:

0 = oπ [oπ(2 + β)− 2Υ(2 + β) + Θβ(1 + β)]

− [A(Υ− oπ)
2
] 1

α
[
1− (Υ− oπ)

2/β2
]
(1 + β)/α.

q.e.d.
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